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PEBFACE

The early history of Peninsular India bejond the great

barrier of mountain and forest that separates the vast Indo-

Grangetic plain from the valleys of the Godavari, Krishna and

the Kaveri has been dealt with by many scholars, notably

Fleet, Eice, Bhandarkar and Debreuil. But the paucity

of data stood in the way of an adequate treatment of

the period that intervened between the disintegration of

the Satavahana monarchy and the rise of the Imperial

Galukyas. The three odd centuries that separated the last

great Satavahana from the first Pulake^in has been

regarded by Smith as a “ Blank in history.” As early as

1895, Sir E. G. Bhandarkar observed that for some three

centuries after the extinction of the Andhra (i.e. Satavahana)

dynasty “ we have no specific information about the

dynasties that ruled over the country (i.e. the Deccan).”

Smith observed in 1924, ‘^It is still true to say that

practically the political history of the Deccan begins in the

middle of the sixth century with the rise of the Chalukya

dynasty ” (E Hist. Ind., 4th ed., p. 440). My aim has been

to bridge the gulf between the Satavahana and the Calukya

periods. The plan and purpose of the present volume have

been explained in the Introduction, and little more need be

said by way of a Preface. It will be seen that the author

deals with the successors of the Satavahanas, who held sway

in the vast region of the Deccan, mainly inhabited by the

Telugu and Kanarese speaking peoples, before the foundation

of the Calukya empire. It is contemplated to publish another

volume which will be concerned with the dynasties that rose

on the ruins of the Satavahana empire in the north.

In the present volume, I have tried to develop some

of the views expressed in my monographs and papers

previously published. Eesults of most recent investigations
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thanks are due to Dr. S. P. Mookerjee, the illustrious Vice-
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INTEODUCTION

The aim of the author of the present volume is to give

a detailed account of the dynasties that ruled m Lower

Deccan after the decline of the Satavahaoas till the country

was conquered by the Calukyas. The volume has been divided

into two parts ; Part J deals with the Eastern Districts, that

is to say, the Andhra region, and Part II with the Western

Districts, that is, the Karnata region. In the second volume

of this work, which is in course of preparation, the author

proposes to deal with the dynasties that succeeded the

Satavahanas in Upper Deccan.

The term Deccan has been used in this work in a limit-

ed sense. It is a familiar corruption of the Sanskrit word

daksim meaning south. It
“ may be, and sometimes is,

extended so as to cover the whole of India south of the

Narmada ; but is usually understood as designating a more

limited territory in which Malabar and the Tamil countries

of the extreme south are not included ” (Smith, E. Hist.

Ind., 4th ed., p. 439). The Nanaghat record which

describes the husband of Naganika as dakshina/paiha-paii,

a Nasik inscription in which Vasigthiputra Pulumavi is

called dakHndpath-edvara and the Junagad inscription in

which the Satavahana contemporary of Eudradaman (c.

130-150 A.D.) is called dafc§mapatfea-pati appear to prove that

the Satavahanas called themselves “ lord of the Deccan.”

There is however absolutely no proof that the Far South

was ever under the direct possession of the Satavahana kings.

Daksinapatha, over which the Satavahanas claimed suzerainty,

thus appears to signify the Deccan in a limited sense.

In the eastern part of Lower Deccan, the direct rule of the

Satavahanas seems not to have extended far beyond the Andhra-
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country, that is to say, beyond the Telugu-speaking area.

In the western part, the Cutu Satakarni branch of the Sata-

vahana dynasty is known to have ruled over the'country which

had BanavSs! (in the North Kanara district) for its capital,

that is to say, over the northern part of the modern Kana-

rese-speaking area.

C, The Andhra people and their country are mentioned

many times in literature ; but history of the Andhra region,

based on epigraphic evidence, only begins from the third

century B.C., i.e., the time of the Maurya emperor A^oka.

At the time of Asoka, Lower Deccan formed a part of the

Maurya empire and the Maurya frontier certainly extended

in the south as far as the Pennar river near Nellore, as only

the Tamil kingdoms of the Geras, Colas and the Pandyashave

been distinguished as pracamta (border state) from the

vijita (dominions) of the king, and as A^okan inscriptions

have been found on rocks as far south as the Chitaldrug

district of Mysore. The Andhras are mentioned in the

thirteenth Rock Edict of AMca in the list of subordinate

peoples that lived in the dominions (idha raja-visayanthi) of

the king. After the strength of the Maurya empire had

waned, the people of Andhrade^a appears to have assumed

independence.

A king named Kubirakii ( = TCubera) ‘ has been mentioned

in two inscriptions discovered at Bhattiprolu in the Repalle

taluka of the Guntur district (Liiders, List, Nos. ItlSS, 1338).

According toBiihler (J.R.A.S., 1892, p. 602), the Bhattiprolu

inscriptions belong to the period immediately following that

of A^oka, i.e., to about 200 B.C. It is therefore possible

that king Kubiraka fought successfully with the weak

successors of A^oka who died sometime before 230 B.C., and

liberated the Andhra country from the Maurya yoke.

Unfortunately we know next to nothing about this king.

* In Kuberaka is called tbe “calf’’ of tbe Pu^ya-jana (the" Yafe^as),

attendants of Kobera (Hopkins, Mythology

,

p. 148).
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Epigraphy is silent as regards the Andhra country for a

long time after Kubiraka, Only about the second

century of the Christian era we find the country

occupied by kings belonging to the family known in

epigraphy as the Satavahana. A number of coins

and inscriptions of the Later Satavahanas has been

discovered m the Andhra region. The most powerful

among them were Vasisthiputra Pulumavi and Gautaml-

putra Yajna Satakarni . The date of these kings is a dis-

puted question
; but,two points seem certain in this respect.

(1) King Vasiathiputra Pulumavi could not be far removed

m time from (bub was possibly for some time a contemporary

of) the Siika S.itrat» Eudradiman who is known to have ruled

from c 130 to c. 150 A D. The mention of Baithana (Paithan

m the Aurangabad district) as tlie capital of Siriptolemaios

(siri-Pulumavi, contemp irary of Tiast^nes = Castanawho for

some time ruled conjointly with his grandson Rudradaman)by

Ptolemy (c. 140 A.D.) is also very important in ascertaining

the date of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi in about the middle of

the second century A.D. (2) According to the evidence

of palaeography, there could not have been a great interval

between the reign of Pulumavi and that of Yajna. The

suggestion of Krishnasastri that the second year of Candra

Sati (a successor of Yajna) is equivalent to A.D. 210 is

also important in this connection. It is therefore very

probably certain that Yajfia ended his rule not long

after A. D, 200, and Yajna was the last great king of his

dynasty (see infvd, Sections 1 and III of the chapter on the

Pallavas).

The local ruling families of South-Eastern Deccan either

ruling ’.>8 ’'subordinate rulers or governors, such as the

Salankayanas, Brhatphalayanas, Pallavas and the Iksvakus

who remained loyal to the Satavahanas at the time of Pulu-

mavi and Yajna Satakarni appear to have gradually raised their

head and supplanted the weak successors of Yajna. From
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palaeographio consideration it appears that tlie Ikgvakus

were the first to grow powerful in the Kistna-Guntur region

and to throw off Satavahana suzerainty about the third

decade of the third century. The performance of A^vamedha,’

Vajapeya and other Vedic sacrifices by the Iksvaku king

Carntamula 1 clearly shows that the Iksvakus were no longer

feudatory to the Satavahanas who were therefore

ousted from the Kistna-Guntur area before the time of this

king. The successors of the Iksvakus iru the sovereignty of

this aiea appear to have been the Brhatphalayanas and the

Pallavas. The Pallavas became very powerful about the

end of the third and beginning of the fourth century. The

earliest Pallava t'pigraphs which appear to belong to the first

half of the fourtli cimtury show that the Pallavas were at the

time master of Andhrapatha as well as the Bellary

region. Pallava headquarters in the Andhra country at the

time of Sivaskandavarman, a performer of A^varuedha and

other sacrifices, were at Dhamilakada (Dhanyakataka). Their

supremacy in Andhrade^a appears to have broken down

owing to the rise of the Salankayanas of Vengl (W. Godavari

district) and the Anandas of Kandarapura (Guntur district;.

Devavarmau, the Salankayana performer of the A^vamedha

sacrifice, possibly reigned not long after Pallava Sivaskanda-

varman. The evidence of the Ivanteru plates proves that the

Later SalaAkayanas became master of much of the territories

that were once under the Iksvakus, Brhatphalayanas and the

Pallavas. After the collapse of the Salankayana power, the

Vi§nukun<iins gradually became master of the yvhole of

Andhrade^a. When the Calukyas established themselves at

Pistapura in the beginning of the seventh century, the

Vignukundins appear to have struggled hard with them for

existence. But gradually their power collapsed and the

country passed to the possession of the Calukyas.

It must not however be thought that these dynasties

appeared one after another on the political stage of the
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Andhra country. The Salankayanas, as we shall see, were

most probably in possession of the district round VeAgl even

in the age of Ptolemy (c. 140), when the Satavahanas

were apparently the suzerain of Andhradeda. The Greek

geographer possibly also refers to the capital of the Brhat-

phalayanas in the present Masulipatam area. Excepting

the Visnukundins, all the earlier dynasties that reigned in

South-Eastern Deccan after the Satavahanas seem to have

ruled more or less contemporaneously.

In Part I of the present volume, I have given an

account of the Iksvakus, Brhatphalayanas, Anandas,

SalaAkayanas and the Visnukundins. I have also dealt with

the Pallavas who were for some time the supreme power in

Andhrade^a.

In Part II of this volume, I have tried to give an account

of the dynasties that succeeded the Satavahanas in the

w'estern part of Lower Deccan. Prom the breakdown of the

Cutu Satakarni power up to the rise of the Calukyas, the

principal ruling dynasty in South-Western Deccan was that

of the Kadambas. I have not included in this account the

history of the Gangas and the Banas who ruled from places

far to the south of the country ruled by the Satava-

hanas. I have included however the Kekayas who ruled in

the northern part of Mysore, which most probably formed a

part of the later Satavahana dominions. Since my account

is limited in circa 200-650 A.D., I have not discussed a few

minor feudatory i^ilies (e.g., tbe Sendrakas) whose early

history is wrapped up in obscurity.

In placing this work before students of Indian history,

I humbly request them to consider the new points I have been

able to light upon in these pages. I have tried to establish a

relation between the two known Ananda kings on the basis

of the passage hirariyagarhh-odhhav-odhhava of the Mattepad

plates. I have also tried to settle the genealogy and chrono-

logy of the ^alanki-yanas and the Visgiukufl.dins, in which, as
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I have shown, mistakes have been made permanent by previ-

ous writers. The theory of the existence of a king called Sana

in the Kistna district in the second or third century A.D.

has been discussed and found to be untenable The date of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman has been fixed on the basis of the

gradual development of inscriptional Prakrit in early South

Indian inscriptions. In dealing with the [Early] Pallavas

and the [Early] Kadambas, I have tried not to be led

astray from the terra firma of solid facts by that eagerness

for theorising which is so common among certain recent

writers on the early history of those dynasties. The real

significance of the passage hiranyagarhh-odhhava has been

correctly pointed out. In interpreting terms like ayukta,

mllahha, hastikoSa, vyaprta adhikara-purusa and others, I

have spared no pains to utilise epigraphic as well as lexico-

graphic and classical literature to the full. I have also

made full use of the Epic, Puranic and Smrti literature in

explaining passiges like avasita-viridha^Uvyn, hiranyngarhha

and others.



PART I

EASTERN DISTRICTS





CHAPTEE I

THE IKSVIKDS

I

The Southern Iksvskus.

Some Prakrit ^ inscriptions of the Iksvakus of Eastern

Deccan have been discovered at Jaggayyapetta in the Nandi-

gram taluka of the Kistna district (Ind. Ant., XI,

p. 257 ff.), and at Nagarjunikonda m the Palnad taluka

of the Guntur district (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 1 ff.) of

the Madras Presidency. Formerly, Burgess expressed the

opinion that these inscriptions belong to about the 3rd or

4th century A.D. “but are probably earlier.” Bfiihler

and, folloMcing him, Vogel who has recently edited the

Nagarjunikonda inscriptions ascribe the Iksvaku records to

the 3rd century of the Christian era. Like all early

Prakrit inscriptions, the Nagarjunikonda and Jaggayyapetta

records of the Iksvakus express compound consonants with

single letters. This characteristic shows that these records

are earlier than the Early Pallava grants which express double

or conjunct consonants by more than one letter and appear to

belong to about the first quarter of the 4th century A.D.

(see my views in Ind. Cult., 1, p. 498 if. ;
Journ. Ind. Hist.,

Xin, p. 297 ff. ;
and infra). The Ik§vaku inscriptions,

therefore, almost certainly belong to about the middle and

second half of the 3rd century A.D. (vide infra).

1 Regarding the language of the Nagarjunikonda records, Sten Eonow observes

(JSp Ind , XX, p. 26), “ We are faced mth a normalised semiliterary Prakrit, used

by people "whose home.tongue wss nravidian, and probably Kanarese. If I am right,

we should a prior* be inclined to infer that the Ikshvakus had come to the Kistna

country from the West ”

2
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Iksvaku as the name of a king possibly occurs once in

the Bgveda (K. 60.4). The word there may, however, be also

taken as an epithet of the name of another person, Asamati,

whom the Jamimyahrahwaxia (HI, 1G7), Bfhaddevata (VII.

35 ff.), etc., take to be an Iksvaku prince. Iksvaku in the

Atharvaveda (XIV. 39.9) seems to be regarded as an ancient

hero. According to Macdonell and Keith (Ved. Ind., s.v.)

the Iksv&kus were originally a branch of the Puru family.

Zimmer places them (Alt. Lehen, pp. 104, 130) on the Upper

Indus
;

the Vedic Index, however, thipks that the Iksv&kus

may well have been somewhat further east even in the Vedic

period. Later Iksvakus are connected chiefly with Ayodhya,

the capital of the Kosiala janapada. We have long lists of

lk§vaku kings in the Puranas and the epics. Put we

do not know of any relation between the Tk|vakus of

Ayodhya and the Iksvakus of the Madras Presidency. Were

the Southern Ikgvakus a branch of the famous Iksvaku

family of Northern India, which migrated and eventually

carved out a principality in Eastern Deccan ?

It is possible that the epithet ikhCiJcu-raja-pravara-mi-sata-

pahhava-vamsa-samhhava, applied to Lord Buddha in an

inscription of the Southern Iksvaku king Virapurisadata,

refers to a claim of the king to belong to the same family as

the Lord who, according to traditions, belonged to the famous

Iksvaku family of Koi&h (MajjMma-NiMya, 11. 124:)} It

is also interesting to note that the Southern Iksvakus were

matrimonially related to the Southern Kekayas, as indeed,

according to the Bwmayana, the Iksvakus of Ayodhya were

to the Kekayas of Girivraja in the Punjab. But, m con-

sidering the question of the relation between the Northern

and the Southern Iksvakus, we have also to remember the

views of Caldwell regarding the nature of the Aryanisation

1 Cf s\so Saha'DrkBa'praticchannaiji vasarrt^ pasmac^ca caknrefiasifnM^^tkqvilhu^

pam^yas-te hhunS^kya^iUsmrtah (ASvagho^a, SqundaranandakUpya^ L
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of South India. “ The Aryan immigrants to the South,”

he says, “ appear to have been Bralimanical priests and

instructors, rather than Kshatriya soldiers, and the kings of

the Pandyas, Cholas, Kalingas, and other Dravidians,

appear to have been chiefly Dravidian chieftains whom
their Brabmanical preceptors and spiritual directors digni-

fied with Aryan titles, and taught to imitate and emulate

the grandeur and cultivated tastes of the Solar, Lunar and

the Agnikula races of kings ” {Gomp. Gramm., 2nd ed,.

Intro., p. 115). This view is certainly correct in some cases.
«l

As we know, the Hadis of Mymensiugh (Bengal), a tribe

closely allied to the Garos, have, only the other day. been

allowed to wear upavUa and to bear the ancient and illus-

trious name of the Haihaya Ksatrijas.^ It is therefore

not easy to determine whether the Southern Iksvakus were

actually Aryan immigrants from the north (which is not

impossible) or a Hinduised aboriginal family of rulers who

appropriated the name of the most glorious royal family of

ancient India.'"* The question is, moreover, a little further

1 It IS to be o'-ticed that at present the population of Eastern and Southern India

is genera IJy divided not into four but only into two varnaSt Biahm»?ia and

Sfidra. Tu Eastern India has, however, now come an age when nobody likes to remain

a gudra. For a list of aboriginal iribes claiming the status of Brahmana, K§atriya

and Vai^ya, see Census of Indm, 1931, Vol Y (Bengal and Sikkim), Pt I, pp 426-27.

If, however, the Aguns are Ugra-Ksatriya, the Bagdis are Vyagra-Ksatriya, the

Namah-gfldras are Namo Bralimapa ard the Napits are Nai (or Savitr) Brahmaija, as

we have It there m the list, may not the Musalmans, Christians and the lapar'cse

(or Javanese) as well claim to be called Musala-Ksitnya, Klio^a (or Kfsp,a)-

Ksatriya and Yavana-Bra,hma?ia respectively?

* The extension of the name of “ Ko^ala,” where the Ikfvakus ruled, over the

modern Raipur- Bilaspur Sambalpur region in iheDakginapatha (c/. ka/uidlahn-'inaliendra

mentioned as a dahpridpaiha’Tdja in the Allahabad pillar inscription) and the tradition

recording the establishment of KuSa, son of the Ik§vaku hero E^ma, at Ku^avati to

the south of the Vindhya and the Reva {Raghuvam^a, XVI 3J) probably go to prove

a southerly course of Ik^vaku expansion. According to the Vdyu Purdna (99, 199),

Ku^a luled over Ko^ala with his capital at Ku^asthall or Ku^avati built upon the

Vmdh} an precipices It may also be noticed that the southern kingdoms of A^mata and

Mulaka (on the Godavari) were traditionally known to have been founded by two Iksvaku

princes named A^maka and Mulaka iVuyu Put

,

88, 177-8). The history of the Iksvak
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complicated by the points brought to our notice by Przy-

luski in an interesting paper in the Bulletin de la SocidU)

de Linguistique^ 1926, p. 83/

The Sanskrit word iksrdku means “ gourd.” It is

interesting that some Austro-Asiatic peoples call themselves

issue either ot a gourd or a melon, of which every seed

gave birth to a man (Bonifacy, Gotm d’ cthnographie indo-

chinois, p. 46 ; Oochbrane, The Shans, I, p. 120). This

myth seems to have passed into Indian tradition, in which

Sumati, queen of king Sagara ot Ayodhya (to whom 60,000

sons were promised), gave birth to a gourd, and from that

gourd came out 60,000 children (Ram., I. 38 ;
Mahcibha.,

III. 106 ; Bhag. Fur., IX. 88). The Austro-Asiatic myth of

gourd-ancestor seems to have been transmitted in the legends

of Sumati and Ik§vaku who have been placcnl at Ayodhya.

But as is often the case in Indian literature, it appears that,

in the second case, the authors have modified the myth for

Kekayas, M&lavas, l§ibis, GupfcaSi Mauryas and tho AMiiakas and alorios of ibo sons of

Vi4vlmitra, and of llama, Vijaya, the sage Bavarj and ofelteis may all be very tmpor
tant in dealiag wiih the Aryanisation of Southern India But while we have reliable

evidence of the migration of the Malavas f s^Muloi of the Greeks ; on tho lower valley of

the Ravi m Alexander’s time) and the Sibis (»Siboi of the Greeks
, in Alosander’s time

in the Sborkot region of the Jhang district, Punjab), and also of the Mauryas and the

Guptas, from njrth to south—there is no satisfactory evidence as re^^ards the migra-
tion of the other families or tribes The mention of the Malayas {« Malavas) ns living

m the vicinity of Pu^kara (near Ajmere) m an inscription of Usavadata {Ind> Ant..,

1918, p. 75), the find of coins with legend Mdlnvdriam jayalimthe southeni part of

the Jaipur State (Rapson, Indian Oonin, § 51) and the name of the modern province cf

Malwa, prove conclusively the southerly coarse of the Malavas. As regards the Sibis,

wo may
,
however, challenge the authority of the tradition recorded in the Daiakwndfd*

carifa (Madhya, Ch VI) about' their 8< ttlemeut on the Kaveri and their connection
with the greater Colas as is claiired m the Udayendiram plates (8, I IF, p. 382);
but the discovery of their coins at Nagarl leaves no doubt that the Sibi tribe marched
at least as fai south as the Chitorgadb district of Rajputana. It can hardly be
doubted that the Mauryas of Konkan and the Gut tas (-Guptas) of Guttala were
branches respectively of the famous imperial dynasties of those names that ruled at

PStaliputra The cases of the pther tubes or families however, though not impossible,
cannot he proved at the present state of our knowledge.

1 An English translation of this paper is to be found in P. C. Bagchi’s Pre Aryan
and Pre^Dravidtan m India, Calcutta University, 1929
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the sake of ennobling it. The epic poets could not be

pleased with the idea that a gourd had given birth to a

glorious dynasty. Iksvaku, which properly means a gourd

in Sanskrit, appears, therefore, to have been personified as

a hero, son of Vaivaavata Manu I. 70, vs 20-21;

MaMhhd
,
i, 75, vs. 31-40) or of Sage Gautama (Eock-

hill. Life of theBvddha, pp. 10-11). In a story of the Dul-va,

analysed by Eockhill, attempt has been made to explain the

name Iksvaku by the fact that the children of the sage

Gautama were found in a field of sugarcane (iksu).

If we think, now, that the Iksvakus were originally an

Aryan tribe, this Aiistro-Asiatic influence possibly shows

that they were closely connected with the aborigines of the

country, wherein there was a strong Anstro-Asiatic element,

and consequently shared some of their beliefs and traditions.

Eelation, matrimonial and otherwise, of Aryan ruling

families with the aborigines is frequently illustrated in the

epic and the Puraiiic literature. That the Aryan families

which migrated to South India had to accept some aborigi-

nal customs is also clear from the fact that very early

authorities on smrti had to acknowledge and distinguish

between the Aryan customs of Northern and those of South-

ern India. Baudhayana, who lived long before Christ ^ and

is a very great authority, speaks in his Dharmasutra (I, ii,

1-4) of matula-pitrsvasr-duliitr-gamana {i.e., sexual relation

with daughters of mother’s brother and father’s sister) as an

established custom in the South. In this connection, it is

interesting to note that the Iksvaku king Virapurisadata

had, among others, three queens who were the daughters

of his father’s sisters.^

1 AcoordiEg to Bjbler iind Stud , No HI, p 16 ff.) the date of the Stitras of

Haudhayana is the sixth century B.C. Keith however thinks that they are of a some*

what later date (Camh Htst Ind , T, p 140, note 3).

2 Instances of marriage with the daughter of one’s maternal uncle may be found in

the history of the Ragtrakuta kings of the Deccan. Kisna II married Laksral, daughter

of bis mdtula Ba^avigraha Sankaraga^ia ; Ba§trakuta Indra III also married Vijamba,
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It has been suggested that the capital of the Southern

Ik§vakus was probably at Dhanyakataka and that “the

remains of Nagarjunikonda can possibly represent the ancient

capital of Bhannakataka which archaeologists have sought

both at Dharanikota near Amaravatl and at Bezvada.’’

But the remains seem to represent a city called Vijayapurl.

It must be noticed that the country, which according to

the evidence of the Nagarjunikonda and Jaggayyapetta

inscriptions appears to have belonged to the Tksvakus in

about the middle of the 3rd century A.B., is known to have

belonged to the SatavShanas in the 2nd century. After the

decline of the Ik^vakus, this region passed into the hands

of the Pallavas of Kancl. The Mayidavolu (Guntur district)

Prakrit grant {Ep. Ind., VI, p. 86) of the Pallava Yuvamaha-

raja Sivaskandavarman, records an order of the Yuvamaba-

raja to the vdpata (vydprta, i.e., governor) of Bhamnakada

(Dhanyakataka) to execute the grant of a village called

Viripara situated in the AndhSpatha (Andhrapatba).

Another Prakrit grant of the same age belonging to the reign of

the Pallava king oiyaya-Skandavarman was discovered in the

Guntur district. According to Prof. Dubreuil, king vijaya-

Skandavarman of this inscription is the same as the Yuva-

maharaja Sivaskandavarman of the Mayidavolu grant.

Whatever the identification be worth {vide infra), it is clear

that the Ik§vakus were ousted from the Kistna-Guntur

region by the Pallavas of Kancl.

We cannot neglect to mention in this connection the rise

of the Brhatphalayanas in the district round Masulipatam.

It id, however, certain that the weak successors of the great

Camtamula and his son Virapurisadata were finally swept

away by the Pallavas of Kanci at about the end of the 3rd

century A.D. But it is quite possible that the rise of the

daughter of his mdiula AtnmaiQiadeva (ADansradeva) of tlie Kalacun family (B N
History of the Rashtrakutas^ pp. 77-8) The custom is pre\alent in tlie Deccan even at

the present time.
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BrhatphalSyanas had a large share in weakening the power

of the Iksvakus.

An inscription of about the 5th century A.D. (Ep.

Garnat., XI, p. 142), discovered at Anaji in the Davanegere

taluka of the Chitaldrug district (Mysore), speaks of a

Kekaya prince, named Sivanandavarman who claims, for

his family, matrimonial connection with the saintly kings

of the IksvSku line. Cf. parama-maheSvarah mata-pitr-

padahhaktaJi atreya-gotrah soma-vam^-odhhavaJ^ iksM.-

kuhMr=api rajarsihhi^ krt-dvdha-vwdlianaw, kekaydnam

kule jatah iivanandavarmd. This fact possibly goes to show

that the Iksvaku dynasty lingered long as a ruling power,

though unimportant in comparison with the neighbouring

royal families.
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II

Gsmtamula I.^

Only three kings of the Iksvaku family of Eastern

Deccan are so far known. The first of them is Maharaja

Vasisthlputra Carptamula. We have not yet any inscription

of the time of this king. But from the epithets applied to

his name in the inscriptions of his son and grandson, he

appears to have been a very great and powerful monarch.

Vasisthlputra Iksvaku Camtamula is credited vith the

performance of the agmhotra, agnistoma, vdjapeya and aiva-

medha sacrifices. It must be noted that the Vajapeya and

Asvamedha sacrifices could be performed only by very

powerful kings. According to the iSatapatlia-Brahmana

(V. 1, 1, 13)^ the performance of the former bestov\ed on the

oerformer a superior kind of kingship called sdmmjya, while

1 Possibly Sanskrit Santamula In this connection may be noticed the change of

q into c in the name of two kings of the Kadamba family of Goa. The name Sastha or

Sa§thadeva has in these cases the Prakrit forms Ca^ti, Cattala, Cattaya and Cattayya

(Bomb Gaz
, I, Pt n, p 667) Sten Konow for this reason is inclined to take Cam-

tamula as a Prakrit form of Sunsknt Kqdntamula {Ep Ind., XX, p 26). It must

also be remembered that Tamil, a typical Dravidian language, has no letter m its

alphabet corresponding to the i of Sanskrit and that Sanskrit s is generally represented

in Tamil by c ; e.g , Sanskrit paSu — Ta,milpacu; S. satru’^T, catturu ; S Ustraka—

T cattakam , etc. This is due possibly to the fact that Sanskrit ^ is represented in

Prakrit by s which again is almost identical in sound with Dravidian c, Cf Kulacar^

man for KulaSarman in the Udayendiram grant of Nandivarman Pallava {Ep, Ind ,

ni, p. 142) Sometimes 6 is represented by ch m Prakrit, e g., S. Pah chava. The

word Saha has sometimes been mentioned in Indian literstine, e g , in the Gdrgtsandiiid,

as Gaka {J B 0,H,S, XIV, p. 4U8) Dr Barnett however suggests to me that the

name Garptamula is derived from some unknown Dravidian word and has no connection

with Sanskrit.

2 Gf rdjd vai rd]asUyen^e$tvd hhavatig samrdd— vd^apeyen—dvaram h% rdj-

yam pararn sdmrdjyam, hdmayeta vat rd^jd samrdd hhavtfwn [J^at, J5r ,
V 1, 1, 13) ;

see also Baychaudhuri, Pol, Htst, Anc, Ind).^ 2nd ed., p 102 1 and Appendix below,

3
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the Eajasuya conferred merely the ordinary royal dignity

called rajya. According to the Apastamba Srauta-sutra

(XX, i. 1), only the sdnahhauma kings (raja) could per-

form the Asvamedha sacrifice/ King Carntamula, therefore,

could not have been a weak ruler, subordinate to some Sata-

vahana emperor. The celebration of Asvamedha by the

Iksvaku king possibly shows his success against a

Satavahana overlord. Camtamula I is also said to have been

a giver of crores of gold, thousands of cows (or bullocks)

and thousands of ploughs.® The king was evidently a

Brahrnanical Hindu. The deity he was devoted to is

mentioned as mrUpaMapati-mahasena. It may be noted

that the Kadambas and the Calukyas also referred to their

families, in their inscriptions, as maJidsena-parigrliUa.

Mahasena (Skanda), in the Iksvaku inscriptions, has been

called virTipHTcha-pati,
“

lord of the Virupakhas.” Vogel

takes the term virup'ikha in the sense of the hosts of

which Skanda is the lord or leader. The word indicates a

class of snakes in a snake-charm in the Vinayapitalm (ed.

Oldenberg, II, p 110). Virupaksa is an ordinary epithet

applied to Kaksasas and other spirits in Mahdhhd. and

Ram. (Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p 39.)

King Caiptamula had at least two sisters. One of them

named Caiiitasiri (or Camtisiri = Sanlasil or Santis'rl ?) was

given in marriage to Vasisthlputra Klinmdasiri or Kamda°
CSkandaM) of the PukI} a family.® Khaipdasiri has been called

1 See my note in Ind GuU.t T, p 311 ff., and Appendtx below ; also Ba’^chaudhuri,

op at
, pp K 6-06 and 109-10.

2 It IS possible tliat his epithet aneka hjramna-koti-go'satasahasa-hala'satasahasa^

refers to the fart that the Kiajf perforrael many times several of the sixteen

mahadanaSf snch as Hirnnyagarbha, Hiranyakama henii, Hiranyai5va, Hiranya^va-

ratha Gosahasra and Pancalafi‘jral«, enume»atedan the Putanas

® An mscrip’ion discovered at Bamireddipalle in the Nandigran taluka of the

Kistna disttict m'^ntiuns the Mahatalava^'as of the Mujjiyns. It has been siigtrested

{An Rep S. Ind. Ep , 1926-27, p 74») that the Mugiyas may be identical with the

Pnklyas.
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Mahasenapati and Mahatalavara, and his wife, the Iksvaku

princess Carptasiri, Mahdtalavail and Mahdddna-patini. The

•term mahdsendpah (“great chief of the army,’’ i.e., general)

denoted feudatory chieftains m charge of the rdstms (dis-

tricts) at the time of the Satavahanas the same meaning

seems to be applicable in the present case also. Yogel is,

therefore, inclined to render the term by “duke.” Mahatala-

varas are mentioned in early Jain works along with the

eighteen gana-rdjas. So, this word must also be taken as a

title of nobility (c/. Kalpasutra, ed. Jacobi, 61, 11. 21-25). A
Sanskrit commentary on the Kalpasutra, called Suhodhika,

by Vinayavi]aya (Nirnaysagar Press ed
,
leaf 60, lines 6-7)

explains the term talaoara as tusta-hhupala-pradatta-patta-

handha-vihhHsita-rdjasthaniya. In the Punjab there is a

subdivision of the Khetris (Ksatriyas) called the Talwar

(Ep. Ind., XX, p. 7, n. 1). Vogel suggests a connection of

the word talavara with Tamil talavdy (general), talaiydri

(village-watchman) or Xanarese talavara, talavara (watch-

man, beadle). It seems from the Suhodhikd and these in-

scriptions that the Mahatalavaras were provincial governors

or subordinate rulers. I, therefore, think that the word is

connected with Tamil talaivan, which means a king, ruler

or governor (Tamil Lexicon, pub. Madras University, s.v.).

The word, which is originally Dravidian, evidently penetrat-

ed into North India also. Ini addition to the instance of

the Talwars of the Punjab, it may be said that it is obvi-

ously identical with the mysterious word taravara, which

along with the word mahdpraUkdra (great chamberlain) is

found on a clay sealing excavated by Bloch atBasarh (Arch.

Surv. Rep ,
1903-04, p. 108, PI. XL. 6). Taldia, evi-

dently the same as talavara, is mentioned in the Chirwa

1 Sometimes the Mahasenapatis were also called Maharaja ; cf Maharaja Maha-

senapati Pu^ye^a of the Wald clay seal (BhaLdarhar, No 1862) which belongs

to the first half of the sixth century A D See also the Bijaygarh inscription (Corp.

tm, Ind^, III» Pi 252) which mentions a Xaudbeya Maharaja Mahasenapatis
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inscriptiou (A.D. 1273) of G-uhila Samarasimha of Mewar.

According to this epigraph, one Ksema was made talara of

Citraku|a by Jaitrasiraha, and after him one Madana was

made talara of the same place by the Pradhana Eajasiraha

(Bhandarkar, List, No. 579).

At least two children—a son and a daughter—^were born

to Camtisiri. The name of her son was Khamdasagaram-

naka ^ (Skanda-sagara ?). We do not know her daughter’s

name ; but she is knovin to have been married to her cousin,

king Virapurisadata. In an inscription of Nagarjunikonda,

Virapurisadata has been called Camtisiri’s apano jdmatuka,

i.e., own son-in-law.

Another uterine sister of king Cdmtamula was Harnma-

siri (Harmyasri ?) who had two daughters, BapisirinikS

(Yapi^rl ?) and Chathisiri (§dsthl^ri ?). Both Bapisiri and

Chathisiri were given in marriage to their cousin, Virapuri-

sadata, son and successor of king Oaiptamula I.

Two children of king Camtamula are known from in-

scriptions. One of them is his son from Madharl (Matharl),

named Virapurisadata, who succeeded him on the throne.

The other is his daughter, Mahatalavari A(Javi-Catasiri.®

The princess was given in marriage to the Mahasenapati,

Mahadan(Janayaka Khaindavisakhamnaka (Skandavi^akha ?)

who belonged to the family of the Dhanakas. Both the

sister and the brother appear to have been staunch Buddhists,

1 Sten Konow says (Ep Ind , XX, p. 25), suffix anaha in Vtsd*

khammJca, Sdgaraipnaka formed from Vi^akha, Sagara, respectively. Tins same suffix

18 frequent in names from the Bombay Presidency ; c/. Luders, Nos 985, 993, 1000,

1018, 1020, 1033 (Kanheri), 1063, 1064, 1065 (Eu^a), 1088, 1091, 1097 (Karli), 1109,

1111 (Bedsa), 1141 (Nasik), 1171 (Junnar). It evidently belongs to a dialect with a

Dravidian, perhaps Eanarese, substratum The h for s also poiots to Kanarese, More-

over, some of the names seem to find their explanation m Kanarese. Thus kanda

means ‘child’ m Kanareie, and chah ‘ cold ’ Giahkereyrtmanaka probably is Chahktra*

‘Moon’.’* But the last name, excluding the suffix, is Calikireiprpa

2 The word addvt, the meaning of which is not known, was prefixed to the name
of this princess evidently in order to distinguish her from her namesakes.
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whereas their father was a performer of Vedic sacrifices

like agnihotra, agnistoma, mjapeya and asvamedha.

In one of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions dated in the

6th regnal year of Virapurisadata, we have a record of the

benefactions of one Mahasenapatinl Cula(k§udra)-Caintisi-

rinika (i.e., Carptisiri the younger) who was married to

the MahSsenapati, Mahatalavara, Vasi§thlputra Khamdacali-

kiremmapaka of the Hiranyaka family. The name of the

Mahasenapatinl seems to indicate that she was an IksvSku

princess ;
but she is explicitly called kulahaMnam baliM,

i.e., a girl born in the family of the Kulabakas. She there-

fore appears to me to have been the daughter of an Iksvaku

princess married to a Kulahaka" chief.
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}

King Oatntamula I, as we have already said, was suc-

ceeded on the Iksvaku throne by his son Virapurisadata.

We have a number of inscriptions dated in the regnal years

of this king. His inscriptions have been found at the

Buddhist sites of Nagaijunikonda and Jaggayyapetta. The

records begin with an adoration to Bhagavan Samyaksam-

buddha, t.e., Lord Buddha.

Inscriptions appear to tell us of five queens of king "Vira-

purisadata Two of them were Bapisiri and Chathisiri,

daughters of the king’s aunt (father’s sister) Hammasiri.

We have already seen that Baudhayana sanctions marriage

with daughters of maternal uncles and paternal aunts for the

inhabitants of the South. A daughter of his other aunt

Caintisiri was also a queen of the king. Another queen

appears to have been the Mahadevi Eudradharabhattarika, who

has been described in the inscriptions as UjanikdmaMra'baliM.

Vogel is inclined to correct the passage as Ujanika-niahamja-

lalika. This may not be impossible, as in the Nagarjuni-

konda inscriptions there are signs of careless engraving.

Vogel then identifies Ujanika with the famous city of

tJjjayinl (Prakrit Ujeni), mentioned by the Greek geographer

Ptolemy {Geography, VH, i, §63) as Ozfinfi and as the

capital of Tiast^nes (Castana). The name of queen Eudra-

• dhara and those of the kings of Cast^na’s line, such as

1 Busier took Punsadata as name of thf» king and sm^vira {Sn-vtra) as an adjec-

tive Und. Ant , XI, p 267) on the ground that there is no deity named Vlrapurusa and

that therefore, as a name, Viraptirusa-datta makes no sense Sometimes, however,

such adjectives are known to form an integral part of the proper name. Note, for

instance, the name of Virarajendra, the Cola king, who ruled from A.D. 1063 to 1070

(Sewell, List, pp. 81 and 449-60).
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Eudradaman (I and 11), Rudrasena (I, 11 and HI) and

Eudrasimha (I, n, III and IV) may also indicate the possi-

bility of Vogel’s theory. Though there is no name like

Eudradhara (of whom the queen might have been supposed

to have been a sister or a daughter) in the genealogy

of the Sakas of Ujjain, two kings having names beginning

withEudra reigned in the third century A.D.

1. Eudrasena I, circa Saka 122-135 (A.D. 200-213).

2. Eudrasena II, circa Saka 176-196 (A.D. 254-274).

It is not altogether impossible that the Ik§vaku queen

was rehted to one of these kings. It may be noted in this

connection that a Nagirjunikonda inscription records the

pious gift of a Saka girl, which fact possibly shows that the

Iksvakus were friendly towards the Sakas. The currency

of dlndri-mdsakas in their kingdom seems also to indicate

their relation with the north. The dlndra, according to nu-

mismatists, was a gold coin weighing about 124 grains, first

struck by the Kusana kings (of whom Castana is generally

supposed to have been a feudatory) in the first century A.D.

in imitation of the Roman gold denarius (Bhandarkar,

Carmichael Lectures, 1921, p. 181).

In an inscription of Ehuvula Oamtamula II, son and

successor of Virapurisadata, the name of the reigning

king's mother is mentioned as Mahadevi Bhatideva. She

appears, therefore, to have been another queen of Vira-

purisadata.

Besides the son Ehuvula Oamtamula, king Virapurisa-

data IS known to have had a daughter named Kodabalisiri

who is said to have been the Mahadevi (queen) of the Vana-

vdsaka-mahdrdja. Vanavasaka-maharaja appears to mean the

king of B.in.ivasI, now in the North K.inara district of the

Bombay Presidency. BanavasI is known to have been the
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capital of the Cutu Satakarnis and afterwards of the

Kadambas. Scholars think that the Kadambas began to

rule at BanavasI about the middle of the fourth century A.D.

(Anc. Hist. Dec., p. 95 ;
Kadambakula, p. 18 ;

also infra.).

We should also note in this connection that the Chandravalli

Prakrit record of the earliest Kadamba king Mayura^arman

(Mys. Arch. Surv., AR, 1929, p. 50) which expresses com-

pound consonants by more than one letter is obviously

later than the time of the issuers of the Nagarjunikonda and

Jaggayyapetta records. It is therefore not impossible that

a Outu-Satakarni king of BanavasI was the husband of the

Iksvaku princess Kodabalisiri, daughter of Virapurisadata

whose inscriptions have been ascribed to the third century

A.D. Matrimonial alliance with the powerful houses of

Ujjain and BanavasI certainly strengthened the Iksvakus at

the time of this monarch.

King Matharlputra "Virapurisadata ruled at least for more

than nineteen years. We have inscriptions dated in the 6th,

14th, 15th, 18th and the 20th year of his reign. The

following are some important inscriptions discovered at

Nagarjunikonda and dated in his sixth regnal year :

—

I, Record of the erection of a pillar at the Mahacetiya

of Lord Buddha by Camtasiri who was the uterine sister of

king Vasisthiputra OamtamuU I, aunt (pitncha, i.e.,

father’s sister) of king Madharlputra Virapurisadata, wife of

the Pukiya chief Vasisthiputra Khamdasiri and mother of

Khamdasagaraipnaka. The act is said to have been done
“ for the attainment of welfare and happiness by all the

world.”

II. Record of the erection of a stone-pillar by Bapi-

sirinika, daughter of Harnmasiri (sister of king Camtamula

I), and wife of king Virapurisadata. The pillar was erected

with regard to the queen’s mother Haipmasiri, and for the

sake of attaining the bliss of nirvd'^a for herself ; it also
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records the completion of extensions of the Mahacetiya/ for

the benefit of the Masters of the Aparamahavinaseliya sect,

by Eeverend Ananda who knew the Dlgha-mkaya and the

Majjhima-nikaya by heart and was a disciple of the

Masters of the Ayira-Jiaryigha (arya-saniglia). The Masters

of the drya-sanigha are said to have been resident at Pamna-

gama and to have been preachers and preceptors of the

Dlgha-nikdya, Majjhima-nikdya and the five Mdtuka&.

The Dlgha-nikdya and the Majjhima-nikdya are celebrated-

Pali Buddhist works. The way, however, in which the

Masters of these Nikayas are mentioned in the Nagarjunikonda

inscriptions is different from that in which they are general-

ly referred to in the Buddhist literature. It has, therefore,

been conjectured by Dr. N. Dutt (Ind. Hist. Quart., "VII,

p. 642) that possibly the inscriptions w?ere concerned with a

Buddhist sect that was not exactly the Theravada (the Pali)

School, but had a literature and tradition very similar to

that School. Dr. Dutt further suggests that the word mdtuka

(Pali mdtikd, Sanskrit mdtrkd) may be taken to be both the

Vinaya and Abhidharma Pitakas ;
but that the specification of

the number in panca-mdtuka indicates that here the Vinaya-

pitaka is meant. It must be noted that five of the principal

Buddhist Schools, viz., Theravada, Mahisasaka, Haimavata,

Sarvastivada and Mahasainghika had their Vinaya Pitaka in

five divisions (Przyluski, Le Goncile de Rdjagrha^ p. 353 ff.>.

The Aparamahavinaseliyas (Aparamahavana^ailiyas) ®

have been taken to be the same as the AparaMliyas -whose

Dr. N Datt says that the “ period mentioned here (1 .0-. the tiu e of the Ik^vaku

Inscriptions, the 3rd or 4th century) relates to the subsidiary structures of the main

stupa The stupa itself“-the Mahacetiya must be assigned to an earlier

period. - ...” {Ind Htst Quart

,

VII, p. 634) Vogel, however, translates mthapitam

marn navaJcamam (lit repairs) mahdcehyam JcTiamhha ca thapita Lit as ** this pious

work (t e , navakama)^ the Mahacetiya, was completed and the pillars were erected *’ [Ep

Ind,f XX, p 17). Vogel his recently edited some additional Ik^vaku inscriptions

discovered at Nagarjunikonda in Ep. Ind , XXI, p 61 ff.

^ An Amaravati Buddhist pillar inscription (Luders, List, No, 1280) mentions

one Zcariya Saripnta, inhabitant of Mahatanasala (stc. *sela).

4
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place has been referred to by Yuan Ohwang as A-fa-lo-shi-lo

(Watters, On Yuan Ghtmng's Travels, II, p. 214). Dr.Dutt

suggests (op. cit., pp. 648-49) that the Masters of the Ayira-

hairigha are to be identified with the Mahasamghikas and

that “ the whole Buddhist establishment at Nagarjunikonda

belonged to the Mahasainghikas.’’ It is, however, difficult

to accept the latter suggestion in view of the fact that

an inscription of the site dated in the 11th year of king

Ehuvula Catntamula II records the dedication of a vihara to

the Masters of the Mahl^asaka sect {Ep Ind., XX, p. 24 :

imarri khaniyarn, viharo ca acariydnaip, mahisasakdnarp

suparigahe cdtudisarti sarpgharn udisaya sava-satdnam

hita-sukhatham thapitarri).

III. Eecord of the erection of a pillar in the Maha-

cetiya by Mahatalavari Adavi-Caiptasiri who was the

daughter of king Camtamula I, sister of king Virapurisa-

data and wife of the Dhanaka chief Khamda-

visakhamnaka. The act is said to have been done with

regard for both the houses to which she belonged and for

the attainment of welfare and happiness by herself in both

the worlds.

IV. Eecord of the erection of a stone pillar in the

Mahacetiya by Mahasenapatini Cula-Camtisirinika (Ksudra-

Santi^ri), daughter of the Kulahakas and wife of the

Hiraipfiaka (Hiranyaka) chief, Khamdacalikiremmanaka.

V. Eecord of the erection of a Hila-stamlha by

Mahadevi Eudradhara-bhattarika who was the daughter of

the king of Ujjain and evidently the queen of Virapurisa-

data, for the attainment by herself of welfare and happiness

and the wealth of Nirvana,—and also of the construction

of a shrine and receipt of the gift of 170 dlnari-masakas by

Mahatalavari CSiptisiri (sister of king Camtamula I) who
belonged, by marriage, to the family of the Pukiyas. The
mention of the dlnari-masakas (=t18' of a dlnara in weight
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or value ? cf. fanam),^ in an inscription found at Nagar-

]unikonda in the G-untur district of the Madras Presidency,

is very interesting. As already stated, it is generally held

that dlnWra is the Indian designation of some Kusana coins

which were imitated from the Eoman denanus. Agairij

the early Western Saka Satraps, according to many
scholars, were subordinate to the great Kusana kings. As,

then, the Iksvakus appear to have been matrimonially

connected with the kings of Ujjain, it is not impossible

that the Kusana coin-designation passed into the Ik§vaku

kingdom through the country of the Sakas.

VI. Eecord of the erection of a pillar by the Maha-

devi Chathisiri, daughter of king Camtamula’s sister

Hammasirinika and wife of king Virapurisadata, for the

purpose of attaining Nirvana.

Vn. Eecord of the erection of a stone-pillar by a

Mahatalavarl, whose name is not mantioned, but who is

said to have been the wife of the Mahasenapati, Maha-

talavara Vasisthiputra Maha-Kamdasiri (Maha-Skanda^rl)

of the Pukiya family and the mother of the Mahasenapati

Mahatalavara Vejnhusiri (Vispu^ri). Vogel thinks it

possible that the Vasisthiputra Maha-Karndasiri is identi-

cal with the Pukiya chief K[h]aindasiri, who is mentioned

in some inscriptions as the husband of king Camtamula’s

sister Camtisiri, mother of Khamda-sagaramnaka. This

identification makes Caintisiri, mother of Khamdasa-

garamnaka, a co-wife of the unknown Mahatalavarl who

was the mother of Venhusiri. It however seems to me
that Maha-Kamdasiri was a uterine elder brother of

K[h]aindasiri. (Of. the names Maha-Gamdamukha and

Cula (fe§Mdra)-Oaipdamukha and of Maha-Mula and Cula-

Mula in inscription P of Nagarjunikonda).

^ Mdsaha was the part of the standard Suvarna, May dindra-mdsaka be -xV of a

dlndra (about 124 gr ) in weight (or value) ? It js interesting to note that some gold

fanams are found to be 7 7 gr. in weight (see Smith* Catalogue, p. 315, PI, XXX. 7)i
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The Nagarjunikonda inscription dated in the 14th year

of king Virapurisadata is very important. It records the

building of a cetiya-ghara {caiUja-grha) ,

“
with a flooring of

slabs, with a caitya and provided with all the necessaries
”

in the Cula-dhammagiri-vihara on the Sriparvata, to the

east of Vijayapurl, by a lay-member Bodhisiri (BodhiM),

wife of Budhimnaka and daughter of Eevata of Govagama,

for the acceptance (suparigahe) of the Theris specially of

Tambapamna (Sanskrit : Tamraparni or °na
;
Greek : Tapro-

bane, i.e., Ceylon) and other Theris who are said to have

“caused serenity and happiness” (pasatlfifca) to the people

of, that is, who belonged to, Kasmira, Gamdbara, Cina,

Cilata, Tosali, Avaramta, Vamga, Vanavasi, Yavana (?),

Damila ( ?) , Palura ( ?) and Tambapamni-dipa. It appears that

these Theris (female ascetics) of Ceylon and other countries

used to visit this region for purposes of pilgrimage.

‘

Many of the countries mentioned in this connection can be

easily identified.®

(i) Ka^mlra is the famous country of North-western

India still known under its ancient name. The boundary of

the country, however, was not the same in all ages.

(it) The kingdom of Gamdhara, according to the

Bamaya'iia (VII, 113.11; 114,11), lay sindhor= uhhayatah

pdrive (on both sides of the Indus). We know from the

Epics and the Purapas that the great cities of Taksa^ila

1 Dr, N. Dutt in a learned paper in Ind Hist Quart (VII. p. 633 ff.) has objected

to Dr. Vogel s translation of the term pasadaka as ** one who converts.” According to

him the word refers to the saintly lives of the nuns that bring joy and peace to the

people of their countries Mr D. L. Barua (Jwd, I, p. 110) takes the word

thgriydmrp, as an adjunct to dcanyanarn and interprets as ** to the teachers represented

by the Theras, exponents of Tberavada.**

® It is interesting to note that according to some gdtlias of the Mahdvamsat XXIX*
verse 30 ff., the leading Theras were representatives of towns and countries like

Eajagaha, Isipatana, Jetavana, Vesali, KosambT, UjenI, Pupphapura, Kasmira,

Pallavabhogga (^KSficI ?), Yonanagara-Alasanda, Bhodhimax^^a, Vanavasa and

Kelasa. We see that the Mahdvarnsa list mentions Kasmira, Vanavasa and the Yona

or Yavana country which are also included in the Nagarjunikonda hat (Ind. Cult,

I, p. Ill)*
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and Pu§kala,vatl belonged to the Gamdhara kingdom. The

ruins of the ancient city of Taksa^ila are situated imme-

diately to the east of Saraikala, a railway junction twenty

miles to the north-west of Eawalpindi m the Punjab,

Puskalavatl (Prakrit : Pukkalaoti ; Grreek : Peukelaotis) has

now been correctly identified with modem Prang and

Cbarsadda on the Swat river, seventeen miles to the north-

west of Peshawar (Schoff, Peripltts.pp, 183-84). Thejanafadu

of Gamdhara appears to have included the Rawalpindi'

district of the Punjab and the Peshawar district of the

North-West Frontier Province,

(lii) and (iv) Gina and CilSta (Kirata) were names,

of the countries inhabited by Mongoloid peoples and situa-

ted to the east and north-east of India (as regards the

latter, cf. the Puranic statement, e.g., in Vdyu^ 45, 82,

purve kirdtd yasy = ante pa§cime yamnds=^tatha)

.

Ac-

cording to the Mahdhhdrata (Y. 19.16), Bhagadatta,

king of Pragjyotisa or Assam, marshalled the Ginas and

Kiratas in the great battle of Kuruksetra. The name Gina

is famous in Sanskrit literature. It originated most pro-

bably from the name of the Tsin dynasty which ruled in

Ghina from B.G. 255 to 202.^ Gilata is the same as Sans-

krit Kirata and Greek Kirradai {Periplns, § 62, Ptolemy,

YII, 2.2), Kirradia (Ptolemy, VII. 2.16) or Tiladai (ih.,

YII. 2. 15). In the Mdindapaftho there are two passages

which mention a number of places that were used to be

visited by merchants for purposes of trade. In both these

lists we have the mention of Gina-Gilata. The printed

text of the Milindapanho, however, reads Gina-vilata ; but

Sylvain Lfevi (Etudes AsiaUque, 11, p. 24) has rightly con-

tended that Yilata is an error for Gilata. The peoples of

these countries are described by the Periplus as a “ race of

^ Considering the early nse of the word in Sanskrit it seems impossible that the

name was derived from that of the Later Tsins who ruled m A D. 265 420 and 936«943

‘vL.C. Bonlger, Short Htstory of Chmct p. 877
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men wth flattened nose, very savage,” and by Ptolemy as

dwarfs with flat face and white skin.

(v) The city of Tosala or Tosali is to be identified

with modern Dhauli (Puri district, Orissa), where a set of

the Fourteen Rock Edicts of A^oka has been found. The

name Dhauli appears to have sprung from Tosali through

the intermediate forms Tohali and Dhoali. In literature,

the country of Tosala is always associated with (South)

Kosala (modern Raipur, Bilaspur and Sambalpur districts).

Some mediaeval inscriptions {Ep. Ind., EX, p. 286 ; XV, p. 2)

mention Uttara-Tosala and Daksina-Tosala. The country

is to be identified with the Puri district, and parts of the

adjoining districts, of Orissa.

The city is generally taken to be the same as the To-

salei metropolis which was, according to the Geography

of Ptolemy, situated in trans-Gangetic India. Vogel may

be right in identifying it with Dosara of Ptolemy and

Dosarene of the Periplus.

(vi) Avaramta (Aparanta) is now generally identified with

Northern Konkan. It had its capital at Surparaka, modern

Sopara in the Thana district of the Bombay Presidency.

(vii) Vogel appears to be wrong when he says that

“ Vanga is the ancient name of Bengal.” It seems to me
impossible that the whole of the modern Presidency of

Bengal was meant by the term Vamga in the third century

A.D. The country of Vamga may be identified with

Central and Eastern Bengal, along with a part of Southern

Bengal (Ray Chaudhuri, Indian Antiquities, p, 184 ff.).

(®m) The country of Vanavasi {Bom. Gaz., I, ii, p. 278,

n. 2) appears to be the same as modern (North) Kanara. The

capital is to be identified with the modern town of Banavasi

in the North Kanara district of the Bombay Presidency.

Vogel seems to be wrong in identifying it with Banavasi,

a village or small town in the Shimoga district of the

Mysore state ” {Ep. Ind.-^ XX, p. 8).
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(ix) The exact situation of the Yavana country (that

is, the country inhabited by the Yavanas or Yaunas, the

Greeks) is not yet known. It is not certain whether

Yavana means here the ancient dominions of the Greek

emperors of Syria, or the land of the Yonas referred to in

the third Eock Edict of Asoka, or the Ear Eastern

Yavana country (Northern Annam), or any settlement of the

Grseco-Eomans somewhere in South India. ^ According to

the Mahdbhdrata (XII. 207. 43), we know, the country of

the Yaunas lay in the Uttarapatha. The city of Alasanda,

mentioned in the Mahdvamsa, has been identified by Geiger

with Alexandria founded by Alexander the Great near

Kabul (Geiger, Mahdvamsa, p. 194). According to the Milin-

dapanho, the Indo-Greek king Menander (Mihnda) was born

at Kalasigama in the dipa of Alasanda or Alexandria

{Txeiicknei, Milindapanho, pp. 82-83). The capital where

Menander ruled was at Sakala, modern Sialkot in the Punjab.

The Indian Yavana country may possibly be the same as

Alasanda of the Indian literature, which appears to have

been somewhere about modern N.W.P.P. and Afghanistan.

(x) and (xt) The reading of the names Damila and

Palura is not quite certain. Damila, however, can be no

other than the country of the Tamil people. Palura,

if the reading be accepted, may be identified with Ptolemy’s

Paloura (Geography, VII. i, § 16), which has been taken to

be the Dravidian form of the name of the famous city,

Dantapura, the ancient capital of Kalinga. Cf. Pal (tooth)

• +ur (city)=Danta (tooth)+pura (city). But we cannot be

definite on this point. First because the reading is doubtful

;

secondly, the connection of the name with Dantapura is

^ In connection with Sahadeva’s dtgvtjaya m the south, the Mahdbhdrata (I, 31,

7M2) mentions a “ city of the Yavanas *’ together with the countries of the Pa^ijyas,

Keralas, Kahhgas and others The Mihndaparlho list mentions Yona, Parama-yon*

and Alasanda ; one of the two Yonas may be identical with Yavana (Northern An^in)

mentioned in the Ndgarakrtdgama along with Camps (Southern Annam) and

(Cambodia) See B. C. Majumdar, Suvarnadvipa, pp. 66, 136.
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conjectural ; and thirdly, Dantapura is known to have been a

city, while all the names in our list appear to designate countries

or provinces. The site of Dantapura has not been definitely

identified. We have reference to the Daiitapuravasaka in

the Purle plates of the Ganga king Indravarman (6th cen-

tury A.D.), edited in Ep. Ini., XIV, p. 361, where it has

been suggested that the name survives in that of the fort of

Dantavaktra near Cbicacole in the Ganjam district of the

Madras Presidency. The Jirjingi copper-plate grant of

Indravarman was also issued from Dantapura. Oldham

identifies Paloura with a village called Paluru about six

miles north-east of Ganjam (J. B. 0. R. S., XXII, p. 1 ff.).

SrIparvata(=Nagarjunikonda, according to many), where

the Gula-dhammagiri-vihara was built, does not appear to be

the same as the Srisaila in the Kurnool district of the Madras

Presidency. Vijayapurl (the Iksvaku capital, according to

some) which was situated to the west of Sriparvata was

possibly the city “ once situated in the valley of Nagarjuni-

konda.” ^

The same updsika Bodhisiri here claims also the con-

struction of a chaitya-shrine at the Kulaha-vihara, a shrine for

the Bodhi-tree at the Sihala-vihara, one cell at the Great

Dhaipmagiri^ a wandapa-pillar at the Mahavihara, a hall for

religious practices at Devagiri, a tank, averandaand a,mandapa

at Puvasela, a sione-mandapa at the eastern gate of the great

Caitya at Kantakasola or ®sela, three cells at Hirumuthuva,

seven cells at Papila, and a stone-mandaiia at Puphagiii.

' The localities mentioned in this connection cannot all be

satisfactorily identified. The name of the Kulaha-vihara

reminds us of the Kulabaka family which, as we have

suggested above, was probably matrimonially connected with

the Ik§vakus. The Sihala (Simbala, i.e., Ceylon)-vibara

appears to have been a convent “ founded either by a Sin-

t An Amaravati ipscription (Luders, No. 1286) mentions Vijayapura.
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halese, or more probably, for the accommodation of Sin-

halese monks.” This Sihala-vihara contained a shrine for

the Bodhi-tree (Bodhivrksa-prasada)

.

It is interesting to

note that the Bodhi-tree is a necessary adjunct of the

Ceylonese viharas even at the present time. Puvasela

(Purva^aila) is mentioned by Yuan Chwang as Fu-p’o-shi-lo,

where resided a Buddhist sect known as the Purva^illyas.

The Purva^aillya acdryas have been referred to in a frag-

mentary pillar inscription discovered at Alluru in the

Nandigram taluka of the Kistna district. Kantakasela has

been rightly taken *to be the same as the emporium

Kantakassula mentioned by Ptolemy, {Geography, YII, i, 15)

immediately after the river Mais6los (the Krishna) in the

land called Mais61ia (Masulipatam). Kantakassula has been

identified with the town uf Grhanta^ala which lies between

the village of G-uduru and the mouth of the Krishna (c/.

Ptolemy’s location : Mouth of the river Mais61os

Kantakassula, a mart Koddoura (loc. cii.)} Mr.

Rea discovered {South Indian Antiquities, p. 132) at this place

the remains of a stupa which, he thought, date from the

beginning of the Christian era. The remains almost

certainly belong to the Great Caitya mentioned in these in-

scriptions. Puphagiri is probably the same as Puspagiri in

the Cuddapah district {An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, p. 73).

The Nagfrrjunikonda inscription, dated in the 18th year

of king Virapurisadata^ records the building of a stone-

hall, surrounded by a cloister and provided with every

necessary at the foot of the Mahacetiya
’

’ for the acceptance

of the Aparamahavinaseliyas, by the Mahatalavari Camtisiri,

sister of king Camtamula I, wife of the Pukiya chief

Vasisthiputra Khamdasin and mother of Khamdasagaram-

paka, desiring the longevity, strength and victory of her

^ An Amaravati inscription (Luders, Np. lOOC) mentions Katakatpla, evidently

the same as Kaiptakasela

5
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own son-in-law (apano jdm&tuka), king Maiharlputra. Vira-

piirisadata, and for the attainment of hita and sukha in both

the worlds by herself. As we have said above, it is to be

noted that an inscription of the 6th year of king Virapurisa-

data calls Oanitisiri the king’s pituchd (father’s sister)

here, however, the king is represented as the son-in-law of

the lady. Vogel therefore thinks that Virapurisadata married

his cousin, a daughter of his aunt Caiptisiri, between the

6th and 18th years of his reign.

A carved pillar was erected in the 20.th year of Virapurisa-

data’ s reign in memory of his dead {saga-gata) father by the

latter’s sisters, mothers and consorts. Some figures in the

reliefs carved on the pillars have been taken to represent

king Camtamula I (Bp. Ind., XXI, pp. 63-64).

The Jaggayyapetta inscriptions are dated in the 20th

year of king Virapurisadata. The royal genealogy is not

given in these inscriptions. They record the erection of

five dyaka-thanibhas (entrance-pillars) at the eastern gate of

the Mahaoetiya of Lord Buddha, by the manufacturer

(avesani) Sudatha (Siddhartha) resident of the village of

Maha-Kadurura and son of the manufacturer Nakacada

(NSgacandra) of Nadatura in the Kamaka-ratba. Kamaka-

ratha seems to be the same as the Xarmarastira of later

inscriptions. As for the suffix -ka, we may notice' the

passages ujanikd-mahard(ja)-hdlikd and vanavdsaka-mahdrdja,

etc , of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions. Karmarastra has

been identified with the northern part of Nellore and south-

ern part of Guntur district.



IV

EhUVULA OiMTAMULA 11.
9

King Matharlputi^a Virapurisadata was succeeded by his

son Ehnvula Garptamula, born of queen Vasi§thl Bbatideva.

It is interesting to note that the custom of naming a

grandson after his grandfather was prevalent among the

Southern Iksvakus, as it was in many other ruling dynasties

of ancient India. It has been noticed by Dr. Hirananda

Sastri (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 6, n. 2) that this custom is

sanctioned by Patanjali’s Mahabhdsya (I. i. 1) where we

have tripurusdnukarn nd,makrtam kuryd.t ; Kaiyata on this

passage has pita tasya ye trayah purusds= td,n—anukd,yaty=

ahhidhatte.

Several inscriptions of king Vasisthiputra Ehuvula

Camtamula 11 have been discovered, some at Nagarjuni-

konda and one at an adjacent place called Kottampalugu. The

Nagarjunikonda inscriptions, dated in the 2nd regnal year of

the king, record the establishment of a vikdra by the

Mahadevi Bhatideva, daughter-in-law of king Vasisthiputra

Camtamula I, wife of king Matharlputra Virapurisadata and

mother of king Vasisthiputra Ehuvula Camtamula II» for

the dcdryas of the Bahusutiya sect. The Bahusutlyas were

a branch of the Mahasamghikas.

The Kottampalugu inscription, dated in the 11th regnal

year of kingEhuvula Camtamula II, records the construction

of a vihdra by Kodabalisiri, Mahadevi of the Maharaja of

Vanavasaka, granddaughter of king Camtamula I, daughter
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of king Virapurisadata and sister of king Bhuvula Ctimta-

mula 11, for the acceptance of the acaryas of the Mahl-

fiasaka sect. The Iksvaku princess Kodabalisiri, as we
have noticed above, was possibly the queen of a Cutu-Sata-

karni king of Banavasl. The Buddhist sect of the Mahl-

^asakas is mentioned also in other early inscriptions.

A sanigharama is known to have been built for the Mahi^a-

saka acaryas somewhere in the Punjab, when the Huna
king Toramana was ruling (Ep. Ind., I, p. 239).
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The Ikivaku inscriptions discovered at Jaggayyapetta

in the Kistna district and Nagarjunikonda in the Guntur

district are of great* importance for the history of Buddhism.

Dr. Dutt thinks (Ind. Hist. Quart., V, p. 794) that the

site of Nagarjunikonda was a famous resort of Buddhism

in the early years of the Christian era and, probably, also

an early centre of Mahayana. “ Just as Bodh-Gaya grew

up on the bank of the Neranjara as a very early centre of

Hinayana and a place of pilgrimage for the early Buddhists,

so also did Amaravatl fextending to Jaggayyapetta) and

Nagarjunikonda on the bank of the Krsna (including the

tributary Paler) as a flourishing centre of proto-Mahayana

in the pre-Ghristiani and the early Christian era and a

place of pilgrimage for the later Buddhists.” The construc-

tion of the Amaravatl stupa, with its enlargements, deco-

rations and railings, is placed between circa 2nd century

B.C. and 2nd century A.D. (Burgess, Arch. Surv. South.-

Ind.,'"pp. 122-23), while that of the stupas of Jaggayyapetta

and Nagarjunikonda has been placed in or before the 3rd or

4th century A D. (Ep. Ind., XX, p. 2 ; Ind. Hist. Quart

,

VII, p. 634).

The stupas of Amaravatl appear to have been built at

the time of Satavabana suzerainty. That the later

Satavahanas, who were possibly Brahmanist in faith,

showed great favour towards the Buddhists is known to all

readers of the Satavahana inscriptions They appear to

have had strong Buddhist leaning, if some of them were not
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actually Buddhist themselves. The successors of the later

Satavahanas, the early Ik^vakus, were however staunch

followers of the Brahmanical faith. Vasisthiputra Camta-

mula I, as we have seen, has been credited with the per-

formance of the agnihotra, agnis^oma, vdjapeya and

aivamedha sacrifices. Evidently Buddhism suffered during

the reign of this king.

With the accession of Mathariputra Virapurisadata on

the Iksvaku throne, a new era began with the Buddhists of

the Kistna-Guntur region. The great stupas of Jaggayya-

petta and Nagarjunikonda were built, repaired or extended,

and Buddhist Therls were coming for pilgrimage from all

the Buddhist countries of the world to this centre of

Buddhism. The mention of Slhala-vihara , and of the

dedication of a cetiyaghara specially to the Theris of Ceylon

points to the good relation that must have existed between

the Buddhist communities of the Iksvaku country and their

co-religionists of the Island of Ceylon. Thus we see.

Buddhism was in its heyday at the time of the later

Ik§vakus.

The existence of such relations among the Buddhist

communities of the different countries can be accounted for

from the sea-trade which was carried on between the ports

of Ceylon and other countries on the one hand and those

“situated on the mouths of the Krishna and the Godavari on

the other. Kantakasela, the great emporium on the bank

of the 'Krishna, appears to have played a large part in

this international trade. Dr. Vogel seems to be right in

thinking that this trade was largely responsible for the

flourishing state of Buddhism in this part of India (Ep.

Ind., XX, p. 10).

The collapse of Buddhism in the lower Krishna valley

appears to have begun with the decline of the Iksvaku power.

As a cause of this collapse, Vogel refers to the
“

rising

of the powerful dynasties devoted to Brahmanism like the
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Pallava in the South and the Chalukya in the west.” It

must however also be added that the immediate successors

of the Iksvakus in the rule of Andhrade^a were all

staunch Brahmanist. After the decline of the Iksvakus, we

know, the Kistna-Guntur region passed to the Brhat-

phalayanas and the Pallavas. Both of these dynasties were

Brahmanical Hindu, and the latter claimed to have per-

formed the aivamedha sacrifice which is evidently a sign

of aggressive Hinduism. Brhatphalayana Jayavarman^ as

we shall see, w’as a devotee of Lord Mahe^vara. The

Pallava king Sivask’andavarman is known to have performed

not only the Brahmanical sacrifices, A^vamedha and

Agnistoma, but also the Vajapeya {Ep. Ind., I, p. 2). The

significant boast of the early Pallava princes of having been

Hftarma-maharaja and Kaliyuga-dos-avasanna-dharmm-od-

dharana-nitya-sannaddha undoubtedly refers to the fact

that they were determined to purify their Brahmanical

faith from the influence of heretical doctrines like Buddhism.

Not a single king of the Salankayana and Visnukundin

lines IS as yet known to have Buddhist leaning. On the

contrary, we have a SalaAkayana king who performed one

, A^vamedha sacrifice and a Visnukundin king who performed

no less than eleven A^vamedhas and thousand Agnistomas.

The decline of Buddhism in the Andhra country is also

evidenced by the account of the celebrated Chinese pilgrim

Yuan Chwang who visited An-to-lo (Andhra) and To-na-

kie-tse-kia (Dhanyakataka) or Ta-An-to-lo (Mahandhra) in

639 A.D. and resided at the capital of the latter for
“ many

months” (see An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1913-14, p. 38).

Nevertheless Buddhism did not die away all at once.

The Buddhist faith of an Ananda king of Guntur, who

appears to have ruled about the end of the 4th century or

the beginning of the 6th, clearly shows that Buddhism

lingered in the Andhra country, although the glory it

enjoyed at the time of the later Satavahanas and the Iksvakus
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was long a thing of the past. Later traces of Buddhism in

the Amaravati region are found m the Amaravati pillar

inscription (S. Ind. Ins., I, pp. 26-27) of the Pallava chief

Simhavarman (c. A, D. 1100), probably a vassal of

Kulottunga Cola I (Sewell, List, p. 90), and another

Amaravati pillar inscription of Kota Keta II, from which

we know that “ Buddhist worship at the old stupa was still

maintained and Keta II gave grants in its support ” (Bp.

Ind., VI, p. 146 ; Sewell, op. cit ,
s. v. A.D. 1182). Another

inscription records the grant of a lamp to the Buddhist

stupa of Amaravati, made by Bayyala^, daughter of the

Natavadi chief Eudra. This also shows that Buddhist

worship was maintained m the Andhra country as late as

A.D» 1234 (Sewell, op. cit., p. 141).



CBArTER II.

THE BEHATrHALIYANAS.

I

Jayavamma {= Jayavaeman).

A coppcr-pIate grant of a mjd (mahamjn, according to

tire legend of the seal attached to tlie plates) named

Jayavamma, who belonged to the Brhatphalayana gotra, was

discovered at Kondamudi in the Tenali taluka cf the lustna

district {Ep, Ind,, VI, p. 315)/ No other king of this family

is as yet known from in'criptions or other sources.

As regards the date of king Jayavarman, Hultzsch says

(Zoc. cit)

:

“ The alphabet of his inscription shows that

he must have lived in the same period as tlie Pallava king

Sivaskandavarman wlio issued the Majidavolu plates,

Puither, the language and phraseology of the inscription

are so similar to the Nasik inscriptions of GautamTputra

Satakarni (Nos, 4 and 5) and Vasisthiputra Pulumayi

(No. 3) that Jayavarman’s date cannot have been very

distant from that of those two Andhra kings. The archaic

Sanskrit alphabet of the seal of the new plates is corrobora-

tive evidence in the same direction,” King Jayavaiman

Brhatphalayana may be placed about the closing years of

the third and tlie beginning of the fourth century A. D.

^ Accordiflg to Sewell p 17),^* it as Just possxbh tbats it , the oam©

J'ayavarman) may have b en a n«me assumed by Bappa (? e , father tf Pallava

Sivaskandavarman *'* The suggestion howe%-er is utterly ULtenable in vitw of the

fact thit Jayavarman of the Kondamudi plates b longed to tie Brhatphalayana

gotra while the Pallavas are known to have belonged to the BMradvSja Se?

my note in Jowm Andhra Hrfst E^s Sf©c , VIll, j>. 108.

6
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IThe grant -was issued in the lOtli year of Jajavartnan’s

reign from the vijaya-sl'andliavma fxictoriOiis camp) of

Kudura (modern Guduiu, 4 miles noith-ncst ot Masuli-

patam) which seems to be the same as Koddoura, mentioned

in the Geography of Ptolemy (VII, i, 15) as a place in

Mais61ia (Masulipatam).*

The Kondamudi plates record an order of king Jayavar-

man, who has been described as mahessara-pada-parigahita

and was, therefore, evidently a devotee of Siva (Mahe^xara),

to the vdpata (vyapria) at Ivudura to execute the grant of

a Brahmadeja (religious gift to Biahmanas) made by the

king. Vydprfa, according to Hemachandra, is the same as

niyogin, dyukta and kannasaciva (cf. niyogi karmasaciva

ayukto vydprt(ti= ca sah). A vydprta was therefore ah execu-

tive officer. The Brahraadeya was made of the village of

Paipiura (Panduni in the Bandar or Masulipatam taluka

according to Dubreuil) in Kudurahara, i.e., the dhara ot

district of Kudvira (cf. SStavahani-hara in the Myakadoni

inscription of Pulumavi, Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 154). It is

therefore apparent that the vydprta was in charge of the

Kudura district and held his office at the chief town of the

same name.

Scholars think that KuduraLaia of the Kondamudi grant

is the same as the Kudrahara-visaya of the Salahkayana

inscriptions and Gudrahara, Gudravara and Gudrara of

later inscriptions. The identification may not be impossible.

It is, in that case, necessary to think that Kudurahara which

originally meant “ the dhdra of Kudura ” gradually came

to be used as a place-name itself ; because Kudrahara (not

Kudura) was the name of the visaya (province) at the time

of the Salahkayanas.* AccDrding to Dubreuil this province

1 The town of Kud lira 19 also mentioned in an inscription of Amarii tail (see

Ijiiders, Ltsff No. 1295).

2 Compare Khe^aka a/t^ra and Khetakabara visaya (Bmh, Gcfz,, Vol. I, Ft n*

p. 3S2),
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comprised roughly the present Bandar (Masulipatam) taluka.

This region, occupied once by the Brhatphalayanas, wasg

as we shall see later on, in the possession of the Salah-

kayanas of Vehgl in the 5th century A. D.

The recipients of the Brahmadeya were the following

Brahmans :—Gtotama-gota-jajapara ^ Savagataja (Sarva-

guptarya), Savigija of the Tanava (Tanavya) gotra ; G-oginaja

and Bhavainnaja of the Kodina (Kaun<Jinya) gotra

;

Eudavrnhuja (Eudravifnvarya) of the Bharadaya (BhSra*

dvaja) gotra, Eudaghosaja (Eudraghosarya) of the Opamaip-

nava (Aupamanyava gotra) ; Isaradataja (T^varadattarya) of

the Kaipnhayana (Karsnayana) gotra ; and Khamdarudaja

(Skandarudiarya) of the Kosika (Kau^ika) gotra. The

affix - aja (
= arya) added to the names of these Brahmanas

survives even to the present time in Madrasi names like

Vehkayya (Vehkarya), Eamayya (Eamarya), etc., and in

the surname Ayyar (=Arya),

The pariharas (immunities) granted are interesting to

note. They are apavesa, anomasa, cdoriakliadalca, aratha-

savinayika, etc, Apavesa is evidently the same as abhatapra-

VC'SCL (exemption from the entrance of an army) of other

South Indian inscriptions. Military authorities generally

called upon the villagers to meet their demands ; this fact

is proved by a record of Mah5samantadhipati Santivarman

of Banavasl. Good governments therefore tried to minimise

the exactions of the soldiers by preventing them from

entering the villages, Sukra (V. 84) says that soldiers

should encamp outside a village and should not enter

villages except on official business, Anomnsa has been

taken to mean exemption from being meddled with.’’

The third parihdra, viz., donakhadaka-, made the village

free from being dug for salt. The salt-mines of the country

^ The word jdydpara, accordi-ng to Sanskrit lexicons, means Udmuka^ which

meaning does not seem to he applicable here. Hiiltzsch thinks that the passage possibljr

means a grhasiha belonging to the Gautama-gotra ” Ind
, VI, p. Big),

''

•«
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were evidently properly of the king. The term arathasmi-

na^ika has been translated by Senart as “not to be inter-

fered by the District JPolice.”
^

The grant was exeented by the maMiagivaratmahadanda-

ndyaka (field-marshal?) Bhapahanavamma. Mahdiagivara,

^ A learned dfscussion on the subject of panharas by Senart is to be found m Ep,

Ind , YIT, pp. 65-'’6. “ The cognate inscriptions have no doubt as to tbe privileges

which were expressly mentioned here , we ]ia\e to restore anommatn alcnalchadakar^

aTathasarnDmayiI{(^rri satajaiapdrihankap. The translation is less certain than the

reading. Bcgarding apdvesamt in Sanskrit apraiMyavny it is sufficient to refer to Dr.

jpleet*s (kipia Ifiscrfpiiom ip, no\e, Afjcmtasa represents ofiavamruyam ; its cer-

tain equivahnt in later terminology, namely, s<mQ$fmd]€JclyQnain ahQstapraksliepmt*

yiepi (thid., p. 171, rote) seems to imp^y that the royal officers were prohibited from

taking** possession of anything belt nging to the village Eor ahvalJiddaka the later

inscriptions offer sexeial equivalents ahvanakrenMamka wl iVh Buhler (p, 101) tas

already quoted (Dr. Fleet’s No. 66, 1, 28, and No 56). Qhnagn(<ic'fichhQhha in line 02

of the plates of Sivaskandavarman {Bp Ind , Yol. T, p. 6) shd saMalaisaiidkara in

line 17 of the plates of Govmdachspndra (zhid,, YoL IV., p. IOC) These words are far

from cle^ar , but if we rcfiriember the fact that the production of salt is a ro>al monopoly

(BUhWin Ep. IW , Yol I, p 2, note) and the details quoted by Bhagwanlal iBo-m-

hay Gazetteer 9 Vdl. XYI, p 656, p. 179> regarding the manner of digging the soil for

salt which prevailed in the \ery region of our inscriptions, it ccems to me that tliC ex-

planat’on proposed by Bhagwanlal, vtz , alavanalJidtala uilh tl.e Prakrit softening of

t into d, is quite satisfactory. The ob'ect of this immunity would thus be to deny t<y

the representatives of tl e king the right of digging pits for extracting salt,

** The next term seems to be written in our inscriptions arathasavinaytka or

^amnamka ; but line 3 3 of the grant of Sivaakandavarman {Bp Ind , Yol. I, p. 6) dis-

tinctly reads aTattfiasmmmay^kam, In stating that this sjrelling excluded his earlier

explanation* Biihler did not suggest another instead of it. I do nut know any parallel

expression which clears up this one finally. The ^ord seems to represent crasliirusam*

mnaytka , but etymology a^one is an unsafe guide in tbe interpretation of technical

terms. Vmeti is only nsed in a moral sense. Could we think of trarslating ‘'Exempt-

ed from the police, the magistrate of the district {rashtra , coDjpare Dr Fleet’s Gvpta

Inscrtphons, p. S2, note), or of the rdslitrm' 7 This would remind us of those grants

in which, on the other hand, it is stated that the right"of punishing thefts and offen-

ces is reserved by the king, or of those in which the right to punish the * ten offences
’

isadaidparadha ; see, e.g„ the Alina plates', 1. 67 in Dr. Fleef’s Gnpta InscnptwTiSf

p. 179, and the Deo-Baranark inscription,!. 17 ; thd , p. 217) is transferred to the

donee. At least I have nothing more plausible to suggest. It is well known that the

different formulas of immunities were variable and always incomplete And it is not

to be wondered at that they should be summed up in a comprehensive and general ex-

pression like sarvaidtcpdrifidrika. Elsewhere the texts are more precise instating

that there are eighteen kinds of immunities. It will be enough to q.uote tbe in-

scriptions of the Pallavas, and notably that of Sivaskandavarman, which reads

{i^lidrasaidUpanhara *[Ep, Ind,, Yol. 1, p, 6).*’
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according to Vogel, is a misiske for Mahatalatara Mhich

occurs so many times in the inscriptions of the Iksvakus

(see abore). Possibly it \\as tie custom for an official to

write down the oral order of the king (atiyena anaiarri).

The grant is said to have been signed by the king himself

(sayani chato).

The seal attached to the Kondamudi plates has, in the

centre, a trident in relief (the handle of which seems to end

in an arrow), a bow (?), the crescent of the moon and an

indistinct sjmbol of roughly triangular shape. Bound the

margin of the seal rvns a Sanskrit legend in archaic

characters which differ totally ficm these (mployed cn the

plates {Bp. Ind., VI, p. 315). This difference is possibly

due to the fact that the seals were kept ready in the king’s

record office and were attached to the plates when the latter

were prepared. Huitszch appears to suggest that the seal

is much older than the plates. The Sanskrit legend how-

ever seems to. sh,ow that the seal cannot be placed much

earlier than 300 A.D.
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CAPirAL Cl THE BRHAirHALAyANAS/

TLe only copper-plate grant of the Pyhatphalayana

dynasty, belonging to king Jaya\ainma (*= Jajavaiman)

Bpliatphala} ana, was discovered, as we have alieady seen,

at Kondamudi a place in tie leiiah taluka ot the Kistna

district (JSp. Ind,, VI., p. 315). We have also seen that the

grant was issued in the lOtli regnal jear of Jayavaii.nia

irom vijaya-khamdbamra nagara Kudurdlo,ie. from the

vijaya-skandhCivaia at the city of Kudura. It is for this

reason that scholars ha\e taken Kudura (n odern Guduru

mar Masulipatam) to be the capital where the Brhat-

phalayanas ruled. Prof. Dubieuil, as for instance, writes :

“The Kondamudi plates {Ep. bid., Vol. VI, p. 335) aie

dated in the lOtli jear of king J.iyavarnian of the Brhat-

phalnyanas, who reigned at Kudura ;
” and ag.iu :

“ the

town of Kudura, which was the capital of Jayavarmon in the

III century of the Christian era, is but the modern village

of Guduru which is 4 miles west-norih-west of Masuli-

patam and G miles from Gha^'.adala ” {Anc. Hist.

Dec., pp. 84-85). The Professor has rightly identified

the place with Koddoura in the country of Mais61ia

(Masulipatam), mentioned in the Geography of Ptolemy.

It is, how’ever, interesting to note that Koddoura
136° 11° 20' has been mentioned not as a metropolis, but

as an ordinary place in Maisolia (Geog., VII, i, 15) by

Ptolemy who is believed to have written his Geography

about the middle of the 2nd century A.D. The archaic

1 My paper on the capital of the SphatphalSyanas was originally published in

Jottrtt. Afidhra Hist, Res, Soe,^ VII, pp, 170-1, There however JayavarmOrn was
placed a little earlier.
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characters used on tlie seal of the Kondamudi giant

and its phraseological connection with ,the grants of

Gautamipiitra ^atakarni and Vasistliiputra Pulurnavi, as

well as its language and script, assign the grant to about

300 A.D, Should ue then believe that the Brliat-

phalayauas became a ruling power just after the decline

of the Satavahaiias in the eaily years of the 3rd century

A.D. and established themselves at Kudura (Koddoura)

from where they issued charters as early as the end, of the

third or the beginning of the 4th century ? It is, however,

far more natural tb think that they were originally a

local ruling power under the suzerainty of the Satavahanas

and gradually rose to prominence during and after the

latter’s decline.

The city of Kudura has been called a vijaya-slcandhmara

in the Kondamudi grant. The word skandhavara generally

means, “a camp but according to the lexicographer

Hemacandra it may also signify “ a metropolis.” While

on expedition, oriental kings are known to have held

court in camps ^ The use of the term sJcandhdvara in the

sense of a metropolis is most probably due to such a

practice. Skandhavara (as sometimes also possibly the

term vasaka) appears to mean a temporary residence, and

therefore a temporary capital, of a king.^ _ It is, therefore,

1 For the court of the Miighals, see General History of the Mogol Empire (extract-

ed from Memoirs of M. Manouchi) by F. F Catrou (BahgabasI Edn ), p. 335ff. “ As

VisapuT was at the time of writiug these Memoirs the theatre of war against the

Sevagu Orangzeh removed his court and armies thither.”—p. 3i3. Cf also “ During

these years el, the yoars of Asiatic campaign) Alexander’s camp was his court and

capital, the politicfal centre of his empire—a vast city roiling along over mountain

and river through Central Asia.”—J B. Bury, History of Greece for Beginners,

1915, p 42i'
‘

2 It is inlterdsting in this connection to refer to Yuan Chwang’s account of the

capital of Maharasbra (Mo-ho-Ia-cb’a) under Pulaktsin II (Pu-)o-ki-she) of the Western

Calukya dynasty (Beal, Bud, Records of the Western World, If, p 236 ; also his Life

of Hnien Tsiang, p. 146). Fiom the inscriptions of the Calulcyas and their inveterate

enemy, the Pallavas, there can be no doubt that the capital of Pulake4 n 11 was at

Yatapi, modern Badimi in the Bijapur district of the Bombay Presidency. Now,
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very doubtful whether the vijaya skandhavara of king

Jayavarmau Brhatphalayana could be the permanent capital

of the Brhatphalayanas.

The town of Ivudflra, which was the political centre

of Kudurahara, t.c., the Kudura district, has been identi-

fied, as we have already seen, with a village in the Bandar

or Masulipatam taluka. The find of the plates at Kondamudi

appears to prove that this region was a part of the Brhat-

phalayana kingdom in about 300 A D. The capital of

the Brhatphalayanas seems therefore not to have been

very far from the Masulipatam region.

In this connection it is very interesting to note that

Ptolemy makes mention of the metropolis of Pitundra (135°

12°) in the country of the people called Mais61oi (Creep.,

VII. i, § 93). In op cit., § 79, theMaisoloi are placed near

the country of the Salak^noi (SalaAkayanas of Veiigi) and

in § 15 their country has been called Maisolia (Masuli-

patam). Their metiopolis, Pitundra, has been identified

by Sylvain L^vi with Pihunda of the Uttaradhyayana and

Pithuinda of the Hathigumpha inscription of king Khara-

vela (Ind. Ant
, 1926, p. 145). We have seen that the

Brhatphalayanas ruled over the Masulipatam region, wdiich

is to be identified with Maisdlia of Ptolemy. Pitundra

the capital of Maisdlia in. the time of Ptolemy (middle of

the 2nd century) appears therefore almost certainly to have

been the capital of the family of Jayavarman Brhatpha-

the surroundings of Badarni, as scholars have noticed, do not answer to the description

given by the Chinese pilgrim, and its distance from Broach (435 miles) is altogether

incommensurate with the distan'^e of 10JO Ji (about 167 miles) as specified by Yuan
Ohwang. Scholars therefore now generally agree with the view of Fleet that the town
in question is Nasik, about 128 mi’es to the south-east of Broach. Fleet seems to be

right when he suggests : We have therefore to look for some subordinate but
important town, far to the north of Badarni, which was mistakenly spoken of as the

capital by Hiuen Tsiang ; most probably because it was the basis of the opei*ations

against Harshavardhana of Kanauj, and because in connection with these operations ,r

Puhfce^i II happened to be there at the time” {Bomh, Gaz,t I, Ft ii^ p. 855).
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layana, ruler of the Masulipatam region in the end of the

3rd or the beginning of the 4th century.

If we now accept the reading Pithuirida in a passage

of the Hathigumpha inscription (line 11) of Kharavela

and the interpretation that king Kharavela of Kalihga

besieged the city of Pithumda, it is not impossible to think

that the Brhatphalayanas were ruling at Pithunda*=Pitundra

as early as the time of Kharavela (2Qd or 1st century B.O.)

.



CHAPTEE III.

THE INANDAS.

I

Hira^tyaqarbha.^

As the word Hirariyagarhha has some bearing on the

question of the genealogy of kings whom we call the

Anandas, we shall deal with this term first.

According to Sanskrit Lexicons, the word Hira^ya-

garbha has two principal meanings, Pirst, it is a well-

known epithet of Lord Brahman
; secondly, it is the name

of one of the sodaia-mahd,dana, i.e., the sixteen Great Gifts

which are enumerated and explained in books like the

Matsya-Pumna, Hemadri’s Vratakhanda and Ballalasena’s

Danisdgara. The sixteen Mahaddnas are dana (offering) of

the following things ;

—

1, Tulapurusa 9. Bhara

2. Hiranyagarbha 10. Hiranya^varatha

3. Brahmanda 11. Hemahastiratha

4. Kalpapadapa 12. Vi§nucakra

5. Gosahasra 13. Kalpalata

6. Hiranyakamadhenu 14. Saptasagara

7. Hiranya^va 16. Eatnadhenu

8. Pancalangala 16. Mahabhutaghata

These names are more or less of a technical character. They

have been explained in full details in the Mahdd&ndvarta

1 This paper was pubhslied m J.R A S.^ October, 1934, p 729fe. A paper ex-

plaining the term hranyagarhha was previously published in Bharatharfsa (Bengali),

Bhftdra, 1340 B, S., p. 393 f.
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section of the Ddnasagara, Chapter V of the Vratakhawia

and Chapter 247 ff. of the Matsya-Purdna.

The word Hiray,yagarbh.a occurs several times in the

inscriptions of some South Indian kings. In the G-orantla

inscription {Ind. Ant., IX, p. 102 f.), king Attivarman is

called aprameya-Mranyagarhha-prasava, which phrase was

translated by Fleet, the editor of the Gorantla iusciiption,

as “ who is the posterity of the inscrutable (god) Hiranya-

garbha,” i.e., Brahman. In the Mahakuta pillar inscrip-

tion of the Calukya king Mafigale^a {ibid, XIX, p. 9ff.) we

have the passage Mranyagarbha-sambhuia. Here also Fleet

who edited the inscription translated the phrase as
“ who

was descended from (the god) Hiranyagarbha (Brahman).”

It must be noticed that only particular kings have been

connected with Hiranyagarbha in the inscriptions of their

respective families. If Fleet’s interpretation is correct we

should have found other kings of the family—wherein one

king has been called Hiranyagarbha-sambMta—with titles

of the same signification. Moreover, when we notice that

in the Mahakuta pillar inscription, this epithet is given only

to Pulake^in I, and not to Jayasimha the first king men-

tioned, nor to Mangalesa the reigning monarch, there

remains no doubt that Fleet’s theory is unjustifiable. I

therefore hold with Hultzsch that the word Hirarpyagarbha,

in these inscriptions, signifies the second of the sixteen

Mahadmas or Great Gifts.

While editing the Mattepad plates of Damodarvarman

(Ep. Ind., XYIl, p. 328fE.), Hultzsch remarked :
“ A similar

feat is ascribed to king Attivarman in another copper-plate

grant from the Guntur district, where I translate the epithet

aprameya-Himnyagarbha-prasavena by ‘ who is a producer

of {i.e., who has performed) innumerable Hiranya-

garbhas.’ ” Hultzsch, here, evidently takes the passage

hiranyagarbha-prasava as a case of the Sa^thi-tatpurusa

compound to mean “ prasava (origin, producer) of the
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Hiraijyagarbha.” But he was in difficulty with the

word Hiranyagarbha-prasuta which occurs m the Ipur

grant (No. 1) of the Visnukundin king Madhavavarman I

(ibid, p. 335 f.). As prasuta is an adjective, it cannot make

a case of the Sasthl-tatpurusa compound. Hultzsch, there-

fore, had to correct the passage as Hiraityagarbha-prasuU,

i.e., prasuli (origin, producer) of the Hiranyagarbha (ibid,

p. 336, note 7). But when we notice that the epithet

Hiranyagarbha-prasuta also occurs in the Polamuru plates of

the same Visnukundin king (Jouni. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc.,

VI, p. 17 ff.), and further that tlieMahakuta pillar inscription

has Hirariyagarbha-sambhuta, there can be no doubt that

Hultzsch is wrong in taking the passage Hirai^yagarbha-

prasava as a case of the Sasthl-tatpurusa compound. The

words Hiraipyagarbha-prasuta and Hiranyagarbha-sainhhuta

are certainly examples of the Paftcami-tatpurusa compound

and mean “ born of the Hiranyagarbha.” The word

Hiraij.yagarbha-prasava must also mean the same thing.

I therefore take it as a case of the Bahuorlhi compound

to mean “
one whose ’prasava (origin, producer, pro-

genitor) is the Hiranyagarbha.'’ But how can a king be

born of the Hiranyagarbha which we have taken to signify

the second of the sixteen Mahadanas ?

In the performance of the Hiranyagarbha-mahadana

ceremony, the thing to be given away to the Brahmanas

is a Hiranyagarbha, literally, “ a golden womb.” Hiranya-

garbha here signifies a golden hunda, three cubits in

height. Gf.

brdhmanair=anayet kundam tapanlya-mayam iubham
dvdsaptaty-angul-occhrayam hema-pankaja-garbhavat.

To discuss in details all the functions of the ceremony

is not necessary for our purpose. The quotations, which

are all from the 249th Chapter of the Matsya-Purdna, will

sufficiently clear the point.
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After due arcana, the performer of the Mahadana

ceremony is to utter a mantra in adoration to Lord

Hiranyagarbha (here, Lord Visnu), two lines of which

run

:

bhur-loka-pramukha lohas= tava garhhe vyavasthitah

bram-adayas= tatha deva namas— te viha-dharine.

Thereafter the performer enters into the hiranyagarhha,

i.e., the golden kuntfa, and the priests perform the cere-

monies of garbhadhdna, purnsavana and simantonnayana of

the
“

golden womb,” as they would do in the case of an

ordinary pregnant woman. Of.

evam—dmantrya tan-mcLdhyam=dvisy= dmhha udan-

mukhah

mvstibhydm parisarpgrJipa dhannardja-catunntikau

jdnumadhye Hrah Jcrtvd tistheta ivdsa-pancakam

garhfiddhdnatri pumsavanarn stmanionnayain tathd

kuryur=hiranya~garbhasya tatas^te dvija^pungavah.

Then the performer is taken out of the “golden womb,”

and the jdta-karma and other necessary functions are per-

formed by the priests, as if the performer is a newly born

child. After that, the performer is to utter another mantra,

wherein occur the following significant lines :

mdtr=S,harn janitah purrarn martya-dharma sur-ottama

tvad-garbha-sainhhavdd— esa divya-deho bhavamy—aham.

“ 0 the best of gods, previously I was given birth to

by my mother (and) was martya-dharma (one having the

qualities of an earthly creature). (But) now owing to my
(re-) birth from your womb, I become divya-deha (one having

celestial body.”
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That the performer of the Hiranyagarbha-mahaddna was

thought to be “ born of the Hiranyagarbha, i.e., golden

womb,” is also clear from the next mantra to be uttered by

the priests

:

adya-jdtasya te^^’^gani ahhiseksyamahe vayam.

After the ceremony is over, the priests receive the gift of

that golden womb together with many other things.



II

G-enbalogy of the Inanda Kings.

^

Two kings of the Ananda family are known from

their inscriptions. They are Attivarman of the Gorantla

plates (Ind. Ant., IX, p. 102 f.) and Damodarvarman

of the Mattepad plates (Ep. Ind., XVII. p. 327 f.).

We have already dealt with the reference to the word

Hiranyagarhha in the Gorantla inscription and with

its different interpretations. Hultzsch rightly says

:

“ When editing the Gorantla plates of Attivarman, my
late lamented friend Fleet believed this king (sal. Attivar-

man) to have been a Pallava—chiefly because he

interpreted the epithet aprameya-Hiranyagarhha-prasavena

by ‘ who is the posterity of the inscrutable (god)

Hiranyagarhha.’ As I have shown above, the rendering is

inadmissible in the light of the corresponding epithet used

in the fresh plates, and Fleet himself had since withdrawn

his original opinion in his Dynasties of the Kanarese

Districts, second edition,® p. 334 ” (Ep. Ind., XVII. 328).

In the Gorantla inscription, Attivarman has been called

kandaranrpati-kula-samudbhuta, “sprung from the family of

king Kandara ”
; the family (kula), in its turn, is called

ananda-maharsi-vam^a-samudhhuta,
“

sprung from the

^ See my note on the Ananda Genealogy m J.RAS^f October, 1934,

p 732 jEf

2 “And now that we know more about the early history and Purapic genealogy

of the Palldvag, it is difficult to adapt these details to their accounts, though Attivar-

man does, like the Pallavas, claim to belong to the posterity of the god Hira^ya-

garbha, t e , Brahman. On the other hand, the name Kandbara,—and doubtless

Kandara also,—is a variant of Krishna ; and this suggests that we may possibly have

here an early Kasbtrakuta record*’ (Fleet’s DynasU&s of the Kmar^se Districts in

Bomb. Gaz,i I, Part II, p. 334),
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lineage of the great sageAnanda”. On the other hand,

the Mattepad plates were issued from vijaj/a-Kandara-pura,

“ victorious city (founded by) king Kandara.” Damodara-

varman is, here, said to have belonged to the Ananda-

gotra. Both the Gorantla and Mattepad grants were

discovered in the Guntur district of the Madras Presidency.

While editing the Mattepad plates, Hultzsoh, on these

grounds, suggested that the three kings Kandara,*

Attivarman and Damodaravarman belonged to the same

family and that they may be styled “ the Ananda

kings of Guntur.”

The palaeography of the Gorantla and Mattepad records

suggests that the rule of king Attivarman and that of

kingDamodarvarman were not separated by a great interval.

Considering the facts that the characters of the Gorantla

inscription resemble, in some respects, those of the Ik?vaku

inscriptions of Nagarjunikonda {Ep. Ind., XX, p. 1 ff.) and

that both Nagarjunikonda, the find-spot of some Iksvaku

inscriptions, and Kanteru, that of some SalankSyana

inscriptions are localities of the Guntur district, it seems

to me that the Ananda kings, whose inscriptions are also

found in the same district, began to grow powerful about

the middle of the 4th century A.D., when the power

of the Pallava successors of the Iksvaku s was gradually

1 Venkayya in his Eeport for 1900, pp, 5 and 35, refers to a much defaced

Sanskrit inscription mentioning the daughter of king Kandara of the Xnandagotra,

at Ohezarla to the west of G-untur. Kandara, Kandliara, Kandhara, Kanhara,

Kanhara and Kannara are Prakrit variants of the Sanskrit name Krs^a {Bomh, Gaz ,

T, Pt II, p* 410, note 1). Some inscriptions of the Rattas of Saundatti style the

Rastiaku^ja king Kr§na III as Kandhara puravar MhUvara^ supreme lord of

Kandhitrapnra, the best of towns pp 419, 550 and note 6 ; and 384, note 4).

This fact appears to have led Fleet to suggest a Rast’-akuta connection of Attivarman

{%b%di 886). But as suggested by the same scholar 884, note 4) the name of

Kandharapura may possibly have been invented from an imaginary KyishigLapura,

derived from some passage similar to that in which the Eastern Ghalukya King

Gupaka Vijayaditya III is said to have effected the burniLg of the city of Krishpa II

{KTifihi!f.a‘pUTa4dhanat see Ind, 4nt., Vol/^XX, p. 102, n* 6).”
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declining in the Andhra country. The Nagarjunikonda ins-

criptions have been assigned to the 3rd century A.D. and,

as I shall show below, the Kanteru plates are to be ascribed

to the 5th century A.D. Kings Attivarman and Damodara-

varman may, therefore, be conjecturally placed about the

second half of the 4th century of the Christian era.

But which of the two kings of the Ananda family came

earlier ? According to Hultzsch, the characters of the

Gorantla inscription are more developed than those of the

Mattepad grant which is besides partly written in Prakrit
;

“
consequently Damodaravarman must have been one of the

predecessors of Attivarman ” (JSp. Ind., XVn, p. 328).

As regards the first point, viz., that the characters of

the Gorantla inscription are more developed, I must say

that when two epigraphs belong to the same period it is

extremely difficult to determine as to which of them is

the earlier. In our section on the Visnukundin

genealogy below, we shall show that the Visnukunijin king

Madhavavarman 11 of the Ipur grant (No. 2) was suggested

by Hultzsch, on palaeographical grounds, to have been the

grandfather of Madhavavarman (I) of the Ipur grant (No.

1). We shall also show there that the former was actually

not the grandfather, but the grandson, of the latter.’ Since

the handwritings of two different scribes of even the same

age may be quite dissimilar, I do not think it impossible

that the difference in time between the execution of the

Mattepad and that of the Gorantla grant is short and that

Damodaravarman of the Mattepad grant was a successor of

Attivarman on the throne of Kandarapura.®

' See also my paper on the genealogy of the Visnaku^dins m Ind. Hut. Quarts

IX, p. 278 ft.

* C/. Not only the plates of the Pallavas but also those of the Ganges and

the Eadambas prove that the alphabets differ much according to the scribes, who have

engraved the plates ; and the documents of the same reign do not sometimes resemble

one another.** (Anc. Hut. Dec , pp. 65-66,)
m

8
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As regards the second point, viz., that the Mattepad

grant is partly written in Prakrit, I am afraid, it is a.

misrepresentation. In fact, the Mattepad plates are, like

the G-orantla plates, written in Sanskrit
;

but it is true

that the names of the Brahmana recipients of the king’s

gift are written in Prakrit, e.g., Kassava-Kumaraija

(Sanskrit : Ka^yapa-Kumararya), etc. We must notice,

however, that the G-orantla inscription also exhibits the

same peculiarity. I think it even more significant that the

name of the king is here Athvarman apd not Hastivarman,

Atti is a Dravidic form of Sanskrit hastin, through the

literary Prakrit from hatthi. Names like Attivarman,^

Kumarajja, etc., only proye that both these grants were

issued in a time when the replacement of "Prakrit by Sans-

krit in South Indian epigraphy was nearly, but not fully,

complete.

There are, besides, two other points in, support of

our suggestion. Firstly, in the Gorantia inscription, the

kandara-nrpati-hiih has been called bhagavato vakeharadhi-

vasinas —tribliu mna-ka rtiih iarribhoi=carana-kamah'raja^

pavitrlkrba, which appears to suggest that Sambhu (Siva)

was the family deity of the Ananda kings and that, they

were J^aivas. On the other hand, Damodaravarman is

called in his inscription bhagavatah samyaksambuddhasya

padanudhyata, which clearly shows that he was a Buddhist.

If the Ananda kings prior to Attivarman were Saivas,

Damodaravarman who was a Buddhist would appear to have

come after Attivarman. Secondly, the inscribed faces of the

Mattepad plates of Damodaravarman are “ numbered con-

secutively like the pages of a modern book.” This fact also

1 With the name of Attivarman may be compared tliat. of AttiCQ’illan,^ a

feudatory of the Cola king Ea:araia {SJnd Ins , I, No 74). Aturaallar.was alary the

surname of Kr§9.a III Basjjfakii^a Compare aUo Attivarman m Kielliorn’s

No 1070 , and ‘ Attiraja or Attarasa, born at Naraijiapura in the Andhra country

m Bomb, Gaz,^ I, Pt. II, p, 507
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seems to suggest that Damodaravarmaa came after

Attivarman.

But, what was the relationship between these two kings

of the Ananda family, wlio, we think, were not far removed

from each other in time ?

In this connection, I like to draw the attention of

readers to the epithet ahandhya-gosahasr-aneha-hiranyagarhli-

-odhhav-odhhava applied to the name of king Damodaravar-

man in the Mattepad plates. This epithet has been

translated by Hultzigch as “ who is the origin of the

production (i.e., who has caused the performance) of many
Hiranyagarbhas and of (gifts of) thousand pregnant cows.”

This translation is defective for several reasons.

We have seen that Hultzsch has wrongly interpreted

the passage hiranyagarhha-prasava as the “ producer of the

Hiranyagarbha.” As we have shown, it should mean “ one

whose
'
producer is the Hiranyagarbha.

’
’ The corresponding

passage of the Mattepad plates is Mranyagarhh-odbhava,

which means exactly the same thing. Hultzsch says

:

V he {scil. Damodaravarman) boasts of having performed

certain Brahmanical rites, viz , Gosahasra and Hiranya-

garbha' (1. 2 f.).” But it seems to me^ hardly tenable that

Damodaravarman who was professedly a Buddhist performed

these rites which are 'professedly Brahmanical. Besides,' if

Hultzsch’s interpretation is right,* why did the -composer

use hiranyagarhh-odhhav-odhhava and not hiranyagarhh-

odhhava which is the naturally expected form ? The

use of hifaityagarhh-odhhav-odhhava in the sense of “ per-

former of the Hiranyagarbha
’

’ seems to me highly awkward

in an ordinary prose composition. The natural meaning of

the phrase Mranyagarhh-odhhav-odhhava is “ one whose

udbhava (producer, father) is Hiranyagarbh-odbhava (i.e.,

performer of the Hiranyagarbha-mahadana)

As regards abandhya-gosahasra, I do not think that the

word abandhya ever means “pregnant.” Abandhya, i.e.,
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not-barren, which also means amogha-phal-odaya (producer

of unfailing good and prosperity) according to the Sanskrit

lexicon Rdjanirghmita, seems to refer not to go as Hultzsch

has taken it, but to the Gosahasra, the fifth of the sixteen

MahSdanas of the Puranas. The whole phrase ahandhya-

gosahasr-aneka-hiranya-garhh-odbhav-odhham, then, means
“
one whose udbhava {i e., father) is Abandhyagosahasra

{i.e., performer of a Gosahasra producing unfailing success)

and Aneka-hiranyagarbh-odbhava (i.e
, performer of many

Hiranyagarbhas)

.

Now, who is this Abandhya-gosahasra-Aneka-hiraniya-

garbh-odbhava, the udhhava (father) of king DSmodaravar-
man ? Curiously enough, in the Gorantla inscription,

Attivarman is called aprameya-hiranyagarhha-prasava,

which is obviously the same as an6ka-Mray,yagarhh-odhhava.
I therefore do not think it quite impossible that it is

king Attivarman who was the father of king Damodara-
varman of the Mattepad plates. It may however be argued
that the Mattepad plates credit the father of king Dimo-
daravarman with the performance of a Gosahasra as well ;

but there is no reference to this MahSdana in Attivarman’s
own Gorantla grant. The Gosahasra mahadana may have
been performed by Attivarman after the execution of
the Gorantla grant. It may also be a case of the
Argumentum ex Silentio.



m
Attivarman( =Hastivarman).

As we have seen, the Ananda king Attivannan was a

devotee of Saipbhn (Siva) and performed “many” Hiranya-

garbhas. The performance of such a costly mahadana as

the Hiranyagarbha for more than once (and probably also

of a Gosahasra) seems to show that he was a rich and power-

ful prince. His' epithet pratdp-opanata-sakala-samanta-man-

dcda suggests that there were other ruling chiefs who

acknowledged his suzerainty. His inscription tells us that

he acquired fame in ruling his subjects with justice.

. The Gorantla inscription records the gift of eight hundred

pattis (pieces) of land in the village of Tanlikonja on the

southern bank of the Kr^nabenna (i.e., the Krishna; see

infra, and Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p, 334 n) river and also of the

village of Antukkara^^ to a Brabmaiia named Kotti^arman,

who belonged to the Ka^yapa-gotra. The name of the

village, read now as TanMkonlji by Hultzsch, was originally

read by Fleet as Tanthikontha (Ep. Ind., VII, p. 328). The

village has been identified by Hultzsch with the modern

Tadikonda, ten miles to the north of Guntur and to the

south of the Krishna. Antukkura, according to him, is

probably modern Gani-Atkuru to the west of Bezvada. The

recipient Kotti^arman has been described as knowing the

Apastamba-sutra and also the three Vedas, viz., Rh, Yajus

and Saman.

The seal of king Attivarman attached to the Gorantla

plates is circular. “ The emblem on it is probably some god^

sitting cross-legged on an altar, but it is anything but clear^

even in the original ” (Ind. Ant,, IX. p. 102). The figure is

shunk in the flat surface of the seal, instead of being raised

m relief on a counter-sunk surface as is iisually the cage.



DiMODAEAVARMAN.

We have already said much about this king The

Mattepad grant was issued on the 13th day of the bright

half of Karttika in the 2nd regnal year of the king. It re-

cords the grant of the village of Kamguri with all panhdras,

to a number of Brahmanas. Panhdra, i.e., “immunity, pri-

vilege, exemption from taxes,” is mentioned in Zautilya’s

Arthaidstra (Shamasastry’s 2nd ed,, p. 73). The parihdras

are sometimes stated to be of eighteen kinds, but are very

often referred to as sarvajdta-parifidra (immunities of all ki'nds)i

For some of them see pages 43-44 above. The Mattepad

grant was issued from the victorious city of Kandarapura

which was possibly the capital of the kings of the Ananda

line. The recipients of the grant were the following

:

Euddajja (Eudrarya), Nandijja (Nandyarya), Khandajja

(Skandarya), Bhavajja (Bhavarya), Agnijja (Agnyarya)i

Sirijja (Sryarya), Savarajia (Sabararya) and Virajja (Virilrya)

of the Kondinna (Kaundinya)-gotra, Damajja (Damarya),

Kumara]]a (Kumararya), Venujja (Visnvarya), Devajja

(Devarya) Nandijja and Dinajja (Dinarya) of the Kaasava

(Kasyapal-gotra and Bhaddajja (Bhadrarya) of the Agasti-

gotra.

The seal of Bamodaravarman attached to the Mattepad

plates is oval and is said to be much worn. It bears in

relief, according to Hultzsch, the figure of a ‘‘seated bull”

facing the proper right.

We do not know who succeeded Bamodaravarman on the

throne of Kandarapura. The end of the Ananda dynasty

is wrapped up in obscurity. They were possibly subdued or

supplanted by the Salafikayanas in the 5th century A.B.



CHAPTBE IV,

THE SaLANKaYANAS.

I

Genealogy of the Sala^tkiyanas,^

While editing the Kolleru (Kollair) grant of the Sa-

l.inkayana Maharaja Nandivarman, son of Candavarman, in

Ini. Ant., Vol. V, p. 175 ff. (Sanskrit and Old-Canarese

Inscriptions: No. XVIII), Fleet remarked :
" In Sir W.

Elliot’s facsimiles I have [found] another copper-plate

inscription of Vijayanandivarma and his Yuvamaharaja,

whose name seems to be Vijayatuhgavarma or Vi]ayabudha-

varma.” He appended the following note to the name
of the Yuvamaharaja : “ The original has, J. 3, ‘ Vijaya-

buhgavarmassa,’ and in the margin", a little above the line,

there is the character ‘ ddha' ’—Jiffenng not much from
‘ nga ’ as there written—apparently intended to he

introduced somewhere in the line as a correction.” Now,
as' we shall presently see, this statement regarding the

inscription is really wrong and was subsequently corrected

by Fleet himself. But, unfortunately, the blunder has

become parmanent in later writings on the Salahkayana

genealogy.

En passant, I may draw the attention of readers to the

names of these kings generally accepted and used by

scholars. The names can hardly be Vijayanandivarman,

Vijayabuddhavarman and the like.

1 My paper on the Salankayana geaealogy was ongmally published in Ind\ Mtst,

Quart,, IXf j>,40S S,
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The Salaiikayaiia inscriptions are stated to be issued

from Siri-vijaya-vefigipura, Vijaya-vehglpura or Vijaya-

veAgi. The Kadamba grants are generally issued from

Srl-vijaya-vaijayantl, Sri-vijaya-triparvata and Srl-vijaya-

pala^ika.* The Mattepad plates of Damodaravarman (Ep,

Ind., XVn, p. 327 ff.) were issued from Vijaya-kandarapura.

We have also references to Srl-vijaya-kancipura, Srl-vijaya-

palakkada and Sri-vijaya-da^anapura in some of the Pallava

inscriptions (Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 142 ff., and I, p. 297 ; Ind.

Ant.fY, p. 50 ff., p. 154 ff.). There can fee no doubt that the

names of the places are YeJiglpura, Kancipura, VaijayantI,

Pala^ika, etc., and that vijaya or in-vijaya has been prefixed

to them simply for the sake of glorification. I have no

doubt that the name of the Salankayana Maharaja of the

Kollair grant is similarly Nandivarman, and not Si^vijaya-

or Fifa^a-nandivarman^ as is generally taken to be.

Vijaya and Sn-vijaya, in such cases, mean vijaya-yuTcta and

Srl-vijaya-yukta respectively.® When prefixed to proper

names, they make examples of the Tatpurusa compound of

ihe ^Bkaparthivadi class. The word jaya is also used in

iliis way. As for instance. Karmanta (modern [Bad]

-Kmta near Comilla) has been mentioned as jaya-Kar-

mSnta-vasaka in the Ashrafpur plate of Devakhadga (Bhan-

darkar, List, No. 1588). It must also be noticed

that in the Peddavegi and Kanteru (No. 2) grants the

reigning SalaAkayana king is simply called Nandivarman.
Note also that the Pallava king Skandavarman II in his

own Omgodu (No. 1) grant (Ep. Ind., XV, p. 246) calls

himself SrI-vijaya-Skandavarman, while in the Uruvupalli

grant of his son Visnugopavarman (Ind. 'Ant, V, p. 50) and
in the Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira (ibid,, XV, p, 246; VIII.
p.l59) and Mangalur (Ind. int., V, p. 154) grants of his

grandson Simhavarman he is simply called Skandavarman.

1 See the Kadamba grants edited by Fleet in Ind. Ant., Y1 and TIL
Of teidm,m-vi}aya^—c=mvasaTdstranamhhmi§yai% Mahahhd*, 1,63^24,
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To come to our point. The first scholar who accepted

the wrong information of Fleet and added thereto something

of his own, seems to be Prof. Dubreuil, the author of

Ancient History of the Deccan (Pondicherry, 1920) Before

he wrote, a Prakrit copper-plate inscription of another

Salafikayana MaharSja Devavarman, had been discovered near

BJIore. It was edited by Hultzsch in Ey. Ind., Vol. IX,

p. 56 ff. In Ancient History of the Deccan^ Dubreuil

therefore speaks of four Salafikayana monarchs, viz.,

1. Devavarman pf the Ellore plates,

2. Candavarman, and his son

3. Nandivarman of the Kollair plates,

4. Buddhavarman, son of (3) Nandivarman mentioned

in the facsimile referred to by Fleet. As regards Buddba-

varman, Dubreuil has quoted the passage of Fleet, and

remarked :

“
This name is probably Buddhavarman,

for in the margin, there is the character dha ” {Anc.

Hist Dec., p. 89). Evidently the Professor goes a step

further. I do not know from which authority he learnt

that the letter in the margin is dha and not ddha, as is

attested by Fleet.

The mistake was next repeated by K. V. Lakshmana

Eao who edited the tw^o copper-plate grants discovered at

Kanteru, one belonging to the Salahkayana Maharaja

Nandivarman and the other to the Salahkayana Maharaja

Skandavarman.^ Like Dubreuil, Lakshmana Eao has quoted

the same passage of Fleet and has taken “ Vijaya Buddha-

varman ” as a king belonging to the Salankayana dynasty

{Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., Vol. V, p. 26). It is to be

noted that Fleet hesitatingly proposed an alternative of two

names, viz., Tungavarman and Buddhavarman, with a

1 Journ Andhra Hist Res iSoc , V, p 26 ff . ; the plates appear to have been origi-

nally edited by the same scholar in Journal of the Andhra Academy or Andhra

Sdhitya-Parishat-Patnkdi Vol. XI, p 113 ff,

9
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sligM inclination towards the latter ; then Dubreuil showed

favour for the name Buddhavarman ; and now Lakshmana

Eao takes Buddhavarman as an established name in the

genealogy of the ^alankayanas.

Next we come to R. Subba Rao, who has edited the

Peddavegi copper-plates of the Salahkayana -Maharaja

Nandivarman II (ibid., Yol. I, p. 92 ff.). He refers to

five inscriptions belonging to the Salankayana kings. ' Of

these a Prakrit inscription which was discovered by

Mr. (? Sir Walter) Elliot remains unpublished ; but two

kings (?) mentioned in it are known to us as Vijayanandi-

varman Yuvamaharaja (?) and Yijayabuddhavarrnan. The

late Mr. Lakshmana Rao edited in Andhra SdJniya-Panshat-

Patnkd, Yol. XI, two Salankayana inscriptions discovered

in Kanteru near Guntur and these belong to Nandi-

varman and Skandavarman. Another Salankayana inscrip-

tion discovered -in Kailair lake and (sic.) which belongs to

Yijaya Nandivarman,- eldest son of Chandavarman, was

published in Indian Antiquary, Yol. V, by Mr. Elliot

(? Dr. Fleet). A Prakrit inscription discovered at Ellore

which belongs to Yijaya Devavarman was published in

Epigraphia Indica, Yol. JX ” (ibtd., p. 93). By this time,

everything is complete.^

I am afraid, these scholars have not carefully read all

the inscriptions edited by Fleet in his well-known
“ Sanskrit and Old-Canarese Inscriptions ” series. It is

however wrong to say that
“

a Prakrit inscription which

was discovered by Mr. Elliot remains unpublished.” It

was actually published by Fleet in Ind. Ant., IX, p. 100 ff.

(Sans. Old-Can. Ins., No. LXXTY). “ This is the grant

1 The theory of the existence of a Prakrit record mentioning two Salahkayana

princes named Vijaya-Nandivarman and Vijaya-Buddhavarman in Elliot’s collection

IS also accepted in An B&p S,Ind Ep,, 1926*-27, pp 74-76, and in sucfi a recent

work as Prof. Louis de La Valee Poussin’s Dynasties et Histoire de V Inde (Histoire

Monde, VI 2, Pans,^1936), p. 233.
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of Vijayabuddhavarma,” he sa>s there, “ of which I have

spoken at Vol. V, p. 175. I now give the text from the

original plates which belong to Sir Walter Elliot.”

Fleet’s reading of the grant is as follows :

L. 1. Siddha Sinvijayakhandavamma-maharajassa

Samvvachhara

L. 2. Yuvamaharajassa Bharattayana Pallava-

L. 3. nam Sirivijayabuddhavarmassa devi

L. 4, kujana viha (?) rudevi Kada (?) vlya

No argument is necessary to prove that the inscription

belongs to the Pallavas and refers to the king Skandavar-

man and the Crown-prince Buddhavarman, and that it has

nothing to do with the Salankayanas. Fleet was himself

conscious of what he said before, and remarked (ibid., p.

101): “And Vijayabuddbavarma is said to beaPallava,

and of the Bharattayana gotra. There is therefore,

no genealogical connection between the "Vijayabuddha-

-varma of this grant and the Vijayanandivarma of the Vengi

grant at Vol. V, p. 175, who was of the Salankayana

gotra.” Fleet, however, could not translate the inscnption,

as it is written in Prakrit. It has later been carefully

edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind., VIII (p. 143 ft., “British

Museum Plates of Charudevi” with “Plates of Vijaya-

Skandavarman and Vijaya-Buddhavarman”). The first

plate has been thus deciphered and translated by Hultzsch :

Siddha//

L. 1. Siri-Vijaya-Khandava[na]ma-maharajassa sam-

wachchhar[a] [/*]

L. 2. Yuvamaharajassa Bharaddayassa Pallava-

L. 3. narn Si[ri]-vijaya-Buddhavarmassa devI [Bu-]

ddhi

L. 4. kura-janavi Charudevi ka[dake] viya [/*]
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“Success! The years {of the reign) of the glorious

Maharaja Vijaya-Skandavarman. Oharudevi, the queen of

the Yummaharaja, the Bharadvaja, the glorious Vijaya-

Buddhavarman (of the family) of the Pallavas (and) mother

of [Buddhyaii] kura, (addresses the following order) [to

the official at] Ka[taka]

There can, then, be no question of a Buddbavarman in

the genealogy of the Salahkayanas.

The following kings are so far known from inscriptions

to have belonged to the Salankayana d^asty :

—

1. Bllore Prakrit grant (i) Devavarman.

2. Kollair grant (i) Candavarman ;

(^^) Nandivarman, the eldest

son of Candavarman.

3. Peddavegi grant (i) Hastivarman ;

(m) Nandivarman I, son of

Hastivarman

;

(iii) Candavarman, son of

Nandivarman I

;

(lo) Nandivarman II, eldest

son of Candavarman.

4. Kanteru grant (No. 1) (i) Skandavarman.

5. Kanteru grant (No. 2) (i) Nandivarman.

There can be no doubt that Nandivarman of the Kollair

grant is identical with Nandivarman H of the Peddavegi

grant, since both of them are described in the inscriptions

as “the eldest son of Candavarman.” It is however not

quite clear whether Nandivarman of the Kanteru grant

(No. 2) is identical with either of the two Nandivarmans

of the Peddavegi plates or he is a third king different from

them. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to identify him

with Nandivarman II of the Peddavegi grant. Both iii the

Kollair and the Peddavegi grants Nandivarman II is called
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hhagavac-citrarathasvami-pad-anudhydto iappa-hhaUmalia-

pdda-bhaktali parama-bhdgamta4= Mankdyana. It is interest-

ing to note that exactly the same epithets have been

applied to Nandivarman also in the plates discovered at

Kanteru. It must moreover be noted that the king has the

epithet parama-bhdgavata in all these three inscriptions

and that no other Salahkayana king is as yet knovm to have

used this epithet. It appears, then, almost certain that

Nandivarman of the Kanteru plates is also, like the king

of the same name of the Kollair grant, identical with

Nandivarman II of the Peddavegi plates. There is unfor-

timately nothing from which we can determine the precise

relationship that existed between Devavarman or Skanda-

varman on the one hand and the line of the remaining

four kings on the other.

As the Bllore grant is -written in Prakrit, there can

hardly be any doubt that king Devavarman ruled before

Skandavarman and Nandivarman 11 who used Sanskrit in

their inscriptions. The character of the Peddavegi plates

of Nandivarman II appear to be slightly more developed

than that used in the Bllore plates of Devavarman. Deva-

varman, therefore, may be placed before Haslivarman

who appears to have been succeeded regularly by his son,

grandson and great-grandson. Considering the facts that

the inscriptions of Nandivarman II are to be palaeographi-

cally assigned to about the noiddle of the 5th century A.D.,

and that he was preceded by three kings of his line, it

seems probable that Skandavarman of the Kanteru grant

came after Nandivarman II. We however do not know

whether Devavarman was the immediate predecessor of

Hastivarman^ or Skandavarman the immediate successor

1 Devavarman seems (lo have mled about 320-45 AD (see hetovi). He therefore

may have been the iinmediate predecessor (father?) of Hastivarman. t-ee my paper

m Ind Cult, I, pp. 498-502.
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of Nandivarman 11.^ The genealogical tree then stands

thus

:

Devavarman

Hastivarman

I

Nandivarman

I

Candavarman

"I
Nandivarman 11

• ^

Skandavarman

It may be noticed here that this Salahkayana Hasti-

varman of the Peddavegi plates can hardly be any other

than the vaihgeyaka-Hastivarman, mentioned in the famous

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta.® The main

arguments in favour of this assertion are the following :

(i) The Salankayana line is the only dynasty which can

be properly called vaingeyaka (belonging to Veiigi), as all

the grants of the Salankayana kings are issued from

Vehgipura. No other early dynasty is known to have had

its headquarters at the city of Vengl.*

^ Some scholars have suggested that Skandavaimau might have been the younger

brother of Nandivarman II {Journ, Andhra Hist, Res, Soc., V, p. 27). The conspicuous

mention in Nandivarman II’s inscriptions of his being the eldest son of Maharaja

Candavarman may suggest that the king had a rival in one of his younger brothers.

We however do not as yet definitely know whether this younger brother could be

Skandavarman of the Eanteru grant No 1.

2 Corp. Jnd.^ Vol. Ill, No. 1; see however Joum A^idhra Hist Res, Soc
^

I. p. 93. Even recent works on Indian history regard Vaingeyaka Hastivarman of

the Allahabad pillar inscnption as a Pallava king or a Pallava vioeu>y of ihs

king of Kaficl. See, as for instance, P*eweirs List (1932), p 375

3 It may be noted that a Sanskrit grant belonging to the Pallava Dharma-

Maharaja, Simhavaiman (Ind, AnU, V. p, 154) refers to Vengorasira. Simhavarman

IS there said to have granted a village lu the Vengoias{.ra. The grant was issued
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(ii) The Salahkayanas ruled according to - Dubreuil,

“between -350 and 450 A.D.” {op. cit., p. 87); and Bur-

nell thought- that the Kollair grant of Nandivarman may
be palaeographically assigned -to the 4th century A.D.

(South Indian Palaeography,, p. 14, n. 2). It is therefore

generally accepted that the Salankayanas ruled contempor-

aneously with the early Guptas (320-467 A.D.).

As regards the date proposed by Dubreuil, it may be

said that the Salankayanas certainly began to rule long

before 350-A.D. Prof. H. C. Raychaudhuri {Pol. Hist.

Anc. Ind,, 3rd ed., p. 341, n. 1) .has rightly identified the

Salankayanas with the Salakenoi mentioned m the Geography

of Ptolemy (about 140 A.D.) . Ptolemy says : “Beyond the

Mciisoloi {cf. Masulipatam) are the Salakenoi near the

Arouaia mountains,- with.the following cities: Beuagouron

from Da^anapura, which had been identified bj Venkayya with modern Darsi in the

Nellore district (Ind. Ant, 1908, p. 238), “ None of these places Tambrapa,

Palakkada, Da^anapura or Menm^tura (from where some Sanskrit charters of the

Pallavas were issued) has been identified definitely, although a suggestion has been

made by the late Mr Venkayya that they are to be looked for m the vicinity of the

region comprised by the modern Nellore district ” (R. Gopalan, Pallavas of Kmcht^

p. 65) Prof. Dubreuil also places the Da^anapura region in the Nellore and Guntur

districts’ (inc. Hist, Dec., 691. The Vefig! country, we know, lay ‘‘between the

Krishna and the Godavari.” If this Tengorastra refers to the country of Vengl, it

may be assumed that, at the time of Simhavarman Pallava, the southern fringe of thk

country was under the possession of the Pallavas There is however, as yet no evidence

to prove that.tbe capital city of VengT was ever occupied by the Pallavas We must

also note that even the grandfather of this Sitphavarman used Sanskrit in his inscrip-

tion [cf, Omgidu plates of Skandavarman lli'Wp. Ind., XY, p. 246 ff.). It is

generally accepted that Sanskrit was introduced in Southern inscriptions in the

4th century A D. Sirphavarman therefore came some time after the reign of

Sam idragupta See infra

It may however be conjectured that with the extension cf the VengT kingdom

under the Salankayanas, the name Vengi also extended over Andhrade^a, as far

south as Karmara?tra (northern part of Nellore and southern part of Q*untur).

Vengorastra in the possession of the Pallavas is, then, to be conjectured to have been

originally the southernmost part of the Salankayana kingdom. There is

however no evidence to prove that the Pallavas were in possession of tn© city of

VengT
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140° 24°; Kastra 138° 19° 30'
;
Magaris 137° 30' 18° 20'”

(Geography, VII, i, § 79). Benagouron, the premier city

of the Salakenoi, appears to me to be a mistake for

Bengaouron (Behgapura) which is no other than the well-

known Vehgipura (cf. Vehgorastra of the Mangalur

grant).

As regards the conjecture of Burnell, I may simply point

out that, if we compare the characters of the Kollair plates

(Ind. Ant., Y, p. 175 and Pis.) with those of the inscriptions

of the early Eastern Calukyas^ and of the Visnukundins,®

it becomes impossible for us to accept such an early date

for the Kollair grant. 1 have no hesitation in asserting

that palaeography has nothing to say against the ascription

of the inscriptions of Nandivarman II to the middle of

the 5th century A.D. It is then quite possible that his

great-grandfather Hastivarman ruled about a century earlier

and was a contemporary of Samudragupta (circa 330 to

375 A.D.).

(Hi) Lastly, excepting this Salahkayana Hastiv.irm m
we do not know of any other king, who ruled at Vehgl,

whose name was Hastivarman and who can any how be

placed in the middle of the 4th century A.D. which is the

time of Samudragupta.

Accepting the contemporaneity of Samudragupta and

Salankayana Hastivarman (c. 350 A.D.), we may draw

the following approximate chronological chart of the

Salankayana Maharajas.

1 See, the Polamnni plates of Jayasirpha I {Journ, Andhra Htst Res,

IV, p. 72 » Pis,) ; and the Satara plates of Vienuvardhana I (Ind, 4nt., XIX,

pp, SlO-11).

2 See, eg,, the Polamani plates of Mfidhavavarman (I) who cannot be

much earlier than Jayasitpha I {Joum, Andhra HtsU Res, Soc., VI, p, 17, Pls,)^
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Devavarman

Hastivarman

I

Nandivarman I

I

Caflidavarman

1

Nandivarman II

Skandavarman

... c. 320-345 A.D. ?

... c. 345-370 A.D.

... c. 370-395 A.D.

... c. 395-420 A.D.

... c. 420-445 A D.

... 0. 446-470 A.D.

1 An, Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, p. 74 notices the following tree of Saiah-

kSyana genealogy proposed by M, Somasekhara Sarma.

Hastivarman A.D. 350 (Allahabad pillax inscription

I

of Samudragupia)

Vijaya-Devavarman Nandivarman ahas

A T> 376 (Bllore grant) Vijaya-Nandivarman A.D. 400
(Elliot’s unpublibhed grant)

Ynvamaharaja Yi]aya- Cajj^avarman 460 A.D.
Buddhavarman A.D. 426 ’

j

(Elliot’s unpublished grant)
[

Vijaya-Nandivarman H Vijaya-Skandavarman
(Kolleru and Kanteru grants) (Kanteru grant)

We have tried to prove above the following points : (1) Devavarman probably

ruled earlier fc hau Hastivarman and therefore may not have been the latter’s son;

(2) there was no S^lankayana inscription in Elliot’s collection and there was no prince

named Buddhavarman in the Salankayana family, (3j the relat'on between Skanda-

varman and Caijdavarman is not definitely known.

10
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Candavarman, lord of Kalinga^

In his latest work; Historical Inscriptions of Southern

India (1932), p. 18, s.v- A.D. 340, the late Mr. Sewell has thus

remarked on the Komarti grant :
“ Abopt the fourth century

A.D. A set of plates from Komarti in Ganjam, dated in the

sixth regnal year of the SalaAkayana chief Ohandavarman.”

The late Dr. K. P. Jayaswal in his work, History of

India (1933), even goes so far as to suggest that the SalaA-

kayanas ruled not only in Kalihga but belonged originally

also to Magadha (pp. 127-28) Sewell and Jayaswal here

evidently follow the views of Hiiltzsch who, while editing

the Komarti plates in Ep. Ind., IV, p. 142 ff., was inclined

to identify king Candavarman mentioned in this inscription

with the Salahkayana .Maharaja Capijavarman, father of

Nandivarman II. Kielhorn, who entered the Kolleru

inscription of Nandivarman 11 Salahkayana in bis List of

Inscriptfons ofWorthem India (Ep. Ind., V, App., No. 686)

was obviously of the same opinion. ® Prof. Dubreuil
remains silent about the suggestion of Hultzsch, when he
discusses the Komarti grant {Anc. Hist. Dec

, p. 94), though
he does not take up the suggestion of Hultzsch. We may
not accept the identification, but such great authorities in
South Indian epigraphy as Hultzsch and Kielhorn cannot be
passed over in silence. Moreover, a discussion on this

1 My note on Oajji^avarman of the Komarti Plates was originally published m
Ind. Hist. Quart.* X, p. 780 j0f.

2 Following Kielhorn, D. K Bhandarkar has also entered the Salafikayana
inscriptions in hia List of Inscriptions of Northern India {Ep. Ind., XX.XXIII, App.,
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point has now become indispensable after some scholars

have accepted the old suggestion made by Hultzsch and

supported by Kielhorn.

Regarding the Komarti plates, Hultzsch says that “ a

connection may be established with the plates (i.e
,
the

Kollair plates) of the Salahkayana Maharaja Vijayanandivar-

man, who (1) like Chandavarman, professes to have been

devoted to the feet of the lord, (his) father {bappa-bhattdraka-

pada-bhakta)

,

and who (2) was the eldest son of Maharaja

Chandavarman. The close resemblance between the alpha-

bets of tlie plates of Vijayanandivarman and of the Komarti

plates suggests that Chandavarman, the father of

Vijayanandivarman, may have been identical with the

Maharaja Chandavarman who issued the Komarti plates.”

I agree with Hultzsch that the characters of the Komarti

plates resemble closely those of the plates of Nandivarman

II Salankayana, and that, therefore, “ the two Chanijavar-

mans must have belonged to the same period.” But it is

difficult to go beyond that. There are some serious points

against the identification of the issuer of the Komarti plates

with the Salahkayana Maharaja Candavarman.

The Komarti plates were found near Narasannapeta in

the Ganjam district. The grant was issued from vijaya.

Sirnhapura which has been identified with modern

Smgupuram between Chicaclole and Narasannapeta. ^ On

the other hand, all the known Salankayana grants were

issued from VengTpura which has been identified with

Peddavegi near Ellore in the Godavari district and

1 The name cf Sirphapura, the capital of the dynasty to which Oapdavarman

belonged, and the names ending in varman appear to support a coo^ecture that

these Varmans of Kalinga originally came from the Simhapura-rajya (Yuan Chwang’s

“kingdom of Smig~h0’pu40j'* Beal, Si-yu-kt, 1, 143-4) in the Punjab. The

Iiakkhamandal inscription of about the “ end of the 7th century ” refers tD twelve

princes of Sirnhapura, whose names end m -raman ( Ep 7nd., I, p. 12ff). 7'his

Siiphapura in the Punjab seems to have been mentioned in the Mahdbharatat XI, 26,

20, iu connection with Arj’una’s victories in the Northern countries.
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whicb appeals to have been the chief city of the Salah-

kayanas as early as the time of Ptolemy.

It must be noted that Candavarraan of the Komarti

grant calls himself Kalihgadhipati (lord of Kalihga); but no

ialankayana Maharaja so far known claims mastery over

the Kalinga country. The issuers of all the Salankayana

grants invariably call themselves l^alankayana, and also

Bhagavac-citrarathasvami-pad-anndhyata, i.e., favoured* by

the feet of lord Gitrarathasvamin who must have been the

family deity of the Salafikayanas. It must also be noticed

that both these distinctive epithets are conspicuous by their

absence in the Komarti grant.

Besides, the phraseology of the Komarti grant seems

to be different from that of the known Salahkayana inscrip-

tions. Two points at least deserve notice in this connection.

First, the king of the Komarti grant calls himself Srl-

inaharaja(ja)-Gandavanna, while all the issuers of the

Silankayana grants invariably call themselves Maharaja-Srl-

so-and-so. Secondly, the phrase a-sahasramiu-iaii-taraka-

pratistha used as an adjective of agrahdra, and the idea

conveyed by it, are unknown to the phraseology of the

known Salankayana inscriptions which, we should note,

are marked by a striking similarity of language among

themselves.

Such being the case, we must take the issuer of the

Komarti plates as belonging to a separate dynasty, until

further evidence is forthcoming.^ It seems probable that

the dynasty to which Candavarman of the Komarti grant

belongs ruled over the Kalihga country (or the major part of

it) with its capital at Simhapura, when the Salahkayanas

^ For this new interprefcataon of the word anudhyata^ see infra,

2 Prof. Babreuil has rightly separated the two dynasties in his Anc, Htsf Dec
,

pp 89 and 96. Another record issued from injaya-Smghapura m the fourth yeai (

f

eviJently the &anje Kahvtg-ddhtpait Oan^aTarman has been recently discovered (Arch*

Surv. Ind., A R., 1934-36, p 64).
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ruled over the country to the west of the Kalinga region with

their capital at Vehgipura. The country of the Salahkayanas

was the heart of what is called Andhrade^a in Sanskrit

literature. In the inscriptions of the Eastern Calukyas,

it has been designated Yengimandala, Vengirastra, Yehgi-

mahl and the like. Probably the country was called “ the

Vehgl kingdom ” even in the Salankayana period.

Another king of the dynasty of Sirnhapura seems to have

been the issuer of the Brihatprostha grant (issued from vijaya-

Slhapura, i.e., Siinliapura), edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind.,

XII, p. 4 ff. The name of the king who issued this grant has

bf en taken to be Umavarman. According to Hultzsch, “both

the alphabet and the phraseology of the grant closely

resemble those of the Komarti plates of Maharaja Chanda-

varman. This king may have belonged to the same family

as the Maharaj-omavarman For both kings issued their

edicts from Sirnhapura (or Sihapura) andbore the epithets

‘ lord of Kalmga’ and ‘ devoted to the feet of (his) father.’
” ^

The characters of the Komarti grant closely resemble

those of another inscription, the Chicaeole grant of Nanda-®

Prabhafijanavarman. The two phraseological peculiarities

1 Ep, Ind , XII, p. 4. Hultzsch is not quite accurate in the last point

Oai^davarmiJia is called b/ia7» to, while Umavarman is called

Bappa-pdda’hhakta in the inscription. The Tekkali record issued Irora vi^aya-

Vardhamanapura seems to be dated m the ninth year of this kmg Umavarman

(Jowm. Andhra HiSt Res Soo , VI, p 53 f ) I do not think that the Tekkah grant

belongs to a diffeiei t king. A third record of Umavarman is the Bhavalapeta grant

issued from Sunagara (tbtd
, pp. X, 143-44)

2 Ind ini,, XIII, p 48 f. The name so long taken by scholars as Nanda-

prabhafijanavarman probably signifies Prabbanjanavarman of the Nanda family.

Por a reference to the Nanda or Nandodbhava dynasty in the Kalinga region, see the

Talmul plates of the Nanda Vilasatunga-Dhruvananda of the year 293 iJ B 0 R S,,

XIV, p. 90 ff ) The date if referred to the Harsa era would correspond to A D. 890

These Nandas or Nandodbhavas appear to have claimed descent from the mighty

Nandaswho ruled at Pataliputra before the Mauryas It may be luteresting in this

connection to note tliat a certain Nandara.a is referred to in the famous Hathi-

gumpba inscription of Kharavela, king of Kalinga {Ep Ind
, XX, p 79 f., lines 6 and

12). If the king may be identified with Prabhahjanavarman, “the moon of the

VasiSthafamily,'* we are to believe that he was connected with the Vasisthas on his

mother’s side.
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of the Kommarti grant noticed above are present in the

Chicacole grant. We may therefore agree with Hultzsoh

when he says, “ The phraseology of the grant resembles

that of the copper-plate grants of the G-angas of Kalihga,

but still much more closely with that of the Chicacole

plates of Nandaprabhafijanavarman. Another point in

which the last mentioned plates agree with the Komarti

plates is that in both of them the title KalingMhipati, i.e.,

‘

lord (of the country) of Kalihga’ is applied to the reigning

prince. There remains a third point, which proves that

Ohandavarman and Nandaprabhanjanavarman must have

belonged to the same dynasty. An examination of the

original seal of the Chicacole plates, which Mr. Thur-

ston, Superintendent of the Madras Museum, kindly sent

me at my request, revealed the fact that the legend on the

sea,\ is Piltri-hhakta]

,

just as on the seal of the Komarti

plates.” ^ The Chicacole grant was, however, not issued

from Simhapura or Slhapura, but from wya^a-Sarapallika-

vasaka, “the residence or palace (or camp?) at the victori-

ous Sarapallika.” It is not clear whether Sarapallika was

the capital of the Kalihgadhipati Nanda-Prabhafijanavar-

man; but the explicit mention of the term vasaka (residence,

dwelling) probably suggests that it was not the permanent

capital of his family.®

The Koroshandra plates (Ep. Ind
,
XXI, p, 23 ff.) of

the Same age record the grant of a village called Tampoyaka

in Korasodaka-Pancali by a Maharaja named Visakha-

varman. It is known from the Chicacole grant of Indra-

varman {Ind. Ant., XIII, p. 122 ff.) that this Korasodaka-

Pancali formed a part of the Kalihga country. G Kamadas

therefore thinks that Vi^akhavarman was a Kalihgadhipati

like Candavarman and Umavarman {Ep. Ind
, XXI, p. 24).

1 Ep. Ind , IV, p 143

2 The term 'oasaka and the similar term skmidhdvaia sometmies appear to mean
** the temporary residence (therefore, the temporary capital) of a king ” See supra*
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The grant however was issued from Sripura which has been

identified with Siripuram in the Yizagapatam district-

On palaeographic grounds, these kings should be

assigned to about the time of Nandivarman II Salahkayana,

i.e., about the 5th century A.D.^ It is, therefore,

impossible to agree with the late Prof. E. D. Banerji

when he writes,® “We do not know anything of the

history of Kalinga and Orissa after the fall of the dynasty

of Kharavela (2nd century B,G according to the Professor)

till the rise of the Sailodbhavas in the 7th century A.D.”

It IS difficult to determine whether this line of the kings

of Kalinga was ruling at the time of the southern expedi-

tion of Samudragupta (c. 350 A.D,). It is, however,

interesting to note that the Allahabad pillar inscription does

not refer to any king of Kalinga, nor of Simhapura, Sarapa-

llika and Sripura. The states mentioned there, that may be

conjeoturally assigned to the Kalinga region, are Kurala,

Kottura, Pistapura, Erandapalla, Avamukta and Deva-

rastra. Of these Pistapura has been definitely identified with

Pithapuram in the Godavari district. That it was the seat

of a Government in the beginning of the 7th century A.D
,

18 proved by the passage pistam pistapuram yena in the Aihole

inscription of Pulake^in II.® W^e have got an inscription of a

Kaling-adhipati Vasi§thiputra Saktivarman of the Matbara

family(?) who granted from Pistapura the village of Rakaluva

in the Kalinga-visaya {Ep. Ind., XII, p. 1 fi.). Eakaluva

has been identified with Ragolu, the findspot of the copper-

plates, near Chicacole in the Ganjam district. The charac-

ters of the inscription seem to resemble those of the Vengi

and Sinihapura inscriptions, and may, therefore, be assigned

1 Prof. Dabreuil places them a little later, loc. at.

2 History of Orma, t, ch, VIII (Kahfiga and Orissa m the Scythian and

G-upta periods), p. 109.

3 % Indo VI, p. 4 ff.
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to about the 5th century A.D. But the phraseology is

remarkably different from that of the inscriptions of the

Simhapura line. It therefore may be conjectured that

Saktivarman belonged to a separate line or branch line, that

of Pistapura, which was probably supplanted by the Galukyas

in the beginning of the 7th century A.D. The epithet

halingadhpati seems to suggest that the claim of

kalihgddhipatitva of one of the two rival lines of Pistapura

und Simhapura was, at one time, challenged by the other.^

Another grant (Arch. Surv. Ind., A*B., 1934-36, pp. di-

do) mentions a Kalingadhipati named Anantavarman whose

adhisthana (capital) was Pistapura and who was the son of

Prabhanjanavarman, “the moon of the Vasi§tha family,”

and the grandson of Gunavarman, lord of Devarastra (men-

tioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription and in the Kasim-

kota grant of Calukya-Bhima I and identified with the

Yellamanchili area of the Vizasrapatam district).^

The names of the other states mentioned above cannot

be satisfactorily identified. It does not appear quite un-

reasonable to think that after the downfall of the Ceta

dynasty to which the great Kharavela belonged, Kalinga

became split up into a number of petty principalities and

that the same state continued as late as the time of

Samndragupta’s invasion. The history of Kalinga about

the 6th century A.D. was possibly marked by the

rivalry between the royal houses of Pistapura and Simha-

pura for the supreme authority over Kalinga. The line of

^ A recently discovered grant is known to have been issued from mjaya*

Singbapura in the 28th year of a lord of Kalidga named Anantasaktivarman, who
belonged to the Mathara family (Arch. Surv. Tnd , AB, 1934-35, p. 65). He was

possibly ideotical with Saktivarman or was one of the latter’s immediate anccessors.

De^aksapataladhihrta, talavara Arjonadatta of this grant may be the same as Amdiya
Arjunadatta of the grant of Saktivarman.

2 Besides these “ lords of Kalmga ” there is reference in the Sarabbavaiam

pla'es {Ep, Ind
, XIH. p 304), to an unnamed “lord of Oikura.” This *' lord of Gikura,’*

according to Prof. Dubreuil, was “ probably not a king of Kalinga but only a simple

feudatory ” {Anc, E%sL Dec , p. 94),
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Simhapura was possibly overthrown by the Gangas about

the of the Oth century A.D.^

In conclusion let me refer summarily to the four grants

of the kings of Sarabhapura (Bhandarkar’s List, Nos.

1878-1881). These grants are assigned to the 8th century

A.D., but may be a little earlier. The above four inscrip-

tions, all issued from Sarabhapura, have been found in

0. P.; but, according to Sten Konow (Ep. Ind,, XIII, p.

108), Sarabhapura may probably be identical with the

modern village of ,Sarabhavaram, in the Chodavaram

division, ten miles east from the bank of the Godavari and

twenty miles from Rajahmundry. L. P. Paudeya has

described ( Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 595) a coin belong-

ing to the Sarabhapura kings whom he takes to be

feudatories of the Pandava kings of Kosala. If the identi-

fication of Sten Konow is correct we have another royal

family in the Kalihga country, the earlier members of which

family may have ruled about the end of the 6th century.

1 Curiously enough we find a lice of kings, with names ending in -varman

ruling over parts of Eastern and Southern Bengal in about the tenth and eleventh

centuries A D. The ancestors of these “ Varmans”—as they style themselves m their

inscriptions—are said to have once occupied Siinhapura Cf. mrmmmo-'ttgabhxra-

nama dadhatah .Qdghyau hhujau bthhrafo hhejtih szmhapuram guJidm—iva mrgendrandm

harer s^hdndliavah . Belava giant of Bhojavarman {Ep Ind , XU, p. 37), sou of Samala-

varman, grandson of Jatavarman and great-grandson of Yajravarman. The Bengal

Varmans, like the Varmans of the Lakkhainandal inscription, trace their descent f cm

Yadu Evidently they claim connection with the Yadavas (c/ harer^handliaroah in the

passage quoted above) It is possible that a second branch of the Punjab '^T’armans

migrated into Bengal It may also be conjectured that the Varmans of Kalinga

when th(‘y were displaced from Simhapura (by the Eastern (3-angas ?), marched

towards tiie east and carved out a pjincipality somewhere m South or South-East

Bengal They appear to have supplanted the Candra dynasty of Eastern Bengal

possibly after it was shaken by the defeat of “ Govindacandra of Vamgalade^a,

inflicted by that Indian Napoleon, Gangaikopda RS’endra Cola I, in about 1023 A. D.

11



Ill

The term Salankayana and the Ebligion of the

SiLAifKSYANAS

'The 'vi’ord Sahnkayana, according to the Sanskrit

lexicons Tnkanda§esa and Medini, , means Nandm, the

famous attendant or vdhana of Siva. It is interesting

to note that the figure of a bull {i.e
,
Nandin) is found on

the seals of the Salankayana kings, whose copper-plate

grants have so far been discovered {v^de itifra). It is

therefore not quite impossible that the Bull crest (and

banner ?) of the Salankayana kings was connected with the

name of their family.

Fleet, while editing the Kollair plates, suggested that

the term Salankayana signifies the Salankayana-gotra,

Though the Salankayana kings are never called Salankayana-

sagotra according to the fashion in which gotras are referred

to in early South Indian inscriptions, the theory of Fleet

cannot be dismissed as impossible. There are, however,

more than one gotra of the name of Salankayana, and it

is not possible to find out to which one of these gotras

our kings belonged There is one gotra called Salankayana

which belongs to the Visvamitra section and has the

pravaras Vai^vamitra, Katya and Atkila. But the word

Sdlarrikayana used in the Ellore grant of Devavarman

seems to be the Prakrit form of Salankayana which is the

spelling used in all the other grants of the family. There

are however four gotrarsis named Salankayana. The
first of them belongs to the Bhrgu section and has the

pravaras Bhargava, Vaitahavya and Savedasa. The second

belongs to the Bharadvaja section and has the pravarc^s
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Angirasa, Barhaspatya, Bharadvaja, Sainya and Gargya.

The third belongs to the Vi^vamitra section and has the

pravaras Vai^vamitra, Baivarata and Audala ; the fourth

also belongs to the Vi^vamitra section, but has the pravaras

Vai^vamitra, Salahkayana and Kausika (see P. C. Rao,

Gotra-nihandha-kadambam, Mysore).

We know very little of the early history of the Salah-

kayanas. It has been supposed (Journ Andhra Hist. Bes.

Sac., V, p. 23) that the terms Salahkayana and Salahka-

yanaka (country of tfie Salahkayanas) are mentioned in the

Ganapatha of Panini. It is however certain that the

Salankayanas (Greek • Salakenoi) ruled over the "Vengl region

as early as the time of Ptolemy (e. 140 A D.).

We have already said above that the seals of the Salah-

kayana kings bear the figure of a bull which is probably

to be identified with Nandin. This fact and names li\e

Nandivarman (one whose protector is Nandin) and Skanda-

varman (one whose protector is Skanda, son of Siva) in

the family possibly show that the family religion of the

Salahkayanas was Saivism. It must also be noticed that

all the Salahkayana kings, in their inscriptions, call them-

selves Bhagavac-citrarathasvami-pad-anudhyata, i.e., favoured

by the feet of Lord Gitrarathasvamin Citrarathasvamin

is evidently the name of the family deity of the Salahkayana

Maharajas of Vehgl which, as already noticed, has been

identified with the village of Peddavegi near Ellore in the

Godavari district. In this connection we must notice

what Hultzsch said {Ep. Ind., IX, p. 51) :
“ The correct-

ness of this identification is confirmed by the existence of

a mound which on a visit to Pedda-Vegi in 1902 was shown

to me by the villagers as the site of the ancient temple

of Citrarathasvamin, the family deity of the Salahkayana

Maharajas.”

The word Gitraratha according to Sanskrit lexicons

means the Sun. V. Lakshmana Eao therefore suggest-
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ed that Gitrarathasvamin mentioned m the Salankayana

inscriptions was the Sun-god. It however appears to

me that, as the family religion of the Salankayanas was

in all probability Saivism, Gitrarathasvamin might possibly

be a form of Lord Siva.

It must be noticed here that while in the inscriptions

king Devavarman has been called parama-mahessara, king

Nandivarman II is called parama-hhdgavata. H. V. Laksh-

mana Rao, who believes that the religion of the Salahka-

yanas was Saivism, says {Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., V,

p. 25) :
“ Because this epithet {scil. parama-mdheivara) was

changed into that of farama-hhdgavata by the successors of

this king (sal. Devavarman), we need not infer that the later

Salankayanas changed their Saiva faith and became

Vaiinavas. Bhdgavata did not necessarily mean in those

days a worshipper of Visnu, and the followers of Siva also

were called Bhagavatas. We have the authority of the

venerable Patanjali (on Panini V. 2. 1) for the usage of

the word Siva-Bhdgavata.”

It is difficult to agree with Lakshmana Rao. In all

the three inscriptions of Nandivarman II, the king is

unanimously called parama-hhdgavata, which in its general

sense suggests that the king was a devotee of Bhagavan

Visnu. It must be noticed that no other Salahkayana

king is as yet known to have used this epithet. Moreover,

we know from the Peddavegi plates that Nandivarman II

granted no less than 32 mvartanas of land (95 ‘2 acres

according to Kautilya whose nivartana = 2‘975 acres; but

23*4 acres according to a Commentator whose nivartana

= '743 acre
;

see infra) m order to make a devahala

for the god Visnugrha-svamin, the lord of the three

worlds. This devahala was cultivated by the local

Drajapdlahas and the produce was evidently received by
the authorities of the Visnu-grha (temple of Visnu). The
word dcaa/iaZo appears to mean “ ploughable lands, dedicated
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for the enjojmeut of a god” Gf . vraia-falakanarfi hrastwh

devahalan=krtva; see below, pp. t'4-95. This Visnu-grha-

svamin (literally, lord of the temple of Visnu) was evidently

a form (vigraha) of Lord Vjsnu. Dedication of lands in

honour of Visnugrha-svamin and the epithet parama-hhdga-

vata together leave hardly any doubt that the Salahkayana

king Nandivarman II was a Yais^ava.
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DbVAVAMMA (

=

DbVAVARMAN )
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In the Ellore grant, the Salahkayana king Devavarman

has been called a devotee of Mahe^vara. He is also credited

with the performance of an ahamedha sacrifice (assamedha-

ydfl). He therefore seems to have been a prince of consi-

derable importance. The performance of the Asvamedha
by Devavarman Salahkayana seems to speak of his success

against the Pallavas who are known to have obtained

possession of Andhrapatha with its head-quarters at

Dhamfiaka(Ja.

In this connection it is necessary to discuss the view of

K. Y. Lakshmana Eao (Joum. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc.,

Y, p. 24), who thus remarked on the epithet a4vamcdha-ydfl

(performer of the horse-sacrifice) applied to Salahkayana

Devavarman in the Ellore Prakrit plates :
“ I am of opinion

that the boast of Asvamedha (horse-sacrifice) started with the

Imperial Guptas^ and the contagion spread to the minor

^dynasties like the Chedis (?Traikutakas), the Yakatakas, the

Kadambas, the Salahkayanas and others. The proximity in

the time of Yijaya Devavarman to Saraudra Gupta’s South

Indian triumphal march, in my opinion explains the insertion

of the word assamedha-ydjina, (1.5) in the grant of Yijaya

Deva. He must have seen some of the Imperial grants with
similar titles and coolly imitated them.” My theory, how-
ever, is exactly opposite to what has been propounded by
|jakshmtina Bao.

The first point to notice here is that tliere is no refer-

ence to any titles like aivamedha-yajl in the Gupta records.

If, however, we take that the epithet of Devavarman is an
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imitation of cir-otsann-S,4vamedh-aharta, found in the Gupta

inscriptions, we are to think that the Salahkayana king

lived to see the records of Samudragupta’s successors,

because we do not get the epithet m his own inscriptions.

But we have already shown that this Saiahkayana Deva-

varman is probably earlier than Samudragupta’s contem-

poiary Hastivarman of Vehgl and, therefore, ruled before the

Gupta emperor’s southern expedition. As king Devavarman

appears to have ruled in the first half of the 4th century

A.D.jMt may be thgit the idea of performing the horse-

sacrifice was borrowed not by the Salankayanas from the

Guptas, but by the Guptas from the Salankayanas.

Whatever the value of this suggestion may be, I have

no doubt that Samudragupta got the inspiration of perform-

ing the aivaniedha from his connection with Southern

India which may rightly be called the land of Vedic

customs. Even at the present time. South India represents

Vedic rituals more truly and fanatically than Northern

India. So we may think it was also in ancient times. In

comparison with the number and variety of Vedic sacrifies

performed by early South Indian rulers, like the Satavahana

king® referred to in the Nanaghat inscription No. 1 (Arch.

Sun. W. Ind., V, p. 60 ff.), the IksvSku king Vasisthiputra

Oamtamula I, the Vakataka king Pravarasena I and

the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman,® the one aSvamedha

1 He cannot be earlier than A D 300. Unlilre the Satavahana and Ifc§val£u

inscriptions, and like works in literary Prakrit, his grant m almost all cases expresses

compound consonants by more than one letter and contains the usual imprecatory-

verses in Sanskrit. On linguistic grounds his reign is to be placed a little later than

the accession of Sivaskandavarman (c 300 A D.), i e., about 320-345. See my note m
Ind, GuU 1 PP 498-502, and below,

2 This Satavahana king vfho hat. been taken to be the same as Satakar^ii, husband

of Nagamka, must have ruled before the Christian era,

s Like all early Prakrit inscriptions, the Iksvaku records generally express com-

pound consonants by single letters. This fact seems to show that the Iksvaku kings are

earlier than the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman whose grants in most cases express com-

pound consonants by more than one letter and have passages m them wntten in Sanskrit,

a^d the legend on whose seal is also written in Sansknt. As the Ik^vakns seem to have
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performed by Gajayana-Sarvatata (c. 250 B.O. ;
Ind. Hist.

Quart., IX, p. 795), the two by Pusyamitra (Ep. Ind.,

XX, p. 57) and the two ^ performed by the Gupta kings

Samudragupta and Kumaragupta I, are ridiculously insigni-

ficant. So, the South might well have been teacher of the

North in this respect.

By the bye it may be said that the view of Lakshmana

Bao with reference to the advamedha of the Vakatakas is

also untenable. The Vakatakas do not appear to have been

inspired by the example set by Samudragupta. The

Vakataka king Pravarasena I who claims to have performed

four advamedhas, along with agnistoma, d.ptorydma, ukihya,

sodadl, atiratra, brhaspatisava and sddyaskra {Corp. Ins.

Ind., Ill, p. 97), appears to be earlier than Samudragupta.

We know that Prabhavatigupta, granddaughter of

Samudragupta, was given in marriage to the Vakataka king

Eudrasena II, who was grandson’s grandson of Pravarasena

I. A chronological chart is given for easy reference.

Vakataka Gupta

Pravarasena I

I

Gautamiputra

Eudrasena I Candragupta I (acc. 320 A.D.)

I I

Prthivisena I Samudragupta (c. 330-375)

I I

Eudrasena II married Prabhavatigupta
|

' daughter of Candragupta II (c. 376-414).

succeeded the Sata^ahanas about the end of the first quarter of the third century,

Sivaskandararman can hardly be placed earlier than A D. 300 ; bjt he seems to have

ruled before KaftceyaJca V’§:Qiagopa who came m conflict with Samudragapta about

+he middle of the 4th century See below

^ Allan, Gaftaloguet pp. 68-69. The ofi&cial G-npta records do not credit Samudra

gup' a with the performance of many aJvamedhas. In the Poona plates of Pxabha-

vatlgupta, however, he is called anehdSvmiedha-yajl (performer of many horse-sacrifices)

The boast seems to be unfounded First, if Samudragupta performed more than

one aJvamedha, bis successors would have emphatically mentioned it in their ofi^cial
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It therefore appears that Eudrasena I Vakataka was a

contemporary of Samudragupta’s father Candragupta I who

began to reign in 320 A.D.^ It is not impossible that the

beginning of the reign of Pravarasena I, grandfather of

Eudrasena I, fell in the ninth or tenth decade of the 3rd

century A.D. So, if any was the borrower, it was the

Guptas, and not the Vakatakas. Pravarasena I could,

however, have got the inspiration from his relatives, the

Bhara^ivas, who have been credited with the performance

of ten aivamedha sacrifices.®

records The Gupta kings after Samudragupta cannot be called reserved with reference

to boasts As has been noticed by Prof Raychaudhuri (Po7 Hisi Anc Jwd , 3rd ed.,

p, 314), even the epithet cv -otsann-d&vamedh^aharta, applied by them to Samudragupta,

IS an exaggeration Secondly, there appear to he some mistakes in the grants of

Prabhavati (J A 8 B S , XX, p 58 ; Ep Ind,, XY, p 41) Here Gbatotkaca has

been called the ddi-rdja (first king) of the Gupta family, while the official Gnpta records

bepfin tbe line from Maharaja Gnpta. The passage giipt-ddi-rdia-malidm^a-hl-

gliatoihaca (Ep Ind
,
XV, p 41) has, however, been translated by Messrs Pathak and

Dikshit as Gbatotkaca who had Gupta as the first ” That the word gupt-adndjd

IS an instance of the ^aspii-tatpurusa compound, and not of the Bchuvnln, as clear

from tbe Biddhapur plates (J AS B., N S , XX, p. 58), where we have quptanam—

ddudia^ which only means ** the first king of the Guptas Thirdly, in these

inscriptions, Candragupta I has tbe simple title Maharaja, while in the records of hia

successors he is always styled Maharajadhiraija ; even Samudragupta is called Maharaja

in the Biddhapur plates. Fourthly, some attributes such as sarva-rdj-occetia^ applied

to Samudragupta in the Gnpta records are here applied to Candragupta IT. These

appear to prove that references to the Guptas in the Vakataka records were not

very carefully drawn

Moreover, as has been noticed by Andrzej Gawronski (Festschrift, Ernest Windisch,

1914, p 170) and Divekar (Ann BJiand. Or, Res Im , VIT pp 164-65). Samudragupta

performed the aSvamedha late in life, t e., after the engraving of the Allahabad pillar

inscription which does not make mention of any such sacrifice It is, therefore, doubtful

whether Samudragupta had time to perform aneha aimmedha
^ “The first year of the Gupta era which continued in use for several centuries,

and in countries widely separated, ran from February 26, A D 320, to March 13, 321

;

of which dates the former may be taken as that of the coronation of Chandragiipta I
“

(Smith, E Hist, Ind„ 4th ed,, p. 296) Recently attempts have been made by several

scholars to prove that the Gupta era started in A.D 200, 272 or B C. 67 Tlie theories

are however not convincing. See Ind Cult , lU, p 47 ff

2 Gorp, Ins. Ind , III, p. 96 That this Pravarasena I was earlier than

Samudragupta can also be proved from the evidence of the Purdnas The Purdi^as

which do not mention any Gupta king by name and which limit Gupta rule

within the area

—

anugarngaip praydga^fl^^ca sdkeia-magadhdrris’^taihd (Vdpu, oh, 99j

12
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The Bliore plates, dated on the 10th day of the dark

fortnight of Pau§a in the 13tb year of Devavarman and

issued from Vehgipura, record the gift of 20 nivartanas of

land in Elura (Ellore in the Godavari district) to the

Brahmana Ganasarman of the Babhura (Babhru) gotra.

The Brahmana was also given a house-site for himself

and others for his addhiya-mamsssas (" men who receive

half the crop addhika of the Hirahadagalli grant ; Sanskrit

arddhika
; cf. Mitaksard on Yajnavalkya, I, 166) and

dvcirgds (doorkeepers). He was exempted from all taxes,

and protection of the immunities was'ordered by the king.

The exact meaning of Muluda in the passage elure

niiii'uda-pamiikka gd/nio hkdnitav'oo (villagers of Elura headed

by Muluda should be informed) ig not clear The same word

evidently occurs in some other Salankayana inscriptions,

where it has been differently read as mutyada, munuda, etc.

The word, which seems to be mutiida or mutuda on some

plates, possibly means “ the head of a village.” Fleet’s

interpretation of mutyada {Ind. Ant., V. p. 176) as

“ministers and others” (mantri + adi) is certainly

untenable.

The seal of king Devavarman attached to the Ellore

plates is, according to Hultzsch, “all but obliterated
; but a

faint trace of some quadruped—perhaps a tiger—can be
seen ” (Ep. Ind., IX. p. 57). The figure is, in all probabi-

lity, that of a bull, which is found on the seals of the other

two Salankayana kings.

verse 383), I ot only ment-on Vmdhya^akti and hi3 son Piavlra (doubtless, Pravara-
senal), but also refer to tbe ptrformaQce of some (according to one MS
mpmedha) sacrifice by the latter Cf

'b'mdkya^a'kti-sutOiH^c^a'pi. Pjaviro na/ma vliyavdfi

bhoh^yanh ca samdh qasttm pirim Kdilcmakafl^taim
yalcfyanh mjapeymd—ca samapta-varohdakfunAth,

Vayu Pur. (Bangabasi ed.), Oh. 99, 3jaU72.

For fuller details, see my paper, Samiidragupta's Ahhmedha Sacrifice, in Journ
Ini Hist

, XIII (July, 1934), p. 35 ft,



V

Hastivarman, Nandivarman I AND Candavaeman.

As we have seen, the names of the Salahkayana kings

Ilastivarman and Nandivarman I are found only in the

Peddavegi plates of Nandivarman II. The name of Canda-

varman is found in the Peddavegi and Kollair plates. Since

we have no grants issued by any of these three kings, very

little is so far known about them.

In the Peddavegi plates Maharaja Hastivarman is called

aneJca-samar-avapta-vijaya (one who attained victory in many

battles). It may be noticed here that the Allahabad pillar

inscription, which refers to the conflict between Samudra-

gupta and king Hastivarman of "Vehgi, speaks of the different

natures of the North Indian and South Indian expedi-

tions of the Gupta monarch. "While he is said to have

“uprooted” the kings of Aryavarta, he is said to have

followed a policy of “ capture and liberation ” with regard

to the kings of Daksinapatha. It is therefore certain

that the Gupta emperor was^not so lucky as regards

his southern expedition, and it may not be impossible

that the reference to the victory in aneka-samara of

the Salankayana king includes also his samara with

Samudragupta.

The epithet pratap-opanata-sdmanta applied to king

Candavarman may suggest that he was not quite a petty

chief and that some subordinate rulers acknowledged his

suzerainty.



VI

Nandivaeman II.

The Salankayana king Candavarman was succeeded on

the throne by his eldest son isumr=jyaistlia) Nandivarman

II. As we have seen, this king has been called parama-

hhagaoata in all his inscriptions. Evidently he was a

Vaisnava and gave up the traditional Salvism of the Salaii-

kayana kings.

Three copper-plate grants of this king have so far been

discovered. They were all issued from Vehgipura.

I, The Kanteru plates {Joum. Andhra Hist. Res Soc.,

V. p. 21) record a notice of the king to the Miituda and the

villagers of Kuruvada ^ in the Kudrahara-vi^aya. It is

notified hereby that twelve nimrtanas of land in the said

village were granted, for the increase of the king’s dharma,

yaia^, hula and gotra, to a Brahmana named Svamidatta

who belonged to the Maudgalya gotra.

The- Kudrahara-visaya, which is possibly the same as

Kudurahara of the Kondamudi plates of Jayavarman, has

been identified, as we have said above, with
“

the country

adjoining the modern town of Masulipatam (Bandar)” {Anc.

Hist. Dec., p. 85). This region was formerly occupied by

the Brhatphalayanas.

The seal attached to the Kanteru plates has, in relief,

the figure of a bull in couching position (Joum, Andhra

Hist. Res. Soc., V, p. 21).

n. The Kollair plates (Ind. Ant., V, p. 176), issued

on the 8th day of the dark fortnight of Pausa in the

7th regnal year, record another notice of the king to the

* An. Rep. S. Ind Sp., 1926-27, p. 73, reads KuravSta and identifies it with

Kur54a m the OudiTSda taloka of the Kistna district.
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Mutuda and villagers of Videnurapallika-grama, situated

in the same Kudrahara-visaya {Ep. hid., IX. p: 58 n). The

village is heieby granted to 167 Brahmanas of different

gotras, who were then resident at the agrahdra of Kuravaka-

Srivara. The village was to be treated with immunities

from all taxations, and the immunities were to be preserv-

ed by the desddJiipatis, dyuktahas, vallabhas and rdja-

purusas. This inscription is important as it furnishes

us with a sidelight into the Salahkayana administrative

system. Prom the official designations mentioned with

reference to the protection of the pariJmras, it appears that

the Salahkayana kingdom was divided into several deias

(provinces), which were governed by the deMdhipatis.

Ayuktas are mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscription of

Samudragupta as “ restoring the wealth of the various kings,

conquered by the strength of his arm ” (Corp. Ins. Ind., III.

p. L4). An dyukta is mentioned as a vmyapati (head

of a province or district) in an inscription of Budhagupta

{Ep. Ind., XV. p. 138) According to the lexicographer

Hemacandra an ayukia is the same as the niyogin, karma'

saciva {cf. karmasaciva-matisaciva
;
Ep. Ind., Vni, p. 44)

and vydprta. We know from the Kondamudi plates {above,

p. 42) that a cydprta was in charge of an dhdia (district).

It therefore seems that the term dyukta also signifies ruler

of a district. The term vallabha, according to Amara,

means adhyaksa, which has been explained by the

commentator as gav-ddhyahsa (see i^abda-kalpadnima, s.v.).

Vallabha therefore appears to be the same as go-’dhyaksa

(superintendent of cows) mentioned in Kautilya’s

Arthaidstra.^ The rdja-purusas (royal agents) are also found

1 It must however be noticed in this connection that the Hirahadagalli grant of

Pdllava Sivaskandavarman {Ep hid , I p 2 ft ) makes mention of vallava and

go-mUava m the same passage and evideiitlj makes a distinction between the two

terms. According to Sanskiit lexicons, vallava means gopa^ a cowheid But the

other word go-vallaia ceitainly means a cowherd and appears to be the same as

vallava and vallabha of Sanskrit lexicons What is then the meaning of the term
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mentioned in the Arthasastra (see Samasastry’s ed., pp. 59,

75). They appear to be the same as the fulisas of the

inscriptions of A^oka {e.g,, in Separate Kalihga E.E.

No. 1).

The ajmpti or executor of the grant was the Bhojaka

of Mulaku.^ The term hhojaha (lit. enjoyer) has been taken

to mean “ free-bolder.” The Bhojokas appear to have

been like the Jaglrdars of the Muslim period. Bhoja,

according to the Mahabharata, means persons who were

not entitled to use the title “ king ” (Arajd hhoja-iahdam

tvam tatra prdpsyast sanvayah ; Adi., 84, 22). According

to the Aitareya-Bfdhmana (VII, 32 ;
VIII, 6, 12, 14, 16-

17), bhoja was the title of South Indian kings. The term

bhojaJca, in a degraded sense, may therefore, mean a

flgirddr or a protected chief. In some inscriptions, the

Bhojakas are mentioned along with the Eastrikas (probably

the same as the De^adhipatis), e.g., rathika-hhojaka in the

Hatihgumpba inscription of Kharavela.

III. The Peddavegi plates {Journ. Andhra Hisi.

Res. Soc., I. p. 92) issued on the first day of the bright

fortnight of Sravana in the 10th year of the reign of king

!Nandivarman II, eldest son of Canijavarman, grandson of

Nandivarman I, and great-grandson of Hastivarman, record

a notice of the king to the mutuda (or mutuda) and the

villagers of Pralura-grama. The king is said to have

hereby granted a deva-hala to Visnu-grha-svumin, lord of

the three worlds. Deva-hala is evidently the same as

devabhoga-hala of the passage devabhogahala-varjjam, which

is so common in the Pallava grants and has been translated

vallava in the Hirahadagalli grant ? Curiously enough, the word vallahha according

to the lexicographer Jatadhara la a synonym of a^va-raksaj ? e , keeper ot horses The

passage vdlam {=^vallabha of Jatadhdra)-gfOtJ(i?/at?a of the Hirahadagalli grant f I ere-

fore appears to mean the Keepers of horses and the Keepers of cows ” See below

^ Fleet’s translation (hid. Ant
,
V, p 177) of the passage iatr^djnapU (r)^mula({n

hhojuKah the command confers the enjoyment of the original royal dues there”
should now be given up.
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by Hultzscb as “ with the exception of cultivated lands

enjoyed by temples ” (Bp. Ind., VIII, p. 165). Fleet tran-

slated {Ind. Ant , V, p. 157 and note) the same passage as

“ with the exception of the plough of the possession of the

god,” and remarked, “ The meaning would seem to be

that the grant did not carry with it the right to some

cultivated land in the same village which had already been

given to the village-god.” A similar word is hhikhu-hala

(hhiksu-hala, i.e., cultivated land offered to the Buddhist

monks) which occurs in the Nasik cave inscription No. 3

and a Karle cave inscription, and has been ably explained

by Senart (Bp. Ind., VII, p. 66). These technical woids

signified religious donations along with certain privileges

(parihoras)

.

The deva-hala granted by Nandivarman II was

to be cultivated by the vraja-palakas (herdsmen) and com-

prised 10 nivartanas of land at Arutora, 10 nivartanas at

Mundura-grama, 6 nivartanas at Cenceruva-grama and 6

nivartanas at Kamburanceruva. Mundura and

Karnburanceruva have been identified respectively

with Munduru and Kommera in the Bllore taluka of

the Kistna district. Cenceruva is probably the same as

Cincinada in the Narasapura taluka and Arutora may be

identified with Allidoddhi in the Gudivada taluka of the

same district {An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1926-27, p. 74).

The deMdhipatis, ayuktakas, vallahhas and raja-

pu? Msas were ordered to protect the grant. The executor

of the grant was the Bhojaka of Mulakura, possibly the

same as that of the Kollair plates. The grant was written

by a rahasyadhikrta (PriYy Councillor ; cf. niati-sacwa of the

Junagadh inscription of Eudradaman ;
Bp. Ind., VIII,

p. 44 ff., line 17), whose name was Ivatikuri.
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Skandavarman.

Only one inacription of king Skandavarman has so far

been discovered. It is the Kanteru grant, issued from

Vengl and dated on the full-moon day of Vaidakha

in the 1st year of the king’s reign. It records a royal

notice to the villagers of Euduhara-Cinnapura.^ It is

hereby declared that the said village was granted to

Siviirya of the Maudgalya gotra, a resident of Lekutnari-

grama. This grama has been identified with Lokaniudi

in the Kaikalur taluka of the Kistna district.- All the

officers including the aynktakas and the risayapatis were

ordered to make it immune from all taxations (sarva-

niyoga-niyukt-ayo{yu)ktaka‘msayapafimihaih so, palhka pari-

hartavya). The mention of the visayapali in this connection

possibly shows that the dehs or provinces of the Salanka-

yana kingdom were further subdivided into visayas (dis-

tricts), each of which was under' a visayapali. The
ayuktakas appear to have ruled the subdivisions {dharas ?)

of the visayas.

We do not definitely know whether Kuduhara is the

same as Kudrahara and whether Kuduhara-Cinnapura
means “ Ciniiapura in Kuduhara.” Cinnapura has been
identified with the present village of Cinnapuram in the

Bandar taluka {hum Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., V,

pp. 25-26).

According to Lakshmana Rao there is the figure of a

bull on the seal of Skandavarman, attached to the Kanteru
plates.

1 An Rtp S. Ind. Bp
, 1926-27, p. 73 reads Cmtapura.

2 Ihd, p. 73



CHAPTEE V.

THE VISNUKUNPINS.

I

Genealogy of the Visnukundins.^

The history of tjie "Visnukundins has been touched by

scholars like Kielhorn, Hultzsch and many others. The

author of the present work holds an altogether different view

as regards the genealogy and chronology of the dynasty.

The question of genealogy shall be discussed in the present

and that of chronology in the next section.

The first known inscription of the Visnukundins is the

Chikkulla plates edited by Kielhorn in Ep. Ind., IV, p.

193 ff. These plates give us the following line of kings :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman ; his son

2, Vikramendravarman (T) ; bis son

. 3. Maharaja IndrabhattSrakavarman ; his eldest son

4. Maharaja Vikramendravarman (TI)
; (10th year).

Then come the Eamatirtham plates, edited by Hultzsch

in Bp. Ind., XII, p. 133 ff. Here we have the following

line :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman ;
his son

2. Eaja Vikramendra ; his son

3. Eaja Indravarman ; (27th year).

There can hardly be any doubt that Eaja Indravarman of

the Eamatirtham plates is identical with Maharaja Indra-

bhattarakavarman of the Chikkulla plates.

1 My paper on the Vis^uknndin genealogy was originally published in Ind.

HtsU Qmrt., IX, p. 273 ff.

13
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Next we have two sets of copper-plate grants belonging

to this dynasty, which were found at a place called Ipur in

the Tenali taluka of the Guntur district. They were

edited by Hultzsch in Ep. Ind., XVII. In the first set

of these plates {ibid, p. 334), we have the following line :

—

1. Maharaja Govindavarman
;
his son

2. Maharaja Madhavavarman (37th year) ; his son

3. Mancyanna-bhattaraka.

Hultzsch, on grounds of palaeography, identified

Madhavavarman of the first set of the Ipur plates with the

king of the same name in the Ramatirtham and Chikkulla

plates. It can be easily shown that later writers, who
have disapproved of this identification as unwarranted, are

themselves wrong. The epithets applied to the name of

this king, as found in the Chikkulla, Ramatirtham and

Ipur (set I) plates, clearly establish the identity. Let us

here quote the corresponding passages of the three ins-

criptions.

1. Chikkulla plates:

—

Bkadad-dSvamedh-a,vabhrt{th}-

amdhauta-]agad{t)-Tialmasasya kratu-sahasra-ydjinalJi] sarva-

medh-avapta-sarvabhuta-svarajyasya bahusuvarnna-paunda-

rika-purusaraedha - vajapeya-yu d h y a-s o d a ^ i-rajasuya - pra-

dhirajya-[pra]japaty-ady-aneka-vividha-prthu-guru-vara-^ata-

sahasra-yajina[*h] kratuvar-anusthat-adhistha-pratisthita-

paramesthitvasya maharajasya sakala-jagan-mandala-vimala-

guru-pri(pr)thu-ksitipati-makuta-mani-ga[na-ni]kar-avanata-

pada-yugalasya madhava-varmmana[h]

.

2. Ramatirtham plates :—Sakala-mahT-mandal-avanata-

samanta-makuta-mani-kiran-avalldha-carana-yugo vikhyata-

ya^ah srlman-maharaja-madhavavarinma tasy=orjjita^ri-

visnukundi-partthiv-odit-odit-anvaya-tilaka-[s amudbhut-
(ii']kd'd(i§-div(iin6dh-d,v(ibhTto,{thoi)-'0'idli(iut(i-j(i g cl t-k clIw, cl-

kratu-sahasrQ’lya'jjinal}, snana-punyodaka-pavitriki-ta-^irasah.
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3. Ipur plates (set I) :—Smrti-mati-bala-satva(ttva)-

dhairyya-vlryya-vinaya-sarapannah sakala-mahlmandala-

manujapati-pratipujita-^asanah(°iias= ) trivara-nagara-

bhavana-gata-yuvati-hrdaya-nandaiiah sva- [na]ya-bala-vijita-

sakala-samant-atula-bala-vinayarnaya-niy a ma-s a t v a (ttva)-

sampannahsakala-jagad-avanipati-pratipu]ita-4asaDah-(°iio=)

agnistoma-sahasra-yd]i-Ml * ra]nyagarhhha-prasuta{h) ekadaS-

dsvamedh-dvahhrtha-vidJiuta-jagat-kalmasah susti (sthi)ra-

karmma-maharaja-M-madhavavarmma.

When we remember the fact that no other Visnukundin

king is as yet known to have performed a single sacrifice

of any kind except the one named Madhavavarman, and

when we note further the unique numbers—^blbvbn a^va-

medhas and thousand agnistomas (kratus), testified to by

all the above three inscriptions, there remains no doubt as

regards the correctness of the identification originally

proposed by Hultzseh.

The second set of the Ipur plates (Ep. Ind
, XVII,

p. 334) gives us the following line of kings :

—

1. Maharaja Madhavavarman (I)

;

his son

2. Devavarman ; his son

3. Madhavavarman (II); (17th ? year).

As regards Madhavavarman (II), the issuer of this set of

the Ipur plates, Hultzseh says :
“ As the alphabet of the

inscription seems to be of an earlier type than that of the

preceding one (scil. Ipur plates : set I), and as grandsons

are frequently named after their grandfather, I consider it

not impossible that Madhavavarman H was the grandfather

of (xovindavarman’s son Madhavavarman, who would then

have to be designated Madhavavarman HI.” A considera-

tion of the evidence of the two sets of the Ipur plates render

this theory untenable. It is to be noted that Madhava-

varman (P, the grandfather of the issuer of the Ipur plates

(set n) is described in that inscription as ekaMi-dimmedh-
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Umhhrth-avadhuta-jagat-kalmasasy=a gnis toma-sahasra-

y a jin 0= 'neka samanta-makuta-kuta-mani-khacita-carana-

yugala-kamalasya maharajasya ^rl-madhavavarmanah. We
request our readers to compare this passage with the

corresponding passage quoted above from the Ipur

places (set I). Can tliere be any doubt whatsoever

about the identity of this Madhavavarman (I) with the

king of the same name of the Ipur plates (set I), and

also of the Chikkulla and the Ramatirtham plates ?

It is highly improbable that two kings of the same name

and dynasty and of the same period performed exactly

equal numbers—^eleven and thousand—of sacrificesj

such as the a^vamedha and the agnistoma. We, therefore,

think it perfectly justifiable to identify the king named

Madhavavarman, who has been credited with the perform-

ance of eleven a^vamedhas and thousand agnisfiomas (hatus)

in all the different Visnukundm inscriptions.

Moreover, the theory of Hultzsch that Madhavavarman

(whom he is inclined to designate Madhavavarman III),

son of Govindavarman of the Ipur plates (set I), is the

grandson of Madhavavarman 11 of the Ipur plates (set II),

has now been disproved by the discovery of the Polamuru

plates wherein Madhavavarman, son of Govindavarman, is

represented as the grandson of Vikramahendra, and not of

a king entitled Madhavavarman.

The Polamuru plates, edited ^ in the Joum. 'Andhra

Hist. Res. Soo., YI, p. 17ff., give us the following line of

kings :

—

1. Vikramahendra ; his son

2. Govindavarman ; bis son

3. Maharaja Madhavavarman (40th ? year).

1 Previonsly edited by K. V. Lakshmana Bao la Joum. D&pt. Let, Calcutta
University, Vol. XI, p. 31 ft
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That this Madhavavarman of the Polamuru plates can be

no other than the famous performer of eleven asvamedhas

and thousand agnistomas is proved by his significant

epithets ; — atula - bala - parakr ama - yalo - dana - vinaya -

sampanno da^asata-sakala-dharanltala-narapatir=avasita-

vividha-divyas = trivaranagara-bhavana-gata-parama-y u v ati-

j
a n a-v i h a r a na-ratir= anna(aa)nya-nrpatisadharana-dana-

mana-daya-dama-dhrti-mati-ksanti-soriy( 4 a u r y)-a u d a ry a-

gambhi(bhi)ryya-prabhrty-aneka-guna-sampaj-janit a - r a y a-

samutthita-bhumandala-vyapi-vipula-yasoh(°^ah) kratu-

sahasra-yafl hirany^garhha-prasuta(^i,) ekadai^Mvwmed'h-

amhhrtha’smna-vigata-]agad-enaskah sarvabhuta-pari-

raksan.a-cuncuh(r = ) vidva[*d)dvi]a-guru-vrddha-tapasvijan-

a^rayo maharaja-sri-madhavavarma ,

^

It appears, however, that Madhavavarman and Govinda-

varman have respectively been called Jana^raya and Vikra-

masraya in this inscription, and it may be argued that they

are not identical with the kings of the same names of the

Ipur plates (set I). But this doubt is unjustifiable in view

of the fact that Madhavavarman of the Polamuru plates is

not only called son of Govindavarman and credited with the

performance of eleven a^vamedhas and thousand agnistomas,

but is also called hiranyagarhha-prasuta and trivaranagara-

bhavana-gata-parama-yuvati]ana-viharana- rati (trivara-

nagara-bhavana-gata-yuvati-hrdaya-nandana in the Ipur

plates), which epithets we find only in his own Ipur plates

(set I). There can therefore be no doubt that the Ipur

plates (set I) and the Polamuru plates were issued by one

and the same person.

In this connection, we must notice the view of some

1 A Saasknt mscription m archaic characters belonging to a Vis^iukunejin king

named Madhavavarman has been found on a marble pillar near the entrance of the

Eamalmgasvami temple at Velpum in the Sattenapalle taluka of the Guntur district

{An. Bep 8. Ind. 1925-26, p. 29, No, 581).
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scholars,^ who have identified Madhavavarman II of the

Ipur plates (set II), with the king of the same name of the

Chikkulla and Eamatirtbam plates, and Vikramahendra

of the Polamurn plates with Vikramendravarman II of the

Chikkulla plates. We have noticed that only one king of the

Visnukuodin family may be believed to have performed

sacrifices, and, though there seems to be a little exaggeration

in the inscription of one of his successors, in all the

inscriptions of the dynasty, that king—Madhavavarman (I),

son of Grovindavarmau and father of Devavarman and

\’ikrameQdravarman I—has been credited with the perform-

ance of ELEVEN a^vamedhas and thousand agnistomas

{kratus). As is also noted above, we think it almost

impossible that there can be more than one Madhavavarman,

performer of eleven asvamedhas and thousand agni§tomas,

in the same family and the same period. But if we accept

the above identifications we have three Madhavavarmans—I,

II and III—all of whom were performers of eleven a^vame-

dhas and thousand agai§tomas !
® Moreover, the identifica-

tion of Madhavavarman II of the Ipur plates (set II), with

1 Sewell, following K. V. Laksbmana Rao, has given the following genealogy

of the Vis^mku^idin kings in his List (1982), p, 404 ;

—

1. Madhava I, c, A. D. 357-382.

2. Devavarma, c. 382-407.

3. Madhava II, c 407-444. (Ipur grant No 2)

4. Vikramendra I, c 444-469.

5. Indrabhattaraka. c. 469-496. (Ramatirtham grant)

6. Vikramendra II, c 496-621. (Chikkulla grant)

7. Govmda, c. 521-646,

8. Madhava HI, ‘ Jana^raya,* 646— (?) 610. (Polamuru grant and Ipur

grant No. 1)

9. Ma^chan^a-bhattaraka (?) (10— ?

The absurd nature of this chronology is proved by the fact that about the middle

of the 4th century not the Vi§nukun(}ms but the Salahkayanas were ruling over the

Vehgi region. See my note m Quart Joum, Myth, Soc,, XXV, pp 299-301

2 See note 1 Curiously, a recent writer on the subject (Jot/rn Andhra

Mist. Res. 8oc.i X, p. 193) thinks it to be ** not a strong argument *’
1
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his namesake of the Chikkulla and Eamatirfcham plates is,

in my opinion, next to impossible. In the Chikkulla and

Ramatirtham plates, we have the significant epithets of the

great Madhavavarman, crediting him with the performance

of eleven a^vamedhas and thousand agnis^omas ; but these

epithets are conspicuous by their absence in the Ipur plates

(set II) in connection with the name of Madhavavarman H.

The date of the plates, which is not fully legible but which

appears to me to be year 17, has been read by Hultzsoh as

the 47th year of the king. Is it possible that a king, who per-

formed among other sacrifices eleven a^vamedhas and thousand

agnistomas, did not perform a single one of them before

the 47th (if my reading is correct, 17th) year of his reign

or forgot to refer to such glorious performances in his own

inscription ? It may also be significant that Madhavavarman

II has no royal title even in his own Ipur plates (set II).

Moreover, the identification becomes utterly untenable when

we notice that those significant epithets regarding the per-

formance of 11 asvamedhas and 1,000 agnistomas have been

attached in this inscription to the name of his grandfather

Madhavavarman I. We therefore hold that there were only

two, and not three, Madhavavarmans among the known

kings of the Visnukundin family and that the first of them,

who was the grandfather of the second, performed a good

many sacrifices including eleven asvamedhas and thousand

agnistomas.

As regards the second identification, nothing need be

said after our identification of Madhavavarman I, the great

performer of sacrifices. But it must be noticed that the

name is written in the inscription as Vikramahendra which

may be the engraver’s mistake for Vikramamahendra. If,

however, we take it as a slip for Vikramendra, the king

should be designated Vikramendra I, there being two other

Vikramendras in the family.
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The following is the genealogical arrangement of the

Visnukundin princes according to our theory :

—

Vikramahendra (Vikramendra I ?)

Maharaja Govindavarman Vikrama^raya

Maharaja Madhavavarman I Janasraya (Ipur plates : set I,

year 37 ; Polamuru plates, year --0 ^ ?)

Devavarman [Eaja] Vikramendravarman I (II ?) Mancyanna-

1 I
bhattaraka

Madhavavarman II [Maharaja] KajS Indra-

(Ipur plates : set II, [bhattarakaj-varman

year 17 ?) (Eamatirtham plates,

year 27)

Maharaja Vikramendravarman II (III ?)

- (Chikkalla plates, jear 10)

1 There is only one numerical symbol on the plate. In Journ. Andhra Htst. Res,

Soc , VI (p, 17 ff , line 41), it has been deciphered as 48 It looks like a ligature of

the symbol for 40 and that for 8 , but as far as I know, there was no method known in

ancient India by which a number like 48 could be expressed by one numerical symbol

only. The symbol |.ossibly signifies 40 (or 70 ?) It may however also be suggested

that 8 was put below 40 for want of_spaoe to the right of the latter.



II

Chronology of the Visnukunpins.^

We have already dealt with the genealogy of the Visnu-

kundin kings. Here we shall discuss the order of succession

of the kings of this family and the period to which they are

to be assigned.

The first known king of the dynasty is, as we have

seen, Vikramahendra. Though he has been given no royal

title in the Polamuru grant of his grandson Madhavavarman

I, his epithets visnukondinam^^apratihata-iasana and sva-

pratdp-opanata-samanta-manujapati-mandala seem to prove

that he was a king and had some feudatories under

him. His son G-ovindavarman Vikrama^raya has been

called Maharaja in the Ipur plates (set I) of his son

Madhavavarman I.

Madhavavarman I Janasraya, the greatest of the Yisnu-

kundin kings, appears to have had at least three sons,

viz., Devavarman, Mancyanna-bhattaraka,^ and Vikramen-

dravarman I (born of a Vakata, i e., Vakataka princess).

Of these we know almost nothing about Mancyanna. Of the

other two, viz., Devavarman and Vikramendravarman I, it

1 My paper on the Visnuku^din chronology was originally published in Ind.

Hist Quart , IX, pp. 957-66.

2 Mancainpa as a personal name is known to have been used in the Kanarese

country m the 12th century A D. As Prof. Raychaudhuri points out to me»

Mahcanpa was the name of a minister of Bijjala or Vijjana, the Kalacurya king

of KalyS^a (1145-1167 A D ) This minister was a rival of the king’s other

minister Basava (Brsabha), the famous founder of the ViraSaiva or Liftgayat

sect (J. B. B. B i. B., VUI, pp 78, 88,128 ; and Bomb , I, pt II, p 47^)

Amorg minor instances, we may take Manca^na, a Brahraana mentioned as receiv"

ing some gifts of land in an inscription of the Yadava king Singhapa (1210-1347

A. D.) dated in Saka saip. 1173 (0. P. Ho 4 of 1925-26), ^

14
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is known that their sons became kings. We have the Ipur

plates (set II) of Devavarman’s son Madhavavarman II

(see mfra) and the Eamatirtham plates of Vikramendra-

varman (l)’s son Indravarman. Should we then suppose

that after the death of Madhavavarman I the Yisijukundin

kingdom was split up into two divisions, ruled separately by

his two sons, Devavarman and Vikramendravarman I ? It

however seems to me risky to suggest division of kingdom

whenever we find two sons of a king or their descendants

ruling. It may not be unreasonable to think that there was

no such division of kingdom after the "death of Madhava-

varman I.

Madhavavarman I possibly died at a very old age.

The date of the Polamuru grant of this king seems to be year

40 or, if K. V. Lakshmana Eao’s reading is correct, year 48.

It seems, therefore, not impossible that the elder children

of Madhavavarman I died before their father’s death.

In view of the fact that Devavarmap, in the Ipur plates

(set II) of his son Madhavavarman II, has the only epithet

ksairiy - avaskanda - pravarttit - dpratima -vikhyata-pardkrama

,

which can by no means suggest his accession to the

throne, it appears that this son of Madhavavarman I

did not rule, but predeceased his father. Now, we are

to determine whether Madhavavarman I was succeeded

by his son Vikramendravarman I or by his grandson

Madhavavarman II.

According to the Ipur plates (set I), Madhavavarman I

granted the village of Bilembali in the Guddadi-visaya to

Agni^arman, a Brahmana of the Vatsa gotra. In the Ipur

plates (set II), we notice the grant of a village, the name of

which seems to me to be Murotukaliki, by Madhavavarman II

to two Brahmanas named Agni^arman and Indravarman.

It is not impossible that AgniVarman of the first set is iden-

tical with his namesake who was one of the two recipients

of the second set of the Ipur plates. In view of the above fact
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and also the fact that Devavarman, who seems to have

predeceased his father, was possibly an elder brother of

Vikramendravarman I, Madhavavat man II appears to have

succeeded his grandfather on the throne (see infra). The date

of his Ipur plates (set IE) has been read by Hultzseh as

[40] 7, but he says :
“ The first figure of the year in the date

portion is injured and uncertain” (Ep. Ind., XVII, p. 338).

The figure in question, however, seems to be 10 and,

consequently, the date may be read as year 17.

Madhavavarman II was possibly succeeded by bis uncle

Vikramendravarman I who appears to have been conside-

rably aged at the time of his accession. We have as yet no

copper-plate grant issued by this king. The duration of

his rule cannot be determined. But if we gi*ant a reign-

period of about 25 years to each of the Visnukundin kings

a consideration of the regnal dates of the known kings of

the family, seems to suggest not a very long reign-period

of this king. “His reign was probably short ” (Dubreuil,

Anc. Hist. Dec., p. 91).

The succession from Vikramendravarman I to Vikra-

mendravarman 11 appears to be regularly from father to

son. All these kings have royal titles in the inscriptions.

We, however, cannot be definite as regards the number of

Visnukundin kings that ruled before Vikramahendra and

after Vikramendravarman II.

We have now to consider the time of the Visnukundin

kings. Fortunately for us, the date of Madhavavarman I

can be determined with a certain degree of precision.

The Polamuru plates of Madhavavarman I record the

grant of the village of Puloburu in the Guddavadi visaya

by the king in his 40th (or 48th) year as an agrahdra to

Siva^arman, a scholar of the Taittirlya school, belonging to

the Gautama gotra, resident of Kunjura in Karra arastra,

son of Dama^arman and grandson of Eudrasarman. Next,

we are to notice the contents of the Polamuru plates of the
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Eastern Calukya king Jayasimha I (Ep. Ind., XIX, p. 254

ff), who began to rule from c. 633 A.D. These plates record

the gift of the village of Pulobumra in the Guddavadi-visaya

in the 5th year (16th year, according to An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep.,

1914, p. 10) of the king’s reign to Eudra^arman, a scholar

of the Taittiriya school, belonging to the Gautama gotra,

resident of Asanapura-sthana, son of Siva^arman and grand-

son of Dama4arman. There can be no doubt that Puloburu

of the former inscription is identical with Pulobuipra

of the latter, and that the village is tp be identified with

modern Polamuru (find-spot of both the inscriptions) near

the Anaparti Eailway station in the Godavari district.

There can also be no doubt that Siva^arman (son of Dama-

^arman), recipient of the grant of MadhavavarmanI, was the

father of Eudra^arman (son of Siva^arman and grandson of

Damadarman), the recipient of the grant of Jayasimha I. In

the latter grant, Eudra^arman is expressly called pUrv-dgra-

hdrika, “ the former owner of the agra/iara.” Now, how

many years intervened between the date of the first grant

and that of the second, that is to say, between the 40th

(or 48th) year of MMhavavarman I and the 6th year of

Jayasimha I ?

In considering this question, we are to note the follow-

ing points. Agrahdras ^ were generally granted to Brabmanas

when they returned from the guruJcula after finishing

studies, in order to help them in settling themselves as

grhasthas. It may therefore be conjectured that Sivai^arman

received Polamuru at about the age of 25 or 30 ^ when king

1 AgraMra means guruhilad—dvrita-hrahmacdrme deyam h^etrddt See Tara-

nStha’a Vdccbspafyat s. v,

® According to Manu (III, 1-2), a Brahmacarin should study the Velas (three

Vedas, two Vedas or one Veda) m the giirugrlia for thirty-six years or for half or

one-fourth of that period, and should then enter the grhasth-a^rama. The same
authority however also says (IX. 94) that a man of thirty years of age should

marry a girl of twelve and a man of twenty-four a girl of eight. Kulluka Bhat^a
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Madhavavarman was in the 40th (4tth accoiding to some)

year of his reign. The king thus appears to have Leen old

at the time ot granting this agrahara to the Brahmana

youth. Sivasarman, however, certainly died before the date

of the grant of Jayasimha I. The epithet fim-agiahanka

applied to tl\e name of his son m Jayasimha (I)’s grant

possibly goes to show that Rudrasarman, as successor of his

father, enjoyed the agrahara for some time before the 6th

year of Jayasimha I, i.e., before c. h37 A. D. The most

interesting point in this connection, however, is that

Rudrasarman in Jayasimha (I)’s grant is called “resident of

the town of Asanapura.” ^ He is expected to have resided

at Kunfura in Ivarmarastra, the original place of his father or

at Polamuru, the agrahara granted to his fatiier by king

Madhavavarman I. When we remember this change in

residence and when we further see that Jayasimha I, at the

time of the execution of the Polamuru grant, was stationed

in a camp, vijaya-skandhavaia, it appears that in the early

years of his reign, Jayasimha I led an expedition to the

Visnukundin country and encamped in the Guddavadi-

visaya, somewhere near Polamuru; that constant fights were

going on between the forces of the Calukyas and those of the

Visnukundins ; and that RudraSarman, the dgrahdrika of

Polamuru, had to flee to the town of Asanapura (near

Draksharama in the Godavari district) in this troubled

period, but came after some time, when Jayasimha I

was temporarily or permanently master of the whole of

cn this verse has etac — ca yogya'-hdla-pradarsana-param na tu myam-artham y

prdyen— cdtdvatd tdlena yrJiita vcdo hJiavatt, tnblidg^. vayasld ra Kanyd vodhur—ytino

yogy^ett ; gfhUa-vedas— c — opakurvdnako grhasth-dsTamarp, pratt na vtlambet—eU

satvara^ityasy — artkah A story of the Ghdndogya Upanisat (VI, l-2j says that

Svetaketn went to his guru at the age of twelve and returned home after finishing all

bhe (three ?) Vedas at the age of twenty-four.

1 The Niduparu grant of Jayasiipha I was issued from his vdsaka a.\> Asanapuia

{Ep. Ind , XVIII, p 56) The grandfather of the donee of a grant of Vi|pu-

vardhana II is also known to have resided at Asanapura (Ind. Ant^ VIT, p. 192).
%
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the Guddavadi-visaya or a considerable part of it.’ Con-

sidering all these points, I think it not impossible that the

difference between the time of the two Polamuru grants was

about half a century.®

Then, the 40th (or 48th) year of Madhavavarman I may

be c. 637 A. D. (date of Jayasimha’s grant) minus 50, that

is, c. 587 A. D. Madhavavarman I therefore seems to have

^ The mastery of two different powers over two di&ereut parts of one district

does not appear to be impossible. The Candra (of the Bampal grant of Srlcandra ;

Inscriptions of Bengal^ IH, No 1) and the Varman {cf Belava grant of Bhojavarman

;

ihtdt No 3), kings of South-Eastern Bengal granted lands in the Pn9.drabhukti, which

has been presumably taken to be the same as the famous Pundravardhanabhukbi

But it seems impossible that the Candras and Vai mans were ever master of the

Ko^ivarsa or Dinajpur region of the Pundravardhanabhukti. I therefore think

that in the age of the later Palas, the hhuktt of Pu?idravardhanA was divided

between the kings of Gau^a and the kings of South-Eastern Bengal The slight

change in the name of the hhuJcti probably goes to confirm this suggestion.

2 The difference between the time of the execution of these two grants may

possibly be greater and, consequently, Madhavavarman I might have ascended the

Vis^iukundin throne a little earlier But I do not want to go far beyond the estimate

of Mr Snbba Eao who suggests that) the period may be about 40 years. This

suggestion, however, seems to be invalidated by another suggestion of his. He
takes Hastikosa and Virako^ai who were the executors of the grant of Jayasimha

I, as personal names. We must notice here that the executors of the grant of

Madhavavarman I were also Hastikosa and Virako^a If we think that these two

persons were officers in charge of the Guddavadi-visaya, under Madhavavarman I

and also under Jayasimha I, the intervening period between the grants of the two

kings should possibly be shorter than 40 years We must however note in this

connection that there were a Hastikosa and a Vhakosa m the Talupaka-visaya, who
were ordered by king PrthivTmula of the Godavari plates {J B B R A 8,\

XVIt p 144 ff.) to protect an agrahdra in the same visaya. Fleet, the editor of the

Godavari plates, may be right when he says, “ I do not know of any other mention

of these two officials, who evidently kept the purses and made disbursements on

account of respectively the establishment of elephants and heroes who were to be

rewarded for deeds of valour ** The epithet maharndtra-yodhoi applied to Hastikosa-

Vlrako^a m the Polamuru grant of Madhavavarman I, seems to show thac they were

Mahamatra of the Military Department It may also be that the epithet maUdmdtra

goes with Hastikosa and yodha with Virako^a. The word mahamatra^ according to

Medini, means hasUpak-ddhtpoi (head of the elephant-drivers or riders ; cf vulgo.

mdhut). The wold yodha generally means “a soldier.^’ Hastikosa and Viiako^a

have been taken to be “ officers m command of the elephant force and the infantry ’* in

An Rep,S, Ind Fp*, 1914, p 85.
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ruled from about the end of the first half to about the end

of the second half of the sixth century.

In connection with the period of Madhavavarman I, we
must also notice the passage of the Polamuru inscription,

which records a grant made by the king when he was cross-

ing the river Giodavarl with a view to conquering the

eastern region and another passage which refers to a lunar

eclipse in the Phalguni-PaurnamasI (i.e., the full-moon day

of the month of Phalguna) as the occasion of the grant.

The connection of Madhavavarman I with the “ eastern

region’ ’ seems to indicate that he was possibly the andhr-

a(§tipati (lord of the Andhra country) who was defeated by

the Maukhari king Isanavarman according to the Haraha

inscription of Vikrama Sam 611. i e., A.D. 544 (vide infra).

This synchronism also places Madhavavarman' I "Visnu-

kundin in the middle of the 6th century A.D.

We have just noticed that the village of Puloburu was

granted on the occasion of a lunar eclipse in the PhalgunI

Purniraa. In the second half of the sixth century, lunar

eclipses occurred in the above UtM on the following

dates ;

(1) 11th February, 566 A. D
(2) 2nd March, 565 A.D.

(3) 21st February, 574 A. D,

(1) 11th February, 575 A. D.

(5) 21st February, 593 A. D.

(6) 10th February, 594 A.D.

Of these dates, years 593 and 594 may be tacitly rejected as

they appear to be too late. But it is impossible at the

present state of our knowledge to ascertain on which of the

other four dates the grant was issued . If, however, we

presume that the date of the Polamuru grant falls on any of

these four dates and if futher the reading of the date be

accepted as 40, Madhavavarman I Visnukundin certainly
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began to reign sometime between 616 and 635 A.D.^ The

approximate chronology of the Visnukundin kings, then may

be taken as follows :

—

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

6 .

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

Rise of the Visnukundin power in the 5th century

A.D.'

Vikramahendra (Vikramendra I 7) c. 500-520 A.D.

Go?indavarman

Madhavavarman I

Madhavavarman 11

Vikramendravarman I (II ?)

Indra [bhattaraka]varman

A^ikramendravarman II (III ?)

End of the dynasty possibly about the end of the 7th

or somewhere in the 8th century A. D.

c. 520-535 A.D.

c. 535-585 A.D.

c. 585-615 A.D.

c. 615-625 A.D.

c. 625-655 A.D.

c. 655-670 A.D.»

The period assigned to Indravarman, viz., circa 625-655

A.D., IS, I think, supported by some views expressed by

^ Madhavavarman 1 married a Vakataka princess and his descendants are

represented as boasting of the VakStaka connection His date does not, therefore

seem to be far removed from the glorious age of the Vakatakas, the 5th century

AD. Smith places this relative of the Vakatakas in about 600 A.D. {JRA,S,i

1914, p 139 ) Tt is true that Madhavavarman I is to be placed between the 5th

century, the glorious period of the VSkatakas, and the 7th century, the age of

Jayasiipha I Eastern Calukya. It therefore seems probable that the reign of Madhava-

varman I began m the first half of the 6th century A D
2 It may be tempting to connect the Vi§inukandins with the Vinhukacla-Cutukul-

ananda Satakarni kings, whose inscriptions (see Luders, List Nos. 1021, 1186

and 1195) and coins (Rapson, Catalogue, p. *59) have been discovered Vinhukada

may possibly be taken to be the same as Vi^hnku^a, te,, Vi?nuku^da which

gives the name of the family whereto our kings belonged. But a serious

objection that can be raised m this connection is that the Cutukulananda

Satdkarijis who claimed to have belonged to the Manavya-gotra used metronymica,

like Hantiputra, along with their names like the Satavahana-Satakarnis The

jracticeof using such metronymics and also of mentioning the gotra is found, though

in a modified way, m the inscriptions of the Kadambas and the Galukyas ; but it as

conspicuous by its absence in the inscriptions of the Visiaukundins There is therefore

no evidence at present to connect the Visnuku^njins with the ancient Satakar^i

kings.

3 According io Kielhorn, the Chikkulla plates (Ep Ind , IV, p. 193) should be

palaeographically assigned to the 7th or 8th century A.D. Bop the 20 years allotted to

Midhavarman II, see tfifm*
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Fleet in J.B.B.B.A.S., XVI, p. 116. While editing the

Godavari plates of Prthivlmula, Fleet said : “The Adhiraja^

Indra, at whose request the grant was made, is mentioned as

having fought in company with other chiefs who united to

overthrow a certain Indrabhattaraka. Taking into con-

sideration the locality (the Godavari district) from which

the grant comes, and its approximate period as indicated by

the palaeographical standard of the characters and the use of

numerical symbols in the date, there can be no doubt

that Indrabhattaraka is the Eastern Chalukya of that

name, the younger brother of Jayasimha I.” According to

many of the Eastern Calukya grants, however, this Indra-

bhattaraka did not reign at all, though some grants assign

a reign period of only 7 days to him. It is therefore

highly improbable that Indrabhattaraka of the Godavari

grant of Prthivlmula was identical with the Eastern

Calukya of that name. Kielhorn rightly suggested that

the reference to Indravarman Visnukundin’s fights with

many caturdantas in the Chikkulla grant supports his iden-

tification with Indrabhattaraka of the Godavari plates (Ep.

Ind, IV, p. 195 note). Gaturdanta is properly the epithet

of Indra’s Airavata, the elephant of the east. We are

therefore justified in accepting the identification of Indra-

bhattaraka of the Godavari plates with the Visnukundin king

Indravarman or Indrabhattarakavarman.

Fleet further remarked : “And the figurative expresJon

that the Adhimja Indra, mounted upon the elephant

supratlka, of the north-east quarter, overthrew the elephant

kumtida of the south-east or southern quarter, shows that

this attack upon the Eastern Chalukyas was made from

1 The word adhnat, according to the MahabMrata, meens the same thing as

samrdt and cakravctrtm {^ahdakalpadruma, s v ) In later inscriptions however ifc

is known to have denoted subordinate rulers. The Dhod inscription of Cahamana

Prthivideva II mentions his feudatory adhirdja KnmltrApala { Bhandarkar^s List, 2To,

841). An adhirdja Bhoja is mentioned in the Rd^atarmgi^Jf V, verse 151-

16
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the north-east of their kingdom of Vehgi.” The inscrip-

tion of the G-anga king Indravarman referred to by Fleet

are dated in the 128th and 146th year of the Gahga era,

which “seems to have commenced in A. D. 496” {Ep. hid.,

XX, App., p. 201, n. 1 ;
Ind. Ant., LXI, p. 237 f.).' The

above Gahga inscriptions were, therefore, issued in circa

624 and 642 A.D. Consequently, the Gahga king Indra-

varman was a contemporary of the Visnukundin Indra-

or Indrabhattaraka-varman {circa 625-655 A D.).

As regards the possession of Vehgi by the Eastern

Oalukyasin tbe middle of the seventh century A.D., it

may be said that there is no conclusive proof of that

supposition. From the Aihole inscription (Ep. Ind., VI,*

p. 4 ff,), we learn that Pulake^in II reduced the strong

fortress of Pi§tapura, which is the modern Pittapuram

(Pithapuram) in the Godavari district, near the sea-

coast, about 80 miles to the north-east of Peddavegi; and he

caused tbe leader of the Pallavas to shelter himself behind

the ramparts of Kanci, modern Con]eeveram about 40

miles to the south-west of Madras. Fleet says : “Probably

during the campaign which included the conquest of

Pittapuram and which must have taken place at this time

{i.e., A.D. 616 or 617), tbe Vehgi country was made a part

of the Chalukya dominions; and the reference to the Pallavas

immediately after the mention of Pistapura, has been

understood as indicating that it was from their possession

that Vehgi was tiken” (Ind. Ant., XX, p. 94 f.). After the

publication of the Visnukundin copper-plate grants, however,

the theory of the Pallava occupation of Vehgi in the begin-

ning of the 7th century A.D. may be tacitly given up.

Since Lendulura, for some time the residence (vasaka) of a

Visnukundin king, has been undisputedly identified with

1 Dr. E C. Majumdar has recently suggested that the beginning of the Gaiga
era falls between 650 and 557 A D [Ind. Cult , TV, f 171 ff), Unfortanately, he has

totally Ignored the astronomical side of tbe question,
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De^idaluru, a village on the ruins of the ancient city of

Vengl, 5 miles north-east of Ellore in the Godavari

district, it is certain that the Vengi country passed from

the hands of the Salankayanas to the possession of the

Vi^nukundins.

It is interesting to notice a passage in the Aihole

inscription dated in 634-36 A.D. {Ep. Ind., VI, loc cit.)

which describes Pulakesin (II/s southern campaign. Verse

28 of that famous inscription speaks of a piece of water,

which appears to contain some islands that were occupied by

Pulakesin ’s forces. This piete of water has been called

the Kaunala water or the water (or lake) of Kunala. The

position of this Kunala is indicated by the sequence of

events recorded in the inscription. Verse 26 tells us that

Pulakedin II subdued the Kalmgas and the Ko^alas and

then, according to the following verse, took the fortress

of Pigtapura. After that is recorded the occupation of

Kunala (verse 28); this again is followed, in the next verse,

by Pulakesin’ s victory over the Pallava king near Kafici-

pura. Verse 29 describes the Calukya king as crossing

the river Kaveri, after which is described his contact with

the Colas, Keralas and the Pandyas (verse 31). Kielhorn

seems therefore perfectly reasonable when he says {ibid,

pp. 2-3). “Pulakesin’s march of conquest therefore is from

the north to the south, along the east coast of Southern

India; and the localities mentioned follow each other in

regular succession from the north to the south. This in

my opinion shows that ‘the water of Kunala’ can only be

the well-known Kolleru lake, which is south of Pithapuram,

between the rivers Godavari and Krshna. To that lake the

description of ‘ the water of Kunala ’ given in the poem

would be applicable even at the present day, and we know

from other inscriptions that the lake contained at least one

fortified island, which more than once has been the object

of attack.” Since the ruins of Vengi and Depijaluru lie in the
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vicinity of the Kolleru lake there can now hardly be any doubt

that the ‘water of Kunala’ {i.e., the Kolleru or Kollair

lake) was, at the time of Pulakesin (II)’s invasion, in the

possession of the Visnukundins and that the battle of

Kunala was fought between the Calukya king and a "Vi^nu-

kilndin mler who was most probably either Madhavavarman

II or Vikramendravarm,an I, both of whom were weak

successors of the great Madhavavarman I.

The theory now generally accepted is that Vehgl was

conquered by Pulakesin II, during his campaign in the

south-eastern region. There "is, as I have already said, no

conclusive evidence in support of this theory. In the

records of the early Eastern Calukya kings there is no

reference to the occupation of Vehgi at all. The first use

of the name of Vehgi is in the inscriptions of the time

of Amma I (918-925 A.D.) which call Vijayaditya II (c.

794-S42 A.D.) vehg-Ua, and in the inscriptions of the time

of Calukya Bhima 11 (934-945 A.D.), which contain the

first explicit statement that the territory over which Kubja-

Vispuvardbana and his successors ruled was the Vehgi

country {Ind. Ani., XX, p. 94). Both Amma I and Calukya

Bhima 11 reigned in the tenth century A.D. ; the evidence of

their inscriptions as to the Calukya occupation of Vehgi in

the 7th century can, therefore, be reasonably doubted. The

fact seems to be that the Visnukundins of Vehgi, from the

time of the Calukya possession of Pistapura, became weaker

and weaker, and their country was gradually annexed to

the waxing empire of the Eastern Calukyas, The formal

annexation which took place possibly after the extinction

of the Visnukundins end of the 7th or (somewhere in

the 8th century A.D. ?) seems to have been completed long

before the tenth century A. D., i,e., the time of Amma I

and Calukya Bhima II, when the Eastern Calukyas claimed

that they were master of the Vehgi country from the very

beginning of their history. There appears therefore no
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strong grounds against our theory that the Visnukundins,

though shorn of their past glory, were ruling for sometime

at "Vefigl, contemporaneously with the Eastern Calukyas,

who ruled first probably from Pistapura,^ next from Vengi^

and then from EajamahendrI.®

We have to notice two other points before we conclude

this section. Smith in his Early History of India, 4th ed.,

p, 441, says : “In the east he (sctl. Pulake^in II) made

himself master of Vengi, between the Krishna and the

Godavari, and established his brother Kubja Vishnu-

vardhana there as viceroy in A.D. 611 with his capital

at the stronghold of Pishtapura, now Pithapuram in the

Godavari district.” Smith, here, professes to rely on

the Kopparam plates of Pulake^in If, edited by Lakshmana

Eao in Ann. Bhand. Or. Res. Inst., IV, p. 43 £f. These

plates, which are full of textual mistakes, seem to record

1 It is to bo noted that the Tinomapuram grant of Visnuvardhana I Visama-

siddbi was issued from the msaka (literally, residence) of Pistapura. We
have suggestel above that possibly the terra vasuha, like the term skandhdvarat

signifies temporary lor sometimes secondary) capital of a king. It is well known

that Pulake^m II crushed the power of the king of Pi§tapara (pi§tarri Ftq^apuram

yena) and established his brother Kubja-Vispu-vardhana on the throne of that

place At the time of Vifp.uvardhana therefore Pistapura could reasonably be

looked upon as the vdsaka or skandhdvdra of this king

2 The Veng-tsa (lord of VengT) antagonists of the Rastrakutaa appear to have been

the Eastern Calukya kings (see Bomb, Gaz.^ I, Pt II, p. 199). The earliest

reference to a king of Vengf in the Eag^rakuta records appears to be that m an

inscription dated 770 A.D. (Ep. Znd., VI, p 209). The Eastern Calukyas therefore

seem to have occupied Vengi before the 9th century A.D. possibly before the second

half of the 8th century, the time of Vijayaditya H and his father.

3 According to Sewell iind Ant, XX, p. 94, note 6) there are two traditions

regarding the origin of the name of Eajamahendrl (modern Rajamundry) or Raja-

mahendrapura The first of these traditions connects the name with a Calukya

king named “ Vijayaditya Mahendra.” This Vijayiditya Mahendra is apparently the

Eastern Calukya king Amma II (A.D 945-970) who had the epithet Rajamahendra

and the surname Vijayaditya VI {tbtd, p 270) Fleet {tbtd, pp. 93-91), however,

takes the founder of, or the first Eastern Calukya king at, Rajamaheudrapuram to be

Amma I (918-925 A.D.), who no doubt had the epithet Rajamahendra, but whose

surname was Vi|:ijuvardhana (VI) and not Vijayaditya,
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the grant of some lands in Karmarastra (northern part of

Nellore and southern part of Guntur) by one Prthivi-

Duvaraja in the presence of Pulake^iu II. The grant is

dated in the pravardhamana-vi]aya-rd]ya-samvatsara 21.

Hultzsch while editing these plates in Ep. Ind., XVIII,

has shown that the inscription belongs to the 21st regnal

\ear of Pulakesin II, i.e., to about A. D. 629-30 and that

Prthivi-Duvaraja is to be identified with his younger

brother Kubja-Visnuvardhana, who is styled Prthivi-vallabha-

Visnuvardhana,-Yuvara]a in the Satar^ grant {Ind. Ant,

XIX. p. 309). The word duvardja is a Dravidian tadhhava

of Sanskrit yuvard]a. Of. A'kalankat-tuvardyar= Sscnskrit

akalanka-yuvarap in the Amber ins.; Ep. Ind., IV, p. 180,

and Tuvardhn= yuvard]a in the Kasakudi ins
;

S. Ind.

Ins., n. No. 73.^ Lakshmana Kao, however, thought

that Duvaraja of this inscription is to be identified with

Dhruvaraja of the Goa plates, and that the year 21 of his

reign falls in A.D. 611.

But even if we accept 611 A.D. to be the date when
Pulakesin II invaded Karmarastra and defeated the Visnu-
kundin king, does it follow that Pulakesin II conquered

the whole of the kingdom of the Visnukupdins ? Does
the defeat of a king always lead to the loss of his entire

territory ? Pulakesin II is known to have defeated the

Pallava king, penetrated through the whole of the Pallava

territory and crossed the Kaverl ; but was the Pallava

power weakened ? Again, in 642 A.D., the Pallava king

Naiasimhavarman defeated and killed Pulakesin II and

1 ItisalsomtereatingtonoteinthiscoiiDeotiontlienameof the third king of ihe
Calukja line of Kalya^I. In m my of the inscriptions it is guen as Da^ .varm”an, Imt
It is also mitten (e g., in the Kauthem grant , Ind Anl„ XVI, p IS) as Yafovarman
Fleet while noticing the point lemarked, “The reason for the variation there is not
apparent ’ {Bomb. Gm. I, pt, II, p 431) It seems to me that Dafiavarman is an
emended form of Dafovarman which is but the same as Yatovarman
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took Vatapi, the Calukya capital; but did the Calukya

power permanently collapse ? Did not the power of the

Calukyas exist even during the period of Eastrakuta

usurpation ?
^

Then again according to Bilhana (VikramankadevacariLa,

Intro,, p. 44; Ind. Ant., V, p. 323) the Calukya emperor

Vikramaditya VI of Ilalyani marched on and occupied

Kanci, the capital of the Colas (i.e
,
the Eastern Calukyas),

and amused himself there for sometime before returning

to his capital, “ It is doubtless this campaign that led

to there being so many inscriptions, referring themselves

to the reign of Vikramaditya VI, at Draksharama and other

places in the Telugu country, outside the ordinary limits

of the Western Chalukya kingdom"’ {Bomb. Gaz., I, pt.

II, p, 4-53, note 1,), But does this fact prove that Kanel

and the Telugu country were permanently ' occupied by the

Calukyas of KalyapI ? Temporary success like this is

possibly also shown in the grant of two villages near

Talakad, the Gahga capital m Mysore, by the Kadamba king

Eavivarman {Ep. Ind., VIII, p, 146 ; Sewell, List, s. v. C.

A,D, 500 ; Moraes, Kadambakvh, p, 48).

To commemorate even the temporary occupation of part

of a country, Indian kings appear to have used to grant

there lands to Brahmanas (see ManiisamJiitd, VII, verses

201-02), and generally, this sort of grants-was acknowledged

by other kings who followed the donor in the rule of that

locality.® It may, therefore, be not altogether impossible

that Pulake^in II penetrated as far as Karmara§tra, where

the reigning Visnukundin king was defeated, and the

Calukya king felt himself justified in granting lands in

1 Vide the Crilukya genealogy as given, e g the Kauthem grant {Ind, Ant ,

XVI, p. 15). See aUo Bomb Gaz , I pt 11, p 330 ff

2 Cf sva-dattam para-dattam vd yo hctrefa vasundhardm, etc,, qjuoted m the

copper-plate grants.
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the district of which he thought himself to be master

for the time being at least.

^

If these suggestions be accepted, there is then no

difficulty as regards the discovery of Calukya grants, giving

lands in places which were originally under the Visnukun-

dins. We however do not argue that all the Eastern

Calukya kings who granted lands in the country once

occupied by the Visnukundins were temporary possessors

of the land. It seems reasonable to believe that the Vi§nu-

kundin country gradually, not long after the invasion of

Pulake^in II, merged into the Eastern Calukya empire

and gradually the Visnukundins lost all their territories

excepting the small district round their capital city of

Vehgi. The existence of Visnukundin rule at Vehgi in

the 7th century may be compared with that of the Kadamba
rule at Vaijayanti even in the glorious age of the early

Calukyas of Badami.

The next point is regarding the find-spot of the Rama-
tirtham plates of the Visnukundin king Indravarman. The
plates were found at a place near Vizianagram in the

Vizagapatam district of the Madras Presidency. They
record the grant of a village in the PJakirastra, which was
evidently situated in the Vizagapatam district {Anc. Hist.

Dec., p. 91). On the evidence of the find of these plates,

it may be suggested that the Vizianagram region was
included in the Visnukundin kingdom, that is to say, the

Visnukundin boundary extended as far as the borders of

It is also possible that the time of Pulake^iu (II}*s expediton, the
Karmarastra was occupied not by the Vispaknndins (but by a branch of the Pallavas?).
In A.D. 639 the celebrated Chinese pilgrim Tuan Chwang visited the kingdom of

An-to-lo {t.e., Andhra), which was a small district only 3,000 h (about 4,600 miles)
in oircnit. The capital was at Fmg-ki-Io, which seems to be a mistake for Ping-ki-pu-
lo, i.e„ Vei^ura. The southern part of the Andhra country formed a separate
kingdom called To-na-kie-tse-kia (Dhanyakataka?) or Ta-An-to-lo (Mahandra) with
its capital possibly at Bezwada, where the pilgrim resided for " many months”. See
Cunningham, Ano. Geog. Ini., ed 1924, pp 690 fl , 608 fl. and 647,
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the Ganjam district.^ In view of the fact that there were the

royal house of Pistapura, the houses of the Varmans of Siip-

hapura, Vardhamanapura, Sunagara, Sripuraand Sarapallika

and also of the Gafigas of Kalihganagara whose era probably

started from 496 A. D., permanent Visnukundin occupation

of the Vizianagram region seems to be highly improbable.

The truth might have been that in retaliation to the raids

of Pulake^in II and Jayasimha I, Indravarman Visnuku^din

invaded the Calukya country and penetrated as far as the

PJakira^tra, where he made grants of land, as did Pulake^in II

in Karmarastra, Jayasimha I in Guddavadi and Gudra-

hara, and Vikramaditya VI in the Telugu country. The

Plakirastra or Vizagapatam district seems to have been under

the Eastern Calukyas as early as the 18th year of Visnu-

vardhana 1. His Chipurupalle plates {Ind. Ant, XX, p. 15),

dated in that year, were found in the Vizagapatam district.

They evidently refer to the PJakivisaya, doubtfully read as

Pukivisaya by Burnell and i^’leet. This Plakivi§aya is

evidently the same as Plakirastra of the Eamatirtham

plates of Indravarman.

We have seen that the Godavari grant of Prthivimula

refers to a coalition of kings aarainst Indrabhattaraka-

varman, who has been identified with the Visnukundin king

of that name. It seems to me that when Indravarman

Visnuku^4i^l defeated the Eastern Calukya forces and

penetrated far into their country, Jayasiinha I, who seems

to have been the Eastern Calukya contemporary of Indra-

varman, formed an alliance with several other kings, one

1 See* e g ,
Quart Journ Myth Soc,^ XXV, p. 80 KieU'Orn entered the

Chikkulla grant of Vi§^uku^dm Vihramendravarman II in his List of Inscriptions of

Northern India {Ep Jnd.* V App., No 607) Fo lowing Ki^lhorn, D. R. Bhandarkar

has also entered the Visnukaijdin inscriptions m his List of Inscriptions of Northern

India (Ep Ind ,
XX-IIT, App., Nos 1117 and 2096-99) The SaLnkayana and Yi§9a-

knndin records must properly be entered into a List of South Indian inscriptions, as

these wtre local dynasties ruling over the Andhra country in the south.

16
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©f whom was Adhiraja India, identified by Fleet ^vith the

Ganga king Indravarman. The combined forces of thtese

allied kings possibly defeated the Visnukun^m Ling ahd

compelled him to return and shelter himself behind the

ramparts of his capital, the city of Vengi.



Ill

ViKRAMASENDBA (ViKRAMENDRA I?) AND GOVINDAVAEMAN

VlKRAMi^EAYA.

As we have already noticed, king Vikramahendra is

mentioned only in the Polamuru grant of his grandson

Madhavavarman I. He is there described as favoured by

(i.e., as a devotee of) Lord Sriparvatasvamin and is said to

have subdued the feudatory chiefs by his own valour. The

Lord Sriparvatasvamin is referred to in all the inscriptions of

the Visnukundin family and may, therefore, be taken to

have been the family-deity of the Visnukundins. Sriparvata

may be identified with Sri^aila in the Kurnool district of the

Madras Presidency.^ The original home of the Vi§nukup^in

family may, therefore, be supposed to have been not very far

from Srl^aila. Kielhorn (Ep. Ind., IV, 193) suggested a

connection of the name of the family with that of the

hill-fort and town of Vinukonda in the Eistna district,

about 60 miles east of Sri^aila and 50 miles south of

the Krishna river. Vinukonda, according to Kielhorn, was

possibly the early home of the Vispukundins.

The son and successor of Vikramahendra was Govinda-

varman. His surname Vikrama^raya and the epithet awe&o-

samara-samghatta-vijayin possibly show that he was a king

of considerable importance. He is said to have been obeyed

by all the feudatory chiefs.

^ Excepting the grant of Madhavavarman II, which applies the epithet

hhagavac-chnparvaiasvdmi*pM-anudhyata to the name of the issuer himself, all other

Vispukupdia records apply the epithet to the first king (a predecessor of the issuer)

with whose name the geneal igicaL part of the inscriptions begins. In the records

therefore king Yikrameudravarman I and his bon and grandson are not themselves

called ‘favoured by (i.e , devotee of) Lord Sriparvata-svamm.’* The celebrated temple

of god Siva, called Malhkarinnai is situated on the northern plateau of the Nallamaai

bills Many Western Calukya grants have been found in the Kurnool district which

region appears to have passed to the Western Calukyas before the middle of the 7th

century.



IV

Midhavavabman I Jans^raya.

Msdhavavarman I JanS^raya appears to have been the

greatest of the Visnukun^in kings.^ The performance of

11 aivamedhas, 1,000 aonistomas and some other rites

including the Hiranyagarbha proves that he was a prince of

power and resources. In very early times the a^vamedha

was evidently performed by kings desirous of offspring (see

Apte, SanskriUEnglish Dictionary, s.v. a^va). According

to the Eamdyana (I, viii, 2), king Da^aratha performed this

sacrifice for progeny (sut-drthl vajimedhena Mm^arihairi

na y,ajdmy^aham). Kings are also known to have performed

alvamedha for purifying themselves from sin. According

to Vi§nu, ahamedhena iudhyanii mahdpdtakinas=.tv=ime

^abdakalpadruma-pariitsta, s. v. aivamedha)

.

Yudliisthira in

the Makdbhdrata(KIV, ii) is said to have performed the horse-

sacrifice with a view to purifying himselL But, as we have

already noticed, it was performed only by a king who was

a conqueror and. a king of kings. Keith has rightly pointed

out that the. Advamedha " is an old and famous rite, which

kings alone can bring to increase their realms” (Rel. Phil.

..y^d. Up,, p. 343), The Baudhayana^ 3r. Snt, (XV, i)

Laksliaaana Bao Dept, Let

,

XTi pp. 55-5S) refers to several tratlitions

that have grown on the glorious name of Ma^lhavavarman. A 13fh century inscription

in the Malle^varasvami teinole at Bezwa^a give^ an ane<dote about Madhavavarman,

king' of Bezwa^a in Saka 117 (1), who punished liisowtt sun with death for kjlmg

u poor woman’s Bon, A Bezwada pillar inscription rf tho 16th century claims for a

' general of Ef9]5.adevaraya of Vi:ayanai?ara discent from Madl»ava\arman of Bezwada
' A poem called SHkrsnmtiayam (c, 1340 A.D ) speaks of the migration into Telingana

‘ of four Rajput tribes under the leadership of one M&dhavavarman in Saka 614. This

*'M5dhavavarman 14 claimed to be the ancestor of the family of the Mahara a 6f

-Vizianagram in th^' -Vizagapatam district- The caste called Razu or Rachavat in

the Telugu country also claims Madhavavarman as progenitor
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Taittirlya Br. (Ill, 8, 9, 4; V, 4, 12, 3), Kpastamha Sr. Sut.

(XX, I, i) and many other early texts prove beyond doubt that

a feudatory ruler could not perform the a^vamedha.^ A point

of great interest, however, is that^ Madhavavarman I claims

to have performed as many as eleven a^vamedhas, while

successful conquerors like Samudragupta and Pusyamitra

are known to have performed only one or two a^vamedbas.

Of course, from the description of the sacrifice given in the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata, it appears that some

a^vamedhie practices of the Vedic age may hive been

slightly modified in the epic period; but it is impossible to

think that it became so easy as to be performed by even a

king of the feudatory rank. It must be noticed that some

Vedic kings are known to have performed a great number

of a^vamedhas. Thus Bharata, son of Dusyanta, accord-

ing to a gdtha quoted in the Satapathabrahmam (XIII, iii,

5, 11; Weber’s edition, p. 994), performed as many as one

hundred and thirty-three horse-sacrifices on the banks of

the Ganga and the Yamuna (astasaptatim bharalo dausymtir

’^yamundm=anu gangdydm vrtraghne—’ badhnat pailca-

pa)icd§atarp haydn—iti). According to another gdthd {loc.

cit., 13), Bh'irata performed more than a thousand a^vamedhas

after conquering the \vholee3i,rth{paiahsahasrdn==indrdy—

d.4vamedhdn=ya=dharad — vi]itya prthivim sarvdm=iti}.

The epics and Pura^as however knew of traditions regarding

some early kings trying to perform a hundred a^vamedhas,

which would lead the performer to the attainment of

the seat of Indra who is, therefore, represented as trying

to prevent the hundredth sacrifice (see Vdmana-Purdi},a,

Ch. 78 ; Raghu., Ill, 38-66
;
Bhdgavata Purdva, IV, 16, 24

;

17, 4; etc.). May it be that the Vedic a^vamedha was less

pompous than the epic a^vamedha and that the a^vamedhas

performed by South Indian kings were of the Vedic type?

5 See Eeith, Black Yajus, pp. cxxxii-iv and Appeadix helm.
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"We have already noticed that the Deccan performs Vedic

rites more fanatically than Northern India. See also my
^views in Joum. Ind. Mist., XIII, p. 40.

Madhavavarman I married a girl of the Vakataka family

of Northern Deccan, and thus made his power secure in

that direction.’^ According to V. A. Smith (J. R. A. S.,

3l914, p. Id7) the Vakataka father-in-law of Madhavavarman

Vi§nukundia was king Harisena who claims to have con-

quered the Andhra and Kalihga countries. It is also

believed that Madhavavarman succeeded in getting the pos-

session of the VeAgI country by virtue of this Vakataka

alliance (Sewell, List., s.v. A. D. 500). This suggestion is

however untenable in view of the fact that Madhavavarman I,

though he was the greatest king, was not the first king of

his dynasty, he being at least preceded by his father Govinda-

varman and grandfather Vikramahendra. The Polamuru

grant calls him dasaiata-sakala-dharai^Uala-narapah ^ and

credits him with an expedition for the conquest of the

eastern region.

It must be noticed in this connection that, in the Haraha

inscription dated A. D. 664, the Maukhan king T^anavar-

man claims victory over an Andhr-adhipah. There can

hardly be any doubt that this Andhr-adhipati was a Vi§-

pukunijin king. Prof. Raychaudhuri (Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind.,

2nd ed., p. 370) has taken this Andhra king to be Madhava-

varman of the Polamuru plates who according to this grant

“ crossed the river Godavari with a desire to conquer the

1 Br. D C. Ganguly writes in Ind Hist Quart

,

VIII, p 26 : “Madhavavarman I

was the founder of this dynasty. His mother was a princess of t) e Vakataka family
”

4ccording to the Cbikknlla plates {Ep, Ind.^ IV, p 194), however, the Vakataka princess

was the mother of Vikramendravarman I, son of Madhavavarman L Cf, Vt§nukundi-

tif;Mta'Vani^a-dvay-ahrp'Tcrta‘‘2anmanaJt Sri^ujlcramendravarmanah, etc As we have

shown, Madhavavarman I was nob the founder or the first king of the Vi§nukund‘ii

dynasty.

Mr. M. Somasekhara Sarma suggests to me that the epithet may possibly be

trimslated as “ lord of the Vefigi Ten Thousand.”
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eastern region.” This identification suits well the chrono-

logy we have accepted in’these pages. It may not be impos-

sible that the eastern expedition of Madhavavarman I

was undertaken in retaliation to his previous unsuccessful

struggle with the Maukharis. This supposition is supported

by the fact that a victory over the Andbras is alluded to in

the Jaunpur Inscription of I^varavarman, father of I^anavar-

man Maukhari (Gorp. Ins. Ind., Ill, p. 230).

- In the Polamuru grant, Madhavavarman I has been

called avasita-nividha-divya QmeS). This passage has been

left out in the translation of Mr. Subba Bao who has edited

the inscription in Joum. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., VI, p. 17 ff.

The passage, however, appears to me very important in con-

nection with the administration of justice in the Andhra

country at the time of the Visnukundms. Here is a clear

evidence of the prevalence of the system of trial by ordeals

in the Vi§nukundiin kingdom. The word divya, here,

certainly means “ordeal” and vividha-divya “various (forms

of) ordeals.” The verb ava-so has, among others, the

meanings “to accomplish,” “to know” and “to destroy.”

The passage avasita-vividha-divya may, therefore, mean^

one “ who has accomplished the various (forms of) ordeals,”

or “ who has known (how to use) the -various (forms of)

ordeals,” or “who has destroyed abolished) the various

forms of ordeals.” We have seen that this Madhavavar-

man I Visnukundin performed eleven A^vamedhas and a

thousand agnistomas(frr atus). It must be noticed in this

connection that no one except a fanatic can be expected to

perform an a^vamedha sacrifice and expose his vdves to such

indecent and obnoxious practices as are necessary in the

performance of this sacrifice. As for instance, the mahi§i

of the performer of the a^vamedha is required to lie down

beside the sacrificial horse and to put the horse’s penis into

her own private parts (cf. viahi^ svayam^ev= d4va-4iiiiam =

akrfya sva-yonau stMpayati—^Mahidhara on Sukla-yajus,
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XXXII, 18-25; and a§msya SiSnanimahisy = upasthe nidhatte :

3atapathabr(ihma‘^a, XIII, iv, 2). Madhavavarman I, per-

former of eleven a^vamedhas, thus appears to have been one

of the most orthodox Hindu kings of ancient India.^ It is,

therefore, doubtiul whether we c<in expect from him such a

great reform as the abolition of the deep-rooted system of

trial by ordeals, which is sanctioned by ancient law-givers

and which was in use in our country as late as the end of

the l8th century and possibly still later.* The last mean-

ing is, therefore, less probable. The divyas or ordeals,

which were used in ancient Indian courts in order to ascer-

tain the truth of a statement, has been enumerated as nine

in the Divyatattva of Byhaspati. They were ordeal (1) by

balance, (2) by fire, (3) by water, (4) by poison, (5) by

“image-washed” water, (6) by rice, (7) by the hot wasofea,

(8) by spear-head, and (9) by images. Gf.

dhato= gnir= udakafi= c— aiva visam koiai— ca pancamam

sasthan=ca tanduldh proktavri saptamwrri tapta-md§akam

affamarri, phdlam=ity'=>uktarrinavamai7i dharmajarp, smrtam.

For details see my paper on the Divyas in Joum. Andhra

Hist. Res. Soc., '\'II, p. 195 ff. and Appendix helow.

In. both the Ipur and Polamuru grants the king is

said to have been the delighter of the damsels residing

2 In the Chikkulla grant of his great-grandson, he is credited \7ith a number of

sacrifices among which is mentioned puruBamedha, If this tradition is to be believed,

M§idbavaYArman I must have been an abominable fanatic

2 Joum, Andhra Htst Bes Sec , VTI, p. 195 ff. Trial by ordeals is used to settle up

disputes among some aboriginal tribes of the Andhra region even at the present day.

Mr. O'. T. H Bracken, Chief Secretary to the Madras Government, m course of his

address on *‘Wi’der Parts of India” to the Rotary Club on March 9, 1934, said, “In

disputes over land, the custom (in the East Godavari Agency) is to make the parties

to the dispute walk round the land, and he who walks the whole way round continually

and eats some of tba earth is declared to be the owner” (from Report in the Amrita

Bazar Patnkai Calcutta). This system of trial was prevalent in the Maratha country

even at the time of the Peshwas, that is to say, as late as the 19th century A.D. (see

S. N. Sen Admimstratwe Htstor^ of the Marathas, 2nd ed
, p. 363 ff.)
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in the houses of Trivaranagara. Trivaranagara appears to

mean “ the city of king Tnvara.”^ A king named Trivara

has been mentioned in the Kondedda grant (Ep. Ind,, XIX,

p. 267) of the Sailodbhava king Dharmaraja, as having form-

ed an alliance with a certain king named Madhava and

fought against Dharmaraja. It is possible that king Tri-

vara of the Kondedda inscription is the same as that men-

tioned in the grants of Madhavavarman I Yi^nuku^din-

Madhavavarman I however does not appear to have lived at

the time of Sailodbhava Dharmaraja and therefore can hard-

ly be identical with Madhava who fought against the

Sailodbhava monarch. A king named Tivara is found in

the line of the Pand.ivas of Ko4ala, who had their capital at

Sripura (see the Rajiin and Baloda grants, Gorp. Ins. Ind,,

III, p. z9i ff ; Ep. Ind., VII, p 10 ff.). The charters and

seals of Maha^iva Tivararaja of Sripura are in the box-headed

character. According to some scholars, the boxheaded

characters were in use in the 5th and 6th centuries of

the Christian era {Ind. Hist. Quart

,

IX, p. 596). Fleet

and Kielhorn, however, think that the inscriptions of

Tivara of Ko^ala are not earlier than 700 A.D. {Indische'

Palaeographie, p. 63, note 20). According to Biihler

{ibid, p. 62), the Central Indian or “box-headed” type is

found iully developed “in einer luschritt Samudragupta’s

aus Bran und einer Cuandragupta’s II. aus Udayagiii, den

kuptertaleln der Kouige von Sarabhapura, den Inschriften

der Vakataka; der des Tivara von Ko^ala und in zwei friihen

Kadamba-Inschriften.” The G-upta, VakatakaandKadamba

records are definitely known to be earlier than 700 A.D.

The same may be the case with the inscriptions of Tivara

^ I am indebted for this suggestion to Prof H. 0 Baychaudhun* Lakshmana Rao

identifies It with Tewar 1 a the Jabbulpore district and considers it to have been the

place of MadliavavarmAQ ll)*3 father la Uw (.Journ, Dept Let.^ XI, pp. 34, 39), The

passage la question however seems to,suggest his hostile relations with Trivaranagara

rather than bis marriage with a girl of that place.

17
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of Ko^ala. It must be noticed in this connection that

Fleet’s and Kielhorn’s view that the Vakataka records date

from the 7th century A.D. (ibid, note 19) has now been

eonelusively disproved.

The performance of Vedio sacrifices and the epithet

'pamma-brahma'^ya (highly hospitable to the Brahmanas)

dearly show that Madhavavarman I was a daunch follower

of the Brahmanioal faith.

I. The Ipur plates (set I) were issued on the 16th day

of the 7th fortnight of summer in the 37th year ^ of the

king, from the camp of Kudavada ivijaya-skandhdvardi

kudavUda-vd-sakat) They record a notice to the inhabitants

of Vilembali in the Guddadi-visaya. The village was granted

by the king to a Brabmana named Agni^arman belonging

to the Vatsa gotra, and all royal officers were ordered to

protect it and make it immune from taxation. The executor

of the grant was the king’s beloved son, Prince Mancyanna.

The village of Villembali and the Guddadi-vi§aya have not

been satisfactprily identified. Guddadi may be the same as

Guddavadi''Pi§aya, i.e., the present Eamachandrapur taluka.

is possibly not the same as the Gudrahara-visaya which
is the district round Gudivgda in the Kistna district.

- The seal of king Madhavavarman I attached to the plates

is circular and somewhat worn. . It is divided by a cross-

line into two sections. . The lower section bears in relief

Sn-Madhamvarmd in
.
two lines. Hultzsoh thought that-

the upper section bears the figure of Lak^mi or svastika on
a pedestal, flanked-- by two lamp-stands and possibly sur---

mounted by the sun and crescent of the moon (Ep. Ind., -

XVir, p. 334). As on the seals attached to the Ohikkulla
and Eamatirtham plates the figure of a lion is clearly

visible, it may not be impossible that the obliterated part

l.Thoold fojm of dating in the Vis^nkusdw records » probably doe to local
oa^tom of the original home of the dynasty. See infra,
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above the line contained the figure of a lion which was
possibly the crest of the Visnukiin4ins.

II. .The Polamuru grant ^ was issued by the king when
he set out on the eastern expedition and was crossing the

G-odavarl, By it the mnhattaras and adhikara-pmusas

were informed that the king made an agrahara of the

village of Puloburu on the Daliyavavi river and of four

nivarfanas of land at the southern extremity of MayindavA-

taki, and granted it to the Gautama gotra BrShmana
Siva^arman, resident of Kunliira in Karmarastra. As
Polamuru (Puloburu of the inscription) is a village in the

Eamchandrapur taluka of the Godavari district, the present

taluka may be roughly identified with the Guddavadi-visaya

in which the village is said to have been situated. Mayinda-

vatakl has been identified with Mahendravada adjacent to

Polamuru, and Daliyavavi with the small stream Tulyabhaga

now turned into a drainage canal. Kunlura may be the

same as Konduru in the Sattanepalle taluka or Peda-Kon(Juru

in the Tanuku taluka of the Guntur district. As we have

already seen, the village of Polamuru was re-granted to the

recipient’s son by the Eastern Oalukya king Jayasidiha I who

probably conquered the region from the Visnukundins.

In the Sanskrit lexicon Trikandaiesa, mahattara has

been called the same as grama-kuta, “the head of a village”

(c/. rastra-kuta “head of a rastra,” an official designation

in the Oalukya inscriptions). Evidently, affairs in villages

were controlled by them. The word adhikdra-purusa

appears to mean “a purusa (agent) having an adliikdra (a

post),” i.e., a government official cf. na nisprayoja-

nam—adhikdramntah prahJiulhir^dhuyante : Mudra-raksasa,

Act in. The mention of the mahattaras along viith

1 The language and orthography of this record are bad, and the characters are

nide and late The authenticity of the grant therefore may not be quite certain But

we a^e not definite, as sometimes we also get copies of older recoids See also our

rem arks at p. 57 and notes above.
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'‘government oE&cials” possibly shows that the former were

not salaried officers of the government.^ The executors of

the grant were the Hastiko^a and Virako^a, which terms

have already been discussed.

“It is believed that the seal (of the Polamuru plates)

contains the figure of a lion, the crest of the Visnukundins,

and probably also the name of the royal donor” {Joum.

Andhra Hist. Bes. Soc., VI, p. 17).

Cf» the case of gramika m Manu YII. 115-19
, aUo below.

J



V

MiDH'VAVARMAN II.

Madhavavarman II was the son of Devavarman and

grandson of Madhavavarman I. Only one copper-plate grant

of this king has been discovered. It was found at Ipur, a

village in the Tenali taluka of the Gfuntur district. The

grant appears to have been issued on the 7th day of the 7th

pahsa of varsa in the 17th (47th according to Hultzsch)

regnal year,^ from Amarapura which may probably be

identified with the modern Amaravati.

Madhavavarman II has been described in this inscription

as trikuta-malay-ddhipati,
“

lord of Trikuta and Malaya.”,

We do not know of any other Malaya except the famous

Malaya mountain, generally identified with the southern-

most part of the Western (xhats. Tnkuta is placed by

Kalidasa {Raghu., IV, 58-59) in the Aparanta, i. e.,

Northern Konkan. It is, however, difficult at the present

state of our knowledge to justify Madhavavarman II’s claim

to be in possession of those countries. The epithet may

show that the Vi§nukundin king came into hostile relations

with Trikuta and Malaya. He may have joined the

armies of some powerful king who invaded those regions.®

Mr. B. V. Krishna Eao appears to suggest that Madhava-

varman n was Viceroy at a place called Trikutamalaya

which he is inclined to identify with Kotappakonda near

Narasaraopeta {Bhdrati (Telugu), J930, p. 414; Joum,

1 It has recently been suggested jn a paper read at the ninth session of the

All-India Oriental Conference (1937) that the grant was issued m the reign of

Madhavavarman I.

* The Vakataka kings Narendrasena and Hansena are said to have conquered

Malaya and Tiiku^a respectively (Bhandarkar’s List, Nos. 1700, 1719]^ But they

appear to be considerably earlier than Visnukuijdin Madhavavarman 11.
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Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 191). This is a happy

suggestion ; but I could not examine his arguments in

favour of the identification.

The plates record the grant of a village, the name of

which seems to be Murotuk.iliki, to two Brahmanas named

Agni^arman and Indra^arman. In connection w'ith the

iasan-djM, reference is made to the attention paid by the

visnukundy-adhiraja who .may be Madhavavarman II.

If, however, it may be believed that Madhavavarman II

was a viceroy under his grandfather, this adhiraja should

of course signify Madhavavarman L
The seal attached to the Ipur plates (set IT), is

circular and much worn. It is divided by a cross-line into

two sections like the seal of the Ipur grant (No. 1).

In the lower section the legend 3rl-Mudhava{varmmd) in

two lines is very faintly visible, while the symbols in the

upper section cannot be made out at all {Ep. Ind.,

XVII, p. 338).
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ViKBAMBNDRAVARMAN I (II ?).

The next king appears to have been Vikramendravar-

man I, son of Madhavavarman I. No inscription of this

king has been discovered. The most interesting point

about the king is that, in the Chikkulla plates of his grand-

son, he IS called vi§nukundi-vakata-va'ni4a-dmy-alarfikrta-

janmd. Vakata is evidently the same as Vakataka, which

was the most glorious dynasty ruling in Northern Deccan in

the 6th century of the Christian era. The relation of

Vikramendravarman I with the Vakatakas is also referred to

in the Eamatirtham plates of his son, where he is called

uhMya-vanii-alaipJidrahhuta (who is the ornament of both

the dynasties).

‘'The Vakatakas were the neighbours of the Kadambas

and the Vakataka kingdom extended up to the modern

town of Kurnool on the banks of the Krishna. We know

that the famous temple of Srl^ailam or SrI-parvata is in the

Kurnool district, and ‘ a story, as related in the Sthala-

mahdtmya of the place^ says that the princess Ohandravati,

a daughter of the G-upta king Chandragupta, conceived a

passion for the Gfod on the Srl^aila hill and began offering

every day a garland of jasmine (mallikd,) flowers to him’

(Report on Epigraphy for 19L4-19J6, Part II, 91).

“In fact, we shall see that this dynasty (soil, that of

the Vi§nukun(Jins) had for its tutelary deity the God of Sri-

parvata and that the first (?) king of this dynasty Madhava-

varman married a Visnukundin (? Vakataka) princess. I

think there can be no doubt that this princess was the
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daughter or grand-daughter of queen Prabhavatl,” the

daughter of king Candratupta EE and wife of the VakStaka

king Rudrasena (see Dubreml, Anc Hist. Dec., pp. 73-74).

According to Vincent Smith (J.R.A.S., 1914, p. 137) the

mother of Vi^pukundin Vikramendravarman I was the

daughter of the Vakataka king Harisepa who claimed to

have conquered the countries of Andhra and Kalifiga.



Indravabman.

The son and successor of Vikramendravarman I was In-

dravarman, to whom belong the plates discovered at a place

called Eamatirtham fti the vicinity of Vizianagram. The
king has been described as parama-maheivara (staunch devo-

tee of Mahe^vara, x. e., Siva) and aneka-caturddanta-samara-

data-sahasra-sanighatta-vijayl. The significance of the

latter epithet may be understood from what has been already

discussed above. It refers to the king’s struggle with his

eastern or north-eastern neighbours. In the Ohikulla grant

he is said to have made some ghatikas, which mean estab-

lishments (probably founded in most cases by kings) for holy

and learned men. Ghatikd is mentioned in the Talgunda

inscription of Santivarman and the Kasakudi grant of Nandi-

varman. It is the same as Brahmwpun of other records

(Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 26). In the same grant, Indravarman

is also called parameivara and hhruhJianga-kara-mnirdhUta-

samagra-dayada It is suggested that the latter epithet

refers to his success against the viceregal line of Trikuta-

malaya {Joum. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., X, p. 191).

The Eamatirtham plates {Ep. Ind., XII, p. 133) which

were issued from the Puranisangamavasaka (which possibly

means the camp at the confluence of the river Purani) on

the 7th tithi of the bright half of Jyaistha in the 27th year

of king Tndravarman record the grant of the village of

Peruvataka in Plakirastra as an agrahara to a taittirlyaka

Brahmana named Nagna^arman who belonged to the

Mandira gotra.
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The agrahara was exempted from the burden of all taxes

and the peasants assembled at Peruvataka were ordered to

give to the Brahmana the customary share of the produce

of the agraMra and to perform regularly all duties, such

as conveying message, etc. The future owners of the country

are also requested not to confiscate but to protect the

agrahUm. The king himself was the exeuctor of the grant.

The nature of the grant appears to support our view that

king Indravarman granted the agrahara, while leading an

expedition against his eastern enemies. Plakirastra, as we

have already noticed, is the present Vizianagram region.

It is mentioned as Pj,akivi§aya and Palakivi§aya in the ins-

criptions of CalukyaVisnuvardhana I(J5p./wd'.,IX, p 317).

The seal attached to the Ramatirthara plates shows the

faint figure of an advancing lion facing the proper right,

with its left forepaw raised, neck erect, mouth wide open,

and the tail raised above the back and ended m a loop.



viir

VlKRAMBNDEAVABMAN II (III ?).

Indravarman was succeeded by his eldest son, Vikra-

mendravarman II. A copper-plate grant (Ep. Ind., IV,

p. 193) of this king was discovered at Chikkulla m the Tumi

sub-division of the Godavari district. It was issued on the

5th day of the 8th masapaksa of gnsma (?) in the 10th year

of the king, from the Lenduluravasaka which has been

identified by Eamayya with modern Dendaluru near Bllore.

King Vikramendravarman II, who was a parama-

mdhe^mra like his father, hereby dedicated a village called

Eegonrana to Somagiresvaranatha in honour of the matted-

haired, three-eyed God, the Lord of the three worlds. Soma-

giresvaranatha appears to have been the name applied to a

liiiga established in a temple at Lendulura

The village of Eegonrana is said to have been situated

to the south of the village of Eavireva on the bank of the

Krsnavenna (Krishna)^ in Natrpati which appears to be the

name of a district.

The seal of Vikramendravarman II attached to the

Chikkulla plates “bears in relief on a slightly countersunk

surface a well-executed lion, which stands to the proper

right, raises the right forepaw, opens the mouth and appa-

rently has a double tail ” (loc. c%t.). It, however, seems to

me that the tail of the lion is not double as Kielhorn takes

it to be, but is only raised above the back so as to end in a

loop. Compare the figure of the lion on the Eamatirtham

plates of Indravarman.

^ “Kn&h^iabe^^na, oi more usually Krishr aveigina or Krishnaverija, was the ancient

epigrapbic name of the Kri'^hna, evidently taken from its confluence at Sangam-

Mahulr, three miles east of Satara, 'with the lenpa or Ve^a, one of its most important

feeders {Bomb. Gaz , I, li, p, 334 n,). See p 61 above.



CHAPTEE VI

THE EARLY PALLAVAS.

I

Eaely History of the KiSfci Region.^

The earliest reference to EancIpuraCCopie^erman in-tbe

Cbia^lepnt_ district of the Madras Presideaev) seems to be

that m the MahahMsya (iv, 2 second ahnika) of the great

grammarian Patafiijali whose “date, B.'C. 150,* may now be

relied upon ” (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 140). Patanjali is now

generally taken to have been a contemporary of the first

Sunga king, Pusyamitra, wbo reigned from circa 185 to 149

B. C. according to Smith (E. Hist. Ind
,
4th ed.,p. 208 ff.).

The mention of Eaflcipura in the Mahdhhdsya goes to show

that KaficI became a place of importance as early as the

begiupng of the second century B. C. It is however not

certain whether KSficI was of political or commercial im-

portance in the age of the Mahdbhdsya.

If traditions recorded by the Chinese pilgrim Yuan

Chwang are to be believed, Kaflci rose to prominence even

earlier than the age of the Mahdbhdsya. This Chinese

pilgrim tells us that he noticed a stupa about hundred feet

high, built by king Asoka in the city of Kanci (Beal, Bud.

Rec. West. World, II, p. 230). In this connection we may
also note the mention of Asoka or A^okavarman as one ol

the early Pallava kings in the mythical portion of the later

Pallava inscriptions. Hultzsch appears to be right in

taking this A^oka or A^okavarman as “a modification of the

ancient Maurya king A^oka.” The claim of having this

great Maurya emperor as predecessor is to be found also in

the Rdjatarahgim, the traditional history of Kashmir (i,

102-06). Though the genealogy of A^oka given in the

^ The paper was originally published in Journ, Ind. Vol. XIV,

pp. 14«-67.
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Kashmir chronicle does not tally with the Maurya genealogy

found ill the Purams, the description of the Kashmir king

named A^oka
“ who had freed from sins and had embraced

the doctrine of Jma (t. e., Buddha), covered Suskaletra and

VitastSra with numerous stupas," clearly shows that he is

no other than the great king of Pataliputra. The inclusion

of Maurya A^oka in the traditional Pallava genealogy is

therefore not impossible.

If however we take the find-spots of Asokan inscrip-

tions so far discovered in the far south as establishing the

southernmost boundary of the Maurya empire in Adoka’s

time, it would appear that the Kanci region lay outside

that empire. Nevertheless, if traditions recorded in early

Tamil works are to be believed, the Maurya frontier at the

time of Gandragupta, grandfather of A^oka, possibly ex-

tended far to the south of Kafici. “We have seen that in
i

the south the Maurya power, at one time, had probably ’

penetrated as far as the Podiyil hill in the Tinfievelly f

district. In the time of Asoka, the Maurya frontier had
|

receded probably to the Pennar river near Nellore^ as the

Tamil kingdoms are referred to as prachamta or border states i

and are clearly distinguished from the imperial dominions
'

(vijita or raja-visaya) which stretched only as far south as

the Chitaldrug district of Mysore” (Eaychaudhuri, Pol.

Hist. Anc. Ini., 2nd ed., p. 195). If then the Kanci region

was once under the Mauryas, it may not be altogether im-

possible that owing to the commercial importance of its

position Kafici attracted the notice of a Maurya emperor

or a viceroy of the southernmost Maurya province, who

assigned this Sanskritised name to a Dravidian original

like Kacei (Kaccippedu) or Kafiji.’

1 Bomb Gaz , T, ii, p 318. note At tbe iime of A^ka, tba southernmost

Maurya province had its headquarters at Suvaii^agirj which has been identified by

Hultzsch with Kanakagin m the Nizau ’s dominions to tl e south of Maski iCcrp. Ins.

Ind , I. p xiEXvin) I
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The exhaustive list of countries, mentioned in Gautami

Bala^ri’s inscription, over vs^hich Gautamiputra Satakarni

IS said to have ruled, does not mention any district of the

far south. This fact along with the conspicuous absence

of inscriptions and coins of Gautamiputra Satakar:ni in the

Andhra region possibly goes to show that the country* was

outside the kingdom of this Satavahana king. It must

however be noticed that Gautamiputra Satakarni has been

described in that famous Nasik Cave inscription as lord of

the Vindhya, Rk^avat, PariyStra, Sahya, Krsnagiri (Kan-

hen), possibly Sridaila (maca-sin-tana=Martya-in or iSrl-

stana?), Mahendra, Malaya, Setagiri and Oakora mountains.

Malaya and Mahendra, quite well-known in Sanskrit litera-

ture, have been identified respectively with the Western

Ghats (to the south of theNilgiri) and the Eastern Ghats. If

there is in the list really the name of Sri^aila, it is to be

found in the Kurnool district of the Madras Presidency.

Oakora has been mentioned along with Srl^aila in the

Puranas It is therefore possible that Gautamiputra Sata-

karni claimed a sort of suzerainty over the whole of southern

India. Since there is no mention of the Himalaya, the list

of mountains in Gautamiputra’s kingdom does not appear

to be altogether conventional. Another importaat point in

this connection is the king’s epithet ti-samvda-toya-pita-

vdhana which says that his war-horses drank water from the

three seas. We are to notice that the inscription does not

refer to the conventional catuh-samudra, but only to tri-

samudra (three seas) which evidently signifies the Wes-

tern (Arabian) sea. Eastern sea (Bay of Bengal) and

Southern sea (Indian Ocean). The traditional southern

expedition of Maurya Candragupta and the southern expedi-

tions of the Oalukyas of Badami and Kalyanl, of the Ra§-

trakutas of Malkhed and later of Sivaji and Haidar Ali

show that it was almost a custom with great Deccan kings

to lead expeditions to the far south. Is it impossible that
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Gautamlputra Satakarni’s vague claim of suzerainty over

the whole of Southern India originated from such a southern

expedition

The Amaravati inscription of Vasisthiputra PulumSvi

{Arch. SuTV S. Ini., I, p. 100
;

pi. LVI, No. 1), Ama-

ravati inscription of sm-Sivamaka-Sada {ibid, p. 61,

pi. LVI, No 2), Chinna inscription of Gautamlputra Yajfia

Sata karni {Ep. Ind
,

I, p. 95), Kodavali inscription of

Vasisthiputra Cada Sata {ibid, X\ III, p. 316 ff.) and

the Myakadoni inscription of Pulumavi {ibid, XIV,

p. 155) however clearly show that the successors of Gautami-

putra Satakarni certainly ruled in the Andhra region.

This southerly extension of the Satavahana power may have

been due to the rise of the house of Castana who seems to

have established himself at Ujjayini and to have been a con-

temporary of the Greek geographer Ptolemy (c. 140 A.D.)

and of the Satavahana king Vasisthiputra Pulumavi, son of

Gautamlputra Satakarni. We know from the Junagadh

inscription {ibid, VIII, p. 44 ff.) that Castana’s grandson

Rudradaman (c. 130-150 A.D.), who for some time ruled

conjointly with his grandfather,® was reigning over some of

the countries that were formerly under the possession of

Gautamlputra Satakarni.

The occupation of Andhrade^a and the adjoining districts

by the later Satavahanas is also proved by numismatic

evidence. According to Rapson {Gatalogue, p. Ixxi) the

Satavahana coins found in the Kistna-Godavari region “ fall

into two classes distinguished from each other both by their

and their fabric.” In the district of the first fabric,

A Nasik inscnptiu . riossibly refers to a southern expedition led by Gautarui-
pntra Satakariji who seems to have once encamped at Vaijayantl Vaijayantl which
was later the tsa^ of tte Cnja figtakar^is and after them of the Kadamhas
has been zdehttSed with modem Banavas! in the Xorth Eanara distnct of the Bombay
Presidency (see infra). /
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coins of the following five kings have been found (ibid,

Ixxii)

:

1. Vasi^thiputra s^n-Puluinfivi,

2. Vasisthiputra 8ivai5rl l^ritMikarni,

3. VaRigtliiputra M-Candra Sati.

4. Gautamiputra M-Yajila Satakarpi, and

5. ^rl-Eudra Satakarni.

In the district of the second fabric are found coins struck

by the following three kings (t&«?,^p. Ixxiv) :

1. 4rI-Candra Sati,

2. Gautamiputra M-Yajfia Satakarni, and

3. M-Rudra SStakarni.

Some lead coins found in the Anantapur and Cuddapah

districts have been taken by Rapson to have belonged to

some feudatories of the Satavahana kings (ibid, pp, Ixx-xi).

This suggestion appears to be supported by the following

facts. Firstly, in the Ohitaldrug district has been found

a coin of one Sadakapa (Satakarni) Kalaliiya MahSrathi

who was most probably a feudatory of the great SatavShanas;

secondly, the Myakadoni (Bellary district) inscription of

Pulumavi shows that the Bellary region was called the

janapada (district) of Satavahaniharn, and that it was under

the rule of a governor (mahclsendpati) whose name was

Skiindanaga . This fact seems to show that the southern

districts of the Satavahana kingdom were ruled by military
-

chiefs.

Prom w'hat has been said above it is perfectly clear

the dominions of the later SatavShanas i li nib

the borders of the district round Kaficl. ocSl now con-

sider the question whether KaficLooaldl^ave formed a part

of the Satavahana kingdom.

There is no epigraphic evidence to prove that the Sata-

vahana kings ruled over Kafici; b\it certain lead coins with
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“ ship with two masts ” on one side and the Ujjain symbol

on the other have been discovered on the Coromandel coast

between Madras and Cuddalore. “ That they belong to the

Andhra (Satavahana) dynasty seems certain from the Ujjain

symbol which forms their riverse type, and from such traces

as remains of the coin-legend. On the solitary specimen on

which these traces admit of any probable restoration the ins-

cription appears to be intended for Sin-Pulhimalmsa (No, 95,

p. 22; pi. V).” ^ Of course, mere discovery of some coins of a

certain dynasty in a certain area may not prove that that

particular area was under the direct control of the rulers of

that dynasty. But this distinct type of ship-coins found ex-

clusively in the Coromandel coast possibly supports the view

that at least the issuer (or issuers) of the ship-coins had some

sort of political supremacy over the coastal region. But who

ruled the coast-country during the time of the later Sata-

vahanas who most probably issued the ship-coins ?

According to some scholars, “The coast-region in

which these coins are found was in the third century B.O.

inhabited by the Colas; but before the middle of the second

century A.D. it seems to have passed into the power of the

Pallavas who were thus contemporary with the later Andhras

(i. e., Satavahanas).”® This view however can be proved

to be unwarranted on the evidence of the Periplus of the

Erythraean Sea and the Geography of Ptolemy.

We may not expect to get the name of Kancipura in the

Periplus as this work does not attempt to give an exhaustive

list of cities and towns of the countries about which it speaks.

The KancI region was possibly not a separate political unit

in the age of this work (c. 80 A.D.). The Periplus says :

“
§ 69. From Komari {mod. Eumarika) towards the south

(actually toward NNE) this region extends to Kolkhi
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(Karkai on theTamrapamI in the Tinnevelly district; Smith,

op. 469) ; and it belongs to the Pandian king-

dom. Beyond Kolkhi there follows another district called

the Coast country (* Coromandel or Co]a-mandala coast),

which lies on a bay, and has a region inland called Argaru

(=Uragapura«=mod. Ufaiyur near Tanjore) §60,

Among the market-towns of these countries and the harbours

where the ships put in from Damirika and from the north,

the most important are, in order as they lie, first Kamara,

then Poduka, then Sopatma; in which there are ships of the

country coasting along the shore as far as Damirika; and

other very large made of single logs bound together called

Sangara; but those which make the voyage to Khryse and to

the Ganges are called Kolandia and are very large.” We
do not definitely know whether any of these three ports men-

tioned by the Pervplus belonged to the district of Kafici, but

the fact that the Pervplus after referring to the Coast country

refers to Masalia (=district round Masulipatam) possibly

suggests that the borders of the Coast country touched, in

the age of the Periplus, those of the district round Masuli-

patam. This suggestion, it should be noticed, is in accord

with the tradition which says that “ the Chola country

(Cholamandalam) was bounded on the north by the Pennar

and on the south by the southern Vellaru river; or, in other

words, it extended along the eastern coast from Nellore to

Puddukottai, where it abutted on the Pandya territory”

(Smith, op. cit., p. 480).

In the Geography of Ptotemy (c. 140 A.D.) who gives a

fairly exhaustive list of countries, cities and important

places, we do not find the name of KancI ; but the district

of Kafici can be satisfactorily identified from Ptolemy’s

map of India. The order of the position of countries in

the east coast has been thus given in Ptolemy’s Geography,

VII, i

:

1, Country of the Pandiones (*=Pandyas) with its
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capital at Modoura (*= Madura) 125° 16°20', ruled by

Pandion (§89);

2. District of Batoi (§90) with its metropolis at Nisa-

mma 125°10' IQOSO' (§12):

3. Coast of the Soringoi (= Colas) with its capital at

Orthoura 130° 16° 20', ruled by Sornagos (§91);

4. Arouamoi with its capital at Malanga 130° 13°,

ruled by Basaronagos (§92); and

6. District of the Maisoloi (called Maisolia in §16,

and Masalia in the Periplus) with its metropolis at Pitundra

135° 18° (§93).

It is clear from the situation of the above countries

that on the way from the district of Masulipatam to the

Pandya country, i. e., to the south of the former, lay first

the country of Arouamoi, then the coast of the Soringoi,

and then Batoi. This “coast of the Soringoi ” is evidently

the same as the “Coast country” of the Periplus which

seems to represent the Co]a-mandala of Sanskrit literature.

Its capital Orthoura appears therefore to be the same as

Argaru of the Periplus and Uraiyur (=Uragapura) of the

present day.^ But what about this Arouamoi which has

not been mentioned in the Periplus, but has been placed be-

tween the Cola-mandala and Masulipatam by Ptolemy ? In

this connection it is interesting to note what Dr. S. E.

Aiyangar says about the countries of this coast. “The east

coast region, however, beginning with the river Vellar

flowing across the state of Pudukottah now and emptying

* It must be noticed that a city called Argarou 125* 15' 14^20' has been mentioned

by Pcolemy (Geog , VII, i, §11) as belonging to the Pandya country. It can however

hardly be identical with Argaru (=Uragapura> of the Periplus which, as we have seen,

places it in the Coast country, beyond the kiagdom of Pandion. Ptolemy’s Argarou in

the Papaya country is evidently the same as Uragapura mentioned by Kalidasa as the

capital of the Papdya kings (Raghut VI. 59-60). That Uragapura of these two Greelc

authors is different is also proved by the fact that while the Periplus has it as *‘a region

inland called Argaru”, Ptolemy’s map places the city just on the sea-shore (Renon,

La G^ographie de Ptolem^e, Paris, 1925, Plates).
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itself iato the Bay of Bengal which marked the orthodox

southern boundary of the Cholas, constituted the Chola-

mandalam which actually extended northwards therefrom to

as far as the river South Pennar where began the division

known as Aruvanadu which extended northwards along

the coast almost as far as the Northern Pennar” (R.

Gopalan, Pallams of Kanchi, p. xi-ii). There can

hardly be any doubt that this AruvanSdu between the north-

ern and southern Pennars is the Arouarnoi of Ptolemy’s

Geography. This Arouarnoi is practically the same as the

Kanci-mandala, i. e., the district round Kanci/ It must

however be noticed that the capital of this district, at the

time of Ptolemy, was at Malanga which appears from

Ptolemy’s map to have been far to the north of Kailcl.

It now appears that the Cola-mandala or the Cola coast

which at the time of the Periplus was possibly bounded by

the Pandya country in the south and the ” Masuli district

in the north was divided into two kingdoms m the age of

Ptolemy (c. 140 A D.). What is more interesting is that at

the time of the Greek geographer, the Cola-mandala proper

was being ruled by a king named Sbv-naga, while Aruva-

nadu, the northern part of the former Cola kingdom, was

under the rule of a king named Basaro-naga.. We cannot

be definite whether these two names really represent Indian

names like Sura-naga (or Surya-naga) and Vajra-naga

or Varsa-naga; but there can be no doubt that at Ptolemy’s

time the Cola kingdom as well as the district round Kanci

was ruled by princes who belonged to the family of the

Nagas. The existence of the Nagas in the Coromandel

coast seems to be further supported by the existence of the

* ** The surrounding territory was known as tbe Dravida country, and also as the

KaSchi mmdala or province of Eafichi, and as ihe Tonda, Tondai, Topdira, Tu^dira
and TundSka vncbudald^ Td>shtr(ij Dushayct, or ndd. And Kancbl itpelf was sometimes
called Tup^Trapurai, as tbe capital of tbe territory under the latter name” {Bomb, Gaz„
I, n, p. 318).
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city called Uaraga-pura in the Pandya country and another

of the same name in the Cola country. Uraga, as we all

know, is the same as Naga. It is however difficult to ascer-

tain whether the “ inland region called Argaru (= Uraga-

pura)” was being ruled by the hlagas (=Uragas) m the age

of the Penplus ; nevertheless the name supports a conjecture

that in or before that period a place in the heart of the Cola

country was under the Nagas.^

In this connection we should also notice the Buddhist

traditions of Ceylon and Siam which speak of a Naga country

on the coast near the “ Diamond Sands,” to the south of

Dantapura, between the mouth of the Ganges and Ceylon

(Ctinningham, Anc. Geog. Ini., ed. 1924, pp. 611-12).

This country has been called Majerika. We do not know
whether Majerika is the same as Masulika (Masulipatam) or

a district named after the Manjhira branch of the Godavari

or it is Ptolemy’s Arouarnoi where the Naga king Basaro-

naga once ruled. But the traditions seem to support the exis-

tence of a Naga country on the eastern coast. Much value

of the traditions is however vitiated by the fact that the

epochs to which the two traditions refer are irreconcilable.

The Ceylonese tradition gives the date as B.C. 157, while

the Siamese tradition gives A.D. 310-313. If we believe

the latter tradition (and also in the fact that the tradition

refers to the Nagas of the Coromandel coast), the Pallavas

would appear to have risen to prominence after A.D. 313.

This however seems to be improbable.

Before the middle of the second century therefore not

the Pallavas but the Nagas were ruling the coast country.

As scholars generally take Ptolemy’s Siriptolemaios

(siri-Pulumavi), ruler of Baithana (Paithan in the Aurang-

1 It may alternatively be suggested that Uragapura is really a Sanskntised form

of the Tamil name Uraiyur (literary, **city of greatoess*’?). We must however notice

that as early as the beginning of the Christian eia the locality(or localities) was known

to foreigners not as Uraiyur, but as Uragapura (c/ Argaru).
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abad district) to be the same as VasisthTputra ^rl-Pulumavi,

son of Gautamiputra Satakarni, we see that Basaro-naga,

ruler of the KancI region, and Sor-naga, ruler of the Cola-

mandala, reigned contemporaneously with this Satavahana

king who possibly was the first to establish Satavahana

power in the Andhra country (Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind.,

2nd ed., p. 313).^ It may not be altogether impossible that

the successors of Basaro-naga acknowledged the suzerainty

of the powerful successors of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi, such

as the great Gautamiputra Yajna Satakarni. It should be

noticed here that Pulumavi of the ship-coins appears to be

the same as the king of the Myakadoni inscription, who

was probably a successor of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi and

was the last king of the direct Satavahana line.

J Vasisthiputra Pulumavi has been called “lord of Dafcsinapatha” in the

Kasik inscription of year 19. In line 12 of the Junagadh inscription {Ep. Ind., VITl,

p. 44 ff ) the Saka king Budradaman (c. 130-150 A.D.) mentions his Satavahana

contemporary ^Pulumavi?) as “Satakariji, lord of Dak§i^apatha.“ The epithet

however seems to have nothing to do with the inclusion of Andhrade^a in the

Satavahana kingdom (see p. 1 above). \
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Bisb of the Pallavas*

Scholars are now generally of opinion that the Pallavas

were not indigenous to the KaflcI region. Thus Dr. S. K,

Aiyangar says, “ The Pallavas seem nevertheless to have

been foreign to the locality as far as our evidence takes us at

present” (op. cit., p. x). The question is now; "When

did the Pallavas attain political supremacy in the KancI

region ?

We have already seen that about the middle of the second

century A.D., when Ptolemy is known to have written

his Geography, the above region was being ruled by the

Nagas. The Pallavas therefore did not rule as a re-

cognised political power in the same locality before the

middle of the second century of the Chiistian era. They are

however believed to have risen to prominence certainly before

the middle of the fourth century A.D. which is the time of

Samudragupta’s Allahabad pillar inscription. This record,

as we all know, mentions a certain Kanceyaka Visnugopa

with whom the Gupta king (c. 330-75 A.D.) came into

conflict during his South Indian compaign. This ” Visnu-

gopSj, ruler of KancI” has been unanimously taken to have

belonged to the Pallava family.

To about the same period should be assigned the Mayida-

volu {Ep. Ind., VI, p. 84) and Hirahadagalli (ibid, I, p. 2)

grants of the Pallava ruler Sivaskandavarman, and the

British Museum grant (ibid, VIH, p. 143) dated in the

reign of a Pallava king named Fi/apa-Skandavarman. These

grants are written in Prakrit and are unanimously taken to

be the earliest available epigraphic records of the Pallavas.

1 The paper was originally published in Journ^ In4 Hist^ Angast, 1935^

pp. 167^64,
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There is however difference of opinion regarding the date

of these epigraphs. But, as we shall show in the next

section, they appear to belong to the first half of the fourth

century A.D. The Pallavas therefore seem to have attained

political supremacy in the KancI region after the middle of

the second but before the beginning of the fourth

century of the Christian era. Now, the next question

would be : Who w'ere the Pallavas, and bow did they

succeed m obtaining mastery over the K5nci region from the

hands of the Nagas ?

It is almost certain that the Pallavas originally were

executive officers under the Satavahana kings. ^ They

were most probably in charge of the government of districts

with titles like Maharathi and Mahasenapati, i.e., governor.

There is inscriptional evidence to prove that the Satavahana

kings took their officers from the families of the Guptas and

Nagas. A Nasik inscription mentions an officer named

Siva-gupta, and the Karle inscriptions refer to Gupta and

Sivaskanda-Gupta {Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind., 2nd ed., p. 332).

We have already seen that a Niiga chief named Skanda-naga

was ruling the Bellary district during the reign of PulumSvi

who was possibly the last Satavahana king of the main

line. The Pallavas may have been officers like the Guptas

and Nagas.

But, who were the Pallavas?^ Were they identical with

the people called Pahlava or Palhava ini inscriptions and litera-

ture ? Some scholars are in favour of the identification. Their

^ Aiyangar, op at, p xv, Sewell, L%st, a, v,, c. 225 A.D.

2 See H, Knshnasastri, Ep» Ind,, XV, p. 246 “ The origin of the Pallavas has

been obscure A suggestion^bas been thrown out by Mr Venkayja thit they may have

been conaecte-i with the Pahlavas, mentioned in the MaJidbhdrata and the Pttrd^as

and there classified as foreigners outside the pale of Aryan society {.Arch. Surv. Rep, for

19(D6-^7,p. 217 f ) It 13 true that here the Pallavas are so classed with the Sakas,

Yavanas and other foreign tribes , nevertheless the possibilify of their being a class

that originated from an intermingling of the Brahma^as with the indigenous Dravidian

tribes is not altogether precluded* This presumption is confirmed partly by a
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arguments may be summed up as follows. The Palhavas,

i.e., the Parthians, are known from inscriptions and coins to

have been ruling in North-Western India in the beginning

of the Christian era. At the time of the Periplus,

“Parthian princes [who] were constantly driving each

other out,” were occupying the valley of the Indus. This

people possibly pushed a little down to the south when they

came into conflict with the Satavahana king Gautamiputra

Satakarni who is called “ subduer of the Sakas, Yavanas

and the Palhavas.” Indeed, from the Junagadh inscription

of Rudradaman we learn that a Pahlava governor named
Suvisakha, son of Kulaipa, was ruling the district of

Anarta^ and Surastra under that great Saka king. If, as it

seems to be, the territory of the Palhavas lay not far off

from the Satavahana kingdom, if they really came into con-

flict with the Satavahanas at the time of Gautamiputra

Satakarpi, if the Palhavas accepted offices in the government

of neighbouring kings, and if the Satavahana government

accepted services of persons belonging to the neighbouring

tribes, there is nothing impossible in the suggestion that the

Palhavas were employed by the Satavahana kings and

eventually carved out a principality in the south of the

Satavahana kingdom after the decline of the latter.

curious statement made in the Eayakota copper pUtes {above, Vol. V, p. 52) that

Aivatthaman, the Brahmana founder of the race, married a Naga woman and had by

her a son called Skanda^ishya Other copper-plates (e p., 8,1. I

,

VoL II, p, 353,

vv 16 & 17) which relate a similar story mention m the^name of Skandafeshya

the name of the eponymous king Pallava, after whom the family came to be called

Pallava Hence it appears almost probable that the Pallavas like the Kadambas of

BanavasI {Dy Kan Dist
, p 286 and fn 2), the Nolambaslof Mysore (Bice*s Mysore

andCoorg,^ 65), the Matsyas of Od^avadi (Oddadi in the Vizagapatam district)

and other similar dynisties were the products of Brahmapa inter-connections with

the Dravidian races, as the stories related of their origin indicate The Pallavas are

however referred to m an^early Kadamba record of the 6th century A D- (Talgunda

inscription, Ep, Ind

,

VIII, p 31 ff., verse 11?) as Kshatnya^, and their earliest

sovereigns are stated to have performed Vedic sacrifices like the Aryan kings of old.”

1 Inarta is the district round modern Dvaraka. In the Mahdhhdrata (XIV, 62, 59

;

63) the same place his been referred to both as Anartapurl and Dvaraka.
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We however think that there are very strong grounds

against the identification of the Pallavas with the people

called Palhava (i.e,, the Parthians). If the people who

were called Palhava or Pahlava at the time of Gautamiputra

Satakarni and Eudradaman, that is to say, during the first

half of the second century A.D,, is the same as the Pal'avas

whom we find stationed at KancI at about the end of the

third century, how are we to explain the fact that the latter

have never been called Palhava either in the records of their

own or in the records and works that^ refer to them ? It is

improbable that within the short period of about 150 years a

tribe had utterly forgotten its original name, so much so that

not even for once did its members use that name in the

whole course of their history, though Indian literature in all

succeeding ages has recognised a tribe named Palhava,

sometimes even side by side with Pallava.

Another important point in this connection is that, in

the Hirahadagalli grant,, the earliest known Pallava king

Sivaskandavarman, who appears to have ruled in the first

quarter of the fourth century A.D., is reported to have

performed the A^vamedha sacrifice. There is no evidence

that kings belonging to foreign dynasties or tribes like

the Saka, Ku^na, Gurjara, Huna and others ever perform-

ed the Horse-sacrifice, even when they were Hinduised.

It seems highly improbable that a foreigner would be very

favourable to the obnoxious practices followed during the

course of this sacrifice. Unless an immigrant tribe hope-

lessly forgets itself and imbibes utter orthodoxy of

Hinduism, it seems impossible for its members to be able

to expose their wives to such indelicate practices as are

necessary in performing the Horse-sacrifice.^ The per-

formance of this out-and-out Brahmanical sacrifice by the

1 I am indebted for thia suggestion to Prof. H. C Raychaudhun. Por

details about the A^vamedha sacrifice, see Sukla^Yajurveda, XXII-XXV, \?ith

Mabtdhara’s commeotary thereon. For the indelicate portion see th^d, XXIITj
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earliest known Pallava king seems to go against the theory

of foreign origin of the Pallavas.

The next important point is that the family of the

Pallavas is known even from the earliest record to have

belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra.^ This Bharadvaja

gotra of the Pallavas can hardly be imitated from the gotra

of any earlier dynasty that ruled in the Deccan. The Sata-

vahanas of the main line, whose records the early Pallavas

imitated in drawing theirs, did never specifically mention

their own gotra. The Vinhukada Gutu-Satakarnis however

called themselves Manavya-gotra-Harlti-putra. This title

was imitated by the Kadambas who succeeded the Cutu-

Satakarnis in the Kuntala country. The Calukyas who

appear to have originally been provincial governors under the

early Kadambas (or probably under the YakEtakas), got the

title in their turn along with the sovereignty of the Kanarese

country. Since the Pallavas do not use metronymics

like their predecessors and since their Bharadvaja gotra

cannot be reasonably proved to have been imitated from

any preceding ruling dynasty of the Deccan, it seems possible

that they were originally Brabmanical Hindus of the

Bharadvaja gotra and therefore belonged to Northern India.

*

18-$5 Mantra to be uttered by the queen of the performer of this sacrifice

:

ambe^^mhike— *inhahke na md nyati kai—canaf Sasasiy—ahahai snhhadrMrtt

kdmptla’Vdstntrii Mahldbara’s comriif*ntary ; mad—ogamane^"ivo^'nydm^Mdya

ioiXiisyata^iti mayd gamyate, Aftfr pronouncing another mantra^ the queen sits

(according to Mahidhara, lies down) beside the sacrificial horse. Queen ; id ubhau

catural} pddah samprasaraySva ; Adhvarya : svarge lake prornuvdihdm, Aftrr the

Adlnaryu co\ers the bodies of the Queen and the horse with a sheet of cloth, the

queen say^ • trsd vajt retodhd veto dadkdtu, and then according to Mahidhara

:

mahi^i smyam = ei?

«

dim itsnam =* dkrsya sva^yonau sthdpayati See Satapatha-

BraJunanOf XITl, ir, 2, and ahom,
^ According to K P 3 nyeevTal {History of Indta, p IsS),

** The Pallavas were a

branch of the Vabatakas ’’ The theory however is obviously untenable, as the

former are known to have belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra, while the latter belonged

to the Visnnvrddha gotra

3 The Puranic genealogy of the Pallavas, based on the name of their gairarsif

does not appear to have been imitated. See Fleet, Bomb Gaz , I, n. p. 342, note :
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Panini (IV. i. 117) seems to say that the Sangas

belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra. From the Puranas we

know that the Suhgas succeeded the Mauryas on the

throne of Magadha, and the Malamkagnimitra informs us

that a secondary capital of the Suhgas was at Vidisa (mod.

Besnagar near Bhilsa in the Jubbalpure district). Is it alto-

gether impossible that the Pallavas really were a branch of

the Suhgas of Vidisa,; who gradually pushed to the south, took

services under the Satavahanas and eventually carved out

a principality in the KancI region?^' Whatever the value

of this suggestion may be, the fact tfiat the Pallavas never

try to connect themselves with the solar and lunar dynas-

ties, famous in Indian legends, at least seems to show that

they belonged originally to a Brahmana family of Northern

India. If a Brahmana family rises to royal dignity, it

cannot quite naturally look back for past glory to the Surya

and Candra vamhs which were Ksatriya dynasties. They

can however claim connection with Bharadvaja Drona, the

great epic king of Northern Pancala, who was a Brahmaiia

by birth, but took the profession of the Ksatriyas. Gf.

the case of the Sena kings of Bengal, who refer to them-

selves in their inscriptions as Brahma-hsatriya

.

“ The Pura^ic genealogy of the Bashtrakutas naaLes jt^ first appearance in the

Sangir grant {Ind Afif,, Vol XII, p 247). The pretended historical genealogy of

the Western Gangas may ha\e been concocted a little earheii but was more probably

devised about A D 950 {Ep Ind , Vol. Ill, p 16i) The Cola Purai?ic genealogy is

apparently first met with in the KaUngattu-Parani (hid Ant
,
Vol XIX, p. 329)

which was composed m the reign of the Eastern Calukya king Kulottunga Choladeva

I, A D. 1063-1112 And the Pura^ic genealogy of the Eastern Gahgas of Kalinga-

nagara is first presented m a record of A.D 1118-19 (Id. , Vol XVIII, p 165) The

Puranic genealogy of the Pallavas is the earliest such pedigree that has as yet

come to light. And possibly the discoveiy of it in some ancient record set the later

fashion which became so general
”

^ It may be noted that the early Gangas clai ned to havo belonged to the

Xa^vayana gotra Thus they claim connection with the famous Kanviyapa royal line

that succeeded the Sungas. We however do not know whether the claim could be

an imitation, nor do we know whether the family-name Ganga has anything to do

with the famous North Indian river called Ganga.
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But, how did the Pallavas occupy the Eafici region

which was once under the Nagas? This question is diffi-

cult to answer, as we know nothing definitely about the

Pallava kings who ruled before Sivaskandavarman, or his

father whose name is as yet unknown. ^ Indeed, later

Pallava inscriptions, such as the Kasakudi plates of Nandi-

varma-Pallavamalla (S'. Ind. Ins., II, p, 34-2), the Velu-

ralaiyam plates of Nandivarman III {ibid, p. 508) and

the Vayalur pillar inscription of Eajasiniha (Ep. Ind.,

XVIII, p. 150), have mentioned the names of some early

Pallava kings otherwise unknown and have traced the

Pallava pedigree from Lord Brahman, through his descen-

dants, Angiras, Brhaspati, Sarnyu, Bharadvaja, Drona,

A^vatthaman, Pallava and Asoka (or A^okavarman). There

can be no question about the unhistoricity of thi.s part of

the genealogy It is obviously fabricated on the basis of

the name of the gotrarsi of the Pallava family. We know

that the Pallavas belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra which

has the pravara s, Bharadvaja, Angirasa and Barhaspatya.

Pallava is evidently the eponym, while Asokavarman “ can

scarcely be considered a historical person, but appears to be a

modification of the ancient Maurya king Asoka.”

It must be noted that the order and form of names

mentioned after Asokavarman in the traditional part of the

Pallava genealogy are not uniform in the different inscrip-

tions. Hultzsch therefore remarked on this part of the

Kasakudi grant {S. Ind Ins., II, p. 343), “ It most

rather be concluded that, at the time of Nandivarman,

nothing was known of the predecessors of Simhavishnu

but the names of some of them, and that the order of their

^ According to Sewell {List, p. 17), “ Bappa,” t e , the father of Sivaskanda-

varman, was a name assumed by Jayavarman of the Kondamudi giant This

theory is unteLable in view of the fact that Jayavaraian belonged to the

Brhatphalayana gotra, but the Pallavas are known to have belonged to the Bharadvaja

golra. See my note inJourn, Andhra Htst Res Soc , V1II> p. 105 j and above, p, 41.
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successioB and their relation to each other and to the sub-

sequent line of Simhavishnu, were then entirely forgotten.”

This part of the Pallava genealogy may be compared with

the mythical genealogy of the Calukyas about which Fleet

says, “ For the above account (scil. Calukya genealogy

before Pulike^in I), a certain amount of foundation may be

derived from the fact that from the time of Pulikesin 11

onwards, the Western Chalukyas were constantly at war

with the Pallavas, who were their most powerful and invete-

rate foes, coupled with a tradition of the later Kadambas that

the founder of the Kadamba family was a certain Trinetra

or Trilochana. But in other respects, the account is a

farrago of vague legends and Puranic myths of no autho-

rity” (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii. pp. 341-42). It is therefore diffi-

cult to believe that the traditional portion of the Pallava

genealogy is much useful for the purpose of authentic

history. Nevertheless it is tempting to make a few sugges-

tions.

(i) Verse 6 of the Valurpalaiyam inscription says that

Virakurca, son of Cutapaliava, obtained the insignia of

royalty along with the hand of a Naga princess (c/.

phanlndra-sutaya sah= agranld= rd]a-cih'nam = ahhilam)

.

We
have seen above that the Nagas were ruling over the Kaflci

region before the rise of the Pallavas in that locality ; it

IS therefore not impossible that Virakurca married the

heiress of the last Naga king of Malanga and thus became

the first Pallava king of the district round Kanci.* Some
very late inscriptions (of about the 11th century) mention a

king named Trilocana as the earliest illustrious ancestor of

^ Maoy scholars tbmk that the Cutu-Satakar^is of Kuntala were Nagas and that

the father-in-law of Pallava Virakurca belonged to the family of these Cutu-Nagaa.

Since we have tried to prove Naga occupation of the KaficT region just before the rise

of the Pallavas, the above suggestion seems to be more plausible. Jayaswal

{op ctt p 189) is inclined to identify the Naga relations of the Pallavas with

the Bbara^ivas (possibly Nagas) of Central India His arguments however are not

convincing.
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the Pallavas. He is also called Trinetra, Trinayana,

Mukkanti-Pallava and Mukkanti-Kaduvetti (Butlerworth,

Nellore Inscnptkns, I, p. 389, II, p. 671 ; cf. Ep.

Ind., XI, p. 349). He is described as having, like Siva, a

third eye on the forehead and is believed by some scholars to

have been a historical person who was the founder of the

Telugu-Pallavas and who ruled over some part of the Telugu

country {{An. Rep. S. Ind. Pp., 1916, p. 138 ; lyenger.

History of the Tamils, pp. 364, 384). The historicity of this

Trilocana-Pallava is impossible in view of the facts that a

similar Trilocana is said to have been the progenitor of the

Kadarnbas in some Kadamba inscriptions of about the same

period {Ep. Oapn
, VII, Sk. 236) and that all early

Pallava records deny the possibility of the existence of any

such early king named Trilocana-Pallava. Many scholars

have now discarded this Trilocana as purely mythical.

“The name Trilocana seems to have passed from the

Kadaraba inscriptions of the west to the Pallava inscriptions

of the east” (Moraes, Kadamha-knla, p. 8, note).

{ii) The name of the father of Virakurca who was

possibly the first king of the family was Cuta-Pallava. May
Pallava, the name of the dynasty, have anything to do with

the second syllable of the name of the first Pallava king’s

father 9^

1 Is tbe name Cuta-pallava (lit twig of the mango tree) eponymioal like the

name Pallava? I have elsewhere suggested (Ind. Cult.t IV, p, 118 if; also below)

that the names Kadamha and Pallava are possibly of totemistic origin. Tree

-names, like Kadaniba, of tribes and families, many of which are totemistic, are

gutte common in India When, on tbe other hai.d, we find that a sept of the Mm^das

is called Chirko ? e , mnshrooui (Risely, Tribes and Castes of Bengal^ II. 1892,

p 103) and another is called Sewar, i e , moss (p. 108) and that a totemistic section

of the Rautias is called Kharia, te., blade of grass (p 123), the possibility of

Pallava, t e , twig, having originally a totemistic significince in connection with

the Pallavas may not appear altogether impossible Riseley (p. 47) mentions

Pallab as a subcaste of the Goalas of Bengal. This is evidently a oorruptign of the

Sanskrit} wprd vallabJia meaning ” cow-hprd,”
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(in) A successor of Vlrakurca was Skandasisya who

came into conflict with a king named Satyasena (verse 7).

Was this Satjasena in any way connected with the

Palakkaka Ugrasena of the Allahabad pillar inscription, who

possibly ruled at Palakkacla (sometimes a seat of Pallava

government) in the Nellore region^

(io) Another successor of Vlrakurca was Kumaravispu

(vetse 8) who is credited with the seizure of IvancI {grhlta-

kaficlnagara). Does it mean that the Pallavas first ruled at

Malanga, the Naga capital, which possibly lay somewhere

to the north of KancI and that Kumaravisnu was the first

Pallava king to have his capital at KancI? Had the Colas,

then, become again master of their country and occupied the

Naga territory as far as the cit\ of KancI^ The mention of

Kumaravisnu and Buddhavarman together, however, makes

it very probable that this Kumaravisnu is to be identified

with Kumaravisnu I of the Chendalur grant.’

(a) A successor of Kumaravisnu was Buddhavarman,

who, is called submarine fire to (he sea that was the Cola

army (cola-samy-arnava-vadao-agyu). Does it signify the

continuation of the war with the Colas, which we have

supposed to have begun in the reign of Kumaravisnu?

1 If thia 1 lentification be accepted, the other suggestion is improbable Kafici

became l»' e capital of the PalLivas long before the time of 'Kumaiavi^nu I. In that

case grlilta-kaficmagara would possably mean recovering Kaficl from the temporary

occupation of the Colas,
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Date of Sivaskandavarman^

The Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants of Sivaskanda-

varman and the British Museum grant dated in the reign of

king aijaya-Skandavarman are the earliest available records

of the Pallavas. They are written in Prakrit, while the

later epigraphs of the early Pallavas are in Sanskrit. We
have already noticed that there is a controversy over the

date of these records and, therefore, of the Pallava rulers

named Sivaskandavarman and Skandavarman to whom they

belong. Fleet thought that these kings should be placed

after the Pallava king Visnugopa mentioned in the. Allaha-

bad pillar inscription (Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 319). Accord-

ing to this scholar therefore the two Pallava kings reigned

about the last quarter of the 4th century A.D. Prof.

Durbeuil (Anc. His. Dec., p. 70), on the other hand,

assigns Sivaskandavarman, whom he identifies with vijaya-

Skandavarman, to about A.D. 250-75, i.e., about the

third quarter of the third century. It is now generally

believed that the king or kings mentioned in the Prakrit

grants of the Pallavas ruled before the time of Visnugopa,

ruler of KaflcI, mentioned in the Allahabad pillar inscrip-

tion tKrishnasastri, Ep. Ind., XV, p. 243; Jayaswal,

History of India, p. 181). Here I am going to show that

Sivaskandavarman probably reigned in the first quarter

of the 4th century and that ®i/oi/a-Skandavarman of

the British Museum grant was possibly a different king

who seems to have reigned a little later than Sivaskanda-

varman.

Ptolemy who wrote his geography about A.D. 140,

mentions (VII, i, §63 and §82) Tiastines (=Castana),

1 My Ipaper on the date of Pallava Sivaskandavarman was first published in

Joum, Ind, Htst ,
XIII, p 792 jff. ; the question was previously discussed in my

paper ^
Date of iSalankdyancb Deoanarman^ in Ind. Cult,, I, p, 498
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ruler of Oz^n^ (Ujjayini), and Siriptolemaios (=siri-Pulu-

mayi or ^naavi) ,
ruler of Baithdna (Paithan in the Aurangabad

district), as his contemporaries. The Andau inscriptions,

issued in the joint-reign of Oa§tana and his grandson

EudradSman, are dated in the year 52 which must be

referred to the Saka era and would correspond to A.D. 130

(Riychaudhuri, Pol. Hist. Anc. Ind., 2nd ed., p 307 ff).

Castana’s contemporary Pulumavi who has been identified

with Vasisthipuira ^rl-Pulumavi, son of G-autamIputra

Satakarni (ibid, p. 313), must also have ruled about the

same time.

According to the Matsya Purana, which is the only

work that gives a fuller list of the Satavahana kings and

seems therefore to be more authentic as regards Satavahana

chronology than the other Purams, the following Satavahana

kings ruled after Vasisthlputra Pulumavi (see Rapson,

Catalogue, p. Ixvii)

:

1. Sivasri [Satakarni] ... 7 years.

2. Sivaskanda Satakarni ... 7 years.

Yajuasri Sstakarni ... 29 years.

^

C Vijaya ... 6 years.

Oanda&I [Satakarni] ... 10 years.®

59 years.

6. Puloma[vi] ... 7 years.®

66 years.

^
>^The real name of this king is Ya^fla (not Yajflaiirl) Satakarm (see my note in

j\B,A S,f July, 1934, p 550) He is caked sin-Yaflci-S&taJcant in inscriptions and

coins, and stri is no doubt an honorific The Chinna inscription is dated in his twenty-

seventh year [Ep Ind,t p. 95). The Paranic tradition ascribing a reign-period of

twenty-nine years to him therefore seems to be true

* The real name of the Puraiciic Capdairi appears to have been Oapda (or Candra)

Sstakan^i. He is never called Candra^ri or Capdra^rT in inscriptions and coins.

3 The Myakadoni inscription (Ep. Ind., XIV, p 153) of Pulumavi is dated in

bis eighth regnal year. He therefore appears to have ruled for more than

seven yeays
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The only inscription of Puloma or Pulumavi, the last

king of the list, has been discovered at Myakadoni in the

Bellary district {Ep. Ini., XXV, p. 353). We therefore

cannot be definite as regards his rule over Andhrade^a

proper. But the Amaravati inscriptions of Vasiithiputra

Pulumavi and Sivamaka Sada (=Sivaskanda Satakarni?),

the Chinna (Kistna district) inscription of YajQa Satakarni

and the Kodavali (Godavari district) inscription of Cada Sata

or Sati (Canda^ri or Candra^ri Satakarni) leave no doubt that

at least the Satavahana kings of the list, v^ho ruled before

Pulumavi of the Myakadoni grant, were rulers of the Andhra

country {Arch. Surv. S. Ini., Vol. I, pp. 61 and 100; Ep.

Ind., I, p. 96; XVIII, p. 316). As Vasisthiputra Pulumavi,

son of Gautamiputra Satakami, is known to have ruled in

the second quarter of the second century, it appears that

the Andhra country was under the Satavahana yoke at

least up to the beginning of the third century A.D.

According to Krishnasastri {Ep. Ind., XVm, p. 318)

the second year of Cada Sati is equivalent to A.D. 210. We
may therefore arrange approximately the chronology of the

above kings as follows :

1. SivaM Satakarni ... circa A.D. 160-166.

2. Sivaskanda Satakarni .. circa A.D. 167-173.

3. Yajna(^rl) Satakarni ... circa A.D. 174-202.

4. Vijaya ... circa A.D. 203i»208.

5. Canda(M) Satakarni ... circa A.D. 209-218.

According to the Matsya Purana, Vasisthiputra Pulu-

mavi ruled for twenty-eight years. He therefore seems to

have ruled from about A.D, 132 to 159.^ This date,

^ From a different point of view, Eapson has also come to practically the

same conclasioh. The last koown date of l^ahapana, the records of whose reign,

according to many scholars, are dated in the Saka era, is Saka 46=124 A.I),!

his reign could not have extended much beyond that date G-autamIputra Satakarpi’s

success over Nahapana almost certainly took place in the eighteenth year of his

reign (c/. Nasik Ins ; Ep. Ind., VIII, p 71; Karle Ins.; tbtd, VII, p. 64). The
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though approximate, corroborates the fact that Vasisthiputra

4r!-Pulranavi was a contemporary of the Greek geographer

Ptolemy who wrote his book about 140 A.D., and of the Saka

ruler Castaiia who is known to have reigned in A.D. 130.

The Iksvakus who succeeded the Satavahanas in the rule

of the Kistna-Guntur region (i.e., the Andhra country)* must

therefore have risen to prominence not before the time of

Canda (M) Satakarni. The sovereignty of the Iksvakus over

Andhrade^a thus appears to have begun from about the

end of the first quarter of the third century A.D, Vasisthi-

putra Caintamula I, the first known Iksvaku king, should be

placed after the time of Canda(4rl). He could not have been

a feudatory of the Satavahanas, as he is said to be a performer

of the A4vamedha and Vajapeya sacrifices. We have already

seen that according to the Satapatha-Brahmana (V

,

1. 1. 13),^

the performance of the Vajapeya bestows on the performer a

superior kind of kingship called sdmrajya, while Kielh has

rightly pointed out that the A^vamedha “is an old and

famous rite, which kings alone can bring to increase their

realms ” (Rel. PM. Ved. Upanis., p. 343). It is perfectly

clear from statements contamed in the Baudhayana-iSrauta-

sutra (XV, 1), Apastwmba-Srwutasutra (XX, i, 1, quoted in'

eighteenth year of Gautamiputra is therefore AD 124 or 124 + x. G.uitamlputra

Satakar^i ihus seems to have ascended the throne in A D 106 or 106 + x The latest

inscriptional date of thisi king is year 24, which would correspond to A D. 130 or

130 + x His son Vasisthiputra Pulumavi appears to have lost much of his

territories to the ??aka ruler Eudiadaman before Pulumavi’s IQth regnal year and

before Saka 52 (A.D 150), which is the date of Rudradaman’s Junagadh inscription

According to Rapson therefore the accession of Vasisthiputra Pulumavi took place m
about A.D (160—19=) 131. See Rapson, op cit

, pp xxvi-ii, xxx, xxxvi-vui.

The chronology we have proposed here would place Vasisthiputra Pulumavi approxi-

mately m A D 132-159 and Gautamiputra Satakar:^?^!, who seems to have ruled for

about 24 years, in A.D. 107-131

^ The Iksv5ku records have been discovered at Jaggayyapeta in the Nandigram-

taluka of the Eistna district (Jnd inf,, XI, p 257) and at Nagarjunikonda in the

Palnad taluka of the Guntur district (Hp. Jnd., XX, p I If , XXI, p 61 ff ).

2 Cf» raja vai rajasHyen^estva hhavatt, samrdfJ^^ajapeyen^avarani lit rdjyam

parant iamrajyain kdmayeta vai raja sarprad^hhavttuijif etc.
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3abdaJcalpadruma~Pariiista, s. v.) and the Taittinya-Brahma^a

(III, viii, 9, 4 ; V, iv, 12, 3) that a feudatory ruler could

never perform the A^vamedha sacrifice.^ The Horse-sacrifice

celebrated by Camtamula I, therefore, appears to suggest his

success against his Satavahana overlords.

We do not know for how many years the Iksvaku king

Vasi^thlputra Carntamula I ruled over the Andhra country.

It is however known from the Jaggayyapeta records that

his son, Virapurisadata, reigned at least up to his twentieth

year, while according to the Kottampalugu record, Ehuvula

Camtamula II, successor of "Virapurisadata and the last

known king of the dynasty, ruled at least up to his eleventh

year. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that these three

Iksvaku kings together ruled for about more than half a cen-

tury. The end of the reign of Camtamula II thus appears to

have fallen in the fourth quarter of the third century A.D.

According to the evidence of the Mayidavolu grant, dated

in the reign of Sivaskandavarman’s father, Andhrapatha

(i.e., the Andhra country) with its headquarters at Dhainna-

kada (Dhanyakataka) passed from the Iksvakus to the

possession of the Pallavas. Pallava Sivaskandavarman, who

was like Camtamula I a performer of the great "Vajapeya

and A^vamedha sacrifices,^ was preceded in the suzerainty

of Andhrapatha at least by his father who must have

ruled the country after Ehuvula Camtamula II. Sivaska-

ndavarman therefor* can hardly be placed earlier than

A.D. 300. His title [Dbarma-] Mahdrd]adhirdja, which, in

North India, the Guptas imitated from the Ku§anas at the

beginning of the fourth century also points to this direction.

This view, moreover, can be confirmed by an altogether

different line of argument.

1 See Kieth, Black Yajust pp, cxxiHv; and my notes in Ind Cult,J, p. 311,

II, p. 7^9, in, p. 376, IV, p 272 See moreover the Appendix where in the whole

question has been discussed

2 The A^vamedha performed by Sivaskandavarman seems to suggest his success

against the Iksvakus and other neighbouring powers.
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There is some linguistic difference between the grants

of Sivaskandavarman and the records of the Iksvaku kings.

Like the Satavahana grants and other early Prakrit inscrip-

tions, the Iksvaku records (excepting a record of the last known

King; Ep. Ind.j XXI, p. 62) express compound-consonants

by single letters. The Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants

of Sivaskandavarman, on the other hand, express them, in

many cases, by two letters. Though the grants of Siva-

skandavarman are in Prakrit, the legend on the seals of

both the grants are written in Sanskrit. The Hirahadagalli

grant, moreover, ends in a mangala which is also written

ini Sanskrit. This linguistic difference between the

epigraphs of the known Iksvaku kings and those of Siva-

skandavarman (one of whose grants is dated in the* reign

of his father) clearly points to the fact that there was an

interval between the reign of the former and that of the

latter Consequently, Sivaskandavarman could not have

ruled much earlier than the beginning of the fourth century

A.D. He cannot however be placed later than Kanceyaka

Visnugopa who came into conflict with Samudragupta about

the middle of that century. We have shown that Pallava

Sivaskandavarman ruled earlier than Salahkayana Deva-

varman who was a predecessor of Salahkayana Hastivarman,

the Vaihgeyaka contemporary of Samudragupta (see above,

Ind. Cult., I, p. 493 ff.; also Ind. Hist. Quart

,

IX, p. 212

and Journ. Ind. Hist., XIII, p. 37). He therefore appears

to have reigned about the first quarter of the fourth century.

We have already shown that the word vijaya, in names

like ®iyaz/a-Skandavarman, is not an integral part of

the name, but is a simple honorific.^ The name of the

Pallava king mentioned in the British Museum grant there-

fore is Skandavarmani. Some scholars think that the word

iiva in the name of iSinfl-skandavarman, is also an honorific

1 Ind. Htst. Quart , IX, p, 208 ; also above.
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like vijaya in the other names and that the Pallava prince

iiea-Skandavarman of the Mayidavolu and Hirabadagalli

grants is identical with king uija^a-Skandavarman of the

British Museum grant. The absence of any king named

Sivaskandavarman and the existence of many Skandavarmans

in the traditional list of early Pallava kings, and also the

use of the word Hva, in the Kadamba inscriptions, as an

honorific in names like ®i;a2/a-iwa-Mandhatrvarman, vijaya-

-^wa-Mrge^avarman and viiaya-iiva-Ilrsna^&vmm (II), may
be taken as proofs in support of this theory. It must

however be noticed that there is not even a single instance

where the word Hva is singly used as an honorific. It may
be argued that iiva in the names of Sivaskandanaga^rl of

the Banavasi inscription (Liiders, List, No. 1124) and

Sivaskandavarman of the Malavalli inscription (ibid. No.

1196) is only an honorific compounded with the names.

These persons belonged to royal families. But Siva-

skandagupta is the name of an ordinary person in

the Karle inscription No. 19 {ibid, No. 1105) and Sivas-

kandila (Sivaskandanaga?) IS that of an ordinary officer in

a Nasik inscription of Pulumavi {ibid, No. 1124). Since

honorifics are not known to have been used by ordinary

persons, it is clear that Sivaskandavarman was certainly

not an improper name in ancient India. The name of

Sivaskanda Satakarni in the Puranic list of the Andhra

(Satavahana) kings, where no other king’s name is mentioned

with an honorific, is also in support of this suggestion.

The name of the Brahmana Bhavaskandatrata in the

Chendalur grant is also to be noticed in this connection.

Since the traditional list of early Pallava kings is of very

doubtful authority, we can hardly make out anything from

the non-mention of Sivaskandavarman in it. The identi-

fication of Sivaskandavarman of the Mayidavolu and

Hirahadagalli grants with Skandavarman of the British

Museum grant is therefore extremely doubtful.
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As the British Museum grant is also written in Prakrit

a linguistic consideration may be useful in ascertaining its

date. This grant expresses double-consonants, m all

cases, by more than one letter, and generally follows the

spelling accepted in literary Prakrit. It has moreover the

usual imprecatory verses in Sanskrit. There can therefore

be hardly any doubt that the British Museum grant is

later than the grants of Sivaskandavarman. Skandavarman

seems to have been a successor of Sivaskandavarman.

Such linguistic considerations have led us to believe

that the Pallava kings of the Prakrit records, Salankayana

Devavarman of the Ellore grant, Kadamba Mayura^arman

of the Chandravalli inscription {Mys. Arc. Surv., A. R.,

1929, p. 50), the Kadamba king of the Malavalli record

(Bp. Gam., \TI, Sk., No. 2G4), Vmhukadda Satakarni of

another Malavalli record (ibid, No. 203) ^ and Brhatphala-

yana Jayavarman of the Kondamudi grant ® may all be

placed roughly between about the beginning and the

middle of the fourth century.

^ Linguistic consideration seems to suggest that the Bana^asi inscription {Ind

Ant, XIV, p. 381) belonged to an earlier Vi^unkada Sstakarni.

3 The difference in palaeography between the Kondamudi plates and the seal

attached to them may be taken to suggest that Jayavarman ruled a little earlier than

the time suggested by the linguistic standard of the Kondamudi grant. But as has

already been noticed, the legend on the seal which is in Sanskrit cannot be much

earlier than 300 A.D
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Early Pallava Genealogy from Inscriptions of

THE Nellore-Guntub Eegion

Some Sanskrit records of the Early Pallavas have been

found in the Nellore and Guntur districts, which at one

time formed the Northern part of the kingdom of Kafici.

The Pallava genealogy constructed from these records cannot

be quite easily an'd satisfactorily assimilated into the

traditional list of early Pallava kings found in later records.

The Pallava kings mentioned in these northern inscriptions,

moreover, can scarcely be identified without difficulty

with the Pallava princes mentioned in the inscriptions of

the rulers of Kancl. Whether they ruled over KancI proper

is also not definitely known. It is therefore convenient to

discuss the Early Pallavas of the northern records separately.

The Omgodu grant, No. 1 (Ep. Ind. , XV, p. 246), issued

from the sthana or city of Tambrapa in the 33rd year of

king Skandavarman, furnishes us with the following list of

kings :

1. Maharaja Kumaravisnu; his son

2. Maharaja Skandavarman (I); his son

3. Viravarman; his son

4. Maharaja in-«ijaya-Skandavarman (11).

Next we come to the Uruvupalli grant (Ind. Ant., V, p,

50) of prince Visnugopavarman, issued from the sth&na of

Palakkada, in the 11th year of Maharaja Simhavarman.

Here we get the following names :

1. Maharaja Skandavarman (I); his son

2. Maharaja Viravarman; his son

3. Maharaja Skandavarman (II) ; his son

4. Yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman.
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There can be no doubt that prince Vi^nugopavarman,

issuer of the XJruvupalli grant, was the son of king Skanda-

varman II who issued the Omgodu grant No. 1. There is

however difference of opinion as regards the identification of

king Sirnhavarman in whose reign the grant of the prince

was issued. According to Fleet, Maharaja Sirnhavarman

was possibly an elder brother of the Yuvamaharaja Visnu-

gopa. According to Hultzsch however king Sirnhavarman

of the Uruvupalli grant is the same as Vi^nugopa’s son

Sirnhavarman who issued the Omgodu^(No. 2), Pikira and

Mangalur grants. “ The term Yuvaraja or Yuvamaharaja

which is prefixed to Vishnugopa not only in his Uruvupalli

grant, but in Ihe two grants of his son Sirnhavarman, sug-

gests that he never ascended the throne, but that the‘succes-

sion passed from his father Skandavarman 11 to his son

Sirnhavarman. The reason of this need not have been pre-

mature death. If it is assumed that Vishnugopa declined to

take up the reins of government or was prevented from

doing so by some other reason unknown he may well have

been alive during the reign of his son Sirnhavarman to whose

eleventh year I would assign

—

laghavdt as an Indian philo-

sopher, will sa>—the Uruvupalli grant ” {Ep, Ind., VIII,

pp. 160-61).

Three inscriptions of Visnugopa’s son Sirnhavarman have

as yet been discovered. They are the Omgodu (No. 2) grant

issued in his fourth year from a vijaya-skandhavdra {Ep.

Ind., XV, 246), the Pikira grant issued in his fifth year

from the vijaya-skandhavara of Mematura-vasaka (ibid,

VIII, p. 159 ff.) and the Mangalur grant issued m his

eighth year from Da^anapura (Ind. Ant., V, p. 154). They

give us the following genealogical list
•

1« Maharaja Viravarman; his son

2;, Maharaja Skandavarman (11); his son
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3, Yuvamaharaja Vignugopa; his son

4. Dharma-maharaja ^ Simhavarman.

Next we come to the fragmentary Darsi record (Ep. Ini.,

1, p. 397). The only information we get from this inscrip-

tion is that it was issued from the adhisthana (city or capital)

ofDa^anapura by the great-grandson of a Pallava king named
Virakorcavarman. The form vlrakorca {cf. Virakarcavarman

of later grants) shows 'considerable Prakrit influence which

proves that the grant belongs to the period immediately

following the age of the Prakrit grants. We have already

noticed that the Prakrit records of the Pallavas are not

written in the early inscriptional Prakrit and that they have

in them passages and verses couched in Sanskrit. It must

also be noticed that the Omgodu grant (No. 1) of king

Skandavarman II is dated in his 33rd regnal year, on the

13th tithi of the third fortnight of Hemanta. This is an old

form of dating used in almost all Prakrit inscriptions. Like

the Darsi grant, therefore, the Omgodu grant (No. 1) also

seems to have belonged to the same period, i. e., the early

Sanskrit period. Sanskrit grants showing considerable

Prakrit influence appear to me not much later than the

beginning of the fifth century A.D. They may be roughly

placed between the middle of the fourth and the beginning

of the fifth century.^

^ Other South ludian hiugs (e g,, the Kadamba kings Mrge^avarman and Bavi*

rarman) also used the title Bharmamaharaja, According to Fleet [Bomb, Gaz,, I, ii,

p. 288, note 6), the title means “ a Maharaja by, or in respect of, religion,” and may

be rendered by ** a pious or riteous Maharaja ”
; but what it actually denotes is ” a

Maharaja who, at the particular time of the record, was engaged in an act of religion

(dharma).” Some kings are called Bharmamaharajadhiraja ; cf, Pallava Sivaskan-

davarman ; the Kadamba king of the Malavalli record ; Ganga Nitimarga-KohguijLi-

varma-Permanadi and his successors (op ctf., p. 303, note 3) The epithet Dharma*

maharaja, as Prof. Raychaudhuri suggests to me, seems to have been connected with

the peculiar boast of these kings to be kaUpiga-dos-avasanna-dharm-oddharam’-nttye-

aannaddha,

^ For dates expressed in the old fashion in the Visp.ukupidin records, see ubove ;

and for the two Kadamba grants, see heloto.
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It is possible that the great-grandson of Virakocavarman,

who issued the Darsi grant, was a predecessor of king

Skandavarman II. Consequently, ‘Vlrakocavarman,

great-grandfather of the issuer of the Darsi grant, was

probably a predecessor of Kumaravisnu, great-grandfather of

the issuer of the Omgodu grant (No. 1).

We have now to consider the seventh and last of the

Sanskrit grants so far discovered in the Nellore-Guntur

region. It is the Narasaraopet record (commonly called the

Ohura grant), issued from the camp at Palotkata( = Palakkada)

during the reign of «i/a^a-Visnugopavarman (11), son of

Simhavarman, grandson of Maharaja Visnugopavarman (I)

and great-grandson of Kandavarman (i.e., Skandavarman).

See An. Bep. S. Ind. Ep., 1914, pp. 10 and 82. The grant

is not dated; its language is Sanskrit and the alphabet used

is Telugu. It registers the king’s grant of the village of

Cura in the Karmarastra to a Brahmana named Oasami bar-

man who belonged to the Ka^yapa gotra and was an inhabi-

tant of Kun(Jur.^

The fact that the first three names of the Narasaraopet

list, viz., (1) Kandavarman (i.e., Skandavarman), (2) Visnu-

gopavarman (I) and (3) Simhavarman, are found exactly

in the same order in the Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and

Mangalur grants of Simhavarman makes it almost certain

thatVisnugopavarman II of the Narasaraopet grant was a son

and successor of the issuer of the above three grants. Two
points however have been advanced (ibid, 82) against the

possibility of this identification. First, it has been said

that the characters in which the Narasaraopet record is en-

graved are comparatively more modern than those used in the

grants of Simhavarman. Secondly^ it is argued that in the

Uruvupalli, Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and Mangalur grants,

i The same as the native village of Sivasarman, recipient of the Polamnru grant

of Vi^nnknijidm Madhavavarman 1 ; see Ind. Hist Quart., IX, p.959, and above.
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the son of Skandavarman and father of Simhavarman has

been mentioned as a Yuvaraja or Yuvmiahara^a, while in the

Narasaraopet grant Visnugopavarman I is called a Maharaja,

It has therefore been observed that Visnugopavarman II of

the Narasaraopet grant “ must be a later king and very

probably one of the missing group immediately preceding

the line of Simhavarman and Sirnhavishnu whose] history

is pretty certain” {loc. cit.). The grant has been assigned

to the beginning of the 7th century A.D.

In connection with the first point however we should

notice the fact that* the characters used in the Omgodu
grant (No. 2) of Simhavarman, son of Visnugopavarman (I),

are remarkably similar to those of the Narasaraopet grant

of Visnugopavarman II. Krishnasastri therefore thought

that the Omgodu grant (No. 2) “ must have been a copy of

a grant of the 6th-6th century A.D., put into writing in

the seventh century, though no direct evidence, external

or internal, is to be found on this point from the wording

of the grant itself. The numerous mistakes made by the

engraver may possibly point to this conclusion” {Ep. Ind.,

XV, p. 252). If the Omgodu grant (No. 2) is believed to

have been an early record copied about the beginning of the

7th century A.D., what is the objection if we think that the

Narasaraopet grant was also an early inscription likewise

copied about the same time ?

As for the second point, it may be said that the epithet

Maharaja applied to Visnugopavarman I in the Narasaraopet

grant, which should properly be Tuvamaharaja^ may be a

mistake due to the engraver’s inattention. The possibility

of such a mistake becomes greater, if we believe that the

Narasaraopet record is an early grant copied years after like

the Omgodu grant No. 2, about the beginning of the

7th century A.D.

From the seven Sanskrit copper-plate grants, therefore,

the following genealogical list of the early Pallava kings may
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be prepared

:

1.

Maharaja Virakorcavarman (Darsi grant); his

successor ( ?)

2. Maharaja Kumaravisiiu; his son

3. Maharaja Skandavarman (I); his son

4. Maharaja Viravarman; his son

5 . Mahariija Skandavarman (II) ; issued the Omgodu

grant No. 1 in his 33rd year; his son

5a. Maharaja Siinhavarman (I ?); he is according to

Fleet the Pallava king referred to in the Uruvupalli grant;

his existence however is doubtful;

5b. Yuvamaharaja Visnugopavarman (I); issued the

Uruvupalli grant; did not rule as MahSraja; seems to have

been wrongly called Maharaja in the Narasaraopet grant; his

son

6. Maharaja Simhavarman (II?); issued the Omgodu

No. 2, Pikira and Mangalur grants respectively in his 4th,

5th and 8th years; his son

7. Maharaja Visnugopavarman (II); issued the Nara-

saraopet grant.



V

Genealogy and Chronology of the Early

Pallavas of KsScI

We do not know whether the Pallava kings discussed

in the last section ruled over the whole of the kingdom of

Kaflcl. It is however probable that some one of the princes

of the Pallava house of Kanci, who was originally made a

viceroy of the northern part of the Pallava kingdom by the

king of Kanci, carved out a separate principality in that part

independent of his overlord. If this suggestion is to be

believed, the kings of the main line of the Pallavas appear

to have been ruling at Kafici side by side with the branch

line that was ruling in the Northern part of the old KSfici

kingdom. Here we shall try to see what we know about

the history of Kanci after the time of the Pallava kings of

the Prakrit grants.

We have seen that Kafici was under a Pallava king

about the fourth quarter of the third century A.D. That

king was succeeded by his son Sivaskandavarman who

ruled about the first quarter of the fourth century A. D.

He may have been succeeded by a king named Skandavarman.

In the British Museum grant of the time of Skandavarman,

there is mention of the Pallava YuvamaharSja Buddhavannan

and of the Yuvamaharaja’s son whose name has been

doubtfully read as Buddhyankura. It is not known whether

this king ruled at Kanci and whether the crown-prince

Buddhavarman and his son ever ascended the throne.

In an attempt to fix the date of the Early Pallava kings

of Kafici, we are fortunate to have at least three points

whereon we can stand with confidence.
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(i) The first of these points is supplied by the Jain

work, LoJcavibhaga {Mys. Arch. Surv.^ A.E.^ 1909 & 1910),

where the precise date of the completion of the work is

given as the 22ad year of Simhavarman, lord of the

Pallavas, and as 80 beyond 300 years of the Saka era. The

22nd year of a Pallava king named Simhavarman therefore

comes to be equivalent to Saka 380, i.e., A.D. 458. Accord-

ing to S. Jha the date given in the Lohavibhaga corres-

ponds to the 1st of March, 458; but according to Fleet to

the 25th August, 458. Any way, the 22nd year of the Pallava

king Sirnhavarman corresponds to A.D. 458. He therefore

began to reign in (458 — 21=) A.D. 436-37 {Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 334).

(ii) The second point of importance is furnished by the

Penukonda plates of the G-anga king Madhava (ibid, p. 331

ff.) which, according to Fleet, are to be assigned, on

palaeographical grounds, to about A.D. 475. It may be

noticed here that the characters of this epigraph are remark-

ably similar to that of the epigraphs of the Sslankayana

king Nandivarman II (e.g., the Peddavegi grant;

Journ. Andhra Hist. Res. Soc., I, p. 92ff.) whom
I have placed about the middle of the fifth century

A.D. (above, p. 73; Ind. Hist. Quart, IX, 208ff.). The

Penukonda grant was issued by the Ganga king Madhava-

Siinhavarman, son of Ayyavarman, grandson of Madhava

and great-grandson of Konkanivarman. But the greatest

point of historical importance in this inscription is that it

tells us of Madhava-Siuihavarman being installed on the

throne by the Pallava king Skandavarman and his father

Ayyavarman being installed by the Pallava king Simhavar-

man. We have seen that Fleet ascribes the Penukonda

plates to circa 475 A.D. It is therefore almost certain that

the Pallava king Siiphavarman who installed Ayyavarman,

father of the Ganga king Madhava-Simhavarman of the

Penukonda plates, is identical with the Pallava kiner Sim-
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havarman who, according to the Lokavibhaga, began to rale

inA.D. 436-37.

(Hi) The third point of importance is supplied by the

Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta, which refers

to the G-upta king’s conflict with a certain Kanceyaka
Visuugopa. This “ Visnugopa of KaficT ” has been taken

by all scholars to have belonged to the family of the Palla-

vas. Samudragupta is believed to have reigned from circa

330 to 375 A.D. This dating appears possible from the

facts that his father Oandragupta I beg.in to rule in

A D. 320 ^ and that the earliest date of his son Oandragupta

II, according to the Mathura inscription (Ep. Ind., XXI,

p. 1 ff.), is (Gupta 61-1-320= ) 381 A.D. Since it is proved

from the Prakrit records that the Pallavas were master

of the kingdom of KaficI during the first half of

the fourth century A.D., it is almost certain that

Kaflceyaka Visnugopa of the Allahabad pillar inscription

was a Pallava king who ruled in the middle of that century

which IS the time of Samudragupta ’s South Indian cam-

paign.

Let us now see whether these three Pallava kings

—

Simhavarman, Skandavarman and Visnugopa, whose date

is fairly correct—can be found in the epigraphs of the

Pallavas themselves. The evidence of the Penukonda

plates recording the installation of two consecutive Gahga

kings—Ayyavarman, and his son Madhava-Siiphavarman

who seems to have been named after his father’s overlord

—

by the Pallava kings, Sirnhavarman and Skandavarman,

renders it most likely that the Pallava king Sirnhavarman

was the father and immediate predecessor of Skandavarman.

It is very interesting in this connection to note that the

Ddayendiram grant (No 1) of Nandivarman (Ep. Ind., Ill,

p. 142) issued from Kancipura, is the only known Pallava

1 Smith, E, Hut Ind., 4tb ed., p, 296; above, p, 89 m
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record, where in we find a Pallava king named Singhavarman

(Siiphavarman) succeeded by his son Skandavarman. The

genealogy given in this record is :

1. Skandavarman (I)
;
his son

2. Singhavarman ; his son

3. Skandavarman (II)
;
his son

4. Nandivarman.

These four kings are mentioned exactly in the same

order in the Vayalur grant of Rajasimha {ibid, X'VIIl,

p. 150 ; see Nos. 41-44) ,
though the relation of one with the

others is not specified there. We are therefore inclined to

identify the Pallava king Simhavarman of the Zokavibhacja

and the Penukonda plates and Skandavarman of the latter,

with respectively the second and the third king of the

above list.

Beside the Udayendiram grant, there is another

Sanskrit grant belonging to the early Pallava rulers of

Kaficl. This is the Chendaiur grant of Kumaravisnu II

(ibid, Vni, p. 233ff.) issued from Kancipura in the king’s

second regnal year. The grant supplies us with the follow-

ing line of kings

:

1. Maharaja Skandavarman ; his son

2. Maharaja Kumaravisnu (I) ; his son

3. Maharaja Buddhavarman ; his son

4. Maharaja Kumaravisnu (II)
; 2nd year.

According to Hultzsch (ibid, p. 334), “ The alphabet

of the Chendaiur plates is more archaic than those of the

Kuram and Ka^akudi plates, but resembles those of the

Pikira, Mangalur and Uruvupalli grants, from which it

differs chiefly m the omission of horizontal strokes at the top

of letters. But a point which stamp it as more modern

is the fact that r, k, and subscribed u consist of two ver-

tical lines of nearly equal length, while in the Pikira,
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Mangalur and Uruvupalli grants the left line is still con-

siderably shorter. Hence we may conclude that the four

Pallava kings of the Ohendalur plates ruled in the interval

between Simhavarman ( of the Omgodu No. 2, Pikira

and Mangalur grants) and Simhavishnu (father of

Mahendravarman I, acc. circa 600 A.D.).”

We have already seen that Simhavarman, the second

of the four kings mentioned in the Udayendiram grant,

ruled from A.D. 436-37 to not earlier than A.D. 458. Thus

his father Skandavajman I appears to have ruled at Kanci

about the first quarter of the fifth century, and his grand-

son Nandivarman seems to have ended his rule about the

beginning of the sixth century A.D. The accession of

Mahendravarman I to the throne of Kanci is supposed to

have taken place about the end of the same century, owing

to his being an older contemporary of the Western Calukya

king Pulakesin II (A.D. 609-642). Mahendravarman I

was preceded by his father Sirnhavisnu and grandfather

Sirnhavarman (see verses 10-11 of the Velurpalaiyam

grant ; S. Ini. Ins., Vol. II, p. 363). Between Nandivarman,

the issuer of the Udayendiram grant, who seems to have

ruled up to the beginning of the sixth century and Simha-

varman, grandfather of Mahendravarman I, the Vayalur

record places three kings named (1) Simhavarman, (2)

Simhavarman and (3) Visnugopa. The Vayalur grant

thus places five kings between Nandivarman and Mahendra-

varman I. J .e., in the sixth century A.D. roughly. Since

the rule of five kings covering about a century does not

appear impossible, since the existence of four earlier kings

(Nos. 41-44 of the Vayalur list) has been proved by the

Udayendiram grant and since it is possible that the

Greater Pallavas of the line of Mahendravarman I did not

forget even their immediate predecessors, the three kings

(Nos 45-47) placed by the Vayalur record between Nandi-

varman and Mahendravarman’ s grandfather may be
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historical persons, though we have as yet no corroborative

proof of their existence. We therefore think that the four

kings of KancI mentioned in the Chendalur grant ruled

before the kings of the Udayendiram grant. The kings

of the Chendalur record however appear to have ruled after

Yi§nugopa who came into conflict with Samudragupta in the

middle of the fourth century A.D. We have already sei’n

that, in the first half of the fourth century, KancI was

occupied by the Pallava kings who issued the Prakrit

charters.

There are references to some Pallava rulers in the

inscriptions of the Kadambas. An epigraph of the

Kadamba king Ravivarma,n (Jnd. Ant., VI, p. 29) mentions

Candadanda, the lord of KancI, who was defeated by the

Kadamba monarch. Candadanda’ is evidently not the

name but a hiruda of the Pallava ruler of KancI who fought

with Ravivarman. He cannot be satisfactorily identified

with any king of the traditional list of early Pallava

kings. His contemporary, the Kadamba king Ravivarman

appears to have ruled about the end of the fifth and

the beginning of the sixth century (500-637 A.D according

to Dubreuil, op. cit., p. 95). The Anaji inscription (Ep.

Gam., XI, p. 142) mentions a Pallava king whose

name has been read as Nanakkasa and who was possibly

a contemporary of the Kadamba king Kr§navarman I

who ruled about the middle of the fifth century. But the

reading of the name Nanakkasa is doubtful. * Another

Pallava king named Santivara[varman, i.e., Santivarman] has

been mentioned in the Hebbata plates {Mys. Arch. Sum.,

A.R., 1925, p. 98) of the Kadamba king Vi^nuvarman.

This Pallava king is supposed by some (see infra) to be also

» Gf, Vgrada^dA, a hmda of Pallava Parame^var ivarman I, c, 655-80 A.D
* In Journ Ind Htst , XTII, p 5.2 note, ii has been suggested that the reading of

the passage would le 8V(X-deia kmyena mqkdstta If this reading is to be accepted, the

name of the Pallava king referred to in the Anaji inscription is not as yet known.
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mentioned in the Birur plates (Ep. Gam., VI, p. 91). But

he cannot be satisfactorily identified with any of the Pallava

kings known from the traditional list. It must also be

noticed that excepting Candadanda none of these kings is

expressly said to have ruled at Kafici.

We thus come to know of the following early Pallava

kings who appear to have ruled at Kanci before the rise of

the Greater Pallavas of Mahendravarman’s line :

1. Father of Sivaskandavarman; about the end of the

third century A.D,,"bis son.

2. Sivaskandavarman ; about the beginning of the

fourth century; issued the Prakrit grants discovered at

Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli.

3. Skandavarman ; the British Museum grant was

issued in his reign ; he is not definitely known to have ruled

at Kanci ; he may have been an early member of the branch

line of the Nellore-Guntur region.

4. Visnugopa; came into conflict with Samudragupta

{circa 330-375 A.D.) about the middle of the fourth century

A.D.

5. Skandavarman; his son

6. Kumaravisnu I his son

^ May this Kumaravis^ju I be identical with Kumaravisnu, great-grandfather of

the issuer of the Omgodu grant No 1 ? The first difficulty in this identification is that

Kumaravisnu of the Omgodu (No 1) grant has been called a performer of the

A^varaedha sacrifice, while the Chendalur grant does not credit Kumaravispu I

with any such distinction It is also striking that only in the grants of the descendants

of Kumaravi^^iu of the Omgodu (No 1) grant the Pallava family is called “ purified by

the A^vamedha The above tentative identification is therefore extremely doubtful.

Another difficnily is that while according to the Chendalur «.rdnt Knmaravisnu I was

succeeded by his son Bnddha\arman and grand.on Kumaravisnu 11, according to the

Omgodu grant (N’o 1) KurnSravisnu was succeeded by his son Skandavarman I,

grandson Vxravarman and great-grandson Skandavarman II, But in this conneot’on we
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7. Buddhavarman ; his son

8. Kumaravisnu II ; issued the Chendalur grant.

9. Skandavarman (I) ; his son

10. Simhavarman ; he ascended the throne in A.D.

436-37 and ruled at least up to A.D. 458 ; his son

11. Skandavarman (II) ; his son

12. Nandivarman ; issued the Udaygndiram grant.

13. Candadanda, who came into conflict with the

Kadamba king Kavivarman about the first quarter of the sixth

century. CaMadan4ci may have been the hiruda of No. 12

or possibly of one of his three successors mentioned in the

Vayalur grant (Nos. 45-47).

14. Simhavarman ;
^ his son

15. Simbavisnu; his son

16. Mahendravarman I ; ascended the throne about A.D.

600.

may notice tHat the Vayalur record places a Skandavarman between Buddhavaiman

and Knmarvjsiju II and it may be conjectured tliat this Skandavarman was a son of

Eumaravjsiju I, who was made a vicerory of the northern part of the Pallata

kingdom and eventually carved out a principality there In the Omgodu grant No 1

Skandavarman I, son of Kumaravisnu, has been called sva-vlry ddhigata^-ra^yaj which

epithet may support the above suggestion

1 Tt is doubtful whether Siiphavarman, grandfather of Mahendravarman I, ruled

at Kanci.



VI

SiVASKANDAVARMAN AND SkANDAVARMAN

The earliest known Pallava king is Sivaskandavarman

who issued the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants. In

the latter grant Sivaskandavarnaan refers to his father as

Mahlraja^-bappasami. Buhler (Ep. Ind,, I, p. 8, note 15)

and following him many other scholars think that Bappa iS’

probably the name of Sivaskandavarman’s father ; and in

this connection Fleet’s article in Ini. Ant., XV, p. 272. is

referred to. Bappa of course may signify a personal name as

we find this name m the list of recipients of the gift recorded

in the Hirahadagalli grant itself.® We must however

remember that in many early copper-plate grants including

some belonging to the Pallavas, the kings called themselves

happabhatpdraha-pdda-hhakta, “devoted to the feet of the lord,

the father.” The word bappa there means “father” and

cannot be a personal name, as the fathers of those kings are

definitely known to have borne names having no connection

with the word bappa. It must also be noted that the tradi-

tional lists of early Pallava kings do not mention any name

1 In conuecbion with the title Maharaja of Sivaskandavarman’s father, if shoald

be noticed that Sivaskandavarman himself is called yuvamdharaja m the Mayidavolu

grant He assumed however the more digaihed title Dharma Mabarajadbiraja when

he became king At the present state of our knowledge, it is not possible to determine

what relations Sivaskandavarman had with Northern India and how this North

Indian title was adopted by him. The celebration of the A^vamedha possibly suggests

that Sivaskandavarman added new territories to the kingdom that was left by his

father.

2 C/. Bappa, tbe name of the progenitor of the Guhilots of Mewar,

and also the names Bappa^arman m the Birur grant of Kadamba Vi^j^uvarman

{Ep, Carn,j VI, p. 01) and Bappasvamin in the Nidbanpur grant of Bhaskaravarman

(KdmarupaiasanavaU, p* 21),
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even slightly resembling Bappa. Bappa therefore cannot be

taken as the name of Sivaskandavarman’s father without

further evidence.

At the time of Sivaskandavarman the Pallava kingdom

of Kanci certainly included the Andhra country in the north

and the Bellary district in the north-west. Prom the Penu-

ko.nda plates of the Gahga king Madhava we know that about

the middle of the fifth century tbeGahgas of Mysore acknow-

ledged the suzerainty of the Pallavas of KancL It is possible

that this region was under the Pallavas as early as the time

pf Sivaskandavarman who was the most powerful king

among the early Pallavas. This suggestion seems to be

supported by the Talgunda inscription according to which

the early Kadambas of Banava^I (a place to the west of

Mysore) also acknowledged Pallava supremacy.^ ^yura-

^arman. the first king of the Ivadamba JaiQjJyr--is-tihare.^ai^

to have been installed by the Pallava king of Kaficl.

According to the Talgunda inscription (Ep. Ini., VIII,

p. 31 ff.) M.iyurasarman received the paitahandha-sampUja

as well as the land between the western sea and the Prehara

from the Pallara king of KancI (cf. sarpiritas— tada

1 According to the Talgunda inscription of Kadnmba Santjvarman, Mayura-

iarman went to Kaflcf for studying the Vedas. There he took part m the pallav-

aSvasar(i,8tha-}cahha, became enraged at the treatment he received there, and then,

having trained himself to warlike exercises, easily overpowered the Pallava

frontier guards and established himself at Sriparvata (in the Kurnool district). The

Pallava king took the field against him , but being unable to subdue him installed

him as king over the territory extending from the Western Ocean (Arabian sea) to the

Prehara (river?) But what n the meaning of aSvasanisfha kahha9 According to

the lexicon Trikcndaiesa
y
the v^ord sarnstha me&ns JcratUf %, e., sacrifice (cf samsthah

samdptirkratusu cara^^ca mja-rdstragaTi,, verse 753). May then the word a^vasamstha

mean Horse-sacrifice ? See Journ Ind. Htsf , XII, p. 354 ff. If this explanation

is acceptable, it would appear that the quarrel of Mayura^arman with the Pallavas

arose in connection with aa A^vamedha sacrifice. Among the Early Pallavas only

Sivaskandavarman and Kumaravi^pu of the Omgodu (No. 1) grant are known to have

performed the Horse-sacrifice Mayurafiarman was possibly a contemporary of one of

these kings The discovery of Sivaskandavarman’s grant at Hirahadagalli in the

borders of Kuntala appears to settle the question It is possible that at the time of

Sivaskandavarman the Pallava kingdom extended up to the Arabian isea in the west.
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maMpdlan=aradhya ytiddhyesu vihramaiJ^prdpa pattahandha-

sampujdm karapallavaih pallavair^dhrtdm, hhangur-ormmi-

valgitair= nrtyad-aparainav-dmhhah-krtS.vadhipi prehardn-

tdm = ananya-sancarana-samaya-sthitdm hhumim—eva ca).

This Mayura^arman cannot be placed long after Sivaskanda-

varman. We have seen that Sivaskandavarman ruled in

the beginning of the fourth century, while scholars place

Mayura^arman about the middle of the same century

(Anc. Hist. Dec., pp. 95-96; Kadamhakula, p. 19). Indeed

the Prakrit language of the Chandravalii inscription of

Mayura^arman (Mys. Arch. Surv., A.E., 1929, p. 50) shows

that this Kadamba king ruled a little later than the

accession of givaskandavarman. The use of ^ (1.1) and

the numerous double consonants like mm (1, 1), tr, ll

(1, 2), sth, nd (1, 3), etc., appears to prove that the

Chandravalii inscription was engraved some time after the

execution of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants of

givaskandavarman. He can therefore be rightly placed

about the middle of the fourth century. A.D.

I. The Mayidavolu grant was issued from Kamcipura

by the Pallava Yuvamaharaja Sivakhamdavamma (=»giva-

skandavarman) on the fifth lunar day of the sixth fortnight

of summer in the tenth year of the reigning Pallava king

who was almost certainly the father of the Yuvamaharaja,

but whose name is not mentioned in the grant. By this

grant the Pallava crown-prince, for the increase of his

victory, religious merit and strength, offered with libation

of water, the village of Viripara situated in the Amdhapata

(=Andhrapatha) to two Brahmanas, Puvaketuja and

Gonamdija, who belonged to the Agnive^ya gotra. Tie

executor of the grant was givaskandavarman himself, and

the order was accordingly sent to the vdpatct (vyaprta), i.e.,

governor, of Dhamfiakada (Dhanyakataka). Dhamnakada

which has been identified by different scholars with

Dharanikota, Amaravati^ Bezwada and NagSrjunikopda., was

24
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evidently the headquarters of the Andhra province

incorporated in the Pallava kingdom. To the village of

Viripara were granted all the immunities enjoyed by the

Brahmadeyas.^ The word brahmadeya therefore means

not only ‘‘a deya (grant) to Brahmanas,” but like the

technical terms hrahrmtra, demtra, demsat, etc , signifies a

religious donation which implied certain immunities. Of

the immunities or ‘parihdras, the following only are specified

in the Mayidavolu grant :—(1) a-lona-khadaka, (2) a-ratha-

samvinayika, (3) a-parampara-ba!ivadha, (4) a-hhada-

pavesa, and (5) a-kura-colaka-vinasi-khatd-sa'tpvasa.

A-lona-khadaka is, as already noticed, Sanskrit a-lavana-

khdtaka
; by this immunity the grantor gave up the royal

right of digging salt in the village granted. About the next

parihdra Senart says {Ep, Ind.,, VI, p. 68), “The word

seems to represent orashtrasamuina^ika, but etymology alone

is an unsafe guide in the interpretation of technical terms.

Vineti is only used in a moral sense. Could we^ think of

translating 'exempted from the police, the magistrate of the

district (rdshtra
; compare Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions,

p. 32 note), or of a rdshtnnT This would remind us of

those grants in which, on the other hand, it is stated that the

right to punishthe ‘ten offences’ (sadasaparadha ; see, e.g.,the

Alina plates ; 1.67 in Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, p. 179

and the Deo-Baranark inscription, 1.17 ;
ibid, p. 217) is

transferred to the donee.’’ A-paranipard-baHvadha has been

called a-parampard-bahvadda-gahana in the Hirahadagalli

grant and has been translated by Biihler as “free from the

taking of the oxen in succession.’’ This panhdra seems to

1 AwCcording to K.4Ttily«i’s Arthasastra (Samasastry’s Sod ed., p. 47),

‘‘those who perforin saenfioe^ (rtvtk)^ spiritual guides {dcarya), priests (purohita)

and those learned in thh Veias shall be granted Brahmadeya lands yielding

sulhcient piodsxQ^ {cbhliirupti^ddyciha) and exempted from taxes and fines (a danda-hcird) *’

Brahmadeya xs also mentioned when Kaatilya says (If, 201 that the danda (rod) of

8 cubits (192 angults) m length was used m measuring Brahmadeya and Stithya

lands.
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suggest that the villagers had to supply bullocks for tbe

bullock-carts used by royal officers when the latter went

on tour through the country. A-hhada-pavesa, as we have

already noticed, implies that no troops would enter the

village of Vinpara and cause disturbances. Battles therefore

could not be fought on the fields of this village. The next

parihdra is very important. According to Hultzsch, kura

means “ boiled rice ” and colaka (collaka of the Hira-

hadagalh grant) is the same as cullakl, i.e., pot. The

word vindsi has not as yet been explained. Possibly it

means ‘‘fuel.” The words khatt and samvdsa, respectively,

mean “ cot ” and “dwelling.” This parihdra then implies

exemption from the obligation of supplying boiled rice,

water-pots, vindsi, cots and dwellings to the officers who
visited the place. In this connection it is interesting to

note the views of Manu (VII, 115-119). According to

this law-giver, the king must appoint a headman called

grdmika aver each village, a daiin or daS-eh over each unit

of ten villages, a vimiat-iia over each unit of twenty

villages, a sat-esa over each unit of hundred villages and

a sahasr-ddJupati over each unit of thousand villages. As

remuneration, the head of thousand villages should enjoy

a city, that of hundred villages a village, that of twenty

villages five kulas of laud, that of ten villages one kula

(= kulyavdpa=BengaM kurohd, i.e., Bigha^’) of land, but

ydni rdja-pradeydni pratyaham grdma-vdsibhih,

anna-pan-endhan-adlni grdmikas = tan — avdpnuydt.

“ The headman of the village should get all of what is

daily payable by the villagers to the king in the shape of

food (anna), drink (pdna) fuel and other things (indhan-

ddi).” By the above parihdra then the village would

appear to have been exempted from its due.s to tbe grdmika.

But khatvd (cot) and samvasa (dwelling) should possibly

have been required by officers who came to the village on
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tour, the grWmika being probably more or less a settled

inhabitant of the village. In connection with this parihdra

we must also refer to line 8 of the Kudgere grant of

Kadamba Mandhatrvarman (Ep. Ind., VI, p. 12) where

the immunity is mentioned as a-khatvd-vds-audana,,

“ exempt from (the duty of providing) cots, abodes and

boiled rice.”^

The villagers of Viripara and the royal officials are

asked to exempt the village and to cause it to be exempted

with all the above parihdras. It is also said that one who

would transgress the royal edict and would give or cause to

be given any trouble or annoyance to the donees, on him

the royal authority should inflict bodily punishment.

The ends of the ring that holds the plates together are

secure in an elliptical seal which bears in relief “ an animal

couohant and facing the proper right—apparently a bull,^

as it has a hump on its back—and below it the legend

iimska{ndavarmanah ?) in an alphabet which appears to

be slightly different from that of the inscription
’

’ (ibid,

p. 84). The seals seem to have been kept ready in the

record-office and were attached to a set of copper-plates when

the latter was prepared.

At the beginning of the Mayidavolu grant, there is the

word ditham, i.e.,
“

has been seen,” exactly as on the last

plate of the Hirahadagalli grant. This possibly refers to

1 A Tamil record of A D 1407 refers to revenue in nee isaJcala-'hhakt-’dddya)t

and another of 1240 mentions “all the levenue m paddy excluding tolls and the

small tax for the village police and including the three handfuls of paddy , the nc4

in Karttika”; etc. {S, Ind , 1, pp 82, 89).

® The crest of the Pallavas was a bull (rsahlia IdficJiana ) , evidently intended for

Nandin the servant and carrier of 8iva The bull ap ^ears on the seals of Pallava

copperplate grants, sometimes recumbent and sometimes standing The banner of

the Pallavas was the khutvdnga^dhvajdf ?,e , banner bearing the representation of a

club with a skull at its lop Sometimes "the bull js described as the banner of the

Pallavas Siva seems to have been the family god of the dynasty (Bomb
, I,

ii, p 319 and note).
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a practice of examining the grants a ter the copying of the

plates from a set kept in the king’s record-oflSce.

II. Hiraliadagalh is a place near the western border of

the Bellary district of the Madras Presidency. The copper-

plate grant discovered there w'as issued from Kamcipura on

the fifth day of the sixth fortnight of rainy season in the 8th

year of the Pallava Bharma-maharajadhiraja Sivaskanda-

varman who is said to have belonged to the Bharadvaja

gotra and is credited with the performance of the

Agnistoma, Vajapeya and Asvamedha sacrifices. As we
have already suggested, the celebration of Asvamedha by

Sivaskandavarman seems to speak of the success of the

Pallavas against the Iksvakusand other neighbouring powers.

By this record the king granted a garden situated in the

southern boundary of a village called Cillarekakodumka as

a parihdra, i.e., an honorific grant (see Mamisamhitd, VII,

201). Two nivartanas of land were also granted in a village

called Apitti, one for a threshing floor and the other for a

house, along with four Addhikas and two Kolikas. The grant

was made in favour of a number of Brahmanas, the chief

among whom was Agisamaja (=:Agnisarmarya). Addhika

(—ardhika), according to Biihler, is “ a labourer receiving

half the produce.” It has been referred to m the Ellore

grant of Salaiikayana Devavarman as addJiiya-maniissa (see

also Mitdksard on Yajnavalkya, I 166). Kolikd, as Biihler

says {Ep. hid., I, p. 9, note), “ corresponds to Sanskrit

Kaulikdh and may mean ‘ weavers.’ But it is also possible

to think of the well-known tribe of the Kolis who are

slaves.”

The village of Cillarekakodumka, as also possibly Apitti,

was situated in the Satahani-rattha (Satavahaniya-rastra)

which is evidently the same as Satavahani-hara mentioned

in the Myakadoni inscription of Pulumavi {ibid, XIY, p.

153) and corresponds roughly to the present Bellary district.

The garden of Cillarekakoijunika is said to have been
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originally granted by Sivaskandavarman’s father. This

part of the old Satavahana empire was therefore occupied

by the Pallavas as early as the time of that king, that is to

say, before circa 300 A.D.

The following officials, employed in the different parts

of the visaya, have been mentioned in connection with the

observance of immunities : (1) Rajakumara, (2) Senapati,

(3) Batthika, (4) Madavika, (5) Desadhikata, (0) Gamaga-

mabhojaka, (7) Vallava, (8) Govallava, (9) Amacca, (10)

Arakhadhikata, (11) Gumika, (12) Tuthika and (13)

Neyika. Along with these are also mentioned (14) the

Samcarantakas and (15) the Bhadamanusas who might be

sent by the king to the villages in order to execute any

commission {ahma-pesanap-payutta)

.

Rajakumara seems to

refer to princes who possibly acted as viceroys of the king.

Senapati is obviously “ leader of the army.” The word

rat^hikaia equivalent to Sanskrit rastrika, i e., governor

of a ra§tra. As regards the next terra, Buhler says {ibid,

I, p. 7, note),
“

I consider the correction mdndavika as

certain and take the word mandaba or mandapa, from which

it has been derived, in the sense of modern mdv,davi,

‘ custom-house.’ ” Leumann however thinks that madavika

is the same as mddambika, i.e.,
“

chief of a niadamha

district,” and Raychaudhuri translates it as ” burgomaster
”

Desadhikata {
= de§ddhikrta) is “ ruler of a de^a.” Gama-

gamabhojaka has been translated by Biililler as “freeholders

of various villages.” This meaning of the word bhojaka is

supported by its use in line 8 of the Hirahadagalli grant itself

where the donees are called ciUarekakodumka-bhojaka. In

justifying the form gdmdgdmabhopka, Pausboll points out

that repetitions of the same word with a lengthening of

the final vowel of the first are commonly used in Pali m
order to indicate vlpsd {loc. cit., p. 7, note). According

to Amara, the word vallava means gopa w’hich is obviously

the same as go-vallav

a

of this inscription. Vallava there-
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fore seems to be the same as vallablia which is so common
m early South Indian inscriptions and is according to

Jatadhara, the same as aiva-raksa (keeper of horses),

Biihler has translated the two terms as “ herdsmen
”

and “ cowherds ” respectively. Amacca is evidently the

same as Sanskrit awatya, “minister.” Leumann thinks

that arakhadhikata {^araksddhikrta) means “ employed

as a guard.” Biihler however read the word as

dranddhtkata and translated it as “ foresters.” Gumika

{—gaulmik%) is evidently “ head of a gulma (outpost of

soldiers).” According to Manu (VII, V, 114), a king

must place a gulma in the centre of two, three, five or

hundred villages in ordir to protect his kingdom (see also

Manu, VII, 190 ; and Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 156). According

to Bnhler, Tuthika may be connected with Prakrit iuha,

“ tirtha,” and possibly means “ overseers of fords or of

bathing places.” With neyika may be compared the

word naiy-yoka of the Uruvupalli grant, which Fleet changed

to niyukta (Ind. Ant., V, p. 62). Biihler thinks that

naiyyoka is a mistake for naiyika, which would exactly

correspond to neyika, and that both the terms are corrup-

tions of Sanskrit ndyaka, which is commonly pronounced

naieka and seems to mean a military officer of the rank of

corporal or sergeant {Ep. Ind., I, p. 8, note 13) It

however seems to me that neither Fleet nor Biihler is

justified in the interpretation of neyika. Naiyyoka of the

Uruvupalli grant is evidently a mistake for naiyogika

which word we find in the Ohendalur grant of Kumaravisnu

If {ibid, VIII, p. 233). The word is derived from niyoga

and is evidently the same as niyogin which, according to

Hemachandra, is synonymous with kamasaciva, dyukta

and vydprta. A vydprta is known from the Kondamudi

grant to have been ruler of an aliara and an dyukta is

mentioned in an inscription of Budhagupta as a visaya-

paU {ibid, XV, p. 139). Naiyogika (or niyogin) may there-
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fore be supposed to have been the ruler of some territorial

division. The saflcarayitakas are “ spies ” (see Manu, VII.

122) and the hhata-mamisyas are '' soldiers.”

The grant is said to have been confirmed by libation

of water {udakadimY and made valid as long as the moon

and stars endure {a-camda-tarakalika kdtunam). All the

eighteen kinds of parilidras were granted. The inhabitants

of the visaya, specially those of Apitti and Cillarekakodumka,

were ordered to observe the parihdras and to see that they

were observed by others. The king says, “Now, if any-

body, knowing this, proud of being a favourite of the king,

should cause or cause to be caused a smaller obstacle to the

donees, him, forsooth, we shall restrain by punishment.

And further I pray both the future great warriors of our

Pallava race who may rule within a period exceeding one

hundred thousand years, as well as kings differing from

us in descent, saying unto them :
‘ To him among you

blessings, who in his time makes the people act according

to the rule written above. But he who acts contrary to

it shall be the lowest of men loaded with the guilt of the

five mortal sins.”

Of the eighteen kinds of patihdras the grant specifies

the following
: (1) a-kura-collaka-mnesi-kJiattd-vdsa, (2)

a-dudha-dadhi-gahana, (3) a-rattha-samvinayika (4) a-lona-

gula-cchohha, (5) a-kara-vetthi-konijala, (6) a-parampard-

balivadda-gakam, (7) a-tana-kattha-gahana, and (8)

a-hantaka-sdka-pupha-gahana. The first paiihdia has

already been explained in connection with the Maidavolu

grant. The next parihdra, viz., a-dudha-dadhi-gaham,

made the village free from the obligation of supplying sweet

and sour milk, and appears to fall under the category of

pam, daily payable by the villagers to the gramika (see

1 As regards this custom, cf, Agni Parana, cb 209, 49-60

dravyasya ndma qrknlyad—daddyi-lU tatha vadet,

toyam dadydt fato haste dme vtdhir —ayayi smrital^
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Maou quoted above). A-rattha^swrftmnayika has been
explained. A-lona-gula-cchobha {a-hvana-guda-ksohha) has

been translated by Buhler as “ free from troubles about

salt and sugar.” That digging pits for extracting salt- was
a royal monopoly is known from a number of inscriptions

which refer to parihdras like a-loita-khadaka {a-lavana-

khataka), a-lavana-kreni-khanaka {Cnrp. Ins. Ind., Ill, line

•28, No. 55, and No. 66) and sa-loha-lavan-akara {Ep. Ind.,

IV, p. 101). The word gu^a, mentioned along with Iona,

shows that the manufacture of sugar was also a royal monopoly.

The following immunity exempted the village from the

obligation of supplying grass and wood {cf. indhana in the

passage quoted from Manu). The last parihara of the list

seems to signify exemption from the (occasional) supply of

my.robalan, vegetables and flowers. Buhler says (ibid, 1,

p. 8, note 28), “ Milk, grass, fire-wood, vegetables and so

forth had to be furnished gratis by the villagers to royal

officers and their servants. The custom still prevails in

many native states” (see also Manu quoted above).

The grant was executed by the king himself and the

plates were prepared ih the handwriting of his privy-

councillor (rahasyddhikrta) Bhattisamma who was the

hhojaka (i.e., inamdar) of Kolivala.

The Hirahadagalli plates are held together by a ring to

which an almost circular and somewhat battered seal,

about an inch in diameter, is attached. The emblem on

the seal is an animal facing the proper right, which,

according to Buhler, may be intended for a de^ or a

horse,^ Below the emblem stands the word 3ivaskand&^

varman,ah, the last three letters of which are defaced and

doubtful. It is certain that the legend on the seal was

written in Sanskrit like the mangdla at the end of the

I The animal is most probably a hull which was the crest of the PallaYai (see

Bonib, Qax,, I, ii, p. 319, note 5).

25
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inscription -which reads svasti go-hrahmana-lekhaha-vacaJca-

irotrhhya(h) iti. This along with the fact that the

Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants sometimes express

compound consonants by more than one letter shows that

these two grants were executed at a time when Sanskrit had

already made its way in the field of South Indian epigraphy.

ni. The British Museum plates appear to have been

originally found at Kondakur in the Guntur district of the

Madras Presidency. They were issued in the reign of stri-

uiya^a-Khandavamma (
= SkandavarmaD). "We have already

discussed about the identification of Sivaskandavarman of

the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants and Skandavarman

of the British Museum grant and have shown that the identi-

fication is extremely doubtful.

The donor of the grant is Oarudevi, -wife (devi) of the

Pallava Yuvamaharaja Buddhavarman and mother of a

prince whose name has been conjecturally read by Hultzsch

as Buddhyankura. The relation of Mahari-ja Skandavarman

and Yuvamaharaja Buddhavarman is not specified in the

grant. There is no evidence that this prince, who seems

to have been a provincial governor,^ ascended the throne.

Skandavarman is not known to have ruled at Kafici. It is

possible that he was an early member of the Pallava house

of the Nellore-Guntur region and was an ancestor of

Skandavarman II of the Oingodu grant (No. 1). He may
possibly be identified with king No. 29 (or No. 32 ?) of the

Vayalur list (see Appendix below).

By this grant Oarudevi seems to have addressed the

villagers and officials at Kadaka (Kataka) to the effect that

a certain field to be ploughed by Atuka on the western side

of the drinking well below the rdja-tadaga, containing four

nimrtanas of land, had been given by her highness for the

1 Buddhavarman may not be the king of the same name mentioned in the

Cbendalur grant, Buddhavarman of the Chendalur grant seema to be of later date.
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increase of her highness’s life and power^ to the god

Narayana of the Kuli-mahataraka temple at Dalura. This

Kuh-mdhataraka-devakula appears to signify a temple estab-

lished by a Mahattara named Kuli. The villagers and

ofl&cials were asked to exempt the field with ail immu-

nities and to cause it to be exempted. The executor of the

grant was Eohanigutta (Eohinigupta).

The most interesting feature of the grant is that though

it IS written in Prakrit, it contains two imprecatory verses

{hahuhhir=msudha datta etc.) which are in Sanskrit and

are so common in the Sanskrit copper-plate grants. This

fact and the fact that the grant expresses compound

consonants, in all cases, with more than one letter, appear

to suggest that the British Museum grant is slightly later

than the grants of Sivaskandavarman.

The seal of Skandavarman attached to the British Mu-

seum grant bears a standing animal which faces the proper

right and looks like a deer, but must be meant for a bull,

the crest of the Pallavas {cf. Bomb. Gaz., 1, ii, p. 319, note

5), and, over the back of the bull^ a few indistinct symbols

which may be taken for the sun, a crescent, and perhaps

one or more stars (Bp. Ind., Vm, p. 144).
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Chbndalur Grant of Ktjmaravisnu II

The Ohendalur grant was issued from mjaya-KMcrpura.

on the fifth tithi of the bright half of Karttika m the 2nd

regnal year of the Pallava king Kumaravisnu II, who was

the son of Maharaja Buddhavarman, grandson of Maharaja

Eumaravisnu I and great-grandson of Maharaja Skandavar-

man. Kumaravispu I and his son Buddhavarman have

possibly been mentioned in the Velurpalaiyam record (see

above, p. 160). Like Skandavarman 11 (of the Uruvupalli,

Omgodu No. 2, and Pikira grants), Kumaravisnu I has been

described as the fifth loka-fala. In the MahahMrata (see

Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 149) and the Nanaghat cave

inscription (Liiders, List, No, 1112) the gods Yama, Varuna,

Kubera and Vasava are called the ioniloka-palas or guardians

of the world. The description of a king as the fifth loka-pala

means to say that he was a protector of the earth -like those

four gods. In classical literature (e.g., Raghu, a

king is called madhyama-loka-pala,
“
protector of the middle

world {i.e., the earth).” In this connection it is interest-

ing to note the description of Samudragupta as “ equal to

(the gods) Dhanada (*= Kubera), Varuna^ Indra (=Vasava
who is however different from Indra in the Nanaghat record)

and Antaka(=:Yama) ; see Gorp. Ins. Ind., IH, pp. Mn.^ 250.^

Like many other Pallava rulers, Kumaravisnu 11 calls

himself kaliyuga-do^-avasanna-dharm-oddharna-nitya-sanna-

ddha. This epithet is also used by Visnugopavarman and

Sigpihavarman, and Nandivarman of the Udayendiram

grant. The Pallava kings thus appear to have boasted of

being called “ Defender of Faith; ” and the epithet possibly

refers to the fact that they were determined to purify their

^ Soxneticaes the gnarter-gnardiarUB are said to be eight. According to Amara,

the dtk~patis are India (east), Vahni (south-east), Pitypati, 1,0
,
Yama (south), Nairyta

(south-west) Varuna (weat),Marut (north-west), Kubera (north) and 14a (north-east).
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Brahmanical faith which was influenced by heretical doctrines

like Buddhism at the time of the later Satavahanas and the

Iksvakus. Kumaravisnu II has some epithets in comm(m
with Visnugopavarman of the Uruvupalli grant. Like

Visnugopa and his son Simhavarman, he is called bhagavat-

pad-anudhyata and parama-bhagavata, and like the records of

those two princes the Chendalur grant begins with the

adoration jiiarp bhagavata. He was evidently a Vaisnava

in faith.

The record is an order to the villagers of Cendalura in

the Karmakara§tra and to all the naiyogikas and vallabhas

employed there. Chendalur, the find-spot of the inscription,

is a place in the Ongole taluka of the Nellore district.

Hulfczsch has corrected Earmmakarastra as Karmara§tra

known from several inscriptions. The form Karmmakarastra

seems to be the same as Kamakaratha mentioned in a

Nagarjunikonda inscription.

The Word naiyogika is derived from niyoga and is

evidently the same as niyogin which appears to mean
“ governor of a district ” (c/. niyogi harmasacim ayuhto

vyaprtai=ca sah, Hemacandra). Vallabha means either the

king’s favourites or keepers of the royal cattle.

It is said that there were eight hundred pattikas (pieces)

of khas land (raja-vastu bhum sthitarri) in the village of

Cendalura, and that by this grant the king offered 432
pattikas out of that land as a Brahmadeya (brahmadeya-

maryddaya) to a Brahmana named Bhavaskandatrata ^ who

belonged to the Kaun(Jiaya gotra and the Chandogya sutra.

The lands given did not include what was previously

granted for the enjoyment of gods (devabhoga-hala'-varjjaTn)

,

The grant was executed with a hope for the increase of

According to Yazna quoted in iSahda^alpadniYnd, s. v. sctfind {cf, sdrma ddvdi^

od vifrasya vairmd trdtd cct hhuhhujafyf etc.)> Bbayaskandatrata can not be the proper

name of a Brabma^a.
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the king’s longevity, strength, victory and wealth, in

accordance with the hala-nyaya (laws regarding the halas,

like devahala, hhiksuhala, etc.) and was made immune with

all the ‘parihdras.

. The villagers and officers were ordered to observe the

immunities and to see that others observed them. People

who would violate this order have been threatened with

physical punishment. The charter ends with the mangala :

go-hrdhmana (sic) nandatu, smsty= astu prajabhydh, which

reminds us of a similar mangala at the end of the Hira-

hadagalli grant of Sivaskandavarman.
'

The word pattikd ordinarily means “ a piece of cloth

on analogy, it seems to mean “ a piece of land.” We do

not know whether pattikd here signifies a particular land-

measure like the nioartana. The land is said to have been

situated in the KavacakSra-bhoga of the Karmmakarastra.

Bhoga is evidently the same as bhukti of North Indian

inscriptions. It signifies a territorial unit like “ district.”

Of. Pallava-bhoga (KancI?) mentioned in the Mahavamsa

(Jnd. Cult., I, p. 111).



vm
Udaiendiram Grant (No. 1) op Nakdivabman

The Udayendiram grant was issued from Kaficipura on

the fifth tithi of the bright half of Vai^akha possibly in the

fi.rst year of the Paliava king Nandivarman, son of Skanda-

varman II, grandson of Simhavarman and great-grandson of

Skandavarman I. Like the issuers of other early Pallava

charters, Nandivarman is called kaliyuga-dos-amsanna-

dJiarm-oddha-rana-nitya-sannaddha. His epithets hhagamt-

pad-anudhyata and parama-hhdgamta together with the fact

that his grant begins with the adoration iitavri hhagamtd,

show that he was a Vaisnava like Vi^nugopa, Siinhavarman

and KuiharaTisnu II.

Udayendiram, the find-spot of Nandivarman’s grant,

is a place in the North Arcot district. The grant is full

of textual mistakes ;
the characters moreover do not

belong to the early Pallava period. According to Kielhom

{Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 143), the grant is to be palseographically

assigned to about A.D. 680 ; according to Pleet however it

was fabricated about 936 A.D. {Bomb. Gaz.,1, ii, p. 321n.)

But the facts that the four kings mentioned in it are given

exactly in the same order in the Vayalur record and that

the style and phraseology of the grant are very similar to

those of the early Pallava records, seem to prove that the

grant was copied, though by an incompetent scribe, from

an early genuine record.

By this grant, the Pallava king Nandivarman offered

four pieces of dranya land at Eancivayil-grama in

Adeyara-rastra, according to purva-hhoga-maryada, to a

Brahmapa named Kulacarman (=Kula^arman) who was an
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inhabitant of Kaficivayil and belonged to the Kausika gotra,

Pravacana sutra and Taittirlya earana. The lands were

granted in accordance with Brahmadeya-maryada, with all

the immunities but with the exception of devdbhoga-hala,

for the increase of the king’s longevity, strength, victory and

wealth. It is said that the four pieces of forest-land in

Kaficivayil-grama are to be made immune vdth all the

pariharas and that anyone who would violate the order should

he physically punished.

The seal of Nandivarman attached to the Udayendiram
r

grant is circular. It contains in bas-relief the figure

of a standing bull facing the proper left. There is a

much worn and ill^ible inscription at the margin ((loc.

cit.).



IX

Omgodu G-rant (No. 1) of Skandavaemaij II

In the Omgodu grant (No. 1) of Skandavarman 11, the

reigning king’s great-grandfather, Kumaransnu, has been

called aSvamedha-yafl, i.e., performer of the Horse-sacrifice.

He was therefore a great king who was possibly a successor

of Virakorcavarman of the Darsi plate.

Kumaravi§nu was succeeded by his son Skandavarman I

who is mentioned in the Omgodu (No. 1) and IJruvupalli

grants. He is said to have been a parama-hrahmanya
; but

his most significant epithet seems to he sm-viry-adhigata-

rd]ya, which means to say that he obtained the kingdom by

his own valour. His father was a powerful king who

performed the great a^vamedha sacrifice. The significance

of this epithet, as I have already pointed out, may be that

after the death ot Kumaravisnu, Skandavarman I quarrelled

with his brother who was probably Kumaravispu’s

successor at KancI, and carved out a separate principality

in the northern part of the Pallava kingdom. Kumaravisnu’

s

successor at Kanci was possibly Buddhavarman mentioned

in the Chendalur grant. We cannot however be definite

as regards this suggestion, as the identification of this

Kumaravisnu with Kumaravisnu I of the Cbandalur grant is

very doubtful.

The son and successor of Skandavarman I was Vlravar-

man who has been called “the sole hero in the world ” in

all the inscriptions. He was possibly a warrior of consider-

able importance. According to Krishnasastri {Ep. Ind,,

XV, p. 249), this Viravarman is to be identified with

Virakorcavarman of the Darsi plate, Darsi, identified by

26
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some scholars with Da^anapura, is a place in the Podili

division of the Nellore district. Only the first plate of the

Darsi grant has been discovered; it was edited by Hultzsch

m Ep. Ind.i I, p. 357. The grant was issued from the

adhisthana of the victorious Da^anapura by a Pallava king

whose name and genealogy cannot be known until the

missing plates of the grant are found. Only the name

of Yirakorcavarman, the great-grandfather of the issuer, is

known. The Sanskrit form of the word is Vlrakurca which

IS found in the Vayalur and Velurpalaiyam records. The use

of this Prakritised name appears to show that the grant

w'as issued at a time when Prakrit was still lingering in the

field of South Indian epigraphy. The identification of this

king with Viravarman however seems to me doubtful, since

these two distinct forms [viz., Vlrakurca and Viravarman)

are found as names of different kings in the Vayalur list of

early Pallava kings- Virakorca of the Darsi plate may be

the same as (the second) Vlrakurca of the Vayalurdist.

Viravarman was succeeded by his son who is called

^rl-ciyflj/a-Skandavarman in his own Omgodu grant (No. 1),

but simply Skandavarman in the inscriptions of his descen-

dants. He has some epithets in common with Kumaravisnu

I of the Chendalur grant and also with Skandavarman II

of the Udayendiram grant. Like Kumaravisnu I of the

Chendalur grant he is described as the fifth loka-pdla.

Though he is not called parama-hhdgavata, his epithet

hhagavad-hhaJcti-sadbhdva-sambhdvita-sarva-kalyana in the

grants of his grandson shows that he was a Vaisnava.

The Omgodu grant (No. 1) was issued from the

victorious city of Tambrapa in the 33rd regnal year of

Skandavarman II, on the thirteenth tithi of the third

Hemanta-paksa. This form of dating resembles that used-

in the early Prakrit grants and is remarkably different from

the form of dating used in the Sanskrit grants of the

Pallavas. It therefore shows that Skandavarman H ruled
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not long after the kings of the Prakrit charters. We have

already shown that some parts of the Mayidavolu, Hiraha-

dagalli and British Museum grants are written in Sanskrit

and that the issuers ol those grants could not have ruled

long before the kings who issued the Sanskrit grants. We
have also suggested that the Sanskrit grants showing-

considerable Prakrit influence may roughly be placed in the

period between the middle of the fourth and the beginning

of the fifth century A.D/
By this grant the king made a Brahmadeya of the

village of Omgodu in the Karmarastra, and offered the same

with the exception of the dembhoga-hala, in a form of

sattvika-ddna, to a dvi-veda and sadahga-pdraga Brahmana

named Gola^arman of the Kadyapa gotra. The Karma-

ra§tra in which Oingodu was situated has been taken to be

the same as Kamma-nadu of later Telugu inscriptions and

has been identified with the northern part of Nellore and

southern "part of Guntur. According to Krishnasastri

{Ep. Ind., XV, p. 254), Omgodu may be the same as

modern Ongole, the head quarters of the Ongole taluka of

the Guntur district. Of the boundaries of Omgodu given

in the Omgodu grant (No. 2) of Simhavarman, Kodikim

may be identical with modern Koniki near Ongole and

Penukaparru may be the same as Pinukkiparu mentioned

as the family name of certain Brahmanas who were reci-

pients of a village called Tandantottam near Kumbakonam

(S. Ind. Ins., II, pp. 519, 532).

1 The early form of the dates used by the Vis^ukandins appears to be due to

conservatism inherited from their original home. It should however be noticed that

two grants of the Kadamba kings Mrgesavarman and Ravivarman who ruled about

the end of the 6th and the beginning of the 6th century are dated in the old fashion

One IS dated in the 4th year of Mrge4avarman on the full-moon day of the 8th

fortnight of Varsa {Ind Ant

,

VII, pp 37-38), and the other m the 11th year of

Eavivarman on the 10th Utht of the 6th fortnight of Hemanta (ihid, VI, p. 28).

This old way of expressing dates in such a late period appears to be due to Jam

influence. See below.
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The seal of Skandavarman II attached to the Omgodu

grant (No, 1) is almost circular. It is totally worn away,

and has no trace of any symbols, “though it may be

presumed to have had on it originally the recumbent bull,

as in the case of other Pallava grants ” {Ep. Ind.,

XV, p. 249).



X

CeOWN-PkINOB VlS^rUGOPA and DHAEMAMAHiBUA
SiMHAVAEMAN

VisMgopa or Visnugopavarinan, son of Skandavarman

H, did not ascend the throne. His Uruvupalli grant was

issued in the 11th year of the reign of Mahaa-aja Simha-

varman. As we have already seen, Fleet thought that this

Siinhavarman was an elder brother of the Yuvamaharaja (or

Yuvaraja) Visnugopavarman. Hnltzsch, however, suggests

that he is no other than Yisnugopa’s son who issued the

Omgodu (No. 2), Pikira and Mangalur grants. According

to the latter view therefore the Pallava throne passed from

Skandavarman II directly to his grandson Simhavarman.

In the Uruvupalli grant Visnugopavarmani calls himself

praja^sanirafijana-paripalan-odyoga-satata-satra- vrata- dtksUa

and Td]arsi-gun(i-sarva-sandoha-vijiglfu, which he could not

have said if he was not a ruler of subjects. As a crown-

prince he was possibly in charge of a district of the Pallava

kingdom. The district of which he was the governor

probably had its head quarters at Palakka^a from where

the Uruvupalli grant was issued. As we have already

noted, both Vi^nugopa and his son Sinihavarman are

called parama-bhagavata in the inscriptions, all of which

begins with the adoration : jitani bhagamtd. They were

evidently Vai§nava. In this connection, the name Visnugopa

and the dedication of 200 nivartanas of land (596

acres according to Kautilya, but 148'6 acres according

to his commentator ; see below) to the god Yisnuhara

may also be noted.
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la all the inscriptions of Visnugopa and Simhavarman,

the Pallavas have been credited with the performance of

many a^vamedhas or many kratus and this evidently refers

to the a^vamedba performed by their ancestor Kumaravisnu,

So far we know only of two Pallava kings who performed

the Horse-sacrifice. The first of them is Sivaskandavarman

of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants, and the second

is Kumaravisnu, grandfather of Skandavarman II who issued

the Omgodu grant (No. 1). The former is also credited with

the performance of the Agnistoma and Vajapeya sacrifices.

In the Omgodu grant (No. 2) of' Simhavarman, the'

Pallavas have been referred to as vallahha which is evident-

ly the same as irl-vallabha ot the^Mangalur grant. It is

interesting to note that titles like 4n-valldbha, prthivt-

mllabha, etc., were adopted by the Calukya' kings of

Badami.^ We do not know whether the Calukyas appro-

priated the title of the Pallavas. It is however certain

that the Eas^rakuta kings who succeeded the Calukyas in

.

the sovereignty of the Deccan appropriated these titles

and were therefore known as vallabha-rdja. Arabic travel-

lers of the 9th and 10th centuries mention a powerful

^ The Calakya antagonist of Pallava Narasimbavarman has been called VallaMcn-

raja {jeta baMso vaUabha-rafasya, etc , of the Udayendiram grant, Noi 2 ; Ind

iwt., Yin, p. 273}. In the Samangadh inscription (tbzd, XT, p 111), the Calukya

contemporary of Eastrakiita Dantidarga (11) has been called VallahTLa In the

Yevur and Mira] grants {ibid, VIII, pp 12-14), the Calukyas themselves refer to

the 'greatness of their family as vallabharaja-laksmi These are only a few of the

examples. Prof. Baychaudhuri points out to me that the fuller form of the epithet

IS ht-ptthm-iiallabJLa which possibly suggests that these Vaispava kings claimed

to have been incarnations of Vis^u who is the vallahha of both Sri and PrthivT.

Tbero seems to be an analogy between these kings’ upholding Dbarma from the

Xaliyuga-do§a and Visnu’s upholding Prthivi from the Pralaya in his Varaha incar-

nation, The figures of two queens with each of the two Pallava kings engraved on the

portals of the Adi-Varaha cave (identified by Krishnasastn with Mahendravarman

I and his son Narasirphavarman-SiiiihavJS^u, but by T. G-. Aravamuthan with

Simhavisnu and his son Mahendravarman I, see South Indian Portraits, p. 11 ff.)

appear to represent symbolically Sri and Prthivi (see my note m Ind,, Cult., II,

pp. 131-32).
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dynasty of -the Balharas who ruled at Mankir. Accord-

ing to E. G. Bhandarkar {Bomb. Gaz., I, ii, p. 209),

BaUiara is an Arabic corruption of Vallahharaja and the

Balharas of Mankir are no other than the Eastrakutas of

Manyakheta/

I. The Uruvupalli grant of Visnugopavarman was

issued from the glorious and victorious sthana of Palakkada.

By this grant, the Dharma-yuyamaharaja Visnugopavarman,

who belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra and the Pallava

family, issued an information about his donation to the

villagers of UruvupaHi (situated in Mundarastra) and an order

to all the aynktakas and naiyyokas, and the raja-vallahhas

and sancamntakas, who had to make the following gift of

the crown-prince immune with all the pariharas. The

grant was in the form of 200 nivartanas of lands which

were made a devahhoga to be enjoyed by the god Visnuhara

whose temple called Vi§puhara-devakula was built by the

sendpati Visnuvarman at a place called Kandukura (or

Eendukura). The object of the grant was the increase of

longevity and strength of the donor. It is warned that

any one who would transgress the order would he liable to

physical punishment. The plates are said to have been

given in the 11th year of Simhavarma-maharaja, on the

tenth day of the dark half of Pausa.

Ayuktaka which, as we have already seen, is

synonymous with niyogin, karma-saciva and vydprta,

seems to mean “governor of a district.” The passage

asmin visaye sarv-dyuktakdip possibly shows that there

were several dyuktakas employed in a single visaya.

The word naiyyoka is evidently the same as naiyo-

gika of the Chendalur grant which is derived from

1 ‘‘Vallabharaja should, by the rules of Prakrit or Yemacular prononciation,

become Vallahha-fa>y or Ballaha^ray. The last is the same aa the Balham of the

arbic ” (loc, ctt, also p. 387 f.).
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myoga (office, employment) and seems to mean “ governor.”

The word mja-vallahha may signify favourites or subordinates

of tbe Pallava king. It may also possibly refer to keepers

of the royal horses or cows.^ Saflcarantaka has already

been explained. It is the same as sancara of Kautilya’s

Arthaimtra. For the appointment of spies in the king’s

own state to report to him about tbe conduct of his officials

and subjects, see ManuswmhiiS, YII, 122.

The word devahhoga has been shown to be the same as

devatra, devasat, devadeya and devadaya, and signifies

" religious donation to a god.” In numerous South Indian

grants reference is made to the fact that the land is granted

with the exception of lands previously given away as

devdbhogahala. The word devahala has been used in the

same sense in the Peddavegi grant of Nandivarman 11

Salankayana {above, pp. 94-95).

The village of Uruvupalli in the Mundarastra has not yet

been satisfactorily identified. The boundary of the field grant

ed is however clearly stated in the charter. Tbe southern

and eastern sides of tbe field were bounded by the river Snpra-

yoga (or Suprayoga). At the northern extremity was a

large tamarind tree in the hills ; and the western side

was bounded by the villages of Kondamuruvudu, Kenduktira

and Kararupura.

According to Fleet {Ind. Ant., Y, p. 5),
“ The seal

connecting the plates bears the representation of what seems

to be a dog, but in native opinion a lion.” The figure

is possibly that of a bull.

II. The Omgodu grant (No. 2) was issued from an un-

named skandhavara on the fifth tithi of the bright half of

Vai^akba in tbe fourth regnal year of Sirnhavarman, son of

Yimugopa. By this record, the king granted the village of

Oingodu (previously granted by his grandfather to a Brah-

^ Cf, m'llam in the Pikira and Htrabadagalli grants, and ‘oallahha in tbe Chenda*

lar and Mangalur grants,
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mana named Gola4arman of the Ea^yapa gotra) to a Brah-
mana named Deva^arman who was an inhabitant of Eon-
dura and belonged to the Ea^yapa gotra. Deva^arman was
possibly a relative and heir of Gola^arman. The village of

Eondura seems to be the same as the native village of Siva-

^arman, recipient of the Polamuru grant of Visnukundin

Madhavavarman I, and of Casami^arman, recipient of the

Narasaraopet grant of Pallava Visnugopavarman II. The
identification of Omgo(iu in Earmarastra has already been

discussed.

The grant is here’ referred to as purva-bhoga-vimrjita,

which seems to be the same as demhhoga-hala-varja of

other grants. It was endowed with all the pariharas, and is

said to have been copied from the oral order of the Bhatta-

raka, i.e., the king himself. According to Erishnasastri

(Ep. Ind.^ XV, p. 252), the characters of this grant are of a

later period than that used in Simhavarman’ s other grants.

He is therefore inclined to think that the grant was copied

from an original record about the beginning of the 7th

century A.D.

In line 22 of the grant, reference is made to an eclipse^

being the occasion of the grant. It is however contradicted

by the details of the date, viz.^ 5th lunar day of the bright

half of Vaisakha (11. 31-32). Erishnasastri however tried

to reconcile the two particulars by supposing ^%atthe grant

which was actually made on the new moon day of Ohaitra^

a possible day for the nearest solar eclipse^ was engraved on

the copper-plates five days after, i.e., on the 5th day of the

bright half of Vaisakha” {ibid, p. 263).®

^ As regards the importance of eclipse with reference to donationi see Garuda

Pnrapa, Purva-Khanda, Oh, 51, 29 :

—

ctyane vtsuv$ c^^aivo, groihanB candrd-suryayol},

sainlcrdnty^adtsu hdlem dattdtui hhavati c=dJc§ay(im^

2 According to Fleet ( JM.A 8,, 1915, p. 473), Siiphavarman, son of Vi^^ngopa, is

to be identified with the king of the same name who is known from the LdkamhMga
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in. The Pikira grant of Sirnhavarman was issued from

the glorious and victorious camp at the king’s residence at

Menmatura in his 5th regnal year on the third tithi of the

bright half of A^vayuja with a hope for the increase of his

longevity, strength and victory. The copper-plates were

discovered at Nelalur in the Ongole taluka of the Guntur

district.

By this record, the villagers of Pikira in Munda-

rastra, as well as the adhyaksas, mllavas and Sdsana-saUcd-

rins, stationed in the rastra, were informed of the king’s gift

of the above village, endowed with all the immunities (but

with the exception of lands previously granted for the enjoy-

ment of gods) to a Taittiriya Brahmana named Vilasa^arman

who belonged to the Kadyapa gotra. The king says here

that, as the village of Pikira has been made a Brahmadeya,

it should be made immune with all pariharas by the king’s

officials who would also see that they be observed by others.

Any one transgressing this order is warned to be "liable to

physical punishment. The word adhjaksa means a ‘^supe-

rintendent” ora “ruler” (Apte, Sanskrit-English Dictionary,

s.v. ; Gita, IX, 10 ; Kumdrasamhhava, VI, 17).’ Vallava

means gopa according to Amara ; other Pallava inscriptions

(e.p.,^ the Ohendalur and Mangalur grants) have valldhha,

which means ghotaka-raksaka according to Jatadhara (see

^ahdakalpadruma,s.y. pdlaka). According to Amara however

vallabha means adhyaksa which has been explained by a

commentator as gav-ddhyaksa (ibid, s.v.). Vallabha is

generally taken to signify favourites of the king. Sdsana-

saricdrin may be the same as Sdsana-hara, i.e , messenger;

it may also be identical with Sahcarantaka of other inscrip-

tions.

to haye ascended the throne in A D. 436-87 In AD (436-37 + 3=) 480-40 however
there was no solar eclipse on the newmoon day of Caitra

1 Being connected with mllma (cowherd), may adhyahm signify gav-ddhyaksc^'?
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tChe seal of Simhavarmarii attached to the Pikira grant is

very much worn, but bears in relief, on a counter-sunk sur-

face, an animal (bull?) with mouth open and face to the

proper left. It is represented as seated on a horizontal line

that IS in relief. It closely resembles the animal represented

on the seal attached to the Uruvupalli grant. The tail and

fore-legs of the animal are not seen {Ep. Ind., Vin, p. 160).

IV. The Mangalur grant was issued from Da^anapura

(identified with Darsi in the Nellore district), on the fifth

tithi of the bright half of Caitra in the 8th year of Simha-

varman’s reign with the hope of increasing his longevityi

strength and victory.

By this record, the king granted the village of Manga-

< dur or Mahgajur in Vehgora§tra as a Brahmadeya to the

following Brahmanas :—(1) Apastambiya Eudra^arman

of the Atreya gotra, (2) Apastambiya Turkkasarman of the

Vatsyayana gotra^ (3) Apastambiya Damasarman of the

TTfln i^ika, gotra, (4) Apastambiya Yajna^arman of theBharad-

vaja gotra^ (S) Apastambiya Bhavakotigupta^ of the Para^ara

gotra, and (6) Vajasaneyi Bhartr^arman, (7) Audamedha^

(8) Ohandoga^ (9) Sivadatta^^ and (10) Hairanyake^a §a|thi-

kumara of the G-autama gotra.

The villagers of Mahgadur as well as the adhyaJcfoSj,

mllahhas and Sdsana-safLcarins were informed of the dona-

tion which was endowed with all the immunities^, but was

with the exception of the devabJioga-hala. The villagers

and officials were ordered to observe the immunities them-

selves and to see also that others observed them. Trans-

gressers of the order were liable to physical punishment.

Vehgora^tra seems to be the district of Vehgi which lies

between the rivers Krishna and Godavari. This district was

1 Accordfflg to Satatapa quoted m the UdvahaiMva and Sradikamtva (see

Sabdclcdpadrumu...y. gnpta^ni .erma) names endo^ an the wwd

beloBStotheVaiiy»s(c/. gupta-das-itmakarp, nama pradastarpjatiya-dttiTayolf).
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in the possession of the Salankayanas as early as the time of

Ptolemy (140 A.D.) ; but they became independent only

after the downfall of the Satavahanas. At the time of

Sirnhavarman, the southern fringe of the district may have

been occupied by the Pallavas. It is however possible that

the name Vengl extended over some parts of the country to

the south of the Krishna at the time of the Salahkayanas.^

Mahgadur was possibly situated in the southern fringe of the

ancient kingdom of the SalahkSyanas.

J From the ninth century Veigl appears to hare signified the kingdom of th*

Eastern Calukyas. The Telugn-MahahhSrata (idi, 1, 8) of the middie of the ^veoith

century refers to Ba]a>mnncliy in the Veftgl country {Jmm. Dept. Let., XL, p. 31).



PART II

WESTERN DISTRICTS





OHAPTEE I

EARLY KADAMBAS : MAYURASARMAN’S LINE

I

Early History of the Kuntala Region

The Kuntala country seems to have comprised the sou-

thernmost districts of the Bombay Presidency and the nor-

thern part of Mysore.^ In a wider sense Kuntala possibly

signified the whole ofthe Kanarese speaking area of Bom-

bay, Madras and Mysore with the exception perhaps of the

coast region. The position of the country is indicated by

the fact that it was washed by the river Kr§navarna {Ind.

Ant., 1879, p. 18) and included Kurgod in the Bellary dis-

trict {Ep. Ind., XIV, p. 266), ‘Gangavadi in south Mysore

{Ep. Gam., IV, Hunsur 137), Nargund in the Dharwar

district {Ind. Ant,, 1883, p. 47), Taragal in the Kothapur

state {ibid, p. 98), Terdal m the Sangli state in South

Bombay {ibid, 1883, p. li) and Kuntalanagara (Nubattur

in the north-west of Mysore),^ From about the middle of

the fourth century up to about the paiddle of the seventh,

when the country was finally made a province of the Calu-

kya empire, Kuntala or Karnata® is known to have been

ruled by princes who belonged to the Kadamba family.

^ 0/. a record of A D. 1077 in Ep, Cam,, YIH, Sb. 262 : In the centre of that

middle world is the golden mountain to the south of which is the Bharata land in

which like the curls of the lady earth shines the Kantala country to which an

ornament (with various natural beauties) is Banavasi.” Some other inscriptions also

prove that Kuntala was the district round Banavasi. In the traditional lists of

countries and peoples in the epics, Puranas and works like the Brhatsavphtta however

Kuntala and Banavasi are sometimes mentioned separately.

2 T am indebted for some references to Prof. Raychandhuri. See Bomb, Gaz,, I, ii,

p. 053.

3 Kuntala and Kaiigiata are used as synonymous in the VikramanJcadevaeanta by

Bilhana. Vikramaditya VI has been called both kuntaUendu (or kuntaUendra) and

kamdt-endu (IX, 41*42). Vaijayanti, identified with Banavasi, has been described as a

Ulc^ka (that is to say, the capital) of the Kar?iata country in the Birur grant of Vispnvar-
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Some inscriptions of the Nagarakhanda Kadambas

{J. B. B,R. A. S., IX, pp. 245, 285; Ep. Cam., VII, Sk.

'225, etc.) say that the Kadamba family originated from the

Nandas who ruled over Kuntala and the adjoining districts

of the Deccan.^ But these inscriptions belong to the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, and very little importance can be

put to the traditions recorded in them. It is however not

quite impossible that the mighty Nandas held sway over

considerable portions of the Deccan. Reference to the

wealth of the Nandas in a Tamil poem (Atyangar, Beg. S.

Ind. Hist,, p. 89) and the existence of" a city called Nander

or Nau-Nand-Dehra on the G-odavari (Raychaudhuri, Pol.

Hist. Anc. Ind,, 2nd ed., p. 142) may be supposed to support

the above conjecture.

In the Sravana-Belgola inscriptions (£Jj). Oarn., VIII, Sb.

1, 17, 54, 40, 108; III, Sr, 147, 148, etc.), there is a story

of the migration of Chandragupta Maurya in Mysore in

company of the Jain teacher Bhadrabahu. An inscription

in the Sorab taluka {ibid, VIII, Sb. 263) says that Nagara-

man (Bp. Cam , VI, p, 91). Kan^ata therefore sigBihed the same territory as

Kuntala or the country of which Kuntala formed a part. In the traditiooal lists

hwever they are sometimes separately mentioned. Karnata has been taken to have

been derived from a Dravidian original like Jcarmadu-^kanmadu (black country) or

Jcammddu (great country; cf, Maba-rastra). Kuntala seems also to have been

Sanskritised from an original like Karnata The separate mention of Kuntala,

Karnata, Banavasi, Mabisaka (cf. Mahiga-visaya in a Kadamba grant), etc., in some of

the traditional lists may possibly refer to the fact that these names originally signided

separate geographical units abutting on one another. Sometimes however one of

them may have formed the part of another, c/. the case of Tamralipti which is men-
tioned in literature as an independent state, as a part of Sumha and also as a part of

Vahga; also the case of Taxila (Eaychaudhuri, Indian Aniiguities^ p. 186 f)

With the rise of Kanarese powers like the Oalukyas and the Ha^trakutas, the name
KarpSkta (sometimes also the name Kuntala) extended over a large part of western

and southern Deccan, In the Kalihgatiu-pmairyi, the Calukyas have been described as

ICuntalaT^ lords of Kuntala ** (see Tamil Bcxioon^ Mad. Univ., 8,v ). An inscription

of Hanhara II, dated in Saka 1307 (8. Ind. Ins.^T^p 158, verses 25-26) says that

Vijaynagar (modern Hampi) belonged to the Kuntala visaya of the Karpata country.
1 An inscription says that the nine Nandas, the G-upta family, and the Maurya

kings, ruled over the land of Kuntala ; then the Katt s, then the Calukyas, then
Kalacurya Bijjala, and then Hoysala Vira-BaU^ia II (Bomb. Gaz., I, ji, p. 284, note).
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klian^a “was protected by the wise Candragupta, an abode

of the usages of eminent Ksatriyas.” This record however

belongs to the fourteenth century, and none attaches much
importance to it. But these traditions, taken together

with references to the Vamba-Moriyar (Maurya upstarts)

advancing as far south as the Podiyil Hill in the Tinnevelly

district, may possibly be taken to suggest that the Maurya

successors of the Nandas were master of considerable por-

tions of Lower Deccan and the Par South. The above

traditions are in a way confirmed by the discovery of the

inscriptions of A^oka at Siddapur, Jatinga-Eameswar and

Brahmagiri in the Ghitaldrug district of Mysore. This goes

to show that at least the greater part of the Euntala country

was within the dominions of the Mauryas at the time of

A^oka. According to a tradition recorded in the Mahavanisa

(Xn, 41) and the Dipamnisa (VIII, 10), the Buddhist tea-

cher Rakkhita was deputed to BanavasI (the capital of Kun-

tala or the •district round the city) in the third century B. G.

shortly after the Great Council held at Pa^aliputra in the

eighteenth year of A^oka. Some scholars think that Kong-

kin-na-pu-lo visited by the Chinese pilgrim Yuan Chwang is

to be identified with the capital of th^ Kuntala country. If

this identification is to be accepted, we have possibly another

tradition regarding the Maurya occupation of Euntala. Yuan

Chwang says that there was to the south-west of the city a

stupa, said to have been built by A^oka on the spot where

Srutavimlatikoti made miraculous exhibitions and had many

converts (Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels, II, pp.

237-38; Beal, Bud. Rec. W. World, II, pp. 263-55)."

We know very little of the Euntala country for a long

time after A^oka. The Satavahana king Gautamipura Sata-

J The reference to an officer designated rajjuha in the Malavalli grant of

Visiginkadda Cotukulananda Satakarm possibly suggests that the Kuntala country was

once ruled by the Mauryas The (— re/tito) are many tunes referred to in

the inscnptions of A^oka.
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karni, who ruled about the first quarter of the second century

and claimed a sort of suzerainty over the whole of Daksina-

patha, possibly had some connections with Vaijayanti (Bana-

vasl)/ the capital of ancient Kuntala or Karnata. The

claim of Gautamiputra’s lordship over the Malaja mountain

(the southern part of the Western Ghats) may be a vague

one; but the Nasik inscription ( Sp. Jnd., VIII, p. 71) of

his eighteenth regnal year records an order of the Satava-

hana king when he was in “the camp of victory of the army at

(or, of) Vaijayauti.” This record was issued through the

amatya Sivagupta who was, according “to Eapson {Gatalog'ue,

p. Iviii), apparently Gautamiputra’s minister at

Banavasi. Eapson further identifies this Sivagupta with

Sivaskandagupta mentioned in a Earle inscription of the

same Satavahana king {IfC. cit.
;
Ep. Ind, VII, p. 64). There

is as yet no further proof to make us definite as regards the

occupation of Kuntala by the main line of the Satavahanas.

According to the Puranas, the Andhra (i.e., Satavahana)

dynasty had five different branches {cf. andhranaip, samsthi-

tdh panca tesdm mmiah samdh pnnah; Vdyu, 99, 358).

Indeed one branch of the Satavahanas, generally called the

Cutu-Satakarni family^ is known from inscriptions, coins

and literary references to have ruled at Vaijayanti (Banavasi)

in the Kuntala country before the Kadambas.

The Matsya list of the Andhra (=Satavahana) kings

gives the name of Kuntala-Satakarni. A commentator of

Vatsyayana’s Kdmasutra clearly explains the term kuntala in

the name Kuntala-Satakarni-Satavahana as kuntala-visaye

1 As shown by Pleet (Bomb Oaz , I, n, p 278-79 note), the identification of

Vaijayanti with Banavasi is sufaciently estibliahed by two points Firstly, a name
of Banavasi is known to have been Jayanti (see, e g , Ind Ant

, IV, p 207), which
13 very similar to Vaijayanti. Secondly, a Calukya record XIX, p 152) of A.D
692 mentions the Edevolal district as situated in the north-east quarter in the vicinity

of Vaijayanti, wiule other records prove that Edevolal was the name of the district

round Hafioal which is juyt to the northeast of Banavasi The city seems to haye
been mentioned in the Geography of Ptolemy as Banaus^.
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jaiatvat tat-samakhyah. A Satavahana king of Kuntala is

mentioned in the Kavyamlmdima as having ordered the ex-

clusive use of Prakrit in his harem. Prof. Eayehaudhuri

{op. cit., p. 260) is inclined to identify this king with the

celebrated Hala, sometimes credited with the authorship

of the Gathasaptaiatl. According to this scholar, the

Matsya-Purana which gives thirty names in the list of the

Andhra or Satavahana kings mentions not only the kings of

the main line, but includes also the kings of the branch that

ruled in Kuntala.

Inscriptions discovered in the western and south-western

districts of the Satavahana empire, that is to say, in

Aparanta {cf. Kanheri, Arch. Surv. W. Ind., V, p. 86) and

in Kuntala (cf. BanavasI; Ind. Ant., 1885, p. 331} including

the north of Mysore {cf. Malavalli, Shimoga district, Ep.

Cam., VII, p. 251) testify to the existence of a line of the

Satavahanas called the Cutukula which was in possession

of South-Western Deccan before the conquest of BanavasI

by the Kadambas. The relation of the Cu^-Satakarnis with

the Satakarnis of the main line is quite uncertain. But

Eapson thinks that, as the Cutus were intimately connected

with the Maharathis and Mahabhojas, it is probable that

the branch of Kuntala was originally subordinate to

the main line of the Satavahanas and that it shook off the

yoke when the power of the imperial line began to decline

after the death of Yajna Satakarni {op. cit., pp. xxi-ii,

xlii).

A doubtful passage of the Devagiri grant {Ind. Ant.,

VII, p. 35), which seems to imply a connection of the •

Kadambas with the Nagas possibly suggests that the Kuntala

country was originally ruled by the Nagas. These Nagas

however may be identical with the Gutu-Satakarnis who

according to many scholars belonged to the Naga dynasty.

That the Cutu family had Naga connections is clear from

the Kanheii inscription which mentions Nagamulaniklg
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mother of Skandanaga Sataka and daughter of Visnukada

Cutu-kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, op. cit., p. hii).

The following records of the Cutu-Satakarnis are said to

have so far been discovered :
—

I. Kanheri inscription of Haritiputra Visnukada Outu-

kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, loc. cit.). As the name of

the king could not be read, this record was formerly » attri-

buted to the reign of Vasistbiputra Pulumavi. The donor

mentioned in this inscription is Nagamulanika who was the

wife of a Maharathi, the daughter of a'Mahabhoji and of the

great king, and the mother of Skandanaga-Sataka. Rapson

has no doubt that she is to be identified with the donor of

the Banavasi inscription in which she is said to have been

the daughter of king Haritiputra Visnukada Outu-kulananda

Satakarpi whose name must have originally stood also in

the Kanheri inscription.

II. Banavasi inscription of the twelfth year of Hariti-

putra Visnukada Cutu-kulananda Satakarni (Rapson, op.

cit., pp. liii-iv). According to Biihler’s interpretation of the

record {Ind. Ant., XIV, p. 334) the king had a daughter

named Sivaskandanaga^ri who made the grant of a naga,^ a

tank and a vikdra (monastery) on the first lunar day of the

seventh fortnight of Hemanta. V7ith respect to these gifts

amaco (amdtya, i.e., minister) Khada Sati (Skanda Sati) was

the Superintendent of work (kamamtika)

.

The Naga was

made by Nataka (Nartaka), the pupil of ac&rya Idamojraka

(Endramayura) of Samjayanti. According to the MaJid-

bhdrata (II, 31, 70) Samjayanti was situated near Karahata

which may be the same as modern Karhad. Samjayanti

^ “ In SoDtheia India, carved stone-images of the Naga are set up to this day,

often at tlie entrance of a town or tillage, for public adoration, and ceremonial

offerings are made to the living cobra. Groups of Naga-kals (snake-stones) are to be

found in almost every village, Leaped up in a corner of the court-yard of a Siva temple

or placed under the shade of a venerable Pipal (Ficus Religiosa) or a Margosa (Meba

A^adiracha) tree ** {An. Rep. S. Ind. Ep., 1918-19, p. 26 and plates)
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may possibly be identified with Yaijayanti or Banavasi

which was also called Jayanti. The Mahdhhaiata mentions

the city of Sainjayantl m connection with Sahadeva’s

digvi]aya in the south, along with the Pandjas, Keralas and

Dravidas.

Eapson, on the other hand, thinks that the proper

name of the donor is not mentioned in the inscription,

but she is said to have been the daughter of the great

king and to have been associated in the donation with

Prince Sivaskandanaga^ri. He further suggests that the

donor is styled Mahabhojl oi, it is possible, that the

passage mahdhhumya mahdraja-hdlik&yo, may be taken to

mean “of the daughter of the Mahabho]! and of the great

king.’’ If the latter interpretation be accepted, the

epithets—except mahdrathinl—would be the same as in the

Eanheri inscription. Eapson has little doubt that the

prince Sivaskandanaga^ri of this inscription is identical with

Skandan3ga-Sataka of the other inscription. Thus, accord-

ing to him the donors mentioned in the Kanberi and Bana-

vasi inscriptions must be one and the same person, viz., the

daughter of king Visnukada Cutu-kalananda Satakarni. He
further identifies this Sivaskandanagasri= Skandanaga-Sataka

with king Sivaskandavarman mentioned in the Malavalli

record {Ep. Gam., VII, p. 252) of an early unknown

Kadamba king, and says that the prince subsequently came

to the throne of VaijayantI as the heir of his maternal grand-

father and was possibly the last reigning member of the

Cutu dynasty. The identification of the slightly similar

names, viz., Sivaskandanaga^ri, Skandanaga-Sataka and

Sivaskandavarman, however, cannot be accepted as certain.

III. The Malavalli inscription of the first regnal year

of Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra Yisnukadda Cutukulananda

Satakarni (Ep. Cam., YII, p. 251). The inscription

records the grant of a village. The king is here called raja

of the city of VaijayantI. The inscription is followed on
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the same pillar by an early Kadamba record which mentions

Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra Vaijayantl-pati Sivaskanda-

varman as a previous ruler of the locality. If judged by

the standard of palaeography, the second record, according

to Buhler {Ind. Ant., XXV, p. 28), cannot be much later

than the first In this connection, it is also noticed that

the famous Talgunda inscription of the Kadamba king

Santivarman refers to Satakarni (very probably a king of

the Cutu family) and other kings having worshipped in a

Siva temple at Sthanakundura (Talgunda). It has there-

fore been suggested that the Kuntala co&ntry passed into the

possession of the Kadambas directly from the bands of the

Cutu Satakarnis (Rapson, op. cii., p. Iv), and the following

genealogy of the Cutu dynasty has been drawn from the

above records : —

(1) Vaijayantlpura-raja Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra

Cutukulananda Satakarni (Kanheri, Banavasi and JMalavalli

records) -f MahabhojI

Maharathi+ Na^amulanika.

(2) Vaijayanti-pati Manavya-sagotra Haritiputra Siva-

skandavarman (Malavalli record).

We have already said that the identification Sivaskanda-

naga^ri= Skandanaga-Sataka = Sivaskandavarman is not

quite happy. It has moreover been pointed out (see above,

p. 168, note 2) that, on linguistic consideration, the

Mallavalli record of year 1 appears to be later than the

Banavasi record of year 12. The language of the Banavasi

inscription resembles that of the records of the SatavShanas

and Iksvakus ; the language of the Malavalli inscription is,

on the other hand, very similar to that of the grants of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman. I therefore think that the

Banavasi and Malavalli records belong to two different
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Visnukada CutukulSnanda Satakamis. This suggestion is

also supported by the palaeographical standard of the

Banavasi inscription. According to Biihler {Ind. Ant., XIV,

p, 331 £E.), the record is to be placed about the end of the

first or the beginning of the second century.

Prom the fact that, according to the evidence of the

Talgunda record, Mayura^arman, the first king of the

Kadamba family, received the pattabandha-sairipuid along

with the country from the PrehSra (river?) up to the

western (Arabian) sea from the Pallava kings of Kafici, it

appears that for a time the Euntala country passed into the

possession- of the Pallavas. This may have taken place

about the time of the great Sivaskandavarman and his

father whose direct rule is known to have extended as far

as the Andhrapatha (i.e., the Andhra country with its capital

at Dhamnakada=*Dhanyakataka) in the north and the

Satahanirattha the Bellary district) in the noith-

west. We have also shown (see above, pp. 168, 184)

that a comparison of the language of the Malavalli record

with that of the Mayidavolu and Hirahadagalli grants

would place the rule of Mayurasarman, the progenitor

of the Kadambas, not long after the accession of Sivas-

kandavarman about the beginning of the fourth century.

Since the language of the Malavalli record of Visnukadda

Cutukulananda Satakarni who, as we have suggested, appears

to have been different from the earlier Visnukada Cutukuia-

nanda Satakarni of the Banavasi inscription, closely

resembles the language of the Ohandravalli record of

Mayurasarman and the Malavalli grant which seems to

belong either to the same king or to his immediate successor,

and does not appear to be earlier than the grants of

Sivaskandavarman, I think it not impossible that the

later members of the Outu dynasty of Kuntala

acknowledged the suzerainty of the powerful early Pallava

rulers of Kancl.
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No coins have as yet been attributed to any of the Cutu

kings known from inscriptions. Some large lead coins

from Karwar bearing the title cutu-kul-anamda in the legend

are doubtfully assigned to an earlier feudatory member of

the Cu|u family (Eapson, op. cit., p. xliii). The reading

hdriti as a portion of the legend on some lead coins found

in the Anantapiir and Guddapah districts (loc. cit.) is not

quite certain and therefore does not justify in the present

state of our knowledge the attribution of those coins to any

of the Cutu kings.

Besides the coins bearing the legend rano cutu-kul-

dnairtdasa, there are other coins discovered from the Karwar

district with the legend rafio mud-dmrpdasa. The express-

ions cutu-kul-ananda and mud-dnanda have been thought to

signify respectively
“
Joy of the family ^ of the Outus” and

“ Joy of the Mundas.” These titles resemble in character

that of the Maharathi Angika-kula-vardhana, “ the cherisher

of the race of Anga.” They have been taken to ber dynastic.

According to Eapson, these may be designations attached to

particular localities or titles derived from the home or

race of the rulers. Cutu evidently signifies the Cutu-

Satakarni family. TheJMundas are frequently mentioned in

Sanskrit literative. The Vism-Purdna (IV, 24, 14) speaks

of thirteen Munda kings who ruled after the Andhras, (i.e.,

Satav5hanas) . “It is perhaps, more probable that the

kings bearing these titles were members of two families of

feudatories in the early period of the dynasty,' and that,

at a later period, on the decline of the empire, one of these

families gained the sovereign power in the western and

southern provinces, while the eastern provinces remained in

the possession of the SStavahana family ” (Eapson, op. cit.,

p. xxiii).

1 If) place of hula of the inscriptions, Bapson reads ha4a on the coins and

Irg-nslates the term as “ city (op. ctt,f p. Ixxxiv).
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Origin of the Kadambas ^

In almost all Kadamba inscriptions the Kadambas

claim to have belonged to the Manavya gotra and call them-

selves Haritipntra The designation Manavyagotra-Hariti-

putra was evidently borrowed from the Cutu Satakarnis who

ruled over Kuntala before the rise of the Kadambas. From
the Banavasi grant of the eighth year of Mrge^avarman’s

reign (Ind. Ant., Vn, pp. 35-36) the Kadambas seem to have

actually belonged to the Ahgirasa gotra.® This suggestion

is possibly supported by the fact that they are called try-Srsa-

vartma (see verse 3 of the Talgunda inscription ; Ep. Jnd.,

Vni, p. 31 ff.) which seems to refer to the three pravaras

of the Sngirasa gotra, viz., 5.hgirasa, Va^i§tha and Barhas-

patya (iSahdahalpadruma, s.v. pmvarci).

' According to a very late inscription belonging to the

Kadambas of Hangal (Ep. Gam., VII, Sk. 117), the

Kadamba family originated from the three-eyed and four-

armed Kadamba. This Kadamba is' said to have sprung

into being under a Kadamba tree from a drop of sweat that

fell on the ground from the forehead of Siva. Kadamba's

son was Mayuravarman who conquered the earth by the

power of his sword and invincible armour. Another insr

cription {ibid, XI, Dg. 35) says that Mayuravarman him-

self was bom under an auspicious Kadama tree, with an eye

- This paper was originally pnblisiied in Ind, Cult, XV, p 118 ff,

* As sons of Mann, all men may claim ijhe MSnavya gotra. A Cainkya grant says^

** Svayambfauva Mann's son was Manavya from whom came all those who belonged

to the Manavya gotra (Bomb, Gtxz,, 1, ii, p. 389). Manavya's son was Harita ; his son

was Pafica^ikhi-Hariti.

* Did the Kadambas claim connection with the lAgirasa H^ritas who are said

to have descended, through Ifcsvaku, from Mann? ^'See Bomb. u, p 217, note).

29
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on bis forehead. He is there described as the son of Rudra

and the earth. His family became famous as Kadamba owing

to the fact that he grew up in the shade of a Kadamba

tree. An inscription of A. !>. 1077 (i&id, VIII, Sb. 262)

gives still more interesting details. .There Mayuravarman

seems to have been described as the son of the famous

Ananda-jina-vratlndra’s sister ^ and as born under the

famous Kadamba tree, and to have had the other name

Triloeana. A kingdom having been procured for him from

the Sasanadevi and a forest being cleaied and formed into

a,' country for that prince, a crown composed of peacock’s

feathers was placed on his head. From this crown,' the

prince obtained the name Mayuravarman:

These mythical accounts do not differ materially from

those recorded in the inscriptions of the Later Kadambas

of Goa. - Some of the Halsi and' Degamve grants (e.fif., ibid',

VII, Sk-. 236) attribute the origin of the Kadamba family

to the three-eyed and four-armed Jayanta otherv7ise named

Trilocona-Kadamba. This Jayanta is said to have' sprung

from a drop of sweat that fell on the ground near the roots

of a Kadamba tree, from the forehead of Sivai when the

god killed Tripura after. a hard fight.

An inscription of the same period belonging to the

Later Kadambas of Nagarakhanda (J.B.B.R.A.S., IX, pp.

245, 272, 285) gives a slightly different story. It says that

king Naada worshipped Siva for many days with the desire

of getting a son. One day some Kadamba flowers suddenly fell

down from the sky and a heavenly voice assured him of his

getting two brilliant sons in the near future. Thus according

to this tradition, the Kadambas claimed relation with the

famous Nanda kings of Pataliputra. Some other late,

Kadamba grants also attribute a northern origin to the

^ Here is possibly a reference to the claim of having been related with the

JLnanda kings of Kandarapura For the inandas, see ahove^ p. 60 ff; also my note.iQ-

J. A A* 8,, OctbWr, 1934, p, 737 g.
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Kadambas. The Kargudari record of tbe Hangal Kadambas

asserts that Mayiiravarman came from the Himalayan regions

and brought from Ahicchatra eighteen Brahmanas whom he

established in Kuntala (Bomb. Gaz.> I, li, pp. 560-56

According to another record (Ep. Ind., XYI, pp. 354, 360)

Mayuravarman is said to have established his power on

the summits of -the Himavat mountain.

All these traditions are of little historical value. All

they may indicate is that the progenitor of the Kadamba
family was named Mayura and that the family-name had

An accidental connection with the Kadamba tree. In con-

nection with the tradition regarding the three-eyed Trilocana-

Kadamba, it is interesting to note that there are similar

accounts of a mythical Trilocana-Pallava in later Pallava

inscriptions. This three-eyed Pallava is said to have brought

some 'Brahmanas from Ahicchatra and to have settled them

to the east of Sriparvata where he made seventy agraharas

(An. Rep:-S. Ind. Ep., 1908, pp. 82-38), Later Kadamba

inscriptions, as we have noticed, attribute this Brahmapa

emigration to Mayuravarman. These facts seem to show that

the mythical- traditions about the two Pallava and Kadamba

Trilocanas had a common origin, though they possibly

depended on the development of each gther (Moraes,

Kadamhahula, p. S note)

.

As has already been suggested,

the evidence of the Mysore records of the twelfth centuiy

stating that the Nanda king ruled over Kuntala (Rice,

.Mysore and Goorg, p. 3), the reference to the wealth

of the Nandas in a Tamil' poem and the existence of a city

called Nau Nand-Dehra in the South may suggest that the

Nanda dominions embraced considerable portions of

Southern India. In the present state of our knowledge

-however it is not possible to prove a genealogical connection

1 Ai^otlier record Bays {Bomb. Gaz., 661) that Mukai^^a-Kadamba (the three-

eyed Kadamhaa) brought 12,600 BrahmaigLas of 32 gotras from Ahicchatra and establish*

ed them at the Stha^ugudhapura , Tal^nda)-
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between the Nandas and the Kadambas. Moreover, the

Kadambas, as we shall presently see, were originally

Brahmapas, while the Nandas are known from the Pwqms
to have beejai^satriyas with an admixture of Sudra blood.

It is clear that all the later traditions connected with

the origin of the name Kadamba developed on a reference

in a much earlier Kadamba record. It is the Talgunda

inscription of king Santivarman who ruled about the

middle of the fifth century, that is to say, about a century

after the establishment of the Kadamba power in Kuntala by

Mayura about the middle of the fourth century A.D. This

inscription records (Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 31) that the

Kadambas were so named owing to their tending a Kadamba

tree that grew near their house {cf grha-saimpa-

$amrudh,a-vika§at~kadamh-aika-padapam, tad-upacdravat=
tad^dsya taroh sdndmya~sddliarmyam=asya tat pramvrte

satlrthya-mpray^rn prdcuryatas=tad = vUe§anam), and that

they belonged to the dvija-kula (Brahmana family). In this

Kadamba-hula was born a person named MayuraSarman,

the best of the Brahmanas (cf. evam^ agate kadamba ktde

irimdn—hahhuva dvijottamah ndmato mayuraiarm^eti).

There seems to be nothing very strange and unbelievable in

this simple account. The statement that the Kadambas were

Brahmanas is also supported by the evidence of the earliest

Kadamba record, the Ghandravalli inscription of Mayura

(Mys. Arch. Surv., A.E., 1939, p. 50). In this ins-

cription, the name of the Kadamba king has been

given as Mayura-^arman, and not as Mayura-oaman
which form we find only in the inscriptions of the

Later Kadambas. Since iarman was used with the names

of Brahmanas and varman with that of K§atriyas (6f.

iarma-vad^brahrmnasya sydt, Manu, 11, 32 ; iarfnd

deva^—ca viprasya varmd trdtd ca bhu-bhujah, etc.,

Tama quoted in 3abdakalpadruma, s.v. §armd), the pro-

genitor of the Kadamba family was a Brahmana according
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to the earliest known Kadamba record,, and there is no

reason to donht the truth of the statement. It is not

impossible that the Kadambas were originally Brahmanas

who migrated from Northern India like many other South

Indian royal families, took service under the SatavSbanas

and eventually carved out a principality in the Kuntala

-country.^ That they later gave themselves as Ksatriya is

proved by the fact that not only the names of tto^ticceeding

kings ended in varman, but Mayura^arman was himself

made Mayuravarmap in all later records of the family. Their

•case may be compared with that of the Sena kings of Bengal

who styled themselves as Brahma-Ksatriya which possibly

means “Brahmana first and Ksatriya afterwards,” that is

to say, “ Brahmana by birth and K§atriya by profession.”

It is interesting in this connection to note that, like

the Kadambas, there were and still are many tribes and

families in India, named after particular trees. The Sakyas

were a 'branch of the Iksvaku family and were so called

owing to their connection with the Saka tree (c/. iaka-

vfksa-praticchannatrL msam. yasmac= ca cakrire, tasmad^

iksva,ku-m'iri4yas*=‘te bhuvi Sdkydh prakvrtitdk ; Saundaranan-

dakavya, I, 24). Coins of a tribe Dr family called Odumbara

have been discovered in the Pathankot region (Kangra and

Hosyarpur districts according to Smith, Catalogue, pp.

160-61) and have been assigned to circa 100 B.C. (Bapson,

Indian Goins, p. 11). Odumbara (Sanskrit Audumhara)

appears to be connected with the Udumbara or fig tree.

A tribe named Arjunayana has been mentioned Varaha-

mihira’s Brhatsanihitd (XIY, 25) and the Allahabad piller

^ Had the Kadambas some sort of relation with the Nipa Kadamba) family

which rule'd, according to a tradition recorded by Kalidasa {Raghu, *71, verses 45-61),

over the district round Mathpra? Q-. M, Moraes says (Kadamhakula^ p. ID).

“The very name of the family suggests that they (i e , the Kadambas) were the natives

of the South. For the Kadamba tree is common only in the Deccan.” It is

however a misrepresentation. The Kadamba tree is largely found also in other parts

of India.
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pillar inscription of Samudragupta (circa 350 A.D.).

Many coins belonging to this tribe have also been discovered

(Indian Goins, p. 11). These Arjunayanas seem to have

been called after the Arjuna tree. The name of the Sibi

tribe may also be connected with Sivi or the birch tree.

Some coins bearing the legend vatasvaka are assigned to

about B.C. 200 (ibid, p. 14). Biihler has explained the

le.gend as denoting the Vata (fig. tree) branch of the

A^vaka tribe (Ind. Stud., IIT, p. 46). It is interesting

in this connection to notice that even at the present time

the Lari G-oalas of Ohhota-Nagpur, the Goraits, Kharias,

Kharwars, the Kumhars of Lohardaga, Mundas, Nagesars,

Oraons, Pans and many other tribes have septs or sections

amongst them named after the famous Indian tree Vata

(Ficus Indica). (See H. H. Eisley, Tribes and Castes of

Bengal, II, 1892, pp. 61, 65, 77, 78, 86, 103, 111, 113,

115, etc.) A consideration of modern tribal names seems

to suggest that the above tree-names had originally some

sort of totemistic significance.

We have already mentioned several Indian tribes and

.castes bearing the name Vata. There are many such tribes

and castes in India, which go by the names of particular

trees. Tribal septs are named after the Pumur (fig. tree),

bamboo, Palm tree, Jari tree, Mahua tree, Baherwar tree,

Kussum tree. Karma tree and many other trees (Eiseley,

op. cit., pp. 61,78, 87, 96, 97, 103, 105, etc.). Some

^
of these are actually totems, while others appear to have lost

their original totemistic significance.^

1 Toteioistic ideas appear to be gradually changed with time. Among the

present day Santals, only traces of tbeir primitive totemism are to be found. “.None

of these appear to be associated with the idea of culture-heroes as amongst the

Amer-indians. The folklore shows indeed some stones centering round the plants

(betel'palmt Panjaurntree, Sabai grass) and animals (tiger* ]acka], leopard, crab)

Besides these, some of the clans* names centre round mdustnal objects and articles

of usefulness, such as chain, earthen vessel, etc These would be more in line with

a belief in objects possessing mma and venerated as such and gradually getting
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It however cannot be proved in the present state of our

knowledge whether the Kadambas and the other tribes

and famihes with tree-names were totemistie in the true

sense of the term. In this connection it is interesting to

note what has been said about the totemism prevalent

among the present-day Santals who must originally have

been a totemistie people. Totemism in the truest form

is not present amongst the Santals. The Santals of our

days do not believe in the actual descent of a clan from

its totem, and the few legends of the Santals about the

origin -of some of their clans do not point to any belief in

the descent of men from their totems. All that they

indicate is that the totem animal and plant bad some

accidental connection with the birth of the ancestor of the

clan. As for example, the sept Pauria is called after the

pigeon and Chore after the lizard ; and the story is that on

the occasion of a famous tribal hunting party the members

of these two septs failed to kill anything but pigeons and

lizards • so they were called by the names of these animals.”*

It is interesting also to note that according to the Talgunda

inscription and many other later Kadamba records the

Kadamba tree “had some accidental connection with the

birth ” of the family of Mayurasarman, the ancestor of the

Kadambas, exactly as the pigeon and lizard in the family

traditions of the two Santal septs called Pauria (pigeon) and

Chore (lizard)

.

associated with exogamous sub-divisions which might have had a hand in the invention

or diffasion of those useful objects There is no seasonal recurring ceremonidl round

these objects meant for the preservation or propagation of animals or plants venerated

as ancestors as in Australia There is indeed some taboo to the use by the particular

subclan of the plant and animal venerated as its ancestor. The animal and plant

thus venerated are taboo to the clans ; none can hunt it, .nor can they partake of its

flesh. But for the observation of this taboo, the Santals are in no sense plant and

animal worshippers” (P. C. BiswaSf Pnmttiv& Behgion^ etc., of the Santals t Joum.

Dept, Let, XXVI, p. 6).

^ - fhid, pp, 57-58,
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G-bnealogy and Chronology of the Early Zadambas

OF MayCrasarman’s Line

The following genealogy of the Early Eadambas is

established by the Talgunda inscription of Santivarman and

the numerous records of his son, grandson and great-grand-

son (see Ind. Ant., VI, p. 22) :

—

Mayura^arman

Kahgavarman

Bhagiratha

Raghu Kakustha or Kakusthavarman

Santivarman or Santivara-

varman

I

. Mrge^a, Mrge^vara, Mrge^a-

varman or Mrge^avaravarman

Ravi or Ravivarman Sivaratha Bhanuvarman

I

Harivarman

In connection with the discussion on the date of

Pallava Sivaskandavarman {above, pp. 161-68 ; also

Joum. Ind. Hist., XII, p. 297 ff.), I have tried to

prove that Sivaskandavarman ruled in the first quarter

of the fourth century A.D. I have also suggested that

a comparison of the language of the OhandravaHi re<?oi5d
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(Mys. Arch. Surv., A.R., 1929, p. 60) with that of the Mayi-

davolu aud Hirahadagalli grants would place the reign of

Kadamba Mayura^armao only a little later than the accession

of Sivaskandavarnaan. The use of 4 (1.1) and the numerous

double-consonants like mma (1.1), tr, 11 (1.2), sth, nd (i.3),

etc., appear to prove that the Chandravalli record was en-

graved after, but not long after, the execution of the grants

of Sivaskandavarman. I therefore think that scholars (see

Anc.Hist. Dec., p. 96f.; Kadamhakula, chart opp. p. 15) are

justified in placing Mayurasarman about the middle of the

fourth century A.D. We may not therefore be far from the

mark if we suppose that the date of Mayura’s accession lies

somewhere between A.D. 320 and 350.^

According to the evidence of the Talgunda inscription

(Ep. Ind,, Vni, p. 31 ff.) of the Kadamba king named

Santivarman, this Mayurasarman was followed on the

Kadamba throne by his son Kangavarman, grandson Bhagl-

ratha and great-grandson Raghu ; Raghu was succeeded by

his brother whose name was Kakusthavarman. Supposing

that Mayura^arman’s reign began about the middle of the

fourth century and that the reign-periods of the four prede-

cessors of Kakusthavarman (viz., Mayurasarman, Kangavar-

man, Bhagiratha and Raghu) together covered about a

century, we arrive at about the middle of the fifth century

for the period of Kakustba.

The Halsi grant {Ind. Ant., VI, p. 23) of Kakustha-

varmauj the Yuvardja (crown-prince) of the Kadambas,

was issued in the eightieth year.® Fleet says {Bomb. Gaz.,

1 According to the Tilganda lascription, Mayurasarmaa received the pattahandha-

sampu]d as well as the land between the Western sea and the Prehara from thp« Falla va»

kings of KaficT. We have already suggested fetiafc this may have taken place about the

time of the great Sivaskandavarman and bis father who were pos^ib’y suzerains of the

whole land bounded by the Arabian sea in the west. See above, p, 184 n,

3 la Ind Ant, XIV, p. 13, it has been suggested to be the eightieth year from

the conquest of the Nagas by Krsp.avarman (I), who however cannot be 80 years

earlier than Kakusthavarman.

30
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I, ii, p. 291),
“ The year purports by strict translation to

be his own eightieth year. But it cannot be the eightieth

year of his Yuvardja-ship
; and, even if such a style of dating

were usual, it can hardly be even the eightieth year of his

life. It must therefore be the eightieth year from the

Pattabandha of his ancestor Mayura^arman, which is

mentioned in the Talgunda inscription.” The beginning

of Eakustha’s reign thus falls more than eighty years

after Mayura^arman’s accession (somewhere between circa

320 and 350 A.D.). The record issued when Kakustha-

varman was a Yuvaraja thus seems to have been inscribed

some time between circa 400 and 430 A.D.^

Kakusthavarman was succeeded by his son Santi-

varman during whose reign the Talgunda record was

engraved. Mrge^avarman was the son and successor of
*

Santivarman. Thus the two reigns of Kakusthavarman and

of Santivarman intervened between the date of the Halsi

grant when Kakustha was a Yuvaraja (some time between

A.D. 400 and 430) and the date of Mrge^avarman’s

accession. But since we do not know the precise date of

Mayurasarman’s accession and the exact reign-periods of

Kakusthavarman and, Santivarman, it is difficult to

conjecture any definite date for the accession of Mrge^a-

varman. It is however almost certain that Mrgesa’s rule

did not begin earlier than k.D. 415.

Mrge^avarman’s last known date is year 8. He was

succeeded by his son Ravivarman whose last known ins-

criptional date is year 35. Ravivarman’s son and successor

was Harivarman whose Sangoli grant (Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 165 ff.) was dated in the eighth year of his reign. The

date of this record is calculated to be either Tuesday, the

1 Prof rtayc‘»Hudhuri saggeslis to me that, since this is the only instance of an era

beiQdf used in. the K idamba. records and since Kakustha is known to have had relations

with the Guptas die year 80 may possibly be referred to the Gupta era. The sugges-

tion suits our chronology, as the date then falls jn 400 A.D,
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22nd September, 626, or Thursday, the 21st September,

645 A.D. So Harivarman ascended the Kadamba throne

either in 519-520 or in 538-539.^ Since Eavivarman’s

reign of about 35 years intervened between the end

of Mrge^avarman’s rule and the beginning of Harivarman’s

reign, Mrge^avarman does not appear to have ended his

rule before (538— 35=) 503 A.D. Thus we see that the

reign of Mrgesavarman fell in the period between A.D. 4l5

and 503.

Now, the Banavasi grant (Jnd. Ant, Vll, pp. 35-36) of

Mrgesavarman gives a'verifiable date. This record is said

to have been dated in rajyasya trtiye mrse pause samvatsare

karttikainasa-bahula-pakse daianiijm=tithau uttara-hliadra-

pada-naksatre. The date is therefore Pausa year ; month of

' Karttika ; Bahula or the dark fortnight
;
tenth lunar day ;

and Uttara-bhadrapada naksatra. This date fell in the

third regnal year of Mrgesavarman. It must first be

observed that Bahula is here apparently a mistake for Sukla.

The lunar mansion called Uttara-bhadrapada may have

chance to occur on the tenth lunar day only of the bright

half, and not of the dark half, of the month of Karttika.

We are therefore to find out a Pausa year in the period

between A.D. 415 and 503, in which the lunar mansion

Uttara-bhadrapada occurred on the tenth tithi of the bright

half of Karttika.

Between A.D. 415 and 503, Pausa years, counted

according to the twelve-year cycle of Jupiter, occurred in

A D. 425, 437, 448, 460, 472, 484 and 496; but calculations

show that the lunar mansion Uttara-bhadrapada occurred in

Karttika-4ukla-da4ami only in A.D. 437 and in 472. On

October 24, A.D. 437, Sukla-da^mi continued till 2-5 a.m.

m the night; and Uttara-bhadrapada naksatra began about

1 Mr. K. N Diksliifc who has edited the Sangoli grant (Ep. Ind., XIV,

p. 160 f.) rightly prefers the second date, viz,, A D 538.
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12-15 p.M. in the day. On October 27, A.D. 472, Sukla-

da^aml continued till 8-57 p.m. in the night and Uttara-

bhadrapada began about 2-31 p.m. in the day. It therefore

appears that Mrge^aTarman ascended the Kadamba throne

either in A.D. 434-435 or 469-470.^

Scholars (see Anc, Hist. Dec., pp. 95-96; Kadambakula,

chart opp. p. 15) generally place Mrge^avarman’s accession

in circa 475 A.D. We would therefore prefer the second

alternative, viz., 469-70 A.D.

In this connection we should also note that a Halsi grant

{Ind. Ant., YI, p. 24) of king Mrge^avarman is dated on the

full-moon day of Karttika in his eighth regnal year which was

a Yai^akha samvatsara. We have already seen that the

tenth titlii of the bright half of Karttika of his third year

fell in the Pausa samvatsara. This fact seems to show that

the same lunar day of Karttika in the nextVai^akha samvat-

sara fell in his seventh regnal year. Are we to suppose that

the eighth year of Mrge^avarman’s reign began in between

the Sukla-dasami and the full-moon day of Karttika ?

Mrge^avarman would then appear to have ascended the

throne on a day between these two tithis.'

There were several ^branches ® of the Early Kadambas,

the most impprtant of them—^besides the direct line of

1 I am indebted for some calculations to Mr. D. N. Mukhetji, B Sc
,

of the

Danlatpar College (Khulna distiict, Bengal). The calculations are on the heliacal

rising system as followed by Diksbit in fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions {Corp Ins,

Ind,^ III). After the publication of my paper on this subject {Journ, Ind, Hist,

XIV, p, 344), I have noticed that in a foot-note at page 363 of his List, the

late Mr. Sewell said, “ Mrge4avarman may have come to the throne in A.D 471.

For an inscription of his third year bears a date in A.D 473, given as in the

year Pausa, which, m the twelve year cycle =Erlaka.’* Sewell appears to have

calculated the Pausa years according to the mean motions of Jupiter.

2 It will be seen that the lines of Mayura4arman and Krsnavarman I and a few

other lines one of them being that to which king Mandhatrvarman belonged, ruled

more or less simultaneously over different parts of the Kadamba country The refer-

ence to Oalukya Kirtivarman’s victory over the kadamha-kadamI>a--kadaYrhha'ka (com

bined army of a confederacy of Kadamba princes ?) is interesting to note in this

connection. Buddhadatta, the celebrated author of the Vmayavmicchaya, is said to

have flourished at Uragapnra (modern Uyaiyur near Tanjore) about the fifth centnry
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Mayuradarman—being the line of Ersnavarman I. Since

the exact relation of these branch lines with the main line,

that is to say, with the line of Mayura^arman, is not as yet

definitely and unquestionably settled, I think it wiser to

deal with them separately.

A D. Id tile mgamana of that work, he says that he resided in the vikara of Te9,ha-

dasa at Bhutamahgala-on-Eaverl in the Colarattha and composed the book when

the country was being ruled by Accutaccutavikkanta who was a kalamba-kula nandana.

The ttka says that the Cola-raja Accutayikkama who was kalamba-kula-vari^a~]ata was

ruling the Coja-rattha. It has been suggested that king Acyutavikraira belonged to

the Eadamba family (see Ind. Cult.t I, pp 71-7?). Some scholars think that he was

a Kalabhra. The suggestion that the Cola country was^^ruled by a Kadamba

or Kalabhra king about the fifth century however cannot be accepted without

farther evidence Kalamba-kula nandana, 2 e , delight of the Kalamba-Kadamba
{Bomb, Gaz..^ I, ii, p 558, note 2) or Kadamba family, may suggest that

Acyutavikrama's mother was a Kadamba princess. In this connection it is

interesting to note that a Pallava king (Pallava-raja) named Gopaladeva

has been described in the Haldipur grant (Kp. Jnd., XXI, p 173 ff.) as

katkeya-va7rU*odbhava which has been taken to indicate that Gopaladeva was

connected with the Kaikeyas on his mother’s side. Calukya Jayasimha III is described

in the records of the family as being bom in the Pallava lineage {Bomb Gaz.t 1, 11 ,

p. 333), and Fleet suggests that his mother was a Pallava princess. Fleet also

suggested {thd, p 349) that Satya^raya-Dhruvaraja-Indravarman, ** an ornament

of the Adi-maha-Bappura-varp^a,” was a son of Calukya Mangale^a and was connected

with the Bappura or Batpura family on his mother’s side, h is also not impossible

that the Kamhoja^varrLsa ttlaika Eajyapala of the Irda grant is the same as king

Bajyapala of the Pala dynasty, whose mother was a Kamboja princess See my notem
Journ, Andhra HisU Res, Soc,^ X, p. 227 f.



IV

Masura^arman

We have seen that according to the Talgunda inscription

the Kadambas belonged to a Brahmana family devoted to

the study of the Vedas. There the family has been described

as tryar^a-vartma, karitl-putra and manavya-gotra. In this

family of dvi^as was born an illustrious and learned

Brahmana named Mayura^arman who went with his pre-

ceptor Virasimha to Kancipura, the Pallava capital, in

order to prosecute his Vedic studies. There Mayuradarman

was drawn in a quarrel with the Pallavas, ^ and considering

the illtreatment he received a dishonour to the Brahmanas,

“he unseathed a flaming sword eager to conquer the

world.” He then easily defeated the frontier guards of the

Pallava kings {antah-pdldn pallav-endmndm) ^ and esta-

blished himself in a dense forest near Sriparvata. His

power gradually increased, and he levied tributes from the

Brhad-Banas ® and other kings. At length a compromise

^ KieltorQ thinks that a IS the same as aharoJia/* a horseman” (Ep,

Ind , 'VIII, p 26). May the passage aiva-sanisiJiena kalahena suggest that the quarrel

of Mayurasarman was m connection with a horse sacrifice (see above

^

p. 184,

note) Among the Early Pallavas Sivaskandavarman and Kumaravisiju of

the Omgodu (no, 1) grant are the only kings known to have performed the A^vamedha.

This fact also appears to sugesst that Mayura^arman lived about the time of the

great Sivaskandavarman who is known to have held sway over the greater portion

of Lower Deccan Kumaravisnu seems to have ruled about the end of the fourth

century.

2 The plural number in pallavendrdndin, etc , suggests that the quarrel of

Mayura^arman was not limited within the reign period of a single Pallava king of

KancI, but continued m the succeeding reigns Antah-pdla (Warden of the Marches)

is mentioned in Kautilya’s (Samasastry’s ed., pp 20,247) The salary

of an Antah-pdla was equal to that of a Eumara, Paura-vyavahanka, Eastrapala

and of a member of the Mantn-pansai

3 Brhad-Bapa appears to mean the great Bana or the greater house of the

BapLas. Cf. Perumbajaiappadi in Tamil.
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was brought in, and Mayurasarman accepted service under

the Pallava kings of KancI, from whom he received the

pattabandha-sanipuja, that is to say, the status of a subordi-

nate ruler, as well as the territory extending from the

Apararnava (Western or Arabian Sea) and the Prehara

(river ?) with a specification that no other chief would enter

into it. The eightieth year of an unknown era by which the

Halsi grant of Kakusthavarman {Ind. Ant., VI, p. 23) is dated,

is supposed by some scholars to have begun from this time.

Mayurasarman is said in the Talgunda inscription (v. 20)

to have entered into 'the service of the Pallava kings and to

have pleased them by acts of bravery ini battles. He seems to

have become a dandanaijaka (field-marshal) of the Pallava king

of Kanol. This view is further supported by verse 3 of the

same inscription in which the Kadamba family is called the

great lineage of leaders of armies (kadamha-sendni^-hrhad-

anmja), as well as by verse 22 in which Mayurasarman is

said to ha,ve been favoured® and anointed Sendpati (general)

by Sadanana and the Mothers ® {saddnamJ} yam-abhisikta-

^ The word senani means “ leader of an army ’* (see Gita, X, 24; Kumdra ,

II, 51) IL IS also a mame of Karttikeya, the divine general l^Raghu, 11, 37). It may
also be suggested that Mayurasarman was famous as Sendm or Sendpatv like Pusya-

mitra Suhga (Mdlavtkdgmmtira, Act V).

2 The word anudhyata is generally taken to be in the active use to mean * medi-

tating on..” In the passage in question the verb anu-dhyai is evidently used m the

passive to mean “ to favour,” ‘ to bless.’* That the word anudhyata should be taken m
the passive to mean ** favoured ” is also proved by passages like maJiasena-mdtrgan-

dnudhydt-dbhisikta iij which the other word ahhisikia is used m the passive. Note also

a similar passage of the Calukya grants which says that the family ” acquired an un-

interrupted continuity of prosperity through the favour and protection of JKarttikeya”

(Bomb. Gm , I, u, p. S37) The common phrase bappa-bhattarakc^pdd anudhyata means

“ favoured (or, blessed^ by the feet of the for, the noble) lord, the father,”

3 The Galulryas are described lu their grants as “ who have been nourished by

the seven Mothers who are the seven mothers of mankind.” The Mothers are

persoDified energies of the principal deities. They are generally seven (sometimes eight

or sixteen) in num'ier, e g ,
Brahml (or Brahmaiql), Mahesvari, Kaumarl, Vaisnavl,

Varahi (sometimes Narasimhi), lodranl (Aindri or Mahendri)i and Camupda. who

attend on Siva but usually on his son Skanda (Mahasena or Sadauana). The list of

eight Mothers omits Mabendri but locludes Capdl and Carcika They were probably

connected with the six Krttikas (Pleiades) who are said to become mothers to Skanda
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van—anudhyaya sendpatim mdtrhhih saha).^ In this connec-

tion it is interesting to note that in almost all the Kadamba

records the family has been described a? anudhydia (favoured)

by Svami-Mahasena (Saianana) and the Mothers. It must

also be noticed in this connection that the Sirsi grant (Ep.

Ind., XVI, p. 264) of Ravivarman describes the king as

Kadamba-mahdsendpati-pratima.^

A very late inscription found at Talgunda {Ep. Garn.,

VII, Sk. 178) says that Mayura^arman (or Mayuravarman as

there written) performed no less than eighteen horse-sacri-

fices. G. M. Moraes says, '‘It may safely be maintained

that he really performed one or perhaps a few more which

thus formed a historical foundation for the exaggerated

version of the later reords ” The suggestion is however

untenable in view of the fact that Mayuravarman is never

credited with the performance of any sacrifice not only in

his own Ohandravalli record but also in the inscriptions of

his immediate sucosssors. The Kadamba familyls said to

have been rendered pure by the bath of the AVvamedha only

after the time of Kfsnavarman I who is the only Kadamba

ruler known to have performed the horse-sacrifice.

The Ohandravalli inscription of Mayurasarman {Mys.

Arch. Surv., A. ,R., 1929, p. 50) records the construction

of a tank by the king who belonged to the Kadamba family

and conquered the Trekuta, Abhlra, Pallava, Pariyatrika,

Sakasthana, Sayindaka, Punata and Mokari. This record

by narsiag him who formed sh mouths to suckle them simulten msly (cf. Skauda’s

names, Kartfcikeya, Sadanana, Sanmatura, etc ) See Bomb Graz,slf ii, p 337 and

note

^ The pissage has beer taken by some to mean that Mayurasarman was anointed

by Sadanana after he meditated on the Senapati (4 e , Sadanana?). This interprta-

tirn is certainly untenable. The verb in anudhyaya (after favouring)
, which has

here its sub'ect m saddnmmh and its object in yam, is the same as in anudhydta

(favoured) in passages like mahdsena-mdtrgan-dmidhydUahhtsthata (favoured and

anointed by Mahasena and the Mothers) occurring in many Kadamba records.

^ MahdsendyaiUjdvidQntly signifies Skanda ; cf his names Mahasena and Senapatj.
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is engraved on a boulder at the entrance of the Bhairave^-

vara temple at Chandravalli in the Chitaldrug district of

Mysore
i and is so obliterated that it is difficult to be definite

as regards the reading of some of the names mentioned in

connection with Mayura^arman’s conquests.

I. Trekuta appears to signify the Traikutakas who
probably received their name from the Trikuta mountain in

Aparanta, mentioned by Kalidasa {RagJiu, IV, verses 58-59).

An inscription (Arch. Surv. W. Ind.^ p. 124f) of the

Vakataka king Harisena {circa 500-520) refers to the king-

dom of Trikuta. The' copper-plate grants of the Traikutaka

kings are all discovered in the neighbourhood of Surat and

Kanheri (Bhandarkarj, List, Nos. 1199,^ 1200, 1202^ etc.).

The Kanheri grant of the year 245 (A.D. 493-94)

of the augmenting sovereignty of the Traikutakas refers

to a monastery at Krsnagiri (Kanheri) itself. The Pardi

inscription of Dahrasena is dated in year 207 (A.D. 455-

56). The, date of the Surat inscription of Vyaghrasena

is the Traikutaka year 232 (A.D. 479-80). The
evidence of the Traikutaka inscriptions thus shows that

the family ruled in Southern Gujarat and the Konkan about

the second half of the fifth century.
^
It is possible that the

Traikutakas ruled in the same place also about the time of

Mayura^arman. The era used in the Traikfltaka inscriptions

is said to be the same as the Kalacuri or Cedi era which

begins from A.D. 248-49 (Eapson^ op. cit.j, pp, olx-xlxi;

Bomb. Gaz., I. ii, p. 294.)

Traikutaka coins have been discovered not only in Sou-

thern Gujarat and the Konkan, but also in the Maratha

country on the other side of the Ghats. Bhagwanlal

Indraji noticed a Traikutaka coin mentioning the Parama-

vaisnava Maharaja Eudragana (“sena), son of Mahgraja

Indradatta {Bomb. Gaz., I. ii, p. 295 n.). The fact that

the Traikutaka coin-types are very closely imitated from the

Western K^atrapa coins shows that they were intended for

31
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eiroulation in districts where the Western Ksatrapa coins

had become familiar to the people. “Local conservatism

in regard to coin-types is a marked characteristic of Indian

numismatics” (Rapson, loo. cit.). It is therefore clear

that the country of the Traikutakas was originally a part

of-the domihions of the Saka kings of Ujjain. According

ta^he Ajanta inscription {Arch. Surv. W . Ind., IV, p. 138 ff.)

the Trikuta country was conquered by the Vakataka king

Harisena who appears to have ruled about the beginning of

the sixth century A.D.

n. The earliest mention of the Abhiras seems to be

that in Patanjali’s Mahdhhdsya^ I, 252 {Ind. Ant., XLVII,

p. 36). There they are associated with the Sudras. Accor-

ding to a verse of the Mahahharata, these two tribes lived

near the place where the Sarasvatl lost itself into the sands

{cf. IX, 37, 1 : iudr-dhhtrdn prati dvesdd=yatra nastcL

sarasvatl ). In another place however the epic places the

Abhiras in Aparanta (II, 51). The country of the

Abhiras has been mentioned as Abiria in the Periphis and as

Aberia in the Geography of Ptolemy. According to the

Greek geographer {G-eog., VII, i, § 55), the land about the

mouth of the Indus was.generally called Indo-Scythia which

consisted of three countries, viz., Patalene (Indus delta),

-

Aberia (Abhira country) and Surastrene (Kathiawar).

The Purdnas {e.g., Vayu, 99, v. 359) mention the

Abhiras who ruled after the Andhras (Satavahanas). An
Abhira chief named Rudrabhuti is known to have served as-

general of a Saka king of Ujjain. The Gunda inscription

of Saka 103 (A.D. 181), belonging to the reign of Rudra- -

simha I, records the digging of a tank by the Abhii-a general -

Rudrabhuti, It is also known that for a time the Saka -

Satraps of Western India were shadowed by an Abhira king

named Madhariputra Igvarasena, son of Sivadatta. The
Nasik inscription {Ep. Ind., VIII, p. 88) of this king re-

cords the investment of 1,500 kdrsapanas in the trade-guilds"
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of Govardiiana (Nasik) for the purpose of providing medicines

to the monks dwelling in the monastery on the Trirasmi

mountain.^ Coins of a Mahaksatrapa named Isvaradatta

have been found in Kathiawar. These are silver feoms of

the same style and type as the coins of the Saka Ksatrapas.

Isvaradatta dates his coins in the regnal j^ear and not in the

Saka era like the Western Ksatrapas. According to Bhag-

wanlal Indraji, Isvaradatta was probably an Abhira connect-

ed with the dynasty of Bvarasena of the Nasik inscription,

and it was Isvaradatta who founded the Traikutaka era

of A.D. 248-49. Eapson however has no doubt that

Isvaradatta reigned between A.D. 236 and 239,^ that is to

saji about ten years belore the establishment of the

Traikutaka era. It is not possible to determine whether

the Abhiias and the Traikutakas belonged to the same

dynasty or race. It may however be said that the two

groups of kings ruled over substantially the same territory

and had a similar formation of names, which facts possibly

suggest some sort of relation that may have existed between

the Abhiras and the Traikutakas (Kapson, loc. cit.).

III. We have already discussed the question of Mayura-

^arman’s quarrel with the Pallavas of Kanol. About the

beginningjif^thp fourth- .century, the I’aHavas appesK-ta have

hl^3!"s^j. not only over Andhrapatha and ' Satahanirattha-

—

(Bellary district) in the north and the north-westj. but - -

possibly also over the Kuntala country in the west .

rV.Tijiyatrika seems to signify the people dwelling on

the Pariyatra mountain^ which may be identified with the

Aravelly Bange and the Western Vmdhyas. According to

1 The Nasik district “ may liave passed immediately into the power of these

Ibhiras, either during the reign or after the reign of Srl-Yajna, or it may have first been

held by the Cutu family of the Satakar^is, the * other Andhras * or ‘ Andhra-bhrtyas *

(* servants of the Andhras ’) of the Pumnas, who undoubtedly were m possession of the

neighbouring maritime province of Aparanta ” (Eapson, op, at , p cxsxiv).

2 Bhandarkar places the rule of Mahaksatrapa Isvaradatta between 188 and

m A.B.
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thePuranas (Vayu, 45, 97-98 ; Markandeya, 57, 19-20) ,
rivers

like the Mahl, Oarmarivati(Chambal), Barna^a (Banas), Sipra

and Vetravati have their origin in the Pariyatra orParipatra.

V. Sakasthana is the country of the Sakas. It has

been mentioned by the author of the Penplus (§ 38) as

Scythia which was situated in the Lower Indus valley

and was under the rule of Parthian chiefs, engaged in un-

ceasing internecine strife. As has already been noticed, the

Indian Saka country is described in the G-eography (VII, i,

§ 55) oi Ptolemy as Indo-Soythia which included Patal5ne,

Abiria and SurastiAne. A^
,

the time, of Mavura^armm
(middle of the fourth century A.D.), Sakasthana seems to

Eave^gnified the kingdom of the Saka kings of Ujjain. The

line of the_, Sakas pLJJjjain... was fpunded hf Ca^na {a^

contemporary of the Greek geographer Ptolemy) in the..ArS.t

haSToT^e second. .G&ai^r ~ The' Sakas continued their rule

i^thaTlocality up to the beginning of the fifth century when

Ghandragupta II of the Imperial Gupta dynasty of, Magadha

conquered Malwa from Saka Eudrasimha III (Eapson^

Catalogue, p. cxlix ff.
; Allan, Catalogue, p. xxxviii f ),

VI. Sayindaka has been suggested to be the same as the

country of the Sendrakas. The Sendrakas are known to be

of Naga origin and their country is generally identified with

the Nayarkhanda or Nagarakhanda division of the Banavasi

province, which possibly formed a part of the present

Shimoga district of Mysore. The Sendraka-vi§aya is known

to have been included in the dominions of the Eadamba

king Krsnavarman II. The Bennur grant {Ep. Carn.^ V,

p. 594) of Kfsnavarmanll records the gift of a village called

Palmadi which was in the Sendraka-vi§aya. A Sendraka

chief named Bhanu^akti seems to have been a feudatory

of the Eadamba king Harivarman (see the Halsi grant of the

eighth year of Harivarman’s reign ; Ind. Ant, VI, p, 31).

After the fall of the Eadambas the Sendrakas transferred

their allegiance to the Calukyas of Badami, who succeeded
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the Kadambas in the rule of the Kuntala region. A record

of Pulakesin I (Ind. Ant., VII, p. 211 ff.), who was the first

great emperor of the Calukya dynasty, mentions the Sendraka

rdjd Eundranlla Gonda, his son Sivara and grandson Sami-

yara who ruled the Kuhundi-visaya (Belgaum district)

with its headquarters at Alaktaka-nagari.^ The Ghiplun

grant {Ep. Ind., Ill, p. 50 ff.) says that the Sendraka prince

SrI-vallabha Senananda-raja was the maternal uncle of Pula-

kesin II. An inscription {J.B.B.R.A.S., XVI, pp. 228-29} of

the tenth year of Vikramaditya 1 mentions the Sendraka

chief Devasakti who appears to have been his feudatory.

According to the evidence of the Balagami record {Ind. Ant.,

XIX^p. 142; Ep. Corn., VIII, Sk. 154), the Sendraka

Maharaja Pogilli, a feudatory of Calukya VinaySditya I,

ruled over the Nayarkhanda division which had a village

called Jedugur, identified by Fleet with Jedda in the Sorab

taluka of the Shimoga district. The crest of the family of

Pogilli was the elephant (Bomb. Gaz.^I, ii,p. 192). In connec-

tion with a certain Satyasraya (Pulakesin 11?) aLakshmesvar

inscription mentions the Sendra(i.e., Sendraka) king Durga-

^akti, son of Kumara^akti and grandson of Vijayasakti,

Vn. Punata has been taken to -be the same as modern

Punnadu in the southern part of Mysore. Ptolemy seems to

have mentioned it (Geog., VII,^ i, | 86) as Pounnata where

beryls were found. The country or district of Punnata was

adorned by the rivers Zaverl and Eapini. The capital of

this ancient kingdom was Eirtipura (Kittur) on the Eapini

(Eabbani) river in the Heggadedevanakote taluka. The Eo-

maralingam andMamballi plates (Ind. Ant., XU, p. 13_; Mys,

Arch. Sum.; A.E., 1917, pp. 40-41) belonging to early

1 Beoords like the Bagtimra (Nausari district) grant {Ind, Ant., XVUI,

pp. 266-67) of the Sendraka prince Pfthivivallabha-Niknmbhalia^aktii son of Idiiya-

^akti and grandson of Bhanu^akti, d®tsed in the year 406 (Cedi era? —655

show that the Sendrakas were granted idgirs in Southern Gujarat after the, country

was conquered by the Calukyas* Alaktakanagari— Lattalur of Baftrakuta reccards ?
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Punnata rulers speak of the kings named Visnudasa, Ea§tra-

varman, Nagadatta, Bhujaga (son-in-law of GShga Madhava-

Simhavarman ?), Skandavarman and Eavidatta, who belonged

to the Tamraka4yapa lula. According to the Gahga records,

Gahga Avinlta, father of Durvinita, married the daughter of

Skandavarman, king of Punnata. Gahga Durvinita is known

to have had a very long reign which covered more than forty

years and, as we shall see, the Gahga king probably helped

his daughter’s son, Calukya Vikramaditya I, in securing the

throne of Badami about 654 A.D. The Punnata king Skanda-

varman, Durvinita’s mother’s father, 'must therefore have

reigned in the second half of the sixth century. Some of the

Gahga recoi ds assert that the Punnata country formed a part

of Durvinita’s kingdom. The country may have passed to

Durvinita as the heir of his maternal grandfather.^

VIII. Mokari has been taken to signify the Maukharis

of Eastern and Northern India. Inscriptions of the Maukha-

ri kings have been discovered in the Jaunpur and Bara-

Banki districts of U. P. and in the Gaya district of Bihar

(Bhandarkar,, op, cit., Nos. 10, 1601-1606
; Corp. Ins.

Ind., in. Intro, p. 14). The Haraha inscription {Ep.

Ind., XIV, p. 115) of Mjiukhari l^anavarman is dated in

Vikrama 611 544). About the sixth century a line

of the Maukharis is known to have established themselves in

the Kanauj region. Maukhari Grahavarman of this line

married the sister of the illustrious Harsavardhana (A.D.

606-647) of the Pusyabhuti family of Thaneswar. The
Chandravalli record however seems to refer to the Maukharis

of Eajputana. Three inscribed yupas (Krta year 295=A.D.
238) of a feudatory Maukhari family have been found at

Badva in the Kotah state {Ep. Ind.^ XXIII,, p. 42 ff.).

I Dr, B. A. Saletore has written a paper on the kingdom of Punnata in Ind Cult ,

,

in (October, 1936), p. 302 ff. His chronology is however based on the theories that
Maynura^arman ruled about the middle of the third century, and that Gahga Durvinita

reigned in the last quarter of the fifth century, which I consider to be inadmissible.

Subreuirs chronology is more reasonable (inc. iStsL pp, 107*9).
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It is interesting in this connection to note that the

tentative reading of the Chandravalli record does not speak

of the Banas who are, according to the evidence of the

Talgunda record of Santivarman, known to liave been

harassed by Mayura^arman. The Banas were a very ancient

ruling family in the Ohittoor and -North Arcot districts.

According to Hultzsch (S. Ind. Ins., Ill, p. 89) the capital

of the Bana dynasty seems to have been Tiruvallam which

had the other name Vanapuram and belonged to the

district of Perumbaaaj)padi (the country of the Great Bana).

Tiruvallam is 40 miles west by north of Conjeeveram.

On the evidence of the Pennkonda Plates (Ep. Ind.,

XIV, p. 331), it may be suggested that about the

middle of the fifth century A.D., the Pallava kings Siraha-

varman and Skandavarman installed the Gaiiga feudatories

Ayyavarman and his son Madhavii-Simhavarman for the

purpose of crushing the Bfinas wlio had possibly become

unruly. The early history of the Bapas is wrapped up in

obscurity. The earliest rulers of the family, whose time is

known, are Vikramaditya-Bali-rndra who was a vassal of

Calukya Vijayaditya (A.D. ()9fi-733), and Vikramaditya

who governed the country, “ West of the Tclugu Koad,^’ as

a vassal of Pallava Nandivarman 11 (A.D^ 717-79). See

Hultzch, Ep. Ind., XVfl, p. 3 ff., Sewell, LM, p. 328.

According to Dr. M. H. Krishna (Mys. Arch. Sure.,

A.R., 1929, p. 56), the Chandravalli inscription is to be

assigned to circa 258 A.D. He suggests that the rise of

Mayuraistobc placed between A.D. 250 and 260. All

his arguments are however based on an untenable view

regarding the date of . Pallava Sivaskandavarman whom he

places about the end of the first half of the third century

A.D, It appears that Dr, Krishna too is inclined to place

Mayurasarman only a little later than Sivaskandavarman.

Pallava Sivaskandavarman, as I have already shown, ruled

in the first quarter of the fourth century. J\Iayura^arman,
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the language of whose Chandravalli record is a little

more developed than that of the grants of Sivaskanda-

varman, should therefore be placed not earlier than the

first quarter of the fourth century A.D.

The Malavalli inscription (Ep. Cam., VII, Sk. 264)

possibly also belongs to king Mayurasarman. Here however

the issuer of the grant is simply said to have been kadam-

hanani raja (king of the Kadambas) and vaijayantl-dhamma-

mahardjadhiraja (Dharma-Maharajadhiraja ^ of Vaijayanti

or Banavasi) ; but the name of the king is not mentioned.

Nevertheless, as the Prakrit language of the record is

later than that of the grants of Sivaskandavarman,

the issuer of the Malavalli grant must have been either

Mayurasarman himself or his immediate successor.

The grant was executed in the fourth year of the king’s

reign, on the second lunar day of the first fortnight of autumn,

under the first asterism Eohinl. The grant was in the form

of a Bahma-dijja (Brahma-deya) which was meant for the

enjoyment (deva-bhoga) of the god Ma1apa]ideva. It consist-

ed of a number of villages which are said to have been

previously granted by king Manavyagotra Haritiputra Siva-

I Titles like Mahard^ddhtTaja were derived from Rdjdttrdja, etc , of the Scytho-

Kusa^as They were first used in Northern India by the G-uptas who were the

political successors of the Kusa^as m the sovereignty of ^Lrjavarta. In Southern

India, the title Dharma-MahdrdjddJiirdja first appears in the Hirahadagalli grant of

Pallava Sivaskandavarmin, No other early Paliava king is known to have used the

title. Sivaskandavarman himself has been called Yuva-mahdrdja in the Mayidavolu

grant. The early Ganga kings call themselves DJiarma-Mahddhirdja Since no early

Eadamba king u knDwn to have been called Dharma-Mahdrdjddhirdjaj may it be

supposed that this title of the Eadamba king of the Malavalli record was an imitation

of the title of Paliava Sivaskandavarman who, as we *have suggestedi was possibly

suzerain of the Eantala region in the first quarter of the fourth century ? May it bo

further suggested that the name of Manavyasagotra Haritiputra Vaijayanti-pati

Sivaskandavarman who seem to have been the immediate predecessor of Mayurasarman
was after that of Paliava Sivaskandavarman, ]ust like the name of the Ganga king
Madhava-Sirphavarman was imitated from that of his father’s overlord, king Siipha-

vaiiuan (A.I). 436-458) of Kafiol ?
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skandavarmaa, lord oC Vaijayantl.* The Brahmadeya

was granted for a second time, with all the pariharas includ-

ing ahliata-prave^a, to a Brahmana named Kau^iklputra

Nagadatta of the Konninya (Kanndinya) gotra, who is said

to have been an ornament of the Konclamana-kula. The

necessity of granting for a second time is said to have been

the fact that the ownership of the estate was abandoned.

The villages granted were Somapatti, Kongiuagara, Mariyasa,

Karpendula, Para-Muccundi, Kunda-Muccundi, Kappennala,

Kunda-Tapuka, Velaki, Vegtira, Kona-Tapuka, Ekkattha-

hara and Sahala. Tlie king's oral order seems to have

been written down by Vi^vaknrinan and engraved on the

stone-column by Nagadatta who is possibly not the same

as the donee.

Tlic grant begins witli an adoration to Malapalidcva

and ends with the maiujala : jayati lokandthalli] nandnUitu

go-hrdhmannyil ;
sidclhir=astu ; h'lr^astu. This Sanskrit

mangola the end of a Prakrit grant reminds us of a

similar manyala at the end of the Hirahadagalii Prakrit

grant of Sivaskandavarraan. Many of the Sanskrit grants of

Mayuraiarman’s successors also end with similar mangalas.

The above inscription is engraved on a pillar in front

of the Kalle^vaia temple at Malavalh in jihe Shikarpur

taluka as a continuation of, as has already been noticed, an

inscription dated in the first year of Manavyagotra Hari-

tiputra Vinhukadda Cutukulananda Sfilakarni, king of Vija-

1 It has been suggested *ie g ,
in Luders, Ltst, No 1196 ; Joum Ind Htst

,

XtT, p 361) that Sivaskanda-varman was the uame of the Kadamba king who

issued the Malavalh grant The composition of the recoid however clearly shows

that the theory is untenable , cf vaijayanti’-dhaTma’ma'hdrdjddhtrdja paUkata-

sanj^hdyicaccdparo hadamhdnam rdjd swaUiadavadmna mdnavyafiagottena hdnhputtena

vaijayanttpaUnd pnvvadatt—eti, etc It must be noticed that the word [kadamhanmn]

rdjd with all the epitlieta preceding it is in Iho first case-ending, while stvakhada-

vavva7}d and ail its epithets following it are m the tlurd case-ending. Moreover,

the epithet vmjayanti-dharma^mahdrdjddhirdja applied to kadamhdnarii rd]d and

vat^ayanii-paUnd applied to sivahkadavavvand show beyond doubt that these two

identical epithets refer to two different kings*

32
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yanti (Banavasi). This grant also begins with an adoration

to the god Malapalideva for whose enjoyment a Devabhoga

was granted in the king’s first regnal year on the first lunar

day of the second fortnight of summer. The Devahlioga

was in the form of a Bahmadijja (Brahmadeya) of the

gmmahara (group of villages ?) of Sahalatavi which was

granted to Takinelputra Kondamana who has been called

Haritiputra and is said to have belonged to the Kaundinya

gotra, with all the parihdras like ahhatapmvfJa and others.

It must be noticed that the Malavalli record of the

Kadamba king also mentions Sahala (c/. the grdmahdra of

Sahalatavi of the present grant) and there the donee is one

who belonged to the family of this Kondamana {kondamana-

kula-tilaka)

.

Since the linguistic andpalaeographical standards

of the two Malavalli records agree in placing them very near

each other in time, I think it possible that the Kondamdna-

kula-tihka Kau^iklputra Nagadafta of the Ivaundinya

gotra (donee of the Kadamba grant) was thb son of

Takiflciputra-Haritiputra Kondamana of the Kaundinya gotra

(donee of the Cutu Satakarni grant). ^ We should however

notice the facts - that in the Kadamba record the twelve

villages including Sahala are said to have been previously

granted by a- Vaijayanti-pati named Sivaskandavarman

and that the ownership of the estate is said to have been

abandoned. It may be supposed that Sahala was granted

by Vinhukadda Cutukulananda Satakarni, while the eleven

other villages were granted by Sivaskandavarman who was
possibly the former’s immediate successor It is however
possibe to suggest that the graniahara of Sahalatavi consisted

of (be twelve villages mentioned In the terminology
of later inscriptions it would belike “ the Sahala Twelve” or
“the Sahala-mahagrama.” The cause of abandoning the

1 See. e 3 , mimihi,, a, V, verse 124, m which Nala, son of Virasena, has been
described as vtrasena-KuJa-dlpa,
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ownership of the estate by the heir of Kondamana seems to

have been the political troubles caused by the rise of Mayura-

^arman. The case appears to be the same as that suggested

in connection with Sivasarman who received the village of

Polamuru from Madhavavarman I Visnukundin, and with

his son Eudrassarman who fled to Asanapura during the

Calukya invasions and received back his father's agrahara

from Jayasirhha I Eastern Calukya when the latter was

established in the Guddavadi visaya (see above, p. 107 ff.)

The order of king Vmhukadda Cutukulananda Saiakarni

for the execution of the Malavalh grant is said to have been

given to a Rajjuha whose name was possibly Mahabhava.

Rajjuka (from rajju) has been taken to be the same as a

class of officials described by Meaasthenes (McCrindle, /liicicni

' India, DP . 53-64). These officials are said to have measured

the land, collected taxes, superintended rivers and the

occupations connected with land, enjoyed the power of

rewarding and punishing, inspected sluices, constructed roads

and carried out other works of public utility. Some of

these have been described as the functions of the Rajiuka or

Raj]u-gdhaka-amacca in the Kumdhamma-Jdtaka. From the

inscriptions of A^oka we know that theRajukas {i.e., Rajjukas)

were appointed over many hundred thousands of men and were

placed in direct charge of the jdnapada jana
; they therefore

seem to have been the highest district officers (see Bhandar-

kar, Aioka, 2nd ed , pp. 59-00). The Rajjukas were

possibly employed in this region when Kuntala formed a

part of the Maurya empire. The existence of such an offi-

cial in South-Western Deccan about the beginning of the

fourth century show's that the official machinery of the

Maurya age was still functioning in Southern India (see

BajKiimudhuri, op. cit., p. 321).
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iCA^fQAVABMAN, BhAGIRATHA AND RaGHXJ

According to the Talgunda inscription, Mayurasarman

was succeeded by his son Kahgavarman. In the Satara

treasure trove four Kadamba coins have been found to bear

the legend skandha which Moraes taiies to be a mistake for

kaiiga (op. cit., p. 382). The suggestion however is

doubtful. Another writer suggests (see Joiirn. Ind. Hist.,

XII, p. 361) that Skanda was the real name of the son

of Mayurasarman and that he was the same as Sivaskauda-

'

varman of the Malavalli record. We have already shown

(above, pp. 166-67) that the identification of the names

Sivaskauda and Skanda is not quite happy. *It has also

been proved that Sivaskandavarman of the Malavalli record

did not belong to the Kadamba family, but was possibly

a scion of the Cutu Satakarm dynasty of Kuntala.

The same Talgunda inscription says that Kangavarman

was succeeded on the Kadamba throne by his son Bhagl-

ratba. The coins in the cabinet of the Indian Historical

Research Institute (St. Xavier’s College, Bombay) with the

representation of lions and the word m and with the legend

hhagl in Hale-Kannada characters have been taken to be the

issues of this king (Eadamhakula, p. 382). But the

Kadamba coins (even if the Early Kadambas issued coins)

have not yet been studied, and we are not definite if these

coins can be assigned to the Kadambas.

Rev. Heras has pointed out (J.B.O.R.S., XII, p.458 ff.)

that the storv of Kalidasa being sent as an embassy of

Vikramaditja (possibly Candragupta II of the Gupta
dynasty) to the court of the king of Kuntala is referred to in
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the Srngarainaliasa of Bhoja and possibly also in the Aiicitya-

vicaracarca of Kscinendra (not of Hemacandra
; see Ind.

Hist. Quari., TX, p. 200). He suggests that this Ivuntala

king was Bliaglratba and that Kalidasa was sent in order to

contract a matriinonial alliance that has been referred to in

a passage of the Talgiinda inscription which says that

Kakusthavarman, son of BhagTratha, married his daughters

in the families of the Guptas and other kings. The theory of

Eev. Heras however seems to me to be based on a tissue of

assumptions. As has already been pointed out by N. Lakshmi-

narayana Rao (Ind. Hist. Quart., IX, p. 199), in the passage

of the Talgunda record, king Kakusthavarman, and not his

father Bhagiratha, has been credited with the family alliance.

Wo have already suggesLcd that Jvakusthavarman appears to

have ruled ill the first half of the fifth ccntuiy A.D. He
was therefore contemporary ofthoGuptaking Kumaragupta I

(circa 4L5-455 A.D.), the successor of Oandragupta H (circa

37-5-4J 5,A.l)). It is po.ssible that a son or a grandson of

any of tlio«e Gupta kings was the son-in-law of Kadamba

Kakusthavarman.’

^ Br. S. K. Aiyan^ar (T/ie VafidtaJm (tiid their place in Indian History,

p. 41 ff) and, apparenily fallowing him, Mr! N Laksbminarayana Riio {Ind,

Hist, Quart., iX, p, ilOO) think iliat the king of lOintahi io whom Oandra-

gupta II IS 8upp >scd to have seni m embassy was a hint? of the Vakat-^^'feS'

dynasty. It is pointad (mt that the Bharaiacanta {An Bhand, Or lies, Inst.,

V, p 40) mentions the author of the well known Prakrit poem Setuhmdha as a

KuntaleiSa, while Baija in the Harsacarita (Intro., vorso 14) tells ua that the poem was

composed by Pravarasenn, who has been identified with Pravarasena II of the Yakataka

dynasty. According to them, the Vakatakas were also known as Loids of Kuntala
**

The theory is however untenable in view of the fact that the conntiy of Kuntala has

been described as a separate political unit m the records of the Vakatakas themselves.

According to the Balaghat plates {Ep, Ind., IX, p. SOOiffi), Isfarendrasena, son of

Pravarasena II, was married to Ajjhita-Bhattanka who was the daughter of the lord of

Kuntala. The Ajanta inscnptun (Arch. Surv.W.Ind., TV, p. 138 ff.) says that the

VakStaka lung Prfchivtsona, father f? giandfathcr) ofPravarsona TI, conquered the

lord of Kuntala. That the Kuntala country did not form a part of the Vakataka

dominions is also proved by tlie fact that a(TO**ding to the simo inscription, Hanije(?a

who was tlie last great king of the V«ika4aka dynasty claims to have conquered

Kuntala once again. Of course, the Kadarnbas of Kuntala may, for some time, have
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Bhagiratha was succeeded by his son, king Eaghu.

Nothing important is known about his reign except the fact

that his younger brother Kakusthavartnan was a Yuvaraja

during his reign and was possibly in charge of the district

round Pala^ika (modern Halsi).

acknowledged tbe suzerainty of the Vakatakas; but that would hardly justify Pravara-

senaTT being called kuntal-e^a. Moreover, the Purdt^as (eg,, Vdyu, 99, 365-66)

describe tbe Vakatakas as vatdmka (belonging to Vjdisa), and tbe Vakataka grants

show that the Vakatakas ruled from the Vidarbha region in northern Deccan (see

Bhandarkar, List,jNo3 1703-13),

The mention of a Vakataka king as “ Lord of Kuntala ” in the Bhardtacanaa

only sho^s that its author lived m (or referred to) a period when the name Knotala

extended over the greater part of Western and Southern India, e g ,m the age of (he

CaluLyas who have been described as Kuntalar, ** Lords of Kuutala,” in the

Kalihgattuparani (see above, p 215. note 3) The Early Oalukyas may be supposed

to have been political sucressors of the Vakatakas in the Deoean
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Kikusthavaeman and Sintivarman

Raghu was succeeded by his younger brother Kakustha-

varman ^ who was possibly ruling the Palasika division of

the Kadamba kingdom as a governor during his elder

brother’s reign. Only one inscription of Kakusthavarman

has so far been discovered.

The grant of Kakusthavarman (/ml. Ant., VI, p. 23)

begins with the word namah, and a verso ^ which says,

“A^ictorious is the holy Jinendra who abounds in good

qualities and is renowned as being extremely compassionate,

and the banner of whose tenderness which comforts the

three worlds is lifted up on high.” Some of the grants of

Mrge^avarman and Ravivarman begin with the same verse.

The grant was issued from Palasikn. (modern Halsi on

the road to Nandigarh in the Bidi taluka of the Belgaum

district) in the eightieth year of Kakusthavarman, the

Yuvaraja of the Kadambas, who claimed to have enjoyed

the general good wish of the subjects. *We have already

seen that the date of Kakusthavarman’s grant is supposed

to “be the eightieth year from the pattahandha of his

ancestor Mayura^arman, which is mentioned in the Talgunda

inscription.” But since there is n& proof that the

Kadiimbas had any era like that, it may not be unreason-

able that the date should be referred to the era of the

Gupta with whom Kakustha was matrimonially related.

^ The correct form of the name would be Kdkutsthavarman (liteially, one wbo«e

shield, t e., protector, is Kakutstha, t c., k5macandra). In the Kadamba grants however

the name of the king is invariably KdhusthavaTman

2 J<3yatt bhagavdn pnmdro gunamndrah prathtta-parama^kdru^iJcalit Trmfoky-

dsvdsakan d^byd-palah^occhTitd yasya.
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By this grant a field called Badovara-ksetra in the village

called Kheta-grama, which belonged to the holy Arhats who

are said to be the refuge of the created beings and the saviours

of the three worlds, was given to the general Srutakirti as a

reward for saving the prince. It is said that the confiscators

of the field, belonging to the king’s own family or of any

other dynasty, would be guilty of the panca-mahapataka.

According to the Jains, the five great sins are destruction of

life, lying, stealing, unchastity and immoderate desire. The

grant ends with the usual imprecatory verses and the adora-

tion ; mmo namo
;
rsahhaya namah. Rsabha is the first

Arhat and the first of the twenty-four Jam tvrthankaras

(sanctified teachers) of the present age.

As we have already seen, the Talgunda inscription says

that king Eakusthavarman “ by means of his rays which

were his daughters caused to expand the splendid lotus-

groups which were the royal families of the Guptas and

others.” In this connection it is interesting to note that,

in the Balaghat plates {Ep. Ind., IX, p. 270 f.), the Vakataka

king Prthivisena II is said to have been the son of Narendra-

sena by the Mahadevi Ajjhitabhattarika who was the

daughter of the lord of Euntala. The Vakataka prince

Narendrasena was grandson of Prabhavatigupta, daughter

of Candragupta II. Dubreuil thinks (Anc. Hist. Dec.,

p. 100) that Vakataka Narendrasena, great-grandson of

Candragupta II, was the son-in-law of Eakusthavarman
and that the Talgunda record refers to this indirect relation

of the Eadambas with the Guptas. If this suggestion is

to be believed Ajjhitabhattarika was a daughter of Eakustha-
varmau. It is however also possible that another daughter
of Kakustha was actually given m marriage to a Gupta
prince of Pataliputra, who was possibly a son or grandson of
Candragupta II or Eumaragupta I.

There is a lithic record in box-headed characters {Mys
Jlrch. Surv., A._B. 1911, pp, 33, 36) on the right jamb
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of the doorway of the Pranave^vara temple at Talgunda,

which speaks of a certain Kakustha of the Bhatari dynasty ^

and of his mother Laksmi wlio is said to have been born

in the Kadamba family. Since Kakusfchavarman is know’n

to have had several daughters and since grandsons are some-

times seen to bear the names of the maternal grand-fathers

(c/, B. Calukya names Rajardja and Rajendra), it is possible

that Laksmi, the mother of the Bhatari chief Kakustha,

was another daughter of the Kadamba king Kakusthavarman.

Thus Kakusthavarman appears to have been matrimonially

related to the Guptas, Vakatakas and the Bhataris.

The son of Kakusthavarman was king Santivarman.

The famous Talgunda inscription was engraved at the time

, of this ruler. The Talgunda inscription begins with an adora-

tion to Siva and a verse eulogising the god.^ It records the

construction of a tank in the premises of a siddhdlaya (temple)

of lord Bha\a {i.e., Siva) by Kakusthavarman. It is also

said that the siddhdlaya was formerly ahhyarcMa (worshipped

at) by Satakarni (possibly a king of the Cutu family) and

others. The record ends with the following mangala

:

nandatu sawa-samant-dgato— ’yam=adhivdsah ; smsti prajd-

bhyah. It is sometimes supposed that the Talgunda record

was engraved by Santivarman when he was a governor

of Sthanakundura (Talgunda) during the reign of his father.

But passages like grhesu yasya lahsmy-dngand dhrtimati

sucirdni ca reme, yam sdmanta-cudd-manayah prav^emuJf,,

etc., show that king Kakusthavarman was dead at the

1 The epithet bhatan vaiji^a-UlaJca, applied to the chief named Kakustha, may
also suggest that the name of the chief’s father 'was Bhatari, See above, p 250

and note. The record speaks of one Pa^apati de'ifoted to lord PaSapati, i e , Siva.

Kakn<^tha is said to have been chief among the ten Man^alikas and had the control of

iulka He is also said to have pleased his master, the h§ttipa. The record also refers

to the residents of Stbanakufl’apura-tTrfcha which may be the same as Sthana-

kundura or Talgunda. The record has been assigned palaeographically to about the

middle of the fifth century.

2 Jayati vwvadeva-samghdta-mnUaika-mUrttfy sandtana^ iSthdnur^indu-ra^mi-

Viccfi'urita-dyuhmcj-jat&^bhdra-mandanah .
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time when the Talgunda inscription was engraved. The

record moreover speaks of the rule (sasana) of king

(nrpati) Santivarman who has been described as patta-tray-

arpam-nrajita-carw-mUrti which means to say that the

king wore three diadems or crowns {patta ;
see Raghu,

XVm, V. 44), that is to say, bad three kingdoms in his

possession. It is not clear whether he received the

three pattas from his father or from a Pallava over-lord

(Pallavendra Santivara of the Hebbata grant ?) like his

ancestor Mayura^arman.

It IS interesting in this connectfon to note that the

Birur grant {Ep. Gam., VI, p. 91) records the gift of a

village in the Sindhuthaya-rastra, made by the Kadamba

Dharma-Maharaja Visnuvarman with the permission of

{anujMpya) his jyesthapitd Santivarma-dharmamaharaja

who has been described as vaijayantl-tilakasamagra-karmta-

hhuvarga-bhartd. If this Santivarman is to be identified

with the son of Kakusthavarman, one of the latter’s three

pattas seems to refer to the kingdom of his feudatory

Visnuvarman. Another patta possibly refers to the

Vaijayanti (Banavasi) division of the Karnata country,

which appears to hav^ been under the direct rule of

Santivarman.

If the above identification is to be accepted (see infra),

v-e see that the Kadamba king Krsnavarman I (father

of Visnuvarman) who celebrated the A^vamedha, and

was a very powerful ruler and possibly had the

whole of Karnata (consisting of three kingdoms ?) under

him, was a son of Kakusthavarman and a younger
brother of Santivarman who was the lyestha-pita ^

(father’s elder brother) of Visnuvarman. We also see that

Krsnavarman I who was presumably dead when his son

1 Tbe word is synonymous with iyextha-tata ani piinve^ia, ‘ a father’s
eldest brother ’ Seethe Mirs] grant of Jayasiinha 11 (Ini. Ant., VIH, p. 17a, 1. 4).
and Ep Ind > VUl, p 30 o
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Visnuvarman was Dharma-Mabaraja under his jyestha-pita

ruled before bis eider brother Santivarraan. It will be

seen below that the great Krsnavarman was defeated

and probably killed in a battle with the Pallavas.

May this fact suggest that, after the death of Krsnavarman

who usurped the throne, the rightful heir of Kakustha-

varman got the possession of the entire Karnata country

with the help of the Pallavas who defeated the usurper ?'

It is also to be noted that according to the Hebbata grant

Visnuvarman himself is also known to have been anointed

by a Pallava king.

An inscription in front of the Durgi temple at Jambe-

halli in the Sorab taluka (Ep. Gam., VIII, Sb. 44) has been

attributed by Moraes to the Kadamba king Santivarman,

son of Kakusthavarman. This record was written by

Kannaya, the minister for peace and war. According to it,

when Santivarm-ar.isa was ruling the [Banavasl] Twelve

Thousand,, Kannaya built two temples and made a tank ;

having come and seen them, the king granted a mattal

of riceland to the priest of the temples. The inscription

however is in the Kannada language and bears the date

Saka 894 (A D. 97‘2). There is therefore no reason to

believe that it belongs to the Kadamba king Santivarman

who ruled about the middle of the fifth century. Santi-

varm-arasa of the Jambehalli record obviously belonged to

a vice-regal family that ruled Banavasl under the Kastra-

kutas.® The fact that the date of the inscription falls about

the decline of the Rastrakuta power in A.D. 973, possibly

explains why the name of the overlord is not mentioned in

the record.

1 It may be also suggested that Kakustha was a feudatory of Pallava sSantivara

and named bis son after his overlord. The a^vemedhin Krsnavarman became independ-

ent He was succeeded by his elder brother, but the Pallavas sopported his son.

These suggestions are however only speculative.

2 Was he identical with Santivarman of the Batta family of Saundatti, who

ruled in Northern Kuntala m 98D ?
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Santivarman appears to have been succeeded by his son

Mrge^avarman whose last known date is year eight of his

reign. The king was naatrimonially connected with the

Kekayas whose dominions appear to have comprised the

present Ghitaldrug district in north-eastern Mysore. An

inscription {Mys. Arch. Rep., 1911, pp. 33, 35) on the left

jamb of the doorway of the Prapave^vara temple at Talgunda

describes queen Prabhavatl, dear wife of Mrgesavarma-

Dharmamaharaja and mother of Eavivarma-Dharmamaha-

raja, as Mikeya-mahakula-prasutd. The inscription obvious-

ly recorded a grant made by Prabhavatl ; but only the

beginning of the record survives.

The following inscriptions of Mrge^avarman’s time have

been discovered :

—

I. The Banavasi grant (Ind. Ant., VII, pp. 35-36)

begins with practically the same verse ^ as is found at the

end of the Devagiri plates of Yuvaraja Devavarman, son of

Ersnavarman I. It is in adoration of the Arhat, the lord

of the three worlds.

The grant ’^as issued under the asterism Uttarabhadra-

pada on the tenth lunar day of the Bahula (sic. iSukla)-

paksa of Karttika in Mrgesavarman’s third regnal year which

was a Pausa samvatsara, when the king was at Vaijayanti.

We have already tried to show that the date corresponds

to October 24, A.D. 437, and to October 27, A.D. 472,

of which the latter appears to be the actual date of Mrge^a-

varman’s grant.

In this record Mrge^avarman is called the son of Santi-

varman and born in the family of Kakustha. Another

1 JcAfaty—arhar^— tnloJc&iah sarva-hhuta-hiie ratah,

Rag-Mij-an-haro^'nanto^ ^nanta-jfiana-drg >=>iharah
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important point is that it describes the Kadambas not

only' as Manavya-sagotra but also as Ab.girasa which

appears to show that the family actually belonged to the

Shgirasa gotra.

The grant records the gift of some black-soil lands

(krsmhhumi-Jcsetra)

,

forty nivartanas by the royal measure,

in the village called Brhat-Paralura to the devine supreme

Arhat whose feet are rubbed by the tiara of the lord of gods,

for the purpose of the glory of sweeping out the temple,

anointing the idol with ghee, performing worship and

repairing anything that may be broken (sammarjan-opalepan-

ahhyarcana-hhagnasanisMra-mahinia). These forty nivar-

tanas of land lay within the western boundary of the

village. A field, four nivartanas by the ordinary measure

(ksetra-mvartana)

,

was also granted along with one nivar-

tana outside the Oaityalaya for the purpose of decorating the

idol with flowers, and one nivartana that was the moasurb of

the ahgana (court-yard) of the devakula.

The grant quotes the usual imprecatory verses and

refers to the unresumable character of lands that have been

given with libations of water, enjoyed by three generations

and have been preserved by good people.

The patUkd (grant) is said to have been written by

DamakTrti-Bliojaka.

II. Another Banavasi grant {Ind. Ant., VII, pp.

37-38) of irl-vijaya-Hva-Mrge^SL'vai'm.SLn was issued on the

full-moon day .of the eighth fortnight of Varsa (rainy season)

in the fourth year of the king who was residing at Vaija-

yanti. The form of dating refers to a primitive division of

the year into three seasons of eight fortnights each. Traces

of this primitive division are to be found in the ancient

^ K, B Pdtliak on the strength of this form of the name identified (hid AtiI ,

XIV, p 16) , Mirge^avarznan with Maharaja Sivakiimalra who is mentioned by Bala-

chandra in his introductory remarks on the Prdlrriasara^ as having for his p’^ecepfor

t he wellknown dcdryci Padmanandi-Kun^akanda The identification is fantastic.
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Indian custom of performing catunnasya (four-monthly)

sacrifices at the beginning of each season on the full-

moon days of the months of Phalguna, Asadha and

Karttika. In connection with the above date of Mrge^a-

varman’s record it is interesting to note that an inscription

of his son Eavivarman is dated on the tenth lunar day

of the sixth fortnight of Hemanta (winter). It is also

to be noted that both of these grants record some gifts

made in favour of Iain asetics. It is therefore almost certain

that the ancient form of dating in these cases was due ot Jain

influence. To the ascetics of ancient times the year seems

to have been divided into three seasons, viz., gn^ma, varsa

and hemanta, each of which was subdivided into eight

fortnights.

In this record the vatriias of the king’s father and

mother are said to have been pure. Mrge^a himself is

described as learned in various iastras and skilled in exer-

cises like riding. He is also said to have fought-in many

battles and acquired much wealth by the power of his arms.

He was a giver of cows, lands, gold, clothes, food and many

other things.

By this grant, ^n-vijaya-iivorM.rgei&'varm&n, the Dharma-

maharaja of tlje Kadambas, made a gift of the village called

Kalavanga. The village was divided into three equal

portions, the first of which was given to the holy Arhat and

great Jinendra residing in the Purva-mahac-chalfl
; the

second portion was granted for the enjoyment 'of a samgha

(sect) of the Svetapata^ {i.e., Svetambara Jain) Maha^ramanas,

and the third for the enjoyment of a savrigha of the

Nirgrantha (i.e., Digambara Jain) Maha^ramanas. Future

kings are requested to protect the grant according to the

devabhoga-samaya in order to provide money for deva-hhaga,

dhdnya, deva-puja, vali, cam, deva-karma-kara and hhagna-

kriya-pravartana. The record ends with the usual verses.

^ See Bhandarkar’s I/isfci No. 2085 and note.
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The charter was written by a senapati named Naravara.

The seal attached to the plates is indistinct, but seems to

bear the device of the sitting or standing figure of a god

or man. According to Fleet, the "figure may be meant for

a Jinendra. This suggestion however cannot be accepted

until it is definitely proved that Mrge^avarman was a Jain.

III. In the Hire-Sakuna grant (Ep. Cam., VIII, p.

12) the king has been called Mrge^varavarman and the son

of Kakustha’s dear son. It was issued on the full-moon

day of Vaisakha in the eighth regnal year of the king when

he was residing at Vaijayantl.

The grant records the gift of a village called Kadala-

kalani and some voistuka-ltsetra (house-site) along with

Perddala to a Brahmapa named Kratusoma^arman who

seems to have belonged to the Gautama gotra. In connec-

tion with the boundary of the lands are mentioned Vii'aja

which seems to have been a river, a field called Karvvelli, a

river called Vcnna, Palavakkepi, TCadailkiira, Kfujakoraaa

and a confluence of rivers (Viraja and Venna ?). The

hhojakas or free-holders of the locality wore informed of

the king’s grant {de^a-grmia-grdmahhojakanaip, Srdvita-

irdtanam kriva)

.

The village was granted all the parihdras

and was made a-hhata-prave^a. The record ends with

the usual verses.

The legend on the seal attached to the Hire-Sakuna

plates reads ift-mrgeivaramrmanah,.

IV. The adoration with which the Halsi grant {Jnd.

Ant., VI, p. 24) of Mrgesavarman’s eighth regnal year

begins is the same as that at the beginnig of Kakusthavar-

man’s grant. In this record the king has been called a

dharma-vijayi and has been described as the dear eldest son

of Santivaravarman and the grandson of Kakusthavarman.

He is also called the uprooter of the GaAgas {tufiga-ganga-

kul-otsddl) and the very fire of destruction to the Pallavas
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(palh'Da-pralay-anala). We have seen that Mrge^a possibly

began to rule in A.D. 470. His G-aAga contemporary

therefore seems to have been either Ayjavarman who was

installed by the Pallava king Sirnhavarman (43C-37 to circa

458 A.D.) of Kanci or probably Ayyavarman’s son Maclhava-

Simhavarman whose Penukonda plates have been assigned

by Eleet to circa 475 A.D. Mrge^a’s Pallava contemporary

was probably king Skandavarman, the son of Sunhavarman

and the overlord of the Ganga king Madhava-Simhavarman

(see above, p, 176).* The reference to .the Pallava overlords

together with their Ganga feudatories appears to prove that

Mrgesavarman had to fight hard with his eastern neighbours.

While residing at the city of Vaijayanti, the king,

throagh devotion for his father who was dead, caused to

be built a jindlaya at the city of Pala^ika and gave to the

holy Arhats thirty-three nioartanas of land between the

river Matrsarit and the sacred confluence of riveis (Matrsant

and Ingini ?) called the Ingini-samgama. The ^rant was

made for the benefit of the Yapaniyas, Nirgranthas and

the Kureakas who were apparently sects of Jain ascetics.

Nirgrantha is the same as the Digambara sect. The word

ydpaniya seems to signify “ those who go away,” i.e.^ the

mendicants who- are going away and not staying.

The date of the grant is given as the full-moon day of

the month of Karttika in the king’s eighth regnal year which
was a Vaisakha samvatsara. We have already seen that

the tenth tithi of the bright half of Karttika of his third

year fell in the Pausa samvatsara. This fact seems to show

1 Mr. Mora«s suggests (op at
, pp 33-33) that VuTanidharaja Vi:.]jugopa was

possibly the Pallava contemporary of Mrgesavarman* He takes the title YuvoMCiharajct

as signifying Visnugopa's subordinate position to the Kadaraba king. Ynvamaba-
raja however means a crown-prince and never signifies a feudatory ruler. Pallava
Vi§nugopa could not have been the crown prince, i e , heir, of Kadamba Myge^avar-
man.
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that the same lunar day of the next Vai^aka sanivatsara

fell in his seventh regnal year. We are possibly to suppose

that the eiguth year of Mrgesa’s reign began in between the

4ukla-daSatnt and the full-moon day cff Karttika. The king

then would appear to have ascended the throne on a day

between those two tithis.

The executor {dj'hapti) of the grant was a Bhojaka

named DSmakirti; all other functions were performed by the

Ayuktaka Jiyanta. According to Fleet, Bhojaka is the

name of a class of officiating priests in Jain temples. It is

however generally taken in the sense of free-holder {inam-

dar) which seems to be better. It may be noticed that a

person named Srutakirti who has been called a sendpati

(general) in the grant of Kakusthavarman has been mentioned

as Bhoja Srutakirti in an undated Halsi grant of Eavivar-

man. Ayuktaka generally means tlio governor of a district.

Jiyanta who has been called sarmsy=‘dnusthdtd was pro-

bably entrusted with the construction of the Jinalaya.

The grant ends with the usual imprecatory verses and

themahgala: siddlnr — adu,

V. The Hitnahebbagilu grant {Ep. Garn,, IV, p. 130;

Hs. 18) of srl-vijaya-Sim-Mi'gciixvsiicxqtm begins not with the

usual adoration to Jinendra, but with a verse adoring lord

Brahman.^ It must be noted ini this connection that this

grant was made in favour not of any Jain institution but of

a Brahmana, described as an dtliarmnika and veda-mddnga-

vit. Are we tO suppose that Kirtivara, the writer of the

present record, was a Brahmanioal Hindu worshipper of

Brahman, while the grants showing considerable Jain

influence were written by devout Jain officials of the

king? It is known that Mrge^avarman and Eavivarman

1 Jayatt sur-ctsura-'inahufa-pray.ihHa-

mam-lw aipa’hhmta-cafafia>‘yugah
;

danda’-kamandalu-hastah

padma-pravar-dsano hrahmd.

34
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favoured Jainism ; but it is not definitely known whether

they, were Jains themselves. While in this record the

king is called iharmajna like Yudhi§thira, satyavadl like

Pratardana and hrahfianya like Visnu^ his Banavasi grant,

as we have already seen, describes the supreme Arhat as

having his feet rubbed by the tiara of Indra. It is thus

difficult in the present state of our knowledge to form a

definite idea about the religion of Mrge^avarman.

The Hitnahebbagilu grant was issued on the tenth

lunar day of the bright half of Marga^iraswhen the king was

residing at Vaijayanti. Mrge^avarman is described as a

giver of cows, lands, villages, gold and other things (go-

sahasra-nava-ksetrahala-dhanni 7~giama-h irany-Sdi)

.

The grant records the gift of a village called Kijtunl-

rilli to a Brahmana named Sarvasvamin, son of Pihgala-

svamin who belonged to the Aupagahani gotra. It was made

in accordance with the law of the Brahmadeyas, with liba-

tions of water and dak^ina The village was granted the

parihdras called abhata-pravesa and antahkara-vishka which

we find referred to in the Kudgere grant of Mandhatrvar-

Inan {Ep. Ind., VI, p. 12). It is also said to have been

exempted from pahgotkota the meaning of which is not

quite clear.

Some verses quoted at the end of the record are said to

be the words of Bhisma and Eama. The pattikd was written

by Kirtivara.
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Mrgesavarmarii was succeeded by his son Eavivarman

who ruled at least up to the thirty-fifth year of his reign.

This king is known to have annexed the Pala^ika division

of the Karnata country to his dominions which probably

comprised the Vaijayanti and Uccasrngi divisions only. A
Halsi garnt of his son’s fourth regual year {Ind. Ant.,

VI, pp. 30-31) suggests that the Uccasrngi division was

governed by Eavi’s younger (?) brother Sivaratha. Another

Halsi grant of Eavivarman describes how the king killed

Visnuvarman (son of the usurper Krsnavarmau 1), defeated

the latter’s Pallava allies and established himself at PalasSika.

A damaged stone inscription {Ep. Cam., VIII, p..l67)

discovered at Kavadi in the Sorab taluka mentions a queen

along with the name of Eavivarman, son of Mrgesa. The

record is written in four lines of vei:se; the first few letters

of the lines however could not be deciphered.. The epigraph

has been taken to imply that at the death of Eavivarman

one of his queens burnt herself with him as a sail. The

following records of Eavivarman’ s time have so far been

discovered.

I. The Nilambur grant {Ep. Ind., VIH, p. 146 ff.)^

of Eavivarma-Dharmamaharaja was issued when the king

was at Vaijayantl. In this record the Kadamba family has

been described as purified by the amhhrtha-sndna of the

A^vamedha sacrifice. As we shall see, the only performer

of the A^vamedha among the Early Kadambas was Krsna-

varman I whose descendants generally refer to the celebra-

tion of the sacrifice in their grants. The Nilambur grant
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bears the only instance in which the Asvamedha of the usur-

per is referred to in a record of a king of the main line.

By this record the king granted on the full-moon day

of Karttika, for the increase of his own religious merit, a

palli called Mujtagi which was to the east of a grama called

Eirupasani in the visaya of Mogalur. The grant was

made in favour of a Yajurvediya Brahmana named Govinda-

svamin who belonged to the Ka^yapa gotra. Another place

called Malkavu was also given along with Multagi. Multagi

is mentioned in the Merkera plates, of the Gahga king

Kohgapi-Mahadhiraja as the eastern boundary of a village

called Badaneguppe which was granted to the Jinalaya of

Talavananagara. Talavanapura and Talavananagara were

the Sanskrit forms of Talekkad or Talakad, the Ganga

capital, which still exists under the name of Talakad, on the

left, bank of the river Kaveri about 28 miles to the south-

east of Mysore {Bomb. Gaz., I, n, p. 299). Badaneguppe

is five or six miles south of Talakad on the other %ide of the

^er. Mogalur is supposed to be the same as Mugur or

Mullur which is also near Talakad. The grant of two

villages so near the Ganga capital proves the success of

Bavivarman against the Gangas. We have already seen

that according to the evidence of a Halsi grant the Gangas

were ‘uprooted’ by the father of Bavivarman before the

eighth year of his reign. It is interesting in this connec*

tion to note that the Gangas were friendly towards the

junior line of Krsnavarman I. The Ganga king Madhava-
Mahadhiraja is known to have married a granddaughter of

Vi^nuvarman who, as we shall see, was killed by Eavivar-

man before the eleventh year of Eavi’s reign. Ganga Avinita-

Konka^i, son of Madhava, has been described in the Ganga
records as the beloved sister’s son of Krsnavarman, evidently

Kp^avarman grandson of Visnuvarman (see infra).

The grant is said to have been made with gold and
with libations of water. All the fanharas were granted.
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Those who might confiscate the lands are said to be com-

mitting the paflca-mahapataka, while those who would

protect the grant are said to be acquiring religious merit.

The record ends with the imprecatory verses and with the

mangala : svasty=astu go-hrahnianehliyah, prajHhhyo man-

galam.

n. The Halsi grant {Ind. Ant, "VI, p. 28) of Eaja

Bhanuvarman is dated on the tenth lunar day of the sixth

fortnight of Hemanta in the eleventh year of the reign of

his elder brother Eayivarma-Dharm,amaharaja. The record

begins with the usual adoration to Jinendra-giinarundra and

traces the royal genealogy from Kakusthavarman.

By this grant a piece of land, fifteen nivartanas by the

royal measure, in the field called Kardamapati in Pala^ika

was assigned in a copper charter and was given to the

Jinas by the Bhojaka Papdara who was a worshipper of the

supreme Arhat. Pandara is said to have acquired the

favour of 'Eaja Bhanuvarman, younger brother of Maharaja

Eavivarman.

.

The patl seems to be the same as pal;,tl or

pattikd which as we have seen {above, p. 198) probably

means a piece of land.

The lands were given free from» the gleaning tax and all

other burdens {uncha-kara-hlm-ddi-oivarjitfL) in older that

the ceremony of ablution might always be performed with-

out fail on days of the full-moon.

Pleet suggested {Ind. Ant., VI, p. 29n) that Bhanuvar-

man may have ruled conjointly with his elder brother Eavi.

The fact that the prince is simply styled Bhanuvarma-raja

while his elder brother has been called Dharma-maharaja

renders this theory untenable. Bhanuvarman seems to

have been the governor of Palasika under king Eavivarman.

The grant ends with the usual impecatory verses. The
seal attached to the plates is indistinct.

in. The Sirsi grant (Ep. Ind., XVI, p. 264) of Bavi-

varman’ s thirty-fifth year was issued when the king'~wasat
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Vaijayantl. Eavivarman, the Dharma-maharaja of the

Kadambas, is said to have been kadamha-viahasenapati-

pratima^ and atyanta-pitr-bJiahta. The grant records the

gift of four nivartanas 'of land at Saregrama to the temple

of Mahadeva {mahadev-ayatana) that belonged to the desa-

mdtya named Nilakantha who was the king’s priya-vaidya

(favourite physician). The grant was made on the fifth

lunar day of the bright half of Karttika in the thirty-fifth year

of Eavivarman’s reign. The land is said to have been in

a field called Bamdupukropi which lay between two tanks

called Batpbare-tadaga and Dasa-ta^aga. The record

mentions a Brahmana named Bharadvajarya who belonged

to the Ka^yapa gotra and was possibly also called Svami-

pasupata. He seems to have been the chief priest of the temple

of Mahadeva.

IV. The undated Halsi grant (Ind. Ant

,

VI, pp.

25-26) which begins with the usual adoration to Jinendra-

gunarundra records an interesting history of a family that

was favoured by Kakusfchavarman and his descendants. It

says that in former time the Bhoja named Srutakirti who
acquired great favour of the Kadamba king Kakusthavarman.

enjoyed the village of Kbeta. Wle have seen that Kakustha-

varman granted, a field called Badovara in the village of

Kheta to tbe senapati Srutakirti for saving him. When
Srutakirti died^ Kakustha’s son Santivarman was ruling the

country. Then the village was again granted to the mother

of Damaklrti (son of Srutakirti?) by Santivarman’s son

Mrge^avarman for the sake of piety and in accordance with

the direction of his father. The eldest son of Damaklrti was
the pratikora (door-keeper) JayaMrti whose family is said to

have been established in the world by an acdrya (or’the dcaryas)

called Bandhusena. In order to increase his good fortune,

fame and family and for the sake of religious merit, Jayakirti^

^ gee above, p. 240n.
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through the favour of king Eavi, gave the village of Puru-

Khetaka larger Kheta or Khetaka) to the mother of his

own father.
If

The grant further records that the lord Eavi established

his ordinance at the great city of Pala^ika that Jinendra’s

glory, the festival of 'which used to last for eight days,

should be celebrated regularly every year on the full-moon

day of Karttika from the revenues of that village; that the

learned men 'who -were ascetics of the Yapanlya sect and the

chief amongst whom was Kumaradatta should, according to

justice, enjoy all the material substance of that greatness

during the four months of the rainy season
;
and that the

worship of Jinendra should be perpetually performed by

the pious countrymen and citizens.

The record says, “ That (land, etc.)—which has been

conveyed by copper-charters under some ordinances accepted

by previojis kings—should be preserved by the king not

inattentive to religion, having pondered over the misfortunes

of being born again and again,” and quotes the usual impreca-

tory verses. It also says that the grant which is bestowed

with libations of water, is enjoyed by three generations,

is preserved by good people and the grants which have

been made by former kings are not resumed.’

The record ends with the adoration namo= nama^ and

says, “ Wheresoever the worship of Jinendra is kept up there

is increase of "the country; and the cities are free from fear

;

and the lords of those countries acquire strength.”-

V. Another undated Halsi grant (Ind. Ant., VI, pp.

29-30) of Eavivarman records that the king granted four

niuartana^'of Tand to Jinendra!. The actual donor of the

land seems to have been Srlkirti, brother of Damakirti; the

object of the grant was the increase of the religious merit of

Damakirti’s mother. There are the usual imprecatory

verses at the end of the record.
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The most interesting point in the record is that it des-

cribes Bavivarman as established at Pala^ika after con-

quering the whole world, killing Visnuvarman and other

kings and uprooting Caindadanda, the lord of Eaflcl.^ The

descendants of the usurper were hostile to the kings of the

main hne. Vi§nuvarman however seems to have had to

accept for some time the suzerainty of Santivarman. We
have seen that, according to the Halsi grant of the eighth

year of Mrgesavarman, the king while residing at Vaijayantt

built a Jinalaya at the city of Pala^ika and gave to the holy

Arhat thirty-three nivartanas of land between the Matrsarit

and the Ihgini confluence. It possibly shows that Visnu-

varman ruled at Pala^ika as a vassal of the Vaijayanti kings

at least up to the eighth year of Mrge^avarman’s reign.®

The reference to his fight with Bavivarman shows that,

possibly after the death of Mrge^a, Visnuvarman rebelled

against the authority of the main line. The mention of the

defeat and death of Visnuvarman in connection* with the

establishment of Bavivarman at Pala^ika seems to suggest

that the former was a king of the Pala^ika division of the

Karnata country. We have already seen that Bavi’s

^ 'Sn-msnumrma’prahhrftn narendran

. nihatya jitva pTthivtrji samastdm ;

Utsadya lidfl€-tSvara-candada'n,4(irn

pald&ikdydm samavastJiifas =>sah,

M. GoTind Pai says {Journ Ind Hut., XIH, pp 29-30) ; “ when after the
death of Krjnavannan I his son Vispuvarman ascended the Kadamba throne, his
cousin-brother ( ? ) Bawarman of the senior branch fought with him and defeated him
and his Pallava ally Ca^dadapda, seized the Kadamba crown and enthroned himself as
king. As a consequence, Viqnuvarman was obliged to remove his court to a place
called Ku^alur (whence he issued his Hebbata grant) . . The verse however clearly
says that Vispuvarman was killed and could not therefore have removed to Kudalur
after the battle. As has already been pointed out, Vignuvarman was possibly the king
of the PalaSika division and not of the whole Kadamba country.

* It may also be suggested that Vispuvarman originally ruled at the city of
Kudalur whence his Hebbata grant was issued and that he occupied Paladika when
h© rebelled against bis overlords of the Vaijayanti bouse.
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younger brother Bhatiuvarman was ruling at Pala^ika in the

eleventh year of his elder brother’s reign. The death of

Visnuvarman therefore seems to have occurred before the

eleventh year of Eavi. Since Ravi appears to have ascended

the throne earlier than A.D. 603, the date of Vi§nuvarman’s

death appears to have fallen in the ninth or tenth decade of

the fifth century.

As we have already suggested {above, p. 182) Candadan^a,

described as the lord of Kanci, may have been a himda

of Pallava Nandivarman (issuer of the Udayendiram grant)

or of one of his successors. Since the twenty-second

year of Nandivarman’s grandfather Simhavarman is known

from the Lokavibhaga to have fallen in A.D. 458, the above

suggestion does not appear improbable.

The seal attached to the plates is said to have the device

of a dog.



IX

, Harivarman

Bavivarman was succeeded by his son Harivarman who

is the last known king of the main line. According to a

late record (Ep. Gam., VIII, Nr. 35, p. 134) an- early San-

tara chief, named Tyagi-Santara, married the daughter of a

Kadamba king, named Harivarman. This Kadamba Hari-

varman seems to be no other than thp son of Bavivarman.

Harivarman possibly began to reign in A.D. 538. About

this time the Oalukyas under Pulake^in I became the great-

est political power in Western Deccan and the Kadam-

bas of Kuntala began to decline. It is not known whether

.

Harivarman was a contemporary of Pulake^in I. The

Calukya king however seems to have come into conflict with

the Kadambas in connection with the A^vamedha which he

performed.^ Calukya Kirtivarman I, son and successor of

Pulake^in I, has actually been said to have defeated the

king of Vaijayanti in the Mahakuta pillar inscription

of Mahgale^a {Ind. Ant., XIX, p. 16 ff.). In the Aihole

inscription (Ep. InU., VI, p, 4 ff.) of Pulake^in II,

Ktrtivarman i has been described as the very night of des-

truction to the Nalas, Mauryas and Kadambas. A reference

^ According to Bilhana {VzJcramahkadevacanta, 2, 64), the Calukya conquest

m the southern region at first extended as far as N^garakhant^a which is known to

have formed a part of the Kadamba country The Calukyas are generally believed to

have been a foreign tribe who entered India along with the HS^as. The different

forms of the name of the fanuily are Calkya, Calikya, Calukya, Caulukya, Calukki,

Calukika and Calnkja The Calukya family of Anhilwada is commonly known as

Solaki or ?olanki. Prof Eaychaudhun (op at
, p. 370 f 1 is inclined to connect

them with the gulikas (evidently the same as the SuIkTka family of Orissa) of the

Haraha inscription. Dr P C. Bagchi connects the Calukyas with the Sogdians who,

according to him, are mentioned as Sulika or Cuhka in the Purapas and who spoke

the Cuhka. PaiSacT. See his excellent article on Sulika, Culika and Culika Pai^ScI in

Joum. Dept, LeU, KXI. In that case however we have to explain the Kanarese*-!coking

original of the name Pulakehn and the celebration of A^vamedha by the first great king

of the family, Possijbly they entered India ceuturies before the time of Pulakesin I
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to kadamba-kadamba-kadamhaka in the Aihole record appears

to suggest that Klrtivarman I had to fight with the com-

bined army of a confederacy of Kadamba kings. It will be

seen below that in the sixth century there were other ruling

branches of the Kadamba family than the lines of SSntivar-

man and Krsnavarman I. In several grants, Klrtivarman I

is described as “ establishing the banner of his pure fame

in the territories of the hostile kings of Vanavasi and other

(cities) that had been invaded by his prowess ” {Bomb.

Gaz., I, ii, p. 34G). After the death of Mahgale^a, there

was a general renunciartion of allegiance by the subordinate

peoples, and Pulakesm It had to reduce Banavasi once

•again (ibid, p. 350). In the Lakshmeswar inscription

{Ind. Ant., VII, p. Ill), Calukya Vikramaditya I is said to

have defeated the Kadambas. The Bennur grant (Ep. Gam.,

V, p. 594) of Krsnavarman II, grandson of the ill-fated

Vi§puvarman who was defeated and killed by Ravivarman

before the eleventh year of his reign, describes Kr§navar-

man II as set out on an expedition against VaijayantI

{mijayanthvijaya-ydtrdm=abhiprasthita). In the nineteenth

year of Krsnavarman (II) ’s reign however we find the king

stationed at VaijayantI (c/. Sirsi grant ; Ep. Ind., XVI,

p. 268). It IS not impossible that Krsnavarman II defeated

Harivarman and occupied the throne of VaijayantI before

the nineteenth year of his reign.

The following grants of king Harivarman have so far

been discovered :

—

1. The Halsi grant (Ind. Ant., VI, pp. 30-31) of

Harivarman was issued in the fourth year of his reign on

the thirteenth lunar day of the bright half of Phalguna. It

says that, at Ucca^riigl, the king, at the advice of his father's

brother (pitrvya), named Sivaratha, gave such a promise as

gladdened tbe heart of all people. In accordance with that

promise, he made Candraksanta the principal donee and
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gave to the possession of the samgha (sect) of Varisenacarya

of the Eurcakas the village of Vasuntavataka in the visaya,

called Suddikundura/ with all the pariharas. The grant was

made for the purpose > of providing annually, at the great

eight days’ sacrifice, the perpetual anointing with clarified

butter {car-upalepana-kriy-drtham) for the temple of the

Arhat ; whatever might remain over after that was to be

devoted to the purpose of feeding the whole sect (or all

sects ; cf. sarm-samgha-hhojanaya)

.

The temple of the

Arhat is said to have been built at Paladika by Mrge^a,® son

of the general Sihha who belonged to'the Bharadvaja gotra.

The grant quotes the usual imprecatory verses and ends

with a verse saying, “May the practice of sitting in abstract

meditation which is the doctrine of the Arhat Yardhamana

and by which is effected even in the present age the destruc-

'

tion of the sins of worldly existence, flourish.” It further

adds an adoration to Vardhamana, the last and the most

celebrated of the Arhats of this age.

The seal attached to the plates is said to bear the legend

M-hanvarmd.

n. The grants of the early Kadambas generally begin

with the word svasti or siddharp. The Halsi grants of king

Harivarman {Ind. Ant., VI, pp. 31-32
;

also pp. 30-31)

however have both of these words at the beginning. The

present grant was issued in the fifth year of Harivarman’s

reign when the king seems to have been residing at the

adMsthdm of Palasika. The word adhifohana generally

means a city
; sometimes it also signifies the capital of a

king. Palasika was possibly a secondary capital of the kings

^ In Joiirn. Ind, Htst, XII, p 358, it has been enggested that Suddikundura is to

be identified with Siddhakedara m Triparvata, mentioned in the Devagiri grant of

Ynvaraja Beva-varman. Since however Siddhakedara was presumably the name of a

field (or village; kedara means ‘ field ’) and Suddikundura was that of a the

identification is doubtful

2 Sinha may have been the general of Mrge^avarman and named his son

after his master
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of Vaijayanti from the time of Visnuvarman’s death and

the annexation of the Palasika division by Eavivarman.

The grant records the gift of a village, called Marade, for

the use of the holy people isadhn;jiin-opayog-arthain) and

for the purpose of fuja-samnlidra of a Caityalaya. The

Caityalaya is said to have been the property of a sect of

Sramanas, called Aharisti (aharisii-sainahvaya~samgJi-a,nvaya-

vastu). The Head of the Caityalaya was possibly the aedrya

Dbarmanandin. The word iramana signifies a Buddhist or

a Jain religious mendicant or ascetic. The favour shown

by Harivarman and> his foi'efathers to the Jains suggests

that this Caityalaya was a Jain temple. Jain adorations

and. mangalas axQ however absent in this record. Was it

written by a non-Jain ?

The giant is said to have beau made at the request of a

Kaja, named Bhanusakti, who belonged to the Sendraka

family. The Sendraka chief Bhanusakti who appears to

have been the ruler of the Palasika division was evidently a

feudatory of Harivarman.

Like other grants of the family, the record ends with

some imprecatory verse. The seal attached to the plates

bears the legend hl~hariwrmain,d which is preceded and

followed by svastika. *

III. The Sangoli grant {Ep. Ind,, *X1V, p. 1G5) of

Harivarman begins with a verse ' adoring lord Sambhu, and

the king is expressly said to have been a parania-rndhehara

(devout worshipper of Mahe^vara). We have seen that, like

many of the grants of Kakusthavarman, Mrge^avarman and

Eavivarman, the composition of the Halsi grant (No. 1) of

Harivarman exhibits remarkable influence of Jainism. That

Kakusthavarman and Santivarman were also favourable to

Saivism as they were to Jainism is proved by the Talgunda

1 Jayati dhrma-hal endu jata-mukuta-wan^anaJ^t

Asddhya-mdhanai^^^amhMr^^vihe^dfl^jagatam peti^.
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inscription. If it is not supposed that Harivarman became

a parama-maheivara after the date of his Halsi records, it

may possibly be suggested that the early Kadambas of the

main line were Saivas^who were exceptionally tolerj|,nt

towards Jainism.^ It is clear that many officials of the

Eadamba kings were Jains ; it is also known that a general,

named Srutaldrti, who was evidently a Jain, once saved the

life of KSikusthavarman.

The grant was issued when the king was at Vaijayantl.

The date of the record is given as the Visupa or Visuva day

on the Amavasya of A^vayuja in the eighth year of Hari-

varman’s reign. It has been found to correspond with Tues-

day, September 22, A.D. 526 and with Thursday, September

21, A.D. 545. Mr. K. N. Dikshit who edited the Sangoli

grant rightly prefers the second dale. Eadamba Harivarman

thus appears to have ascended the throne about A.D. 538.

-The grant records the gift of a village, called Tedava,

with the pravihhagas (literally, divisions ; sic. parikaros?),

dahsina and libations of water. The recipients were

Siva^arman, Prajapati^rraan, Dhatr^arman, Nandi^arman
and Dbarma&trman of the Eaimbala gotra; Vaikuntha-

4arman, Vasu^arman, Naga^arman and Mapdana^arman of

the Eala^a gotra; Vi'snu^arman, Prajapati^arman and
Piti^rman of the Garga gotra; Kumara^arman, Tva§tr-

^rman, Skanda^arman and Varunaiarman of the Eotsa
gotra; Yaso^arman, Arya^arman, Pa^upati^arman and
Mitra^arman of the Srlvistba gotra ; Vana^9,rman of the

Cauliya gotra; Prajapatidarman of the Valandata gotra ; and
Eumara^arman of the Ea^yapa gotra.

The grant ends with the usual verses and the mangula :

siddhir'^astu; namo hari-hara-hiranyagarhhehhyah; svasti

1 The late tradition saying that Mayuravarman (j e., Maynra^aman) was born of a
drop of sweat that fell on the ground from the forehead of Siya is to be noticed in
this conoectioDa
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prajahhyah. The adoration to the Hindu Trinity {viz.,

Hari, Hara, and Hiranyagarbha, i.e., Brahman) in a

record wherein the king has been described as a devotee

of Mahe^vara seems to suggest that Hanvarman was a

Brahmanical Hindu with sense of exceptional religious

toleration.


